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Q1 Chairman: Good afternoon and welcome to the
meeting. Can I say how delighted I was that in his
very first day in the job Richard Lambert chose to
come to the House to launch couple of documents,
issues which directly relate to this Committee’s
work. I was pleased to be the host at the reception on
Monday evening. I gather you would like to make a
short opening statement to kick oV?
Mr Roberts: Thank you, Chairman. We were
delighted to see yourself and one or two of your
colleagues there that evening. Thank you for making
the time. I thought it would be appropriate to spend
two or three minutes, no more than that, saying a
few introductory words to set the context for the
forthcoming discussion. As I am sure the Committee
is aware, the CBI, as one of the main business
organisations in the UK, is a broad church in terms
of its membership. We have a diversity of members
in terms of size and sector and for them the impacts
of, and responses to, climate change have very
diverse consequences, but what generally unites our
members is a recognition that the science on climate
change is compelling and that the need for action at
home and abroad is strong and, if anything, getting
stronger, and that is why we as an organisation have
publicly supported the Government in its ambition
to move towards a 60% cut in CO2 by 2050 as part
of an international eVort, and it is also why we have
asked for intermediate targets to take us towards
that ultimate goal and we recognise that, where there
is a case not only for delivering against Kyoto but
also beyond our Kyoto obligations, we should take
it. Experience to date has shown that it is possible to
combine economic growth with reductions in
emissions, and business, which has seen its own
emissions fall by 15% in the 15 years since 1990, has
been a key part of that story. Inevitably, as more and
more of our members actively commit to reducing
carbon, being the broad church that we are,
members move at diVerent speeds but what unites all
of those companies is a feeling that Climate Change
Programme for the UK needs to reflect five things
more strongly than has been the case so far. Very
briefly, they are, first of all, the need for a long-term
approach given that the lifetime of the investments
that are necessary (for example, in power

generation) extends beyond the 2010 timescale,
second, there is a need to stimulate a range of carbon
technological responses, driven particularly by a
focus through policy on establishing a single price
for carbon, third, there needs to be a streamlining of
policy measures (the climate change space is busy
with measures), fourth, there need to be more joined
up policy between things like energy provision and
planning and, fifth and finally, the eVort towards the
long-term goal needs to be a shared one, whether
that is between sectors in the UK or between
countries. That is all I wanted to say by way of
introduction. I hope it sets a constructive context for
the discussion that will follow.

Q2 Chairman: Thank you. Certainly I think there is
some common ground between us. We particularly
welcome the CBI’s acceptance of what we think is
now the absolutely overwhelming scientific case
about climate change and its causes and the need,
therefore, for a very broad-based response and a
very urgent one. We are specifically looking, as you
know, today and for the next couple of weeks at the
Climate Change Programme. The document took a
long time to emerge from the Government’s
processes. I wonder whether you would like to say
whether you think, given how long it took, it is a
comprehensive response to the issues and whether
you believe it is an accurate assessment of where we
are and where we should be going.
Mr Roberts: In some respects we would say that the
programme that emerged was challenging for
business, and, in particular, in the light of the recent
announcement on the Phase 2 allocation of the
Emissions Trading Scheme, which will see
businesses covered by the ETS and the UK
delivering eight million tonnes of carbon saving in
that period (which is equivalent to two-thirds of the
total eVort of the climate change programme). That
is, on the face of it, a pretty challenging scenario for
business. On the other hand, where I think in some
respects the programme was lacking, was not
suYciently adventurous, was, first of all, in not
looking to the longer term, as I mentioned in my
introductory comments, but, second, not
maximising the extent to which other parts of the
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economy, for example the contribution that can be
made to it by individuals in the home or travelling,
and there we thought that there was scope to be
eVecting behavioural change beyond that which is
not in the programme currently.

Q3 Chairman: The business is already contributing a
very substantial proportion of total emissions. Given
that is the case, do you think it is reasonable that the
Government should expect business to be the largest
contributor to the savings that are required?
Mr Roberts: One thing that strikes us is that if the
Committee has seen one of the accompanying
documents to the Climate Change Programme which
sought to identify, for example, the cost-eVectiveness
of measures as they aVected diVerent sectors, that
analysis indicated that some of the most cost-eVective
measures would be achieved in addressing the
domestic sector; in fact there would be a net benefit
over time of pursuing, for example, greater energy
eYciency in the domestic sector, and the financial
benefit of pursuing those measures is several orders of
magnitude greater than the financial benefits of
pursuing energy eYciency in business. That is not to
say that one should not pursue measures within the
business community and it is not to say that one
should not put a significant emphasis on the business
community, but it underlines our feeling that perhaps
not enough was done to try and secure greater
emission reductions through other parts of the
economy rather than just business.

Q4 Chairman: We addressed a bit of that in our
report on sustainable homes earlier in the year. Do
you think it would be helpful if there were sectoral
targets set for reductions of carbon emissions?
Mr Roberts: By which you mean what?

Q5 Chairman: Breaking it down more by industry
groups, industry sectors?
Mr Roberts: I think one obvious diYculty that I
might have (and my colleague, Gillian Simmonds,
might want to comment here) is how that might
interact with the existing Emissions Trading
Scheme. One of the beneficial principles of that,
which does not anticipate sectoral targets within the
companies covered, is that there is the ability to find
the cheapest sorts of carbon savings across a range
of business communities. I think there is a danger
that you would lose that opportunity by going for a
sectoral based approach to targetry.
Ms Simmonds: In the longer term, there is certainly
some value in exploring sectoral agreements or
targets, I think one has to look at how they are
framed, but there is certainly an interest on an
international level for the use of some sort of sectoral
basis for achieving emissions reductions, and we
would favour exploring that.

Q6 Chairman: On an international level, you say?
Ms Simmonds: On an international level.

Q7 Chairman: When we had the Transport Secretary
in here in the context of our previous inquiry, which
we have not yet published a report on, but on

transport, he said that he thought it would be harder
to find savings from the transport sector than from
some others, and certainly I think the aviation
industry is reluctant to acknowledge the extent to
which they are becoming a very large, and in due
course perhaps a dominant, source of carbon
emissions, but without a sectoral target do you think
that the pressure, say, on the transport sector to cut
it emissions be suYcient? Otherwise, we are going to
see that other areas of business may be squeezed in
terms of the requirement for emission reductions
because of the continued growth from aviation?
Mr Roberts: I think there are all sorts of “what ifs”
and conditionalities in answering this question. First
of all, I do not think it is strictly true to say that the
aviation industry, particularly in this country at
least, does not take seriously the contribution that
that sector makes to the overall challenge to climate
change, and, if anything, I think the UK aviation
industry’s willingness to talk about its inclusion
within some form of trading scheme is a sign of how
seriously they take the issue. Is there scope for
reductions from the transport sector? Yes, that is
certainly the case, whether that is in aviation over the
course of time or in domestic transport, and,
certainly as far as I am aware, the oYcial modelling
that is available to the Government shows that,
although there are perhaps more cost-eVective
opportunities in the short to medium term to secure
emissions reductions in other parts of the economy,
that does not mean that there are not gains to be had
in the transport sector simultaneously, and the
modelling anticipates that, whilst one should be
pursuing energy eYciency in the home and in the
work place, there is a lot still to be achieved in a cost-
eVective manner in the transport community, for
example, through greater vehicle fuel-eYciency.

Q8 Chairman: You expressed some caution about
sectoral targets, but I think you have said that you
would favour some targets for overall carbon
reductions between 2010 and 2050. It is rather a long
gap, though, is it not? Do you want to explain why
you think it would be helpful to have some interim
targets?
Mr Roberts: There are two reasons. One is that I
think it sends a clear signal to those businesses that
are going to be making longer-term investments to
respond to the low carbon agenda about the pace
and scale of change between now and 2050 which, in
turn, I think, helps them to make rational
investment decisions of the sort that are needed. The
second reason, which is linked to that, is that I think
it is important for the Government perhaps to look
at a couple of scenarios, a couple of trajectories,
between 2010 and 2050 and to set some indicative
targets in each case, mindful of the fact that climate
change as a global problem is not going to be solved
by the UK alone and that we need to ensure that
there is a truly international eVort and that the UK’s
individual eVort ought to be positioned within the
context of what else is going on in the world, and, for
that reason, we think that indicative targets en route
which perhaps are set within two scenarios enables
the country and businesses to have some confidence
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that there is flexibility to respond to a changing
international circumstance whilst still seeking to
achieve the ultimate long-term goal.

Q9 Colin Challen: When you came to speak to our
predecessor Committee, Sir Digby Jones told us that
the UK Government was sacrificing UK jobs on the
alter of green credentials. Does that still represent
the CBI’s overall view?
Mr Roberts: I think Sir Digby said that there was a
risk of that, but perhaps it would be helpful if I recall
what I believe our position was on that occasion, I
believe, in January last year. We were explicit, and
Digby was explicit in his support for the 60% target.
We were explicit in our recognition that some UK
companies are leading the way in terms of carbon
reduction but that more can be achieved. We were
clear about that. We were clear that, whilst it is
important to secure international action, that does
not mean that the UK or, indeed, the EU should
wait until international action happens for us to do
something, and, whilst there was a concern about the
impact of unilateral action, I think we were quite
clear in saying that it was something that was
potentially more diYcult for certain sectors of the
economy rather than the economy as a whole. In
short, I think our position (and the Committee
clearly is at liberty to go back to the evidence, as I did
before this meeting) was actually far more
sophisticated than we were given credit for, and
Digby was part of that as well as I was.

Q10 Colin Challen: That is a problem that we all
face, is it not, being more sophisticated than people
give us credit for! Nevertheless, that was 18 months
ago, when he came to speak to our predecessor
committee. I assume that in measuring this risk the
CBI has done some research perhaps on where the
jobs are facing this risk of disappearing because of
climate change measures. Have you done that
research to see what the benefits have been in
creating new jobs measured against the losses that
your members may have experienced? Have you
actually done that research?
Mr Roberts: Let me reflect on what was available at
the time and a little bit about the experience since
than. What was available at time? Three years, I
think, previous to our coming to the last Committee
inquiry we had carried out a survey on the impact of
the Climate Change Levy on manufacturing
companies, a survey which covered 500 firms, and,
although I have not got the precise figures in front of
me, a sizeable minority indicated that their
competitive position had been aVected negatively by
the unilateral increase in energy prices that the CCL
had brought about.

Q11 Colin Challen: That is not a climate change
measure, that is a result of market forces. Specific
government regulatory approaches towards climate
change (and I am not looking at other
environmental issues perhaps in the last 18 months),
how is that impacting on jobs?

Mr Roberts: The Climate Change Levy is a climate
change measure introduced by the Government four
years ago. It seems to me a good example.

Q12 Colin Challen: The big change in energy prices
has not arisen as a result of the Climate Change
Levy, I would argue. The recent changes, which are
serious, are purely the result of market forces. What
I am after is the impacts that you have been able to
detect on jobs?
Mr Roberts: Let me clarify in two ways. First of all,
the Climate Change Levy was introduced four years
ago. It had an impact on prices prior to the broader
impact on prices for global reasons recently and,
through our survey, we indicated that it had a
negative impact. It did not say it was relocating jobs,
it is quite clear that it had a negative impact on the
position of manufacturers in certain cases. That is
my first point. I think it is a legitimate example of a
climate change measure and its impact. The second
point I would like to make is with regard to recent
changes in energy prices, and I want to use those as
an analogue, or, if you like, as a proxy for what
might be the impact of any unilateral policy
measures taken by the UK Government. As I am
sure the Committee is aware, energy prices globally
have been rising significantly in the last two years;
there is evidence that within the UK energy prices,
whether that is gas or electricity, for the largest
industrial consumers have risen in excess of the rises
that have been experienced on the Continent by
similar firms. That has had a negative competitive
impact on certain firms, and only yesterday it was
reported that Imerys in the south-west was having to
scale down operations with a loss of several hundred
jobs. I use the example to give a flavour of what can
happen if there is a diVerential impact on a
materially important area (energy prices) on UK
firms compared with others. It clearly is not a
climate change policy in itself that I am referring to,
but I am trying to use it as an example of what can
happen if the consequence of climate change
measures has an impact on things like energy prices.

Q13 Colin Challen: Are you saying then, on the basis
of that, that you think that we have reached the limit
of unilateral action that the Government should
take and that we should now behave in a more
multilateral fashion to address the problem?
Mr Roberts: No, I would not say that. I think it is
our belief that there are, for example, significant
gains to be had in terms of emission reductions in the
commercial sector. Commercial energy use in the
last five years in this country has risen at twice the
rate of growth in energy in the economy as a whole,
there are significant opportunities in oYces, in
property, more generally within the commercial
sector, to become more eYcient, and that has a net
economic benefit for companies clearly who are
more energy-eYcient, who are the more resource-
eYcient, who have the potential for reducing the
bottom line in terms of costs. That is an area where
there is scope for unilateral action, notwithstanding
what is going on elsewhere in the world.
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Q14 Colin Challen: So it is fair to say that the CBI is
calling for more unilateral action. Sir Digby, when
he last came here, also said that Britain should lead
the world on environmental issues but not to the
extent that some other EU members and other
competitor countries profit from our good
intentions. Is there this great lack of trust? Do we
really feel that our competitors do not care about it
as much as we do and that we have got all these good
intentions and they have no good intentions?
Mr Roberts: I do not think we are saying that they
do not have any good intentions. I will ask Gillian to
come in here in a moment. What strikes us is that
when one looks at something like the Emissions
Trading Scheme and the approach to the National
Allocation Plans taken across EU Member States, it
is not immediately obvious to us that all Member
States have been quite as rigorous in their approach
to setting the targets for their companies as our
Government has been or is intending to be in Phase
2. I do not know if you want to reflect on one or two
of the headline numbers with regard to Phase 2.
Ms Simmonds: In terms of Phase 2, although,
obviously, they are all very much in draft stage at the
moment, emerging draft National Allocation Plans
do appear to suggest that the UK might be, again,
more rigorous in its cut than other Member States.
I think from our perspective we would like to see a
much greater rigor this time round from the
Commission in ensuring the tightening up of
allocation plans across other Member States, but we
would be concerned if other Member States do end
up having more lax or more generous allocation
plans than the UK.

Q15 Colin Challen: I think we are going to come
back to that question. Also looking at a quote from
yourself, Mr Roberts, at that famous meeting back
in January last year where you said, “We contribute
of the order of 2–3% of the global emission total.
Therefore we could commit to unilateral action of a
very significant amount and yet have a marginal
impact upon the problem, unless, of course, others
are coming alongside with us.” Is it not a bit of an
argument used to moderate action by saying, “We
can do it, but nobody else will come with us.
Therefore our impact is so small it is not worth
doing.” That is a recipe for inaction, is it not?
Mr Roberts: I think my earlier comments give the lie
to that suggestion. I am not suggesting that we
should not do anything, and I was not suggesting it
then. What I was trying to indicate was that it is
critically important that, in trying to show
leadership through actions taken in this country, we
do actually bring the rest of the world with us
because the problem is truly a global one and
requires a global reduction in carbon emissions, and
if we reduce our emissions by 60% alone in the
world, it will not make the slightest bit of diVerence
to the fate of the planet.

Q16 Colin Challen: Other people are waiting for us
to take the lead because they think we have a
responsibility. Surely our carbon footprint is greater
than 2%. If we look at the number of British

companies that are operating around the world,
world-leading companies like BP clearly have taken
very strong unilateral action and have not said, “We
will not do it because Exxon is not going to do it.”
That would be disastrous, would it not?
Mr Roberts: To use a quote from the last meeting, I
think from Digby, “We are in violent agreement.” I
have not said we should be taking action on our
own; I just think that it is important that action is
within an international context.

Q17 Colin Challen: Lastly, I think it was me that
actually asked the question about whether any
companies had relocated abroad as result of
regulatory action on climate change, and at the time
I think you said that you could not think of any
directly as a result of that, although a French
company had closed a factory here. It had a
programme of closing one or two factories and we
just happened to be the one that closed. Could you
update us on this. Is there any evidence now that
some companies may be relocating or not making
the investment decisions because they find our
regime too rigorous?
Mr Roberts: I am in the interesting position of
helping to remind you of what you said, which is, I
believe, “Was there any evidence of relocation
purely as a consequence of environmental
pressures?”, and Sir Digby at the time, quite rightly,
said there was no such evidence of companies
relocating purely as a consequence, and I think that
remains our position at the moment. What we
sought to indicate was that badly designed
environmental policy measures run the risk of
imposing costs for companies operating in this
country that might not be incurred by their rivals
overseas, and that can be a factor in making the UK
a less attractive place to do business than other
countries, and that remains our position.

Q18 Mr Hurd: Can you help me understand a bit
better how the CBI see the balance between risk and
opportunity in relation to the climate change
agenda? In the press release of Richard Lambert’s
speech he seems to be facing both ways. On the one
hand he says UK business cannot be heroic on this,
the Government has to recognise it is taking a risk
with competitiveness, but in the same question he
talks about the need for government to provide a
favourable policy environment which can help UK
businesses win a greater share of the growing global
market for environmental goods and services. Are
these two statements reconcilable over time, and
which is gaining greater council within the CBI and
your membership?
Mr Roberts: I believe the statements are
reconcilable. To put a bit of flesh on the bones of
what Richard Lambert said, the global market for
environmental goods and services in the round, not
just related to climate change, is worth of the order
of $500 billion annually and growing, and growing
quite significantly. We as a country have a share of
that market somewhere in the order of 5%. It is a
lower share than that secured by companies in that
sector in France and Germany and Japan, and our
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view is that this is a missed opportunity and one that
we should be doing something about. Our view is
that if we had, in some respects, a clearer policy
framework, particularly in the UK but also in the
EU, with regard to climate change—for example, if
we were able to find a simple way by which the price
of carbon could be established and one in which
people had confidence—that would send a very clear
signal to businesses about the value of investing in
products which address that particular issue, which
in turn gives them a strong home market on which to
then capture other opportunities. That issue around
certainty and simplicity is something which, frankly,
is shared also by those companies who perhaps see
climate change more as a challenge, the ones who
are, if you like, energy users and have to maybe
change behaviour in one form or another, to rise to
the climate agenda; but I think there is a common
cause between those who see it as an opportunity
and those who see it as a challenge in having a policy
framework which is simple and sends some clear
signals about the direction of travel on which they
can make very rational investment decisions as
appropriate.

Q19 David Howarth: Can we come back to the
question of the second phase of the European
Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme, the
Government’s plans announced last week, which
you obviously were not ecstatic about. Could I ask
you a simple question? What level of cap would you
be happy with?
Mr Roberts: To be clear, in our submission to the
consultation on the NAP, we did not specify a
number. So, to be clear, we did not specify the lower
end of the range, for the record, and, mindful of the
next evidence session that you have, we would
absolutely sign up to the words of the climate
leaders, who incidentally involve many CBI
members, when they said in their supplementary
statement to the letter which went to the Prime
Minister that the UK Government should aspire to
the higher end of the range. We would agree with
that principle. The nuance we would add is that in
aspiring to the higher end of the range the
Government needs to take into account a number of
factors, one of which is what is going on in the rest
of Europe. Are we taking all of the burden, or a
significant share of the burden of the EU move
towards climate change reduction, or are other
countries shouldering the burden alongside us? The
Government needs to be mindful of the accuracy of
its projections, which is not merely a technical issue,
it was quite a material issue with regard to the
eYciency by which they set the Phase 1 allocation,
and they need to be mindful of the potential impact
on energy prices of the allocation that is applied to
the generators. I am sorry that is not a number which
I know you were looking for, but the reason I have
not given you a number is because it is complicated,
and I am not just being fatuous, it is complicated and
those factors which I have mentioned need to be
taken into account.

Q20 David Howarth: That raises a lot of issues about
which I am sure we will come back to over the next
five minutes or so. Can I put the question in a slightly
diVerent way. In fact, this goes back to a question
that Mr Challen asked. Holding all the other factors
equal, ceteris paribus, what eVect on business, or
what evidence do you have of the eVect on business,
would there be of, say, the cap rising or falling by a
million tons of carbon?
Mr Roberts: I suspect you are not going to be with
satisfied with this, but it does depend upon your
assumptions. Let me try and make this real for you
and for the Committee. The DTI commissioned
some work on the impact on energy prices as a result
of the Emissions Trading Scheme, and I believe that
the number suggested that the impact on UK energy
prices as a consequence of the ETS allocations was
up to a maximum of a 25% uplift on energy prices.
It is quite a diYcult thing to be sure about, but that
was the order of magnitude of impact. If in any way
that increase is experienced to a greater degree in the
UK than in other countries, then we would have a
concern about the eVect that would have on the
competitive position particularly of energy intensive
companies, and there are theories about the extent to
which the UK may be more exposed than other
countries, perhaps those countries which have less
liberalised energy markets and where their power
sector has less ability to pass through cost. There is
a feeling that there may be more exposure in this
country to energy price rises than other countries. I
am sorry I cannot give you a straight answer,
because there is no definitive evidence out there, but
I am trying to give you a feel for where some of the
friction lies.

Q21 David Howarth: Are there any other examples
of cost outside the rise in electricity prices? Is that the
main concern that you have?
Ms Simmonds: In principle the first phase of the
Emissions Trading scheme allocated to the non-
electricity sectors on a business as usual basis. In
practice, not all companies will have been allocated
on a business as usual basis or according to their
need, and, as a consequence, some companies, some
installations, are required to purchase allowances
outside of the electricity generating sector if you put
that to one side. I would imagine in Phase 2 we will
see a similar thing because of the nature of the
allocation methodology.

Q22 David Howarth: Can I pick up a point on
competitiveness as well. The Secretary of State
said during the statement on Thursday, “The
Government will continue to insulate international
competitive sectors within the ETS from the burden
of carbon reduction.” Does that not mean that you
have got your way? There nothing to worry about.
The Government has taken on board your concerns,
perhaps, in a way, which imposes a bigger burden on
everybody else.
Mr Roberts: I do not think life is quite as
straightforward as that. There is quite a useful logic
in what the Government has sought to do by
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allocating broadly according to need for energy-
using companies and putting the burden of the
reduction through the ETS for the UK on the
generation sector. The point at which life is not quite
so straightforward is the point at which power
generators have to pass through the consequence, in
terms of cost, in order to meet their own targets. To
the extent that costs are passed through, they will be
endured by all energy users, be they domestic or
indeed business, and within the business community
you have got some particular parts of corporate
Britain, particularly the energy-intensive companies
in process industries like glass, steel, cement, who
will feel that increase more sharply than other parts
of the economy. That is where life is not quite as
simple as the Government would perhaps like us to
believe.

Q23 David Howarth: The other thing you mentioned
was the importance of certainty about the future
price of carbon. Do you support rules for more
certainty about the future phases of the scheme
through until perhaps 2025, and, if you do, do you
support unilateral action by the UK to try to
stabilise expectations, where the UK would say what
its draft allocations would be or, on the other hand,
do you think that everything should go in step with
the whole of the EU, that Britain should not go it
alone in announcing even draft allocations?
Ms Simmonds: We certainly support greater
certainty over a longer period and at an EU level.
Politically, I think we would agree that it would be
diYcult to achieve long-term certainty on emissions
trading at EU level on specific allocations, but a way
of perhaps getting greater certainty at EU level
might be around the criteria on the basis of which
those allocations will be made. So, if one gets an
agreement at a European level around the criteria
for allocating, then perhaps we could allocate at a
UK level according to those criteria and have some
consistency on a European level.

Q24 David Howarth: How about having longer
phases?
Ms Simmonds: Absolutely, we are in support of that.

Q25 David Howarth: Another issue that will be
mentioned, I am going to come back to it briefly, is
about the extension of the scheme to other sectors.
Gillian mentioned . Can I ask you some detail of
your views on that? Should the aviation sector be
brought into the scheme on the same basis as
everybody else, so that there is a trading between
aviation and other sectors, or should there be some
of kind of special treatment for aviation and non-
aviation business?
Mr Roberts: A very good set of questions which are
very much at the edge of our own understanding of
what needs to be. I think, ultimately, in an ideal
world you would want to see the aviation sector part
of a trading arrangement which involves other
sectors as well, and, of course, we have an incumbent
trading arrangement and so those would be a
natural set of businesses to link to an aviation
trading scheme. Having said that, I think there are

some important practical issues to resolve about the
transition through which you get from where we are
now to a situation where aviation is part of a broader
trading arrangement. There is certainly a debate
about the extent to which the inclusion of aviation or
the linkage of aviation to existing trading
arrangements might put pressure on the existing
market for carbon credits. That very much, of
course, depends upon what constraints are put upon
aviation sector players, and no-one has yet reached
a view about what exactly those might be. The other
issue, of course, is about how the allocations for
aviation are actually made. That issue about
allocation methodology is likely to be made within
the existing ETS as well as what might be an ETS
with or without aviation, but that might have a
material impact. Ultimately, the economic logic
would be that aviation has got be playing its part
inside a wider Emissions Trading Scheme with lots
of others, because that is how you get the
economically most eYcient reduction in carbon.
How you get there is going to be extremely diYcult.
We should sort that out sooner rather than later. To
be clear, it is not a recipe for inaction.

Q26 David Howarth: How about road transport
consumers? Does there need to be a transition?
Mr Roberts: We would be willing to consider,
alongside others, the idea that in some way road
transport might be part of a future set of emissions
trading arrangements. Again, there are several
complexities, two of which are immediately obvious.
One is you have a number of individual sources of
emissions, i.e. in this country 26 million vehicles on
the roads, rather than a rather more manageable
number of point source emissions, as you would
have with the Emissions Trading Scheme, which
numbers thousands rather than millions. The second
is if, for example, one decided to base a road
transport emissions scheme on some sort of
commitment by vehicle manufacturers, the diYculty
is that while the manufacturers have responsibility
for the carbon emissions associated with the
production of the vehicles, they have far less control
over the emissions associated with the use of the
vehicles, which clearly is down to individual drivers
like you or I.

Q27 David Howarth: You mentioned, I think, in
passing, your concerns about the accuracy of the
data on which all these policy decisions are being
made, especially about the accuracy of the data
being used in other countries. What do you think
should be done about the accuracy of the data being
used here and elsewhere to set limits? Obviously the
whole scheme depends on the data being accurate
and trustworthy.
Ms Simmonds: We are hopeful that the second phase
might lead to more consistent presentation of data,
which, I think, is the first step that you require at EU
level. If the National Allocation Plans are presented
in a more consistent manner, then there may be an
ability to assess and compare Member State
allocations. For example, in the first phase some
Member States did not present their projections, so
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it was very diYcult to understand what the cut was
against any projections. I think that is the first phase.
Again, in some Member States, I would imagine,
one needs a much more significant data-gathering
exercise. The UK has probably better data than
many other Member States, and there may be a need
to level this up across the European Union.

Q28 David Howarth: One final point. You returned
to this point which I have heard Digby Jones talk
about several times, the diVerence between how we
deal with EU regulations compared to other people.
Is it your view that what is going on really is some
kind cynical manipulation by people abroad, or is
there really across Europe countries, areas with
diVerent needs, diVerent problems, and therefore
there does need to be some variation of approach in
diVerent countries?
Mr Roberts: Certainly diVerent countries are at
diVerent stages of development along the low carbon
path, if I can use that rather jargon-laden phrase,
and therefore it is reasonable, if you are going to
have a burden sharing approach to the EU reduction
in carbon, as indeed we do under the Kyoto
arrangements, it is reasonable to assume that
diVerent countries will have diVerent stretch targets
in terms of controlling carbon. I think that is taken
as read. The trick in the game is to try and make sure
that you deliver diVerential allocations on the basis
of the best possible information and data. Within
that, however, as in other walks of life, and not just
in the business world or the political world,
inevitably gaming goes on and people, businesses,
countries, will seek to maximise their competitive
position, and, as we have said before in this session,
looking at the way in which some of the targets were
set in Phase 1 and as they appear to be being set for
Phase 2, there is reason to believe, we may be
contradicted, but there is reason to believe that some
may be gaming, some may be trying to maximise the
beneficial position by having a laxer rather than a
stricter target, and, for that reason, as in Phase 1,
instead of Phase 2, we have said the Commission has
got a critically important role in acting as policeman
to make sure that there is some commensurate
degree of eVort across the 25 Member States.
Chairman: If you would not mind, we would like you
to remain. There are some more points we would like
to put to you. We will have to break now to go and
vote. Can I ask colleagues to be ready to resume in
15 minutes maximum.

The Committee suspended from 3.30 pm to 4.44 pm
for a division in the House.

Q29 Dr Turner: If I heard you right, Mr Roberts, in
your opening remarks you said that the CBI would
prefer to see a single price for carbon. Presumably
you would like to see a real cost for carbon across all
sectors which would guide investment policies and
reactions, et cetera. At the moment, of course, we
have just been talking about the Emissions Trading
Scheme. We have got anything but that. Does that
mean that the CBI would be receptive to an outright
carbon tax policy?

Mr Roberts: I think a carbon tax in many respects
would be preferable to, for example, the Climate
Change Levy, which is a bit of a misnomer in that it
tackles energy rather than carbon as the externality.
Whether a carbon tax would be the right way
forward depends on a few things, not least what
would other countries be doing with regard to their
taxation policy, which brings us back to some of the
earlier conversation, and I think also it would be
important to understand what its overlap might be
with things like emissions trading, which in some
respects we regard as being more eYcient as a policy
tool, subject to ensuring that it is reasonably simple
and administratively light.

Q30 Dr Turner: What about a carbon tax to be allied
with a concomitant carbon tax credit regime which
rewarded low-carbon or non-carbon emitting
behaviour? Would the CBI see any mileage in that?
Mr Roberts: I think I would rather like to know a
little bit more about how it worked before oVering a
comment on that.

Q31 Dr Turner: The Science and Technology Report
2003 sets out how it would apply certainly in
electricity generation.
Mr Roberts: Do you have a view, Gillian?
Ms Simmonds: I do not have a view, and I do not
know enough about it.

Q32 Mr Chaytor: Could I come back to the earlier
question about vehicle manufacturers and road
transport being within the trading scheme. Your
argument is that it is more diYcult in the vehicle
sector because there are X million vehicles and
separate point sources, but, in respect of
manufacturers, although they are not directly
responsible, although they cannot accurately
calculate the exact emissions of all the vehicles they
produce, yet each of their vehicles days is designed
and built to cover a certain broad mileage over its
lifecycle; so the information on average vehicle
mileages for particular categories of vehicles is
pretty accurate, is not it? Would that not be the basis
whereby manufacturers could be brought into the
trading scheme?
Mr Roberts: I suppose that is a way of trying to get
a handle on the lifetime carbon emissions associated
with a vehicle, but I think it is still a pretty inaccurate
one. Although we have not talked in depth to vehicle
manufacturers about this particular issue, my
instinct would be that they would probably want a
bit more clarity on how that part of the carbon
envelope of a vehicle is accounted for. The motor
industry has indicated you could cut carbon
emissions from the use of a vehicle by something of
the order of a third through the adoption of so-called
eco-driving practices; so there is quite a significant
element there of the carbon envelope which is down
to the behaviour of the driver, and that is the bit that
is diYcult to capture accurately in the way that you
were suggesting, I think.
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Q33 Mr Chaytor: Yes. We could pursue this in a
detailed discussion, but all I am saying is it is not just
a question of the lifecycle mileage, it is the average
annual mileage for particular categories of vehicles.
The behaviour of the driver is almost a bonus. It is
indisputable that the manufacturers have an
understanding about what is the typical mileage for
each kind of vehicle they produce, and that could be
the basis for a discussion?
Mr Roberts: It might be the basis for a discussion,
and I am certainly aware that within this country at
least the motor manufacturing industry, which does
take its responsibilities seriously, is starting to think
about where one goes next with regard to their
contribution to the climate agenda post the current
voluntary agreement, for example. Maybe the sort
of proposition you mentioned would form the basis
of a conversation; I think there would still be some
residual concern about the degree of control, if you
like, that the vehicle manufacturers would have over
an element of that total carbon footprint.

Q34 Mr Chaytor: On the previous issue that you
have responded to, the carbon tax as against the
Climate Change Levy, it is not necessarily either/or,
is it, because the Government, if it were minded to,
could simply rename the Climate Change Levy to
the Climate Change Carbon Levy and make the
necessary adjustments and you would have your
carbon tax?
Mr Roberts: It could do.

Q35 Mr Chaytor: Are you actively lobbying for
changes or a replacement to the Climate Change
Levy in favour of a carbon tax or adjustment to the
climate change levy to become a form of carbon tax?
Mr Roberts: We have certainly said that there are
ways in which what is currently the CCL could be
improved, one of which would be to make sure that
it does not penalise the use of nuclear on its carbon
credentials, and the second would be that there is
a need to look at the interface between who pays
the Climate Change Levy within the business
community at the moment and who is covered by the
Emissions Trading Scheme, because from the point
of view of companies who are covered by both, they
feel that they are paying, in fact, not just twice, but
three times over for the externality which is carbon.
If you are a manufacturer, for example, you are
paying through action to meet your own allocation
on the ETS, the impact on your energy prices cost as
a consequence of the generators’ need to meet their
commitments under ETS and through the CCL,
even if in some cases it is a residual levy rather than
a full levy, and so we think there is an argument for
trying to streamline rather than applying several
diVerent policy measures.

Q36 Mr Chaytor: Your objection is not to the levy
on energy as such, your objection is to the
complexity of the system that currently applies?
Mr Roberts: To be absolutely clear, you would be
hard-pressed to find many businesses or, indeed,
many individuals who are in the game of asking for
more taxes, and, to be clear, we are not in the game

of asking for more taxes but we recognise that in
certain circumstances there is an economic case for
applying taxation, for example to address
externalities. We think that there are improvements
that can be made to CCL, and one that we have not
mentioned is the extent to which the domestic energy
user is exposed to the carbon externalities of energy
use, which, of course, under the CCL they are not.

Q37 Mr Chaytor: In respect of the achievement of
government targets, at the moment the Government
is not going to achieve its 2020 target. What specific
measures would you argue for to bring the carbon
emissions back on track? Are there policies you
think the Government should adopt that they have
not yet adopted to bring these carbon emissions
down?
Ms Simmonds: The targets are 2010 targets, or 2020
targets and the UK Climate Change Programme’s
focus over the next four years, so it is a very short
space of time, but in our response to the Climate
Change Programme Review we certainly did
identify a number of additional measures that we
thought could be implemented on the SME and
commercial sectors as well as the domestic sectors, as
Michael was mentioning before. I think on the
industrial sector, as we have already been alluding
to, we feel there is more an issue for streamlining the
measures that are currently in place for the industrial
sector. There are a number of very well thought
through measures already targeted at the industrial
sector. The SME sector, things such as enhancing
the free loans that the Carbon Trust provides to the
SME sector, which we think have worked well to
date, perhaps providing more grant capital through
that; VAT reductions on energy eYcient products is
another way of encouraging investment in energy
eYciency. They are small measures but together they
build up into a significant carbon reduction.

Q38 Mr Chaytor: In terms of the domestic sector,
essentially you want to revisit VAT on fuel?
Ms Simmonds: Did we address VAT on fuel in our
response?
Mr Roberts: No. To be clear, I was pointing out a
short-coming in the existing CCL, but we have not
actively been suggesting that that is something to a
government policy. What we have tended to focus
on more is trying to secure greater emission
reductions through the enforcement of energy
eYciency standards in house building, where we
think there is significant scope for additional benefit,
and the use of things like reduced or zero Stamp
Duty on energy-eYcient homes.

Q39 Mr Chaytor: Finally, can I just ask about the
question of public awareness and individual
behaviour. Do you think that business has a role or
responsibility to contribute to the raising of the
levels of public understanding about the seriousness
of climate change and the necessary actions that
need to be taken to mitigate it?
Mr Roberts: It certainly does have a role, and I think
leaders within this community already exercise that
role, and I am sure there is scope for widening that.
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For example, through measures encouraged by
employers in the workplace, simple things like
switching computers in oYces oV at night-time or at
weekends clearly benefits the employer in terms of
reduced energy cost but helps to embed an approach
within individuals which, hopefully, they will take
home with them. In fact, as I understand it, Boots
have actively and explicitly provided information
for employees precisely because they feel this is an
issue which transcends the division between the
workplace and the home. Equally, businesses have a
role in terms of their interface with consumers, with
their customers; so what Tesco has recently
announced in terms of investment in high energy-
eYcient supermarkets has an educational benefit, I
think, for their customers, and finally, I think
businesses in terms of their relationship with their
shareholders who increasingly are expecting
information on their environmental and carbon
performance is another way, albeit by proxy,

Memorandum submitted by Anglian Water

Anglian Water and Climate Change

1. Anglian Water provides high quality drinking water to 4.2 million customers and wastewater
collection and treatment services for 5.6 million customers across a vast area of eastern England
(27,500km2), with 3,000 km of coastline. The region is dry, in relation to the rest of the country; the
population is predominately rural and widely distributed and is one of the UK’s key growth areas. This
results in the need for a high number of small works, a large distribution network, and a disproportionate
level of pumping, which results in a high energy requirement and resulting CO2 emissions.

2. We are particularly concerned about the potential impacts that climate change will have on our region.
By 2080 (using UKCIP’s high/high scenario) the climate in the East of England is predicted to be 3 to 5
degrees Celsius warmer, we will have wetter winters and drier summers, there will be an increase in the
number of storms and their intensity, and in the number of flooding events and sea levels will have risen by
22 to 82 cm on the Essex coast. However, we are likely to start seeing these changes by 2040 and we must
consider the implications now as we are building assets that will potentially last for the next 100 years.

3. Climate change will directly aVect our business in a number of ways; the key implications for Anglian
Water are listed below.

— Requirement for increased winter raw water storage.

— Supply infrastructure improvements—peak demand resilience.

— Impact on infrastructure—temporary or permanent asset loss due to flooding, sea level rise and
coastal realignment.

— Resource competition—environmental or economic pressure to share water resources.

— Requirement to adapt design standards eg sewer capacity.

4. We are already seeing the impacts of climate change in our region with an increase in the frequency
and intensity of extreme weather events and natural/managed changes to our coastline. Even if greenhouse
gas emissions cease now significant changes to our region will occur during the operational lifetime of assets
that are either currently being built or are being planned for the period 2005–10 or are being discussed for
the period 2010–15. Anglian Water has developed and is implementing a climate change action plan to
mitigate our impacts and adapt to the potential changes. We are working closely with the Environment
Agency and other stakeholders to base these decisions on the soundest science available.

Energy Consumption and Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Increasing energy consumption

5. Anglian Water is the largest energy user in the East of England. The legal and political drivers that
require improved standards in inland, coastal and drinking water quality all have a direct correlation to

through which the business community can help
stimulate a diVerent way of thinking through society
at large.

Q40 Mr Chaytor: Is this something that the CBI is
actively promoting to its members or is it just the
unilateral action of individual companies?
Mr Roberts: To be fair, our focus in life is much more
on the public policy agenda, and that is what our
members pay us to do and expect us to do, to have this
sort of conversation that we are having this
afternoon, and we certainly try to help promote
awareness of what businesses are doing in the way I
have just done in answering your question, but I
would not say, to be fair that—

Q41 Mr Chaytor: Disseminating best practice.
Mr Roberts: We do that up to a point, but I would not
want to over egg the pudding.
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. It was a very
usefuldiscussion.Wearegrateful toyouforcomingin.
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energy and resource use and the resultant CO2 emissions (99% of our energy use is from water or wastewater
treatment processes). Our current consumption equates to 0.2% of all the UK’s electricity; in one day
Anglian Water uses enough electricity to run 40 average households for a year.

6. In 2005–06 Anglian Water used 730 GWh, which released 253,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions
into the atmosphere. This has risen from 679 GWh during 2000–01, a 7.5% rise in the past five years
primarily due to enhanced treatment to meet the requirements of legislation such as the Bathing Water
Directive, Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive and the Habitats Directive. Our energy requirements
are projected to increase to 900 GWh by 2010 as a consequence of further quality enhancements (although
we are working to mitigate part of this rise through energy eYciency measures).

7. It is important to highlight the need to consider the holistic implications on climate change at all stages
in the process of developing new European Directives, their transposition into domestic legislation and their
interpretation and implementation by regulators. The Government, regulators and operators must work
together to secure the future of our natural resources in a more sustainable manner.

Meeting the 20% CO2 reduction target by 2010

8. Anglian Water is proactively seeking to manage our energy demand and mitigate the impacts of our
increasing consumption. Our current energy programme includes investment in combined heat and power
technology (CHP), investigation of generation from wind power at a number of our sites, use of green energy
supplies (all of these measures currently deliver 22.1% of our energy needs) and a business wide energy
eYciency programme. However, there are a number of areas where further improvements could be made
by removing blockers to further reductions in CO2 emissions.

9. There is potential in the water industry to install hydro generation technology on outfalls from waste
water treatment sites. Currently, these schemes are not eligible for Renewable Obligations Certificates
(ROCs), as the sources are previously pumped, even though the purpose of the flow is not generation. If
the ROCs where adapted to include these types of projects it would be a considerable boost to establishing
numerous small-scale hydro projects.

10. The development of new digestion and CHP facilities, fed from by-products of the sewage treatment
process, can be restricted by the need for high capital investment. If ROCs could be extended to include the
heat generated by renewable CHP, in addition to the electricity generated, then this would act as a positive
additional incentive.

11. Due to the nature of our business and our region, Anglian Water operates a sizable vehicle fleet. In
2004–05 approximately 12,662,797kg of CO2 were emitted as a result. In managing this fleet we attempt to
source fuel eYcient vehicles to reduce the impact but further measures could be taken. We are currently
exploring the use of biodiesel in our fleet which, according to research, produces 55% less greenhouse gas
emissions than fossil diesel. However, the main barrier to this substitution lies with the vehicle manufactures
and the warranties that they apply. In the UK these warranties restrict the blend of biodiesel for use in
vehicles to 5%, obviously restricting the benefits. The Government should work with the automotive
industry to remove this barrier to allow higher percentage blends to be used, as they are in other parts of
Europe (up to 20%) and in other parts of the world (80% in Africa).

Growth in the East of England

12. With climate change predictions suggesting potentially more rainfall in the winter period, the overall
supply seems secure but this may require new infrastructure; new winter filled reservoirs and improvements
to the supply network in order to meet greater summer demands. However, we have to be aware of the
increasing pressures that are likely to be exerted on the water resource in the summer months, for example
nature conservation and in particular protected wetland habitats. Irrespective of the challenges that we face
in the future, we already have examples of competing demand between public water supply and important
conservation sites. We are working hard with the Environment Agency and English Nature to resolve these
to protect the environment whilst maintaining the security of supply.

13. Looking ahead it is imperative that we work closely with our regulators, stakeholders and of course
our customers in order to ensure that these competing demands can be managed eVectively. Domestic
customers and their expectations will be a key factor in the future. Three of the four growth regions outlined
in the former ODPM’s plans will impact on our region. As you may be aware once these properties are built
we are legally obliged to supply water, which may have knock on implications for the protected wetland
sites, agriculture and other users of the region’s water resource.

14. Of course water eYciency will be crucial and all new developments will be metered but although
voluntary standards are being set for water eYciency in these properties there are no incentives or regulation
to deliver them. The UK programme 2006 states that energy eYciency is included in the amended building
regulations but that water eYciency is currently only included in the code for sustainable homes.

15. Although water is a climate change issue in its own right we would stress the connection between
water eYciency and reduced CO2 emissions (from the reduction in production and distribution) and urge
water eYciency measures to be included in the building regulations.
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Adaptation

16. We were pleased to see that adaptation is given due note in The UK Programme 2006. The need to
develop adaptive capacity within new assets is a particular concern for Anglian Water and our region.

17. We have contributed to phase one of the national adaptation policy framework and the Stern Review
and we are keen to assist Government further on this important issue. The reduction of CO2 is obviously a
priority but the need for leadership on the adaptation agenda should not be lost. We would also stress the
need for our regulators and in particular Ofwat to recognise the pressing requirement for building adaptive
capacity and delivering adaptation actions.

Conclusions

18. Climate Change—The UK programme 2006 is a powerful document but whether the actions will
deliver the required reduction in CO2 emissions is still uncertain. There are still areas where improvements
can be made and where leadership can be shown. Anglian Water recognises the serious nature of the
challenge we face and is determined to show our intentions through internal action and participation in
external forums such as the Corporate Leaders Group and Government reviews. Anglian Water would be
pleased to assist the Government further in attempting to meet the challenges we face from Climate Change.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by Johnson Matthey plc

Introduction to Johnson Matthey

1. Johnson Matthey welcomes the opportunity to provide input into the Environmental Audit
Committee’s work on the UK Climate Change Programme. Committee Members should recall that
Johnson Matthey has submitted evidence to the ongoing Inquiry into Reducing Carbon Emissions from
Transport, but it may be helpful here to reiterate that Johnson Matthey is a UK-headquartered speciality
chemicals company focused on its core skills in catalysts, precious metals and fine chemicals.

2. The group’s principal activities include the manufacture of autocatalysts and pollution control
systems, catalysts and components for fuel cells. Many of Johnson Matthey’s products have a major
beneficial impact on the environment and enhance the quality of life for millions around the world. It has
activities in a number of areas relating to clean fuels, and the automotive industry, particularly in the
development and manufacture of exhaust catalysts and fuel cell components.

Introduction to Johnson Matthey’s Response

3. Johnson Matthey supports the aims and activities of the Climate Change Programme but believes it
must be seen as part of an integrated approach to a longer term problem. The UK has made progress on
climate change, both domestically and internationally but more remains to be done. It is important to act
in the short term not only in order to achieve short term carbon dioxide and greenhouse gas emissions but
also to enable us to meet our longer term targets. Decisions made today on domestic housing, energy
eYciency, fuel refining and electricity generation and distribution will, due to the long lifetimes of much of
the capital investment, continue to aVect our carbon dioxide emissions to 2050 and beyond.

4. The Energy Review provides a timely opportunity to review this issue and to plan for the future.
However, care should be taken to view the Review as an integrated document, addressing all areas of energy
not just electricity generation. It should also be noted that only one of the UK’s key four energy policy
drivers is minimising climate change and the Energy Review aims to address all four. Climate change and
carbon dioxide emissions should be central to all energy policy in the UK and elsewhere. This is particularly
important if the UK wants to show international leadership in this area.

Does the Climate Change Programme Represent a Realistic Strategy?

5. The climate change programme focuses on delivering greenhouse gas savings by 2010. While the UK
has been relatively successful in achieving this, the much greater challenges faced over the longer term (above
50% reductions) demand an increase in the eVort, investment and eYcacy of this Programme.

6. Due to the long lifetimes of electricity generation equipment, the electricity grid, refining infrastructure
and housing stock, decisions taken today will still be impacting climate change in 2050. In order to be able
to meet these challenging 2050 targets, improvements have to be made now.

7. In order to achieve medium and long term goals, it is vital that legislative (and other) activity starts now
and shows consistent long term aims. While tax incentives on individual fuels (including hydrogen) might be
welcome, the lack of any indication of the future status of this subsidy does not encourage companies to
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invest in this area (although the behaviour of consumers may be aVected by short term tax and cost
considerations). Construction of a hydrogen or other low carbon energy infrastructure will take up to 50
years and clear signals now are vital in order to start this process.

8. A long term public commitment by Government is one method of achieving this. The Renewables
Obligation and Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation are both welcome in this area but only lead to a
partial substitution of renewables for fossil fuels. They also use somewhat arbitrary definitions of renewables
rather than focusing on the carbon-reducing capacity of each fuel and technology.

9. Technologies should be supported on the basis of their long term potential for carbon emissions
reduction rather than on present performance. The UK should be developing the widest possible range of
technologies, accepting that some of these will only significantly impact on greenhouse gas emissions over
the longer term. They should, nonetheless, be supported through their research and development phases and
through early stage trials and deployment.

10. Fuel cells, an industry in which Johnson Matthey has an interest, are an excellent example of a
technology with potential for large carbon dioxide savings in the longer term but needing a period of
development to achieve this potential.

11. A Low Carbon Obligation might therefore be a positive addition or replacement to these obligations.
Setting longer term goals for technology introduction, the possibility of introducing distributed generation
to the grid or carbon reduction, as Korea and Japan have done, send very clear signals that the next
legislative steps have been planned and will continue along the same path.

12. Forward procurement could also be a useful activity where Government could, for instance, commit
to buying a significant number of clean vehicles if they meet reasonable performance and cost criteria. This
would encourage companies to take on the commercial risk of research and development in the knowledge
that a market would exist for their product and that initial pricing will be more reasonable with the higher
volumes than might otherwise initially be sold.

13. In order to make the most sensible choices, Government needs to invest in demonstration of many
of these technologies to determine their feasibility, improve their performance in the UK context and to help
move them towards commercialisation where appropriate. For instance, recent announcements from
Germany have shown the federal government’s willingness to invest ƒ500 million in fuel cells over the next
10 years. Although the UK’s fuel cell demonstration programme is welcome (and there are other
government support mechanisms), the level of UK financial support is almost an order of magnitude lower.

Johnson Matthey’s Views on the 2010 Target

14. As the Government itself notes in the Climate Change Programme report, current or envisaged future
policy will see the UK meet its Kyoto obligations by 2010 but not meeting the 20% saving in carbon dioxide
emissions to which the UK has committed itself by that date. It is clear therefore that all sectors of the UK
need to do more to achieve this goal.

15. However, given the timescales concerned, there are relatively few changes to policy which can be
made to achieve these extra carbon dioxide emissions reductions. One significant change that can be made
is to send early signals of long term policy development. While the Clean Development Mechanism and the
European Emissions Trading Scheme have been relatively eVective, the lack of information about their long
term development has not sent a coherent message to industry that reducing carbon dioxide emissions is a
strong government target. This will impact present behaviour by bringing forward commercial decisions
based on a more certain regulatory environment.

16. Most specific policy instruments will be relatively ineVective over this period of time due to the
relatively slow replacement rate of the energy infrastructure from generation to end use although they can
encourage changes in behaviour which will contribute carbon savings over the longer term.

Johnson Matthey’s Views on the Energy Review and the Climate Change Programme

17. The Energy Review seeks to implement four key Government policies relating to energy, one of which
is on climate change and carbon dioxide emissions. Although all four policies are worth pursuing, there is
a danger that, for instance, the eVorts to reduce fuel poverty will involve more use of heating and therefore
increase carbon dioxide emissions. It must be recognised that these policies are interlinked and that
decreasing carbon emissions is an important aspect of any policy in energy.

18. UK policy must be aimed directly at the outcomes it seeks to drive. For instance, the potential
reduction in emissions is more important than whether the technology is defined as renewable. Current
policy often rewards technologies not on their carbon reduction potential but on their definition as
renewable. Reassessment of such policies to ensure that they reflect the aim of reducing carbon emissions
would be appropriate.
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19. The Energy Review has also focused greatly (although not exclusively) on the electricity market. Care
must be taken to reduce carbon dioxide and greenhouse gas emissions from all sectors. Likewise, the Energy
Review may produce some decisions with widespread impact. Attention should not solely be directed
towards these as a suite of activities covering power generation, fuel distribution, energy conversion and
consumer behaviour must be addressed.

20. Johnson Matthey would be pleased to elaborate any of the points raised here in oral evidence to the
Committee if so required.

May 2006

Witnesses: Dr Jack Frost, Director, Johnson Matthey Fuel Cells, Mr Joe Irvin, Director of Public AVairs,
BAA, and Ms Jean Spencer, Director of Regulation, Anglian Water, Corporate Leaders’ Group on Climate
Change, gave evidence.

Q42 Chairman: Good afternoon and welcome. You
may have heard some of the previous exchanges.
You said in your letter to the Prime Minister that
you “welcome the recent advances in climate change
policy that have been made in the UK as a result of
the announcements made in the 2006 Budget and the
Climate Change Programme”. Can you tell us which
particular advances you welcome most?
Dr Frost: Yes, I think we need to see this in the
context. We were happy with any measures which
advanced the cause and our support of them, but I
think the letter is in the context of saying that is okay
but we need to go rather further than that if we are
going to address the problem. So it is not that we
disagreed with any of the particular measures, we
thought they would all help in varying degrees, some
more, some less, so it was not really a particular
comment on any of the individual policies per se but
merely a more general comment that perhaps as a
package and overall the scope would go rather
further than those had gone.

Q43 Chairman: What would you say diVerentiates
your position from that of business more generally
or perhaps of the CBI, for example?
Dr Frost: I am not sure that “diVerentiates” is
exactly the right word. What we are looking to do is
to deal with what seems to be an inhibitor at the
moment, which is what we describe as a “Catch 22”
position for what is by any scientific measure
apparently quite a serious problem but the policy
initiatives that are being considered to deal with that
are to some extent being inhibited, in our view, from
the fact that the diYculties of implementing those
are stopping people doing bold enough measures to
tackle those problems. What we are saying is that
that is not necessarily the case. If bold policy
measures are put forward you could expect a bold
response from industry. Of course, diVerent
companies are in diVerent positions and their ability
to respond will vary from company to company. So,
there is a spectrum of available responses from
industry, but we thought it was useful to take more
of a leadership role in that spectrum and to say that
this group of companies, for example, would be ones
that would be prepared to invest if the Government
was in a position to take a bolder policy.

Q44 Chairman: In the context of what you have said
in both those answers and the fact that many of us
were rather disappointed by what was in the Budget

and in the Climate Change Programme, and the very
fact you chose to write in the way you did publicly a
month ago might be interpreted, and it was
interpreted, as an implication that you did not really
think the Government had gone as far as it could
have done. It would be helpful if they were more
radical and not necessarily unhelpful to you in
business.
Dr Frost: Yes. What we are trying to put on the table
and into the public domain is that businesses will
respond positively to bold policy initiatives.
Obviously any change causes problems of diVerent
types but it is not just problems; there are also
opportunities. In a situation where there is a major
clear and pressing need for bold policy, it would be
strange if there were not business opportunities in it
as well and we can see and support those. We wanted
to break that Catch 22 situation where no one can
move forward because they think that somebody
else will not respond. We are saying that that is not
quite true. People will respond in diVerent ways.

Q45 Chairman: Some people will still nevertheless
interpret the fact that you are a self-selected group,
chosen to speak out separately. It does rather
suggest that business generally perhaps is not quite
as supportive of the government and of the people
who are campaigning for more urgent responses to
climate change. There is a kind of implication there
that perhaps you rather share that view.
Dr Frost: Which view?

Q46 Chairman: That business generally could be a
little more supportive of the government’s eVorts in
tackling climate change and meeting some of the
demands of people who have identified this as a very
serious threat for some time and would like to see
both business and government giving a more urgent
response to the problem.
Dr Frost: I would phrase it slightly diVerently. If
government does make the long term policy
decisions which are credible and believable, that
creates an investment case. People should not
underestimate the power of that investment case
because investment allows change to be done much
better and cheaper than people would otherwise
think. If we try to do change without the right
amount of investment in the technologies and other
things to make it more practicable, it is going to be
more painful. We were trying to emphasise there is a
positive dimension to this. DiVerent companies are
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in diVerent positions and are aVected by energy
prices and other things in diVerent ways. They are all
costs to everybody but there is also opportunity. I
would not try to polarise the response unduly in that
respect. We are a group that can see a positive side
to it.

Q47 Mr Hurd: The government has a 2010 target
and a large gap out to 2050. Do you share the view
that the government needs to focus on breaking
down that 2050 target into more regular milestones
in terms of targets between 2010 and 2050?
Dr Frost: Government targets by themselves are not
a great motivator for many things so the targets in
themselves are not the point here. It is the policy
packages that go to make those targets credible and
achievable. We attach more importance to the policy
framework than the targets. Targets are always
helpful if they inform people of what is coming up.
That long range view in things like the ETS and
others is helpful; it establishes a framework, but the
critical point is the credibility of those targets and
that is given by the policy implementation.

Q48 Mr Hurd: What credibility would you attach to
the 2050 target today?
Dr Frost: In terms of can it be achieved, yes, of
course things can be achieved. It will become more
pressing to achieve it presumably if the scientific
analysis of climate change is correct. 2050 is quite a
long way away. If we start doing things now, by 2050
an awful lot of change can be achieved. We have seen
that in the past.

Q49 Mr Hurd: You seem to be pretty indiVerent in
terms of the idea of milestone targets between 2010
and 2050. Do you not think this whole climate
change programme and this review of policy was
entirely driven by the fact that the government
recognised it was not going to make the 2010 target?
There might be some value in having checks along
the way that might focus politicians’ minds on the
task in hand.
Dr Frost: I cannot speak for the government on this.
I can only speak on the eVect on my company. The
targets are helpful indicators. There is absolutely no
harm in a target but what is really more useful is the
policies that support that target. We are saying those
create the investment case to act on. The targets by
themselves are less helpful if they are not done with
the appropriate policy measures.

Q50 Mr Hurd: Is that a view shared by Ms Spencer
and Mr Irvin?
Ms Spencer: Yes. I think we said in the letter we
would support a target of 2025. We did not say what
that target would be. That will need some more
work. Yes, we would support an interim target but
it is getting the policies that deliver that.
Mr Irvin: As we said in the letter, we think it would
be helpful to set targets for 2025 and that would give
a much longer term view for investment at the
right level.

Q51 Mr Hurd: Do you have any concern about the
figures that the government use in terms of
estimating carbon savings and projecting emissions?
Is there some concern in industry about the
reliability of the data that they are using?
Dr Frost: I am not sure that this group has a
particularly strong view on that. Obviously, we hope
any figures are reliably based and given as much
thought as they deserve.

Q52 Dr Turner: The European Trading system is not
universally applied or necessarily universally
admired. You say in your letter that you want the
ETS to maintain its basic structure in order to ensure
business confidence stays with the carbon market.
Does this exclude the possibility of including other
sectors, notably aviation and road transport within
the ETS, or is it to do with the way that it covers
what it does cover?
Mr Irvin: Perhaps I can explain what we said in the
letter and the agenda which was attached to the letter
to the Prime Minister as the Corporate Leaders’
Group. We felt as a group that the Emissions
Trading Scheme was a very important element in
action to tackle climate change. There are three
things that the group asked for. One was to set an
interim target for 2025 which we just referred to in
order to provide companies and investors with
longer term value for their investments, to estimate
that. Secondly, the potential for a competitive threat
from imports originating from non-participating
countries should be addressed by trying to ensure
that non-ETS countries enjoy stronger incentives to
participate in the scheme, for example, by use of the
clean development mechanism. Thirdly, the ETS
needs to be broadened to include sectors—we
specifically referred to aviation—that are expected
to generate an increased share of overall emissions,
yet at this stage cannot reduce their own emissions
levels at a reasonable cost. Those were regarded by
the whole group as strengthening the scheme. You
were talking about keeping the basic structure of the
scheme in place. I think it is worth remembering that
this is a complicated and quite ambitious scheme.
This was the first phase of its operation. I sometimes
refer people back to think about when income tax
was introduced as a kind of emergency measure in
the Napoleonic wars. Was it the perfect system? Was
it important what level it was set at? Probably not
but the fact that there was a progressive taxation
system in place to be built on was quite an
important step.

Q53 Dr Turner: Phase two is in negotiation right
now. Do you have confidence in the ability and
indeed the willingness not just of our government
but of governments in other Member States of the
EU to be as tough but allegedly fair on their
industries as the UK government says it is being on
UK industry, because clearly you need a level
playing field. Do you have that confidence?
Mr Irvin: We were strong supporters, as we said in
the letter and at the meeting with the Prime Minister,
of the government aspiring to the higher end of the
range it consulted on which indeed the Secretary of
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State did announce subsequently in a national
allocation plan for phase two. It is very hard for us
to make judgments about what all the other EU
governments are going to do. It is probably widely
felt that in the first phase some governments were
more stringent than others with their industries. The
UK government was reasonably stringent compared
with other governments. We would like to support
the eVort to try and encourage other EU countries to
be as stringent as the UK government because that
will be the best result for the environment. It is not
only fairer and will tackle any competitive problems
but it is going to produce a better result for the
environment overall.

Q54 Dr Turner: Is not this potential lack of
consistency in rigour amongst diVerent members of
the EU potentially the biggest weakness of the
system because, if they do not honestly and robustly
apply the caps, it is not a level, competitive playing
field, is it?
Mr Irvin: At the moment, the emissions captured
within the ETS are something like 45% of all the
EU’s CO2 emissions so they are a significant part of
the whole EU scene. The first phase was designed to
produce a reduction in overall emissions by 2.5%
and that is a step forward in that period. We would
prefer a more evenly stringent application of the
scheme across all of the countries. We hope that will
be more to be seen in this second phase than in the
first phase but we are better oV with the scheme than
without it. The more open the scheme, the more
inclusive the scheme is so that trading exists and the
market signals exist to encourage reductions in CO2

the better. It does not mean you should not have the
scheme because it is not quite as good as we would
like to see.

Q55 Dr Turner: What is your view on the view
expressed by the CBI earlier that they would like to
see a single carbon price regime? In practice it has to
be a carbon tax.
Mr Irvin: The more open an Emissions Trading
Scheme is the better and the more real it is the better.
The most eYcient scheme—that is, the one that will
produce the biggest reduction in carbon at the least
cost—is one which would have a common price.
That does not mean it is going to be common from
week to week or month to month, but it does mean
that at any one point you have a spot price which
everybody is paying and therefore you will find that
the investment will be driven towards the places
where you can make the biggest reductions fastest.

Q56 Dr Turner: Would you not want some level of
stability for the sake of long term investment? After
all, all of our current carbon pricing mechanisms are
inherently unstable at the moment from the ROC
to the ETS. I cannot think of one which is
particularly stable.
Dr Frost: You have to distinguish between diVerent
types of risk and the diVerence between risk and
uncertainty. The certainty that we are looking for is
that there will be a market in carbon. It does not
mean that anyone is in a position therefore to pick

the price in a particular market but the fact that there
is a market in carbon is something you can plan on.
Companies can then take their own view on supply
and demand factors that will aVect that market.
Companies are quite used to handling market risk in
that context. After all, the price of materials and the
price you can sell things at change pretty much as
well. It is really the fact that the ETS will continue to
exist, that there will be a price of carbon and that it
will be a tradable commodity, which is the important
thing for the long term view. The price of it of course
should be set by a variety of things, not least how
important we think it is to discourage carbon
emissions and that is a diVerent thing. We are all
capable of taking a view on what the decisions will
be that aVect that price in 20 years’ time. It is more
important that there is a market in carbon for long
term investment decisions.

Q57 Dr Turner: How do you react to the
government’s announcement on phase two of last
Thursday?
Dr Frost: We were very positive about it. We had
suggested that it would be appropriate to work
towards the higher end of the suggested range. That
is what they have done. The detailed consequences
of that will be worked out and that is a slightly
diVerent question but it is one element of taking a
leadership position on this issue, which we think it is
very good that the UK does and we support that.

Q58 Dr Turner: What is your view on something else
that the Secretary of State said last week, that the
government will continue to insulate internationally
competitive sectors within the ETS from the burden
of carbon reduction? Can this be sustainable? It
must mean that other sectors are going to have to
pick up the burden.
Mr Irvin: The system has worked in phase one—and
this is how it is proposed it works in phase two—
such that the government have said emissions
allocations should go to those sectors which are
open to international trade in particular on a
business as usual basis and therefore the burden has
been passed to the insulated but very important
power generation sector. That is not the end of the
story. The cost of power generation gets increased
and that gets passed on to everybody else. It does
come home to haunt everybody else in a fairly even
handed way in the sense of its relationship to carbon
dioxide emissions. Secondly, the whole trading
system provides a penalty for those who exceed their
allocations and, very importantly, an incentive
which most other schemes do not have to try and
beat your target because then you have allocations
to trade and to sell. You have an economic incentive
to find better ways to run your business.

Q59 Dr Turner: Would you like to see some more
clarity about the long term prospects of the ETS?
Some of your members and the companies they are
associated with would be working out their
investment plans up to 2025, maybe, and it is clearly
helpful if you have some idea of the carbon pricing
background against which you are working over
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that timescale. What would you like to see the
government doing to try and promote that long term
predictability?
Dr Frost: It is important that the government does,
as it has been attempting to, take a leadership
position in terms of setting carbon caps at a
particular level and then progressively lowering
those. That is what creates the market in carbon of
course and determines the price. Creating a market
of course requires the agreement of all the
participants so there is an element of diplomacy
there that needs to be taken between governments to
encourage everyone to support the same thing.

Q60 Dr Turner: If the government were to set an
interim carbon dioxide reduction target for 2025,
would not that send the very strong signal that,
because this is the sort of mechanism by which it
would be implemented, there would be carbon
driven pressures on investment in place for at least
that timescale?
Dr Frost: Yes. There are many other measures that
need to be taken if we are going to reduce carbon
emissions significantly, other than the ETS scheme.
The ETS scheme is very helpful in that it allows us to
deploy finance and resources in an eYcient way, like
any market, but it is probably not going to be
suYcient to introduce some of the step changes in
technologies, processes and operations that are
needed in order to make substantial reductions in
our long term carbon emissions. We have to
recognise that, useful as the ETS may be, it is not the
only factor that will aVect companies’ investment
decisions. Indeed, it is more likely to aVect short
term decisions to move to invest in carbon emissions.
It is all very positive stuV but none of it is amounting
to some of the step changes that we think are really
necessary to address the underlying seriousness of
the problem. The ETS or setting the price for carbon
is a good feature but price mechanisms like that can
only achieve so much.

Q61 Dr Turner: Do you think the government was a
bit timid in its proposal of the three to eight megaton
range, given that you and the CBI, as representatives
of industry, have all immediately opted to support
something at the higher end? If the figure was as low
as three, that would allow for emissions higher even
than business as usual. Three was never a realistic
proposition for cutting emissions, was it?
Dr Frost: We said it was very important that there
was a market established and that there were caps.
The higher the range the better. There are many
factors that go into that range. We are not parties to
all the considerations of diVerent companies. It will
aVect diVerent companies diVerently. I do not think
this group is in a particularly good position to say
whether three would have been too timid. We
encourage a higher cap and we would encourage
progressively higher caps in future if those were
feasible.

Q62 Dr Turner: The implication would seem to be,
given the initially timid range and the ease with
which the high end of the range has been sold to
industry, that the government could have been
bolder and gone for a higher target.
Mr Irvin: Our letter to the Prime Minister preceded
the decision on what the cap was going to be. The
Corporate Leaders’ Group collectively asked the
government to go for the higher end of the range. We
did that in advance of it. It is not as though it was
announced and sold to us. A lot of people were quite
surprised that the decision was at the top of the
range, which was eight million tonnes of carbon or
about 29 million tonnes of carbon dioxide reduction.
That is what we asked the government for in
advance. The government produced it. It would be
foolish of us to do anything other than welcome it.
We would have thought three million tonnes would
have been too low but eight million tonnes of carbon
was, we thought, a stretching enough target to make
a diVerence.

Q63 Dr Turner: It seems a little bit too easy. How
would you have reacted to a proposition for 11 or
11.5 megatons?
Dr Frost: The most important thing in anything like
this is to see in which direction prices are going. That
influences investment decisions as much as anything.
The interesting question will be where will it go in the
future. If you set a cap now, what is the next cap
going to be? You can start slowly and accelerate
change and that produces a very good response in all
regulation in terms of aVecting investment decisions.
It signals where things are going into the future in a
very good way. It allows us to say that this is the level
today; “I could take some decisions as to how to
meet that level but, if I think it is going to get more
diYcult in the future, I can take some slightly
diVerent investment decisions which will allow me to
be where I think it is going in the future.” The
absolute level is probably not the main issue for
investment decisions; it is which direction things are
going in that is more important. If we start gently
and move forward, that will produce similar
investment results.

Q64 Dr Turner: It is the absolute level that
determines CO2 emissions.
Dr Frost: It does at any given point but reducing
CO2 emissions by a few per cent is not suYcient. You
have to go a fair bit further than that. You have to
look at the long game if you want to talk about
aVecting investment decisions. That is quite a
diVerent point from using this as a measure to limit
CO2 emissions now. This is not the only mechanism
that could be used to do that and it is probably not
the only one that should be used.

Q65 Dr Turner: You will be happy to see a much
more demanding target in phase three?
Dr Frost: As long as these things are well signalled
and people can respond to them, that will create its
own investment logic and people will invest to meet
that cost eVectively.
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Q66 Tim Farron: You cite some other mechanisms
to give the commercial sector in particular the ability
to tackle climate change such as renewables
obligation, expanding the energy eYciency
commitment scheme and strengthening building
regulations. Which mechanisms do you believe will
deliver the greatest level of carbon savings?
Dr Frost: All of the above and probably some others
as well.

Q67 Tim Farron: And at least cost?
Ms Spencer: In terms of renewable obligations, they
only apply to electricity generation. Particularly in
the water sector through combined heat and power
we produced quite significant heat generation. While
we are already making investment decisions, those
could be enhanced and generate further investment
if obligations also applied to heat generation. That
is one example. Another example is on small hydro
schemes, again within the water sector, a sector that
I know. We have significant opportunities to put
micro hydro generation on our sewage outflows but,
because they have been pumped as part of the
process of collection and treatment, they are
specifically disallowed under the obligation
certificate. That is another example where we can see
opportunities to incentivise further investment. In
terms of building regulations as another example,
that is both mitigation and adaptation to climate
change. In the south and east of the country there is
a proposal for a million new houses over the next
15–20 years. It seems sensible to us as part of that to
require delivery of the proposed savings of 25% on
water eYciency. We are only going to get that if we
seek the requirement to building regulations.
Dr Frost: On the question of cost, this is clearly an
important consideration. If you put very heavy
responsibilities on people in a very short time frame,
it is at best disruptive and probably quite expensive.
Those same requirements placed in an orderly
fashion, visible into the future, in a credible way, do
not cost anything like what people expect because
people develop innovative solutions and invest in
those to make the cost of implementation much
lower. This is a very well established principle and it
is particularly important in the environment sector
that governments and other bodies take the lead in
that respect to provide that sort of long range
requirement to produce better, cheaper solutions.
The business of government is to take care of the
common good in that way. The markets will not of
themselves make those sorts of investments in
environmental, low carbon technologies. They are
there because society requires them. Those rules and
regulations allow us to make those investment
decisions because society is signalling its need ahead
of time. The cost question really comes down to the
timescale you are trying to operate over.

Q68 Tim Farron: I do not know whether you have
discussed any of these additional mechanisms with
government?

Dr Frost: Yes, individually and collectively.

Q69 Tim Farron: I am not asking you to crystal ball
gaze necessarily but from the basis of the discussions
you have had can you give us an idea which schemes
you think the government might employ?
Dr Frost: The group has said that there is not a
particular silver bullet here. There is not one answer
to a question like this. Reducing carbon emissions
substantially requires action on a whole range of
fronts. It requires price mechanisms like the ETS; it
requires an extension of something like the
renewables obligation to low carbon technologies as
well as just renewable, because there is a whole range
of carbon reductions that can be achieved which are
not supported by the renewables obligation; and, for
example, extending the renewables obligation to
allow diVerent bands of support so that the currently
higher priced technologies can be brought into the
market with more support and then work down their
cost curve as they increase in volume down to lower
levels of support. Much of the regulation needs to be
made more innovation and investment friendly if it
is going to achieve its targets but that is right across
the board for all of our regulations. Something as
dull as ditchwater in terms of building regulations
has an immense impact. Planning and planning
consents have an immense impact. Are we going to
require certain things of our planning system that
could help immensely in terms of allowing wind
farms or, better yet, encouraging particular types of
developments in particular ways. Pretty much
everywhere we can see something we should be
trying to do something would be our feeling.

Q70 Chairman: On the question of building, I think
you have expressed the view that a voluntary code
for sustainable homes is not going to work. That was
certainly the conclusion we came to when we did our
report on this earlier in the year. If it is made
compulsory, what is going to happen to the costs?
Are they going to be absorbed by the builders and
therefore they will have a squeeze on their margins,
or will they be able to pass them on if it is a
compulsory code?
Ms Spencer: The potential for additional costs is
overstated because manufacturers will respond in
terms of manufacturing of sanitary ware, white
goods and so on. I do not think the costs should be
that excessive but it is overstated because developers
prefer not to have to change their position from what
it is currently.

Q71 Chairman: Given that that says that you are
willing to see tougher regulation as a driver of
innovation in that way, its eVects are going to be
from time to time somewhat arbitrary. Some sectors
will find it harder to produce those innovations than
others, will they not?
Dr Frost: I am not sure why in particular. There are
laws of physics and chemistry which probably will
not be broken.
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Q72 Chairman: Would it be somewhat arbitrary?
Will there be some areas where businesses, faced
with greater regulation, have much more diYculty in
adapting to it by an innovative response than others?
You are the experts on this rather than us.
Dr Frost: It will vary company to company and
sector to sector. The implementation of the various
measures needs to be given quite a lot of thought in
terms of the impact it is likely to have. We have
looked at road transport recently. Introducing
measures on fuel has perhaps a diVerent eVect from
introducing them on the car manufacturer, which
will have a diVerent eVect from introducing them on
the consumer. The consequences of any regulatory
process need to be thought through pretty carefully
but they are usually in the details of the regulation.
The overriding principle is if it asks for things which
are currently either not available or too expensive.
You can ask for those and they will be delivered by a
combination of innovation and investment provided
they are properly signalled in a reasonable way in
advance. There are many examples of that being
shown to be so. Usually, the problem is not being
bold enough in what we ask for, rather than failing
to deliver if the requirement is credible. When they
fail, it is usually because the request was not
considered credible by people to invest their own
money and time in.

Q73 Chairman: You mentioned transport. It is
noticeable that in the statements you have made you
have referred to road transport emissions but not
aviation emissions. I also notice that you have BAA
as one of your members but you do not have any
motor manufacturers. Why is aviation left out?
Mr Irvin: I am from BAA and it is not left out. If you
look at the letter, I quoted the section earlier which
for example suggested that the ETS needs to be
broadened to include a sector such as aviation
specifically mentioned in future. It is not omitted.

Q74 Chairman: That is the agreed stance of the
group on aviation, that it should be within the ETS?
Mr Irvin: It is the agreed stance of the Corporate
Leaders’ Group.

Q75 Chairman: Do you think realistically, looking at
the transport sector, that that is anything like as
tough a demand, given that it is going to be at the
very best several years before it has any eVect at all,
on the aviation industry as the other demands that
are already being made on the road transport
industry?
Mr Irvin: The hope and desire of BAA certainly is
that we get aviation into the Emissions Trading
Scheme in 2008 or as soon as possible thereafter. We
are working towards 2008. We have established with
the Commission that if there was any slippage in that
time we do not have to wait until 2013 to take any
action. It could commence at any point thereafter.
We are working very hard towards that. It is quite a
big thing to get the whole of aviation in the EU into
that scheme by 2008. I do not think it is an easy thing
to do.

Q76 Chairman: That is an understatement. As
someone who has tried to follow these issues for
some time fairly closely, I have not met anyone other
than people working in the aviation industry who
thinks there is the remotest chance of getting
agreement on a scheme by 2008, not even a 1%
chance. You have not convinced anyone outside
your own industry that that is remotely likely.
Mr Irvin: The European Commission are working to
that and they are due to bring draft legislation
forward at the end of this year which would be in
time to do that. Certainly, if we all give up on it, it
will not happen by 2008.

Q77 Chairman: We also need to be realistic about it.
We had that argument put repeatedly by the
Secretary of State a few weeks ago. It would not be
the first time the European Commission has had a
timetable for introducing measures that has not been
met. Going back to road transport, one of your
earlier statements I think acknowledged that the
more miles travelled on the road the higher the
emissions. If you have more roads you tend to get
more miles travelled. Does that mean that you are
going to be arguing against the road building
programme?
Dr Frost: There are lots of statistics in these areas
and it is possible to roll oV some correlations in lots
of things: GDP, the amount of petrol bought and all
sorts of things. That is not quite the same as saying
there is a cause and eVect relationship between these
diVerent factors. It is quite true that the amount of
miles driven in a country tends to depend on how
many miles of road that country has. If you wanted
fewer miles driven, you might infer that you should
build fewer roads. That would imply that there was
a cause and eVect relationship between the two. It is
probably more to do with GDP activity and such
like. We need to be careful in drawing simple
conclusions from correlations. If you want to reduce
carbon emissions from transport, you need to look
at a range of measures that might achieve that. If you
want to reduce carbon emissions from the economy,
transport may not be the easiest or the most cost
eVective place to reduce them from. There is no
simple answer that says build fewer roads or have
fewer carbon emissions. That is not available to us.

Q78 Chairman: We accept that the correlation may
be hard to understand as to whether it is cause or
eVect, but you did say—I think this would be
irrefutable—that economic growth means there is
greater demand for transport as the economy grows.
Do you think it is possible to decouple a growth in
emissions from transport from continued economic
growth?
Dr Frost: Yes. Historically this has been the case.
Higher GDP means more of everything available to
be purchased in the market eVectively, transport
being one of those things. The question is: is that
what society wants and are its rules and regulations
going to allow that. Those are political choices that
we need to make. If we have unfettered use of
something, we allow people to use it and the GDP
grows, then people will probably use more of it. That
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has been our experience. Then we restrict and
manage that in various ways. The question is: is
transport necessarily linked to emissions? No, not
necessarily. It is possible to have emission free
transport. My own company is now responsible for
fuel cells. These could be constructed to be an
emissions free transport system, something that the
car companies would welcome very much because
emissions are a real nuisance to them. It costs them
a lot to manage emissions from vehicles at the
moment. An emissions free transport system is
possible. What is equally clear is it will not happen
very quickly because it is a big system and we would
need to change it progressively. If we want an
emissions free transport system, we should say that
is what we want and put in place measures that
achieve it in a credible timescale.

Q79 Chairman: Pulling together several things you
have said in the last half an hour, aviation is going
to happen in due course when it gets to be part of the
ETS so nothing immediately from that. Therefore,
economic growth means more demand for
transport. That would suggest to me that what we
need is very much more rapid action on road
transport where technology, as you have just said,
exists but we are not introducing anything like as fast
as we need to if we are going to make a real impact
on the emissions. Do you share my view that it is
absolutely extraordinary that the incentives from the
government to accelerate introduction of lower
emission road vehicles are so feeble?
Dr Frost: Of course we would welcome more
incentives to use lower emission vehicles. There is a
limit to what we can expect to achieve though with
incentives and simple price mechanisms as well. We
already have a very, very high eVective carbon tax on
road transport, something like £700 a tonne. It does
not encourage people to drive less so we need to take
other measures to achieve that sort of change.
Incentives are one measure but investment decisions
are based not on grants and subsidies but upon
markets being in existence. If there is a market for
low emission transport, that will encourage its
implementation much more readily. That market
can only be created because society says, “We do not
want emissions from vehicles.”

Q80 Chairman: The logic of what you said is it is
going to be a while before we can cut aviation
emissions so we have to do something a bit faster on
road transport. To create that market you have two
possibilities. One is to introduce some regulations
about the kind of engines people have, whether it is
in trucks or cars. The other is to have much greater
fiscal incentives than there are at the moment. There
are significant fiscal incentives but they are not really
achieving much by way of behavioural change at this
stage. You may not wish to draw this conclusion
quite so explicitly but we would have to draw it from
what you said. Either we need much tougher
regulations or we need a dramatic step change in the
fiscal instruments that are currently being used to
encourage people to move to slightly greener
vehicles.

Dr Frost: This is more my own view. It is an area I
have looked at quite a lot in working, for example,
with the Stern Review on this sort of question. Price
mechanisms are not very eVective in a lot of these
areas. The prices you have to achieve would be so
high that they would have unwelcome eVects and all
sorts of other society eVects. What people value is
mobility and therefore you need to deal with that.
Far more eVective would be zero emission zones or,
as California has, a percentage of zero emission
vehicles required in the fleet, these sorts of measures
rather than the fiscal measures. We have tried pretty
hard with fiscal measures to aVect driving behaviour
and the use of vehicles and carbon emissions from
vehicles. The evidence over the past 25 years is that
they have not had that much eVect. We need to take
that into account in the range of measures we are
looking at.

Q81 Chairman: That is because they have not really
been tried. The unwelcome eVects would only be felt
by those people who refused to move to the low
emission vehicles.
Dr Frost: Provided those vehicles are available. That
is the key thing, to get those sorts of vehicles into the
market place. At the moment you cannot buy a fuel
cell powered car so there is no possibility of the
market demanding one. We need to look at the
measures that will produce the introduction of those
vehicles into the market place. The government has
measures available to it. One is regulation; the other
is procurement measures. The diVerence between
building a one oV prototype and building a few
thousand of something is very big in terms of what
needs to be achieved. The investment decision to
produce a few thousand of something is a big
investment decision and, in my experience, people
will do an awful lot for a purchase order including
invest money. There are many tools that the
government has to achieve this and fiscal measures
are only one. I think we perhaps resort to them a bit
too easily and think we have solved that when a
more comprehensive suite of measures is what is
required to achieve the changes that we are talking
about.
Ms Spencer: The only thing I would add to the
debate on the need to encourage vehicle
manufacturers is that, what we have found as a user
and procurer of transport, where we have looked to
increase the use of biofuels we are limited to using a
5% mix on biofuels because the manufacturers
limited their warranties. Their warranties become
void if we use a higher level of mix; whereas on the
continent exactly the same manufacturers and
vehicles will accept a much higher biofuel mix and
the warranties are still in force. It would be some
fairly simple things, it seems to us, for vehicle
manufacturers to move. Whether that is through
regulation or encouragement can be questioned.

Q82 Mr Chaytor: If you invited one or two vehicle
manufacturers to join the Corporate Leaders’
Group, you could have the discussions to resolve
it, surely?
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Dr Frost: On questions like that, yes.

Q83 Mr Chaytor: Is there a reason why big vehicle
manufacturers are not part of your group?
Dr Frost: I do not think there is any particular
reason, no. Many of them are not UK based. We did
set ourselves an ambition to enter into a bit of a
debate in the UK because we value particularly the
idea of the UK taking a leadership role in these
areas. There is a tremendous scope, as places like
California have shown in diVerent areas, for
relatively small states and markets to have a
disproportionate global impact by taking a
leadership position. I am a member the Low Carbon
Vehicle Partnership Programme, which does have
the vehicle manufacturers in there, and the SMMT
so there are quite a lot of fora for vehicle discussions
in this area. No doubt you will be familiar with them.
Mr Irvin: I think Jack put his finger on the diYculty
because we are a UK based organisation, largely,
although we have become Spanish now as well. Part
of our programme for the coming year is to try and
extend links into the European Union and get some
European cooperation where we could much more
readily invite such companies to take part.

Q84 Mr Chaytor: The reality is that UK emissions
are less than 2% of global emissions. If growth
continues in China, India and Brazil, that is fine.
Why are you putting all this eVort into persuading
our government to be more interventionist when the
impact on total global emissions could be quite
marginal? The former director general of the CBI
was fond of saying that there is a danger of showing
significant global leadership but could it be a reality?
Dr Frost: If you look at the simple arithmetic, that
is obviously correct. If we achieved an ideal state in
Britain of zero carbon emissions or something, that
would have relatively little eVect on global warming.
However, it discounts and devalues the leadership
argument that we are quite attached to. We know
the importance of leadership in our businesses.
Being a leader is completely diVerent from being in
the pack in terms of your position and being able to
influence events. We have seen the disproportionate
impact that states such as California have had on the
world, global market. California does not have a car
industry but has had more impact on the car
industry globally than almost everybody else put
together, I would think, in terms of emissions from
cars. I think I can pretty safely say that, if it was not
for the zero emission mandate in California, the
whole fuel cell industry would not exist because they
would not have any interest in making the
investments to take this laboratory technology to
something like approaching commercialisation.
California’s impact globally, by taking a leadership
position, has been enormous. From the point of view
of companies based in the UK, if we are doing things
first here, that is an advantage to us going forward.
It may be a bit more or less painful at the time but it
is an advantage going forward because we are
required to come up with solutions that will work.

Q85 Mr Hurd: That comes to the heart of the issue
of future competitiveness of the British economy. I
read with great interest the summary of the
workshop that you did in April on the potential
economic opportunities for the UK that could be
created by leadership on climate change policy. Part
of that premises that the UK economy is shifting
away from competing on price issues to competing
in added value niche service orientated, non-price
driven markets. In that context do you think the CBI
have been misguided in terms of emphasising so
much the need to protect British industry from
higher prices that result in unilateral action on
climate change?
Dr Frost: If there is a diVerence in nuance here, I
think it is that, if changes in the short term give no
one a chance to do anything other than pay the cost,
that is a bit unhelpful. If it is necessary, it is
necessary. That is a diVerent question. If you want to
encourage investment and change, it is best to signal
those changes into the future. Our view is that the
more far reaching and adventurous those changes
are the more far reaching will be the response from
industry to meet those challenges because they can
see more clearly that there is a market in place. I am
sure that most companies would agree the thing they
look for most is a degree of visibility from policy.
Short term flips and flops of policy are not very
helpful to anybody. You just have to pay the cost.
You cannot create a better answer in a short period
of time. If you are looking to encourage innovation
and competitiveness, this is not an overnight thing.
It is a plan that takes years to work through.

Q86 Mr Hurd: It does require leadership. The
message out of the CBI for some time now—the
gospel according to Digby—is that there is no need
to be heroic on these things because in striving for
heroism you risk undermining competitiveness. I am
trying to get a flavour from you. What is your break
out? Your distinctive voice now partly reflects a
desire to see the conversation around
competitiveness focus much more on the
opportunity than the risk.
Dr Frost: Yes, certainly. I think that is an important
thing to do and most companies will want to do that.
They are obviously concerned about the short term
impacts of diVerent changes. Many members of the
Corporate Leaders’ Group are members of the CBI
and would be worried about next year’s bills. They
are equally interested in the opportunities in years
two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine and 10.

Q87 Mr Hurd: Can I ask for your perspective on
where you think the UK stands at the moment in
terms of the development of the low carbon
economy, because we have a reputation for being a
leader in terms of the climate change agenda and yet
other countries seem to be moving faster, further
than us, in terms of growing market share of what
used to be called environmental industries.
Dr Frost: Yes, I think that is true. In another context
I am chairman of a group called the Environmental
Innovation Advisory Group which is a Defra/DTI
body. It is true that we have looked at the
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environmental sector in general, beyond just climate
change. Although that sector is growing in the UK,
it is not growing as fast as it is in other countries. We
have looked at some of the reasons for that. It is not
a lack of ideas or indeed even inventiveness. It is a
lack of getting those into the market place.
Historically, the UK has had very pragmatic
regulations in the environmental sector which are
based on things which are known to work, which are
relatively low risk—i.e., it has not encouraged
innovative solutions to its problems using its
regulatory modes. Therefore, the case for
innovation in the UK and investment in the
environment sector has been not a very good one. It
has been better to take those ideas and put them into
operation in Germany or somewhere else where
there is a more forward looking regulatory
environment. There are also other barriers involved.
This is where I would emphasise the way in which we
use things like public procurement, because those
initial orders for something are disproportionately
important in terms of getting something into the
market place. The market cannot act on things until
something is in the market. Getting it into the
market there is very important. In both cases, the
UK does not do a particularly good job of managing
into the market place innovative and potentially
high growth activities.

Q88 Mr Hurd: Can you give us a flavour for how the
German regulatory environment around innovation
feels and looks very diVerent from the UK?
Dr Frost: There is a whole range. One I am familiar
with is quite well established and that is the way that
the German car industry operates, for example, in
terms of setting future EU emission regulations. It is
a very important player in that. The German
government oVers tax incentives to implement those
regulations sooner in Germany than the law
requires. German car manufacturers are putting
them in place two or three years before the law
requires. Curiously enough, that gives them a bit of
an advantage. It is that integration of policies and
practices that is not so evident in the UK. There are
signs that that is changing. The initiatives we are
taking could well change the outlook for the UK to
be a place to invest in for environmental industries,
environmental innovation and of course climate
change. There are some encouraging signs but we
need to get better at doing that. The way I like to
describe it is that the government should consider
itself like any private company. It wants some
outcomes at reasonable cost. The current solutions
are a bit expensive so it should tell its supply chain
what it wants and say, “If you produce them, I will
buy them from you.” That is what General Motors
does to us. Curiously enough, we invest to meet that
need because we can see there is a market in it. That
virtuous loop is not really present in the way we set
things up. It is not helped by the fact that a lot of the
regulations are based on old technologies and old
solutions that are achievable.

Q89 Mr Hurd: Do you think the government or the
Stern Review are allied to this?

Dr Frost: Increasingly it is becoming well
understood on the Sustainable Procurement Task
Force. You can do two things. You can increase the
general level of things. What you can buy is currently
not good enough; it costs too much. It is not
attractive and does not work well enough. You need
something new and better so you have to factor into
your thinking the innovation process. I believe the
Stern Review—at least I hope it has, certainly not
through any lack of any eVort on our part—has that
firmly in its sights as an important component of
something you need to take into account as well as
improving today. You have to think how you are
going to make things a lot better in the future.

Q90 Mr Hurd: When are you going to take this
initiative forward? Where does it go from here?
Dr Frost: We mentioned that there is a view that
we can do some things in Europe. The Corporate
Leaders’ Group sees itself very much as an enabling
organisation in that these actions in many cases, in
the first instance, have to be taken by government.
If government does things, industry will respond
because it is in industry’s interest to do that. That
simple message is very powerful. It enables bolder
policy decisions to be taken. We have said that we
would work in detail with various initiatives to see
how we can make each of those work better, along
with others. There is a whole range. That central
message is the key thing for the Corporate Leaders’
Group idea that we would help to enable people to
take the bold decisions that seem to be required.

Q91 Mr Hurd: You mention that ambitions might
stretch into Europe but part of the fundamental
challenge here is the attitude of industrialists and
consumers in India, China and Brazil. Looking
longer term, are you hoping to stretch your
tentacles out?
Dr Frost: Groups like this have been emulated
elsewhere—for example, in Canada and Australia.
A group of people have got together in a similar
mode to aVect things locally and that is
encouraging. That is the sort of result you would
expect from leadership. That has been echoed
around the world. It remains true that the business
of business is business, not government. At the end
of the day, we will be responding to the various
opportunities that are created in this by
government action. We have identified six or seven
areas that we are keen to pursue discussions on. We
are certainly very interested to be involved in things
like the Stern Review to inform the experience that
we have. We do not intend to become a trade
association of some description.
Mr Irvin: The Corporate Leaders’ Group emerged
from the Prince of Wales Business and
Environment Programme. It was chief executives of
a group of companies that came together to try to
push the thing forward. I do not think we will
dominate the world in the sense of going out to
India and China and them becoming part of us, but
we have a nine point programme going forward
and one of those points is to look at developing
links with India and China.
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Dr Frost: We should emphasise the credit due to
the Prince of Wales Environment Programme for
bringing this group together. Nearly all of the
corporate leaders are graduates of that programme
and many of us are so there are some like
minded people.

Chairman: I personally very much welcome the
emergence and the existence of the group. It is an
encouraging initiative for those of us who are
concerned about the subject. Thank you very much
for your time this afternoon. We are grateful to you
for coming. It has been very helpful and interesting
and I am sure we will keep in touch.
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Witnesses: Cllr Michael Haines, LGA Environment Board Member, Mr Mike Peverill, Senior Policy OYcer,
Nottingham City Council, and Mr Richard Hurford, Group Manager, Sustainable Resources, London
Borough of Lewisham, gave evidence.

Q92 Chairman: Good afternoon and welcome to the
meeting. We are very grateful to you for coming in.
These are issues which are of very direct concern to
us and likely to be of continuing concern to the
Government as well. As you are going to re-launch
The Nottingham Declaration shortly, would you like
to say how you feel that has gone in the year since it
was originally launched, what you think the impact
has been and whether you feel perhaps some
momentum has gone out of it?
Mr Peverill: I am Mike Peverill and I am the
Sustainable Development Policy OYcer at
Nottingham City Council. I have been involved in
launching the original declaration, revising it and re-
launching it again last year. About 150 councils
around the UK have now signed The Nottingham
Declaration or its equivalent. There is a Wales
Declaration and versions of it in Cornwall and
Devon, and many councils choose to use their own
local name for it. So we know that around a third of
English and Welsh councils have now made a high
level public declaration to tackle climate change in
their own area, which I think is a significant
achievement. What we do not know is what the
individual and collective progress or impact of that
has been in terms of the quantity of, for instance,
carbon dioxide saved or the number of adaptations,
measures put in place by diVerent councils, but we
collectively, Nottingham City Council together with
its six or seven key partners on this, have formed the
Nottingham Declaration Development Group and
we are launching a new package of support measures
next week and are committed to continuously
improve the supports available to councils over a
period of time so that by the end of the year and the
beginning of the new financial year there will be
improved monitoring and support mechanisms in
place. So we do hope that we will be able to quantify
more accurately what has happened as a result of
that.

Q93 Chairman: Are you still hoping that more local
authorities are going to sign up? Do you have a
target in your mind?
Mr Peverill: We do. We are currently embarked
upon something called the Target 200 Campaign,
which seeks to double the number of publicly
committed councils between December last year,

when we hit the 100 mark, and this coming
December. The target after that is to re-double again
to 400 within the following two years.

Q94 Chairman: Are you reasonably happy with the
progress so far?
Mr Peverill: Very happy, yes.

Q95 Colin Challen: How do you see the role of the
LGA in helping the country reduce carbon
emissions?
Mr Peverill: The LGA has been a very useful partner
in the process since about a year ago, when we began
to revise The Nottingham Declaration and prepare a
new version. Obviously their role in trying to get a
more collective approach to climate change is
instrumental.

Q96 Colin Challen: Your website does not seem to
have it as a central feature. You use the word
“partner” but is the LGA not a little bit peripheral
in doing this?
Cllr Haines: Could I ask which website? Do you
mean the LGA website or The Nottingham
Declaration?

Q97 Colin Challen: The LGA website.
Cllr Haines: The LGA website provide links which
would allow people to go to The Nottingham
Declaration website, which clearly would give more
specific information on that type of thing. If we have
moved on from The Nottingham Declaration could I
add one point myself? It has got the impetus now.
What we have seen is that it has been recognised by
local authorities as being the declaration to make, as
opposed to making their own, and the increase in
numbers is as a result of that because now it being
seen as the standard and others are coming on,
which is why I hope the target for 2008 is a
realistic one.

Q98 Colin Challen: I certainly look forward to
chairing that meeting next week at the launch here in
the Boothroyd Room. Just a little plug there for
the All Party Climate Change Group! Just
concentrating on the LGA, the Committee visited
Woking a couple of weeks ago and obviously there
is a brilliant set of examples of diVerent approaches
to tackling climate change, but I think we felt that
there really was not much evidence that the LGA
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was doing much itself to disseminate the
information. Does the LGA see it as the role of some
designated authority to do that and that perhaps it
itself has not got the capacity to do it, or even the will
to do it?
Cllr Haines: The LGA has been disseminating
information. The Greening Communities
Campaign, which we launched in the autumn,
certainly gave these sorts of details as well as a whole
range of environmental issues, not just climate
change. So yes, we are disseminating, but I take your
point about there needing to be more in terms of
reaching out there. Clearly there are lots of examples
that people are well aware of. There needs to be more
opportunity within each authority for that to be
enacted. What the LGA has always been advocating
in recent times is more money—£28 million is the
figure which has always been quoted, £70,000 per
authority—for people to actually be in place to
enable that to be then introduced into the
authorities, because at the moment we have not got
people whose jobs are specifically that in many
authorities. I know we have in some. I am from
Teinbridge in south Devon, but Devon county has
got a climate change oYcer appointed in the last year
and clearly his job is to start doing that. Small
authorities in particular need more support so that
they can do that, and that is one of the things the
LGA has been asking for because yes, we can send
the information out there, but if there is no one at the
other end who is specifically going to receive it and
start it moving in the authority then clearly that is
where the bottleneck is.

Q99 Colin Challen: Do you think that all authorities
should be under some kind of obligation to have a
climate change strategy with clear targets and time
lines?
Cllr Haines: I think, yes, it is coming, is it not?
Clearly The Nottingham Declaration is where they
have signed to do that themselves and when we get
on to the 30 core outcomes then I am sure it will be
one of those, in which case there will be a
requirement.

Q100 Colin Challen: You would not necessarily
welcome Government intervention? The
Nottingham Declaration is still a declaration. It is a
voluntary instrument, if you like.
Cllr Haines: Yes, it is, but if we get national
outcomes introduced then it is for local authorities
to determine how they can reach them themselves
using their own local methodology. So that is how it
can be achieved.

Q101 Colin Challen: Do you think that the issue of
climate change has adequately percolated down to
all local authorities, or is it still those where you
might have key councillors or oYcers who are
pushing the agenda?
Mr Hurford: I am Richard Hurford from the
London Borough of Lewisham. I look after energy
and resources issues. There has been a lot of talk
about the “Wilful Individuals” and I think all three
of us are probably representative of the Wilful

Individuals around the country. There are probably
about 40 such oYcers and people who have been
instrumental in pushing forward energy issues and
climate change and sustainable energy issues within
their own authorities. You asked earlier would it be
better to have Government intervention. My view is
that that would be useful if money was attached to
it. As Michael has just mentioned, the LGA has been
pushing to make it a statutory function because at
the moment climate change is not a new issue, but it
is a relatively new issue for local authorities to be
looking at and so it has not the importance of
housing, education, social services, planning or
building control, and until you either have statutory
targets or a statutory function you are not going to
get that full buy-in from every local authority.
Regardless of how much the LGA is a successful
catalyst, you do need some type of statutory
function and normally you would have some
funding attached to that.

Q102 Colin Challen: Between authorities, urban and
rural authorities, the ones in the North or the South,
do you think there are diVerent, shall we say,
capacities or other demographic issues which makes
it easier for some to go further faster than others?
Woking seemed to me to be an authority which was
perhaps of the right size, the right kind of urban mix,
fairly suburban. Perhaps it is easy for them, they are
richer and they have a higher tax base, presumably,
than a hard-pressed urban authority?
Cllr Haines: I am not aware of any research which
would actually support that or not. I would be
inclined to agree with your statement, but I cannot
back it up, as I am aware, with any data, I am afraid.

Q103 Colin Challen: Is a survey likely to happen,
do you think, following on The Nottingham
Declaration process?
Mr Peverill: A number of surveys have taken place,
which have been undertaken by diVerent
organisations, and we would hope that that would
continue to keep getting that sense of what is the
state of play at a particular point in time. One of the
things we hope, as the Declaration Development
Group, to introduce for the signatories is an annual
event to report on their achievements. That would in
some ways be even better because you could elicit a
greater quantity of better information.

Q104 Colin Challen: Could I ask you about these
“Wilful Individuals”? It sounds a bit like a criminal
fraternity we are talking about! Are they forming
themselves into any kind of association so that they
can share good practice between themselves and try
and develop a professional approach such as that
which you have in many other areas of local
government?
Cllr Haines: Yes, they are. I am sure these gentlemen
know of others in their localities, and indeed
nationally, where groups of people of like mind have
certainly exchanged views in the past. I attended the
Nottingham conference back in December and
knew a number of people there, so yes, inevitably
that is the case. You talk about “Wilful Individuals”
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but there is a spectrum. I would not put myself on the
extreme “Wilful Individual” range, but there are
those who are completely not engaged at all and
obviously most people are somewhere along that
and it is a case of tying to shift people more into the
more active “Wilful Individuals”.
Colin Challen: Thank you.

Q105 Mr Stuart: Two questions, if I may, Chairman.
Is there a danger that inaction on the part of the local
authorities will be reinforced by the idea that the
Government has to come along and not only tell
authorities what to do but to provide them with the
money to do it? The Woking example showed that
long before, perhaps, Government had taken it to
heart as much as it has now it was possible to self-
fund and become a leaner, meaner and cost-saving
authority whilst also green in its impact. That is
point one. My second question is just on The
Nottingham Declaration. To what extent have you
been able to monitor the actual delivery of the local
authorities of their commitment and whether they
really are taking action, because there are countries
which signed up to Kyoto whose progress against
the targets they have accepted has been less than
ideal and I am sure nobody wants to have political
declarations which are unmatched by actions.
Mr Peverill: I think I commented earlier that the
monitoring of progress so far has not produced a
huge amount of detail in evidence and we are very
conscious of the need to improve upon that. The
action pack we are about to launch actually does
provide the means to monitor progress through a
series of milestone measures, which look at things
like developing an inventory, creating an action
plan, getting senior management buy-in, and all
those kinds of things. So in the near future we will
be able to monitor all that kind of information much
better and, we hope, things like practical outcomes
such as reduced carbon emissions.
Cllr Haines: Could I just follow on from that point
and then come back to the first one? My own
authority signed up to The Nottingham Declaration
last December and we are now engaged with the
Carbon Trust, together with Devon County Council
to actually find out our carbon footprint as an
authority and obviously go on from there. That sort
of information will be available in due course and I
understand that you will be looking at things
thereafter, so that sort of information should be
available to you.
Mr Hurford: To follow on from that, Lewisham has
also signed The Nottingham Declaration in the last
year and a process is being put in place to ensure that
there is annual monitoring and we do feed back
through the scrutiny process on the progress which
has been made.
Mr Peverill: I think in the spirit of the Declaration
being a public commitment, it is my view certainly
that we should encourage all signatory councils to
make this information public, to publish a web page
on their own website about the progress which they
have achieved so that the information is easily
available.

Cllr Haines: Returning to the first question, which
was about whether the authorities will actually have
to be made to do it, whereas some have actually gone
ahead and done it, I think we are back to some extent
to the “Wilful Individuals” and what we have got is
that those places where it has been done will allow
those who have got to catch up a much quicker
learning curve to catch up. So yes, okay, there will
need to be that national outcome which will drive the
other authorities to do it, but then they have got all
these examples to learn from so they should catch up
quicker than would otherwise have been the case
without the “Wilful Individuals”.

Q106 Mr Stuart: Is it absolutely necessary that
money comes with this? Is it not possible from the
Woking example to push responsibilities of local
government on this major issue, that you could
accept the statutory obligation without any cash
attached to that?
Mr Hurford: I do think it is worth mentioning that
Woking was one of seven authorities with beacon
status for sustainable energy. Lewisham was one of
the others. I have been to Woking and Allan Jones
and Ray Morgan—Ray Morgan is now Chief
Executive of Woking but he was the Director of
Finance who oversaw the whole process—and I
think it is a fairly unusual example and other
authorities have not been finding it easy to mimic the
exact circumstances which Woking has managed to
put in place. In London we are working with Allan
Jones and the Climate Change Agency to unpick
how, either as the whole of London or as individual
London authorities, we can mimic what has put in
place in Woking, but it has been diYcult. It is when
you get to the funding issue that—I will not say it
becomes harder, but it is making the financial
justification. For instance, if you put half a million
pounds’ worth of solar PV onto an old people’s
home (which they have done in Woking and it is very
impressive, and I wish we had done the same
ourselves) looking at the financial justification it is a
long pay-back. They have developed the pot of
money which they then used to spend on PV, but it
is quite how you develop that pot of money and
quite how you then develop an ESCO, which is the
recommended approach. As I say, we are still in
discussions with Allan Jones and we have also
spoken to Ray Morgan about how we can do that,
but I do not think people are quite clear yet. We can
see how the technology works, but it is the funding
and how you put the funding mechanisms in place to
replicate Woking which is where I think most
authorities have a problem.

Q107 Mr Hurd: I just want to ask about the
incentives for the “wilful” few. What is driving
people to do this? Is this public good or is there a
sense that there is money to be saved on energy in the
long-term, or is it just because people think there
might be some good PR attached to it? What is
driving this? There is no money from the
Government for it, is there?
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Mr Peverill: No, indeed not. I think it is a whole
combination of things. Certainly the fact that
climate change has never really been out of the
media for the last 18 months or so is a very high
profile issue, I would say largely in part thanks to the
Government’s international leadership on it. There
is a sense that local government also needs to be
reflecting that at the local level. We need to be seen
to be community leaders and doing the right kinds of
things. This is a fairly simple way of expressing that
degree of leadership commitment. As has been said,
it develops a bit of momentum. A significant number
of councils have come on board. So it has a kind of
brand, if you like, which people are keen to be
associated with. I think there is increasing
recognition that through a careful look at the
various issues involved there is the possibility of
saving significant amounts of money if you invest
and manage things in the right way.

Q108 Mark Pritchard: At what point does the local
authority’s leadership end and consumer demand
for such changes at local authority level actually
begin, or even vice versa, because the Woking
example is an interesting one which seems to have
been led by certain councillors and certain oYcers
from the top? It is important, clearly, that clients,
consumers, local taxpayers are engaged and there is
an argument that they are not particularly engaged
and the council is doing this over here—I do not
know if it is the same in Lewisham—and the tax
payer over here is lagging behind in education and
knowledge, perhaps. I just wondered, how do you
actually square that circle, because if we are going to
have a coalition of the willing (to continue the
willing point) then clearly these two factors need to
come together, these two parts of that coalition?
Mr Hurford: My guess is that the “wilful
individuals” are people who have been interested in
potentially energy and environmental issues for
some years and have perhaps believed the
information about climate change some time ago
and therefore have wanted to bring it to the fore.
Recently, particularly in the last two years, climate
change issues have become so topical and so much in
the media that the public are now very aware and
there is starting to be some pressure from the ground
up, from the public, and that has certainly, I think,
fed through to councillors because in my own
authority, indeed in the last two or three years, we
have seen a much stronger pressure from councillors
for change on climate change issues and to bring the
strategies forward. Obviously the council is working
closely with the public, so it is the media raising the
stakes really and putting it to the public, and the
public pressure then perhaps getting the councillors
to take action and bring about further change.
Cllr Haines: Could I just pick up that point about the
public’s perception. At the time of the Rio Summit
in 1992 there was a big rise in public interest in it. I
actually was teaching A-level environmental science
at the time, so I knew that my numbers of students
actually went up. Then it sort of tailed oV in the
1990s and what we are seeing now is clearly a
resurgence of public interest and this time obviously

something is going to have to be done about it
because the evidence now is such that people have to
recognise that, whereas back in the 1990s it was,
“Well, it’s not really proven, is it?” so the public
carried on. So I think the message has to be got
across to the public at large, as you were talking
about just now, and I think the local authorities are
best placed to educate the public and through a
combination of carrot and stick actually get them
into the position where the Government wants us to
be, because clearly it is, as with recycling, one of
those things the public has had to change its general
rationale of how it operates. You can persuade them
that at the end of the day action may have to be
taken through legal routes to actually bring it into
eVect, or through financial means.

Q109 Mark Pritchard: Could I give you an example?
Local authorities are very good now at recycling.
Where I am in Shropshire most of them are very
good are recycling residential or domestic waste, but
they lag behind on recycling commercial waste and
this seems to be the case in pretty much most of
England. That is an example, perhaps, where having
this high rhetoric in both the local authorities and at
the Despatch Box here yesterday, but in fact a
businessman in my own constituency wrote to me
this week and said, “Look, I want to recycle my
commercial waste but they’re not interested”. I just
wondered about that window of opportunity which
you alluded to. If we raise people’s expectations and
we actually ask them to do more and the systems, the
infrastructure and the incentives are not in place,
then we may not ever get them back on this point
again?
Cllr Haines: It is only about 7% of waste which local
authorities actually deal with. We want to have the
opportunity to actually get involved with the
recycling of business waste, but the structure is not
there to allow us to do that. We would have to start
paying more money, so it would be detrimental to us
financially. So that is a problem as it stands, but yes,
we would wish to do that.

Q110 Mark Pritchard: But you are best placed, as
you said earlier?
Cllr Haines: Yes.
Mr Hurford: The other important point to note
about the recycling of waste is that there was an
additional £128 million put into waste and recycling
for local authorities, I think it was about two or three
years ago, and that is what has brought about the sea
change in recycling throughout all local authorities
across the country. That has enabled all authorities
to put in place some basic form of recycling service.
Cllr Haines: On that document I notice they said we
are saving 10 million tonnes a year of carbon dioxide
emissions or equivalent through recycling, so
WRAP clearly is addressing some of what you are
looking at as well.

Q111 Mr Stuart: Could I move you now on to the
Climate Change Programme published in March
which, as you will be aware, had very little to say
really, a very small section on local authorities which
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suggested that just 0.2 million tonnes of carbon
saving could be expected from local authorities with
additional eVort by 2010. Does this underestimate
the potential savings in carbon which could be local
authorities in that period?
Mr Hurford: I would imagine that covers the
corporate stock, so that would be savings from the
town halls, the libraries and the other corporate
buildings. It probably is not talking about the
catalytic eVect which local authorities can have
through the housing stock, through working with
energy eYciency advice centres and with other
groups, really providing advice to the public on how
to save energy because basically we are a public
facing service and we do obviously network daily
with the public. That is where there is additional
potential carbon savings that we could make, but I
would imagine that 0.2 million is just representative
of our own stock.

Q112 Mr Stuart: In those terms then, is that, in your
opinion, an ambitious/realistic amount? Again,
Woking comes up all the time, but from when they
started I think a 79% reduction in carbon emissions
is what they claim to have got from their own
corporate buildings, et cetera. Could you give us
some idea of how the 0.2 million tonnes relates to the
overall emissions from councils?
Mr Hurford: Without knowing the overall facts as to
what percentage that is, it is quite hard to say. I think
on the Woking example, without looking at
innovative funding mechanisms, it would be hard
for other authorities to replicate Woking. That is the
experience so far, because we have been working
quite hard. I have been talking to Allan Jones, who
used to fund the Woking system, for about five years
and we are still not quite there on how to make the
funding work, to give you an idea of how long it
might take.
Cllr Haines: I do not personally know the figures, so
I could not give you a criticism about them, I am
afraid, but I am sure if it is something you wish to
receive in due course then that can be forthcoming.

Q113 Mr Stuart: I do not know where else we would
turn other than the LGA to get a proper idea as to
whether that is a sensible figure or not.
Mr Hurford: I think basically we could find out for
you, but we would need to analyse the figures and
come back to you.

Q114 Mr Stuart: Excellent! How happy are you with
the Government’s pledge to consider how to ensure
that the local government performance framework
will include an appropriate focus on action on
climate change? Will this incentivise those councils
currently not doing enough?
Mr Peverill: I would say that the current
performance management framework for councils,
the CPA (Comprehensive Performance Assessment)
is something which councils take very seriously
indeed and that is the sort of thing and that is the sort
of things which agitates every chief executive up and
down the country. So yes, including climate change

within a performance framework will be an eVective
way to get it registered and ensure that some degree
of action is taken accordingly.

Q115 Mr Stuart: How would you react to the
Government giving an indication of the sort of
carbon savings it wants local authorities to find in
periods after 2010? Perhaps you have given an
answer on that already, but could you give us more
of an idea?
Mr Hurford: I think if we talk in percentage terms,
if we are looking at a 60% reduction by 2050 then it
is going to be a few percent per year. Chances are it
would not occur at a rate of 1% per annum, it might
be 0% one year and 5% the next, and we would make
step changes, but certainly you would need to look
at whatever it is, 1%, 1.5% per annum to get to the
60% reduction.

Q116 Mr Stuart: How important is it for you to have
long-term signals from the Government on that,
because business has told us it is tremendously
important for them to have market signals over a
long period so that they can invest in order to deliver
what is expected of them?
Cllr Haines: I think the same applies. Clearly there
have been lots of short periods of funding which
when they come to an end you have got to work out
where you are going from there, and sometimes you
can get gaps in the funding so you cannot carry on a
piece of work. So having long-term assurance of
where you are going, I think, is very important, yes.

Q117 Dr Turner: The Centre for Sustainable Energy
reports that local and regional government is
somewhat variable in its quality of performance in
local authorities and they say that most local and
regional bodies in England are generally weak or fair
on all aspects of carbon management and there are
very few authorities which could be characterised as
achieving good or excellent standards. Would you
agree with that assessment?
Cllr Haines: Yes, clearly that is the assessment which
has been made. I would not disagree with it, but
clearly you have got to look at what timescale that
was taken over and where we move on from now. So
I would hope to see improvements. Clearly you
cannot measure it exactly like with like, but that is
how things would be moving and I presume that is
taken over a couple of years.

Q118 Dr Turner: If we accept that, is it going to be
possible, given current frameworks and incentives or
lack of incentives, as things stand for more councils
to achieve a higher standard or do they need to look
at funding changes or changes in structures to do it?
Cllr Haines: I think the changes are going to be
coming with the Local Government White Paper.
Clearly that is going to change things as well, but yes,
those other changes will have to happen.
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Q119 Dr Turner: Do you think it is going to be a little
sad that all the councils who have failed to perform
in the past will be given help and all those who have
actually managed to do it in spite of everything will
miss out?
Cllr Haines: It is a bit like the bus passes for
pensioners. That is a similar situation where councils
were actually in diVerent positions and clearly some
felt it was unfair. As a “wilful individual” I would
like to think that everyone was brought up to the
speed the rest of us are at. If it is in the long-term
good interest, then that would be my opinion, but
yes, there will be councils perhaps receiving more
than others should have been rewarded already. I do
not know whether my colleagues have got anything
to add.
Mr Hurford: As I stated earlier, the reason that
performance is not that good is because neither
climate change nor sustainable energy are statutory
functions for local authorities, they do not have to
do it, so when there are funding cuts you go back to
your core services which you have to provide, and
you do not have to work on climate change and you
do not have to work on sustainable energy.
Therefore, there will not have been enough
investment. Again, that comes back to the LGA’s
repeated request that perhaps each local authority
should have a nominal sum of, say, £70,000 (which
I think was £28 million in total) to act as a catalytic
sort of seed pot to work on these issues. I think that
would be an incentive for everybody because those
authorities which had already done a lot of work
would perhaps be able to move on that much quicker
and the smaller authorities would be able to also
start work on it.

Q120 Dr Turner: You mean you might even bring
more of them into the picture?
Mr Hurford: Indeed.
Mr Peverill: I think it is entirely justifiable that
Government should expect a certain minimum level
of performance. Obviously there will be arguments
about how you define that, but certainly setting a
minimum standard is important and that should
periodically be raised over time, particularly if we
are to meet this 60% cut by 2050, but it is about
putting in the right system of incentives and
restraints and financial opportunities.
Dr Turner: Yes, I had a bill about that some years
ago which caused me a lot of angst!

Q121 Mr Stuart: Just before you move on, could I
ask about datasets, because I failed to do so before?
I wonder how useful the local authorities found the
experimental datasets on emissions put out at local
authority and regional government oYce level, and
I wonder whether you are happy with the accuracy
of the data produced, whether you thought there
were any surprised in it and whether you would like
such data to be put out regularly?
Mr Hurford: We certainly found it very useful,
particularly for setting carbon baseline figures. It is
hard to know whether it was accurate or not,

because it is the only data we have got to cover our
whole authority. We hope it was, and yes, it would
be very useful to have that every year.

Q122 Mark Pritchard: Did you say £78,000?
Mr Hurford: £28 million, £70,000 per authority.

Q123 Mark Pritchard: Is that ring-fenced, do you
know?
Mr Hurford: That is what is suggested. At the
moment it is a request from the LGA.

Q124 Dr Turner: Could I come back to the LGA and
ask what the LGA’s views are on what measures
would help councils to secure better carbon
management, and what do you think the principal
barriers to them not securing good carbon
management are?
Cllr Haines: You mean individual authorities, not
the community beyond it, just the councils?

Q125 Dr Turner: Yes, the councils. Given any
individual council, what does it need to help it to do
this work, because it has been considered for a long
time, particularly through energy eYciency
improvement, that if councils have the means and
the will they could make an enormous contribution?
Cllr Haines: As I have said, my own authority is
actually having its carbon footprint sorted out in
combination with the Carbon Trust, so with their
own oYcers they are telling us what our carbon
footprint is. I gather we might be able to save as
much as about £90,000, but we will have to wait and
see. That is just the initial figure. So clearly the
incentive is there for the authorities to do this if there
will be savings attached with it. That is the way it has
to work, but at the moment, as has repeatedly been
said, it is not a statutory function and it is diYcult to
actually get councils to do it unless the councils
themselves decide that is what they are going to
spend some money which they have got spare on at
times when you have got a tight budget. That is the
diYculty.

Q126 Dr Turner: What sort of level of Government
funding would have to go with the imposition of
statutory function, do you think, to make it work?
Cllr Haines: The figure we have quoted, which is
£70,000 per authority, is the only one I am aware the
LGA has worked up, but clearly it depend on exactly
what the nature of the statutory obligations are. On
that basis, that is what I would understand it to be,
but clearly if we get more specific leads on that
following the Local Government White Paper
coming out, which does talk about obligations in
that, I understand, from yesterday’s release, then we
could get more breakdown on that available for your
further deliberations when you get around to that.

Q127 Dr Turner: What sort of level of carbon
savings do you think £28 million will facilitate? Sums
of that order do not seem very much.
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Cllr Haines: But that is not just aimed at the saving
of carbon in the local authority, that is aimed at
saving carbon in the wider community as well, which
people do not want to quantify.

Q128 Dr Turner: But you cannot divorce the two,
because the councils need to lead their local
communities into carbon saving behaviours?
Cllr Haines: Yes.

Q129 Dr Turner: The CSE report also said there was
a problem because there were are many agencies
providing support, too many funding streams. It is
like a lot of things in this field, too many pots of
money but all too small to be that eVective or
coordinated. Do you want to see some
streamlining here?
Cllr Haines: I think coordination would be
necessary, whether it comes from at the top or
whether authorities themselves have people in place
who can then actually start to sort through it as part
of that process. That is the other way of
approaching it.

Q130 Dr Turner: Is this something which the LGA
could facilitate?
Cllr Haines: As I said in response to an earlier
question, the LGA has a small number of oYcers
who would deal with these things. We have
produced the Greening Communities campaign and
we obviously actively promote things like The
Nottingham Declaration, so we lead those and there
are some who are running on ahead of us, but it is
also getting some of the others to come in as well.
There is only so much we can do for that. It is up to
the individual councillors and their councils as to
how easily they are going to be led, which means that
yes, you have got to push them with the obligation,
with having a national outcome.

Q131 Mr Hurd: Could I just take Mr Peverill back
to what he said about the possibility of imposing a
minimum standard based on the experience of
Nottingham for a year or so. Are you in a position
to make an assessment of where that minimum
standard could be most usefully pitched?
Mr Peverill: How do you mean, in terms of a level of
carbon savings?

Q132 Mr Hurd: I was not pre-judging it, the level of
carbon savings, the minimum level of activity?
Mr Peverill: I could not give you an answer oV the
top of my head. I will have to give you a more
considered response, I think. It might be a
combination of carbon savings according to the
circumstances of an individual council combined
with, perhaps, some progress milestones and what is
achievable within a given timescale.

Q133 Mark Pritchard: I just wonder what steps you
are taking, have taken or are about to take vis-à-vis
energy eYciency in the remaining public sector
housing stock and also what encouragement you are
giving to improve energy eYciency in the private

housing sector stock? I am sure you will have noted
the comments in the House yesterday about energy
eYciency.
Mr Hurford: Yes, this is the decent home standard,
which is obviously driving forward social housing,
particularly on the insulation side. In private sector
housing most authorities will invest a certain
amount of money. My own authority puts £2.5
million a year into private sector housing
improvement, of which about half a million goes
into energy eYciency works. That varies from
authority to authority. In our own authority that
will continue. There are 50 or 51 authorities which
are somehow linked to energy eYciency advice
centres and obviously the EAC network through the
Energy Saving Trust obviously works closely with
all communities but particularly the private sector.

Q134 Mark Pritchard: Could I pause you on the
private sector, given that you are doing them in
reverse order? Are you referring to the warmer
homes? Is that linked into the warmer homes
strategy, insulation, where energy utility companies
pay part of the cost for the insulation of houses?
Mr Hurford: You have got the Warm Front scheme,
which is obviously the major investment for people
on a low income, and that has been going in some
guise for 15 years. It used to be the Home EYciency
scheme. That is the Government’s major delivery
plank for the fuel poor. It invests £2,700 per property
if you are on benefit and you meet the right criteria.
You have also got the Energy EYciency
Commitment, which is the obligation through the
utility supplies. Again, that is the other major
delivery. That is more towards the fuel rich, it covers
everybody. Coming back to your question, you have
obviously also got the Energy Saving Trust and the
Carbon Trust and there is a number of other small
pots of money which tend to come into play at
diVerent times. Really the industry is characterised
by stop-start funding as we go from one
Government scheme into another one. The
Government schemes are all very welcome, but they
do tend to come to an end and the only consistent
ones at the moment have been the Warm Front
programme, which continues year on year and has
been growing, particularly over the last five years,
and the Energy EYciency Commitment, which is
through the utility companies, which again has been
doubled every three years.

Q135 Mr Hurd: On the Energy EYciency
Commitment, noting what was said in the Energy
Review statement yesterday about energy eYciency
and the emphasis the Government says it is going to
put on that issue, is there a timetable for that
initiative ending? Secondly, do you think more could
be done within the existing framework of that
initiative?
Mr Hurford: The Energy EYciency Commitment
concludes in 2008 and it is expected that it will be
doubled in 2008 to go to 2011. There is certainly
further scope for local authorities to work with the
energy suppliers. In the last budget £20 million
is mentioned in the Climate Change Review.
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£20 million has been allocated for local authorities
to somehow work with the energy suppliers around
the Energy EYciency Commitment to somehow
incentivise the public to take more action on energy
eYciency. That scheme is currently being worked up
by Defra and will probably be launched next year,
because I think it is seen there is more possibility for
how the Energy EYciency Commitment can be
perhaps linked to Warm Front and then linked to
local authorities, because the comments from CSE
about these disjointed diVerent agencies is a general
feeling that there is a lot of diVerent players and
several diVerent pots of money and somehow they
need to be brought together. One of the possible
solutions is that they be brought together somehow
through local authorities because they are the local
delivery agents. That would not mean necessarily
taking anything away from energy suppliers or from,
say, EAGA, who are the Warm Front delivery
agents, but there might be some sort of coordinated
delivery mechanism by which these diVerent
schemes and Government programmes with pots of
money could be brought together through the local
authority. That is one of the hopes, that that might
be a delivery method for this £20 million which has
been announced.

Q136 Mr Hurd: You were going to mention the
public sector?
Mr Hurford: On the public sector side, as I said, the
decent homes standard, to take an authority such as
mine, Lewisham, we have a capital programme
worth up to £100 million a year, but that is for
everything, kitchens, re-wirings, et cetera. That is
looking after all the properties. Energy eYciency
plays a major part in that. An authority like
Lewisham with 150,000 homes has been investing
between £3 million and £4 million a year in better
central heating, obviously now condensing boilers,
and energy eYciency measures. I think that is
probably more than most local authorities invest
from their capital programme, but yes, there are very
significant funds where authorities are looking after
their own housing.

Q137 Mark Pritchard: A lot of local authorities now
are actually buying back from the private sector
stock, or for the first time buying private stock and
bringing it back into the de facto public sector under
a housing association, which the local authority may
not have a stake in in some way. Do you think in the
medium to long-term, despite the arguments for
aVordable housing, and so on, it is actually going to
increase the repair levy on local taxpayers?
Mr Hurford: I really do not know how many homes
are being bought up. I know some are, but I am not
sure how significant that is.

Q138 Mark Pritchard: Briefly, the last question,
Braintree, the British Gas scheme, fiscal incentives
linked to business rates, encouraging people to
improve energy eYciency, what are your views on
that?

Cllr Haines: The LGA view is that we would not
have done it quite that way. I think it appears that
the money is a discount, whereas in reality it is not,
but it is obviously a special oVer.

Q139 Mark Pritchard: A special oVer. They still
exist!
Cllr Haines: Oh, yes, whereas others might see it as
a discount. It is how these things are portrayed, but
we would not have done it quite like that.
Mr Hurford: It is basically seen as an administrative
issue rather than a discount, so it is a way of giving
back £100 and it tends to be a one-oV. I think it is a
very good scheme because it is highlighting it. It has
had a lot of press and there is scope to enlarge it
across to other councils, but I totally agree it is an
administrative thing. It is not really a permanent
discount. People think the council tax is too high,
therefore by claiming to be a discount people are
immediately interested in the concept. It is a very
good marketing tool.

Q140 Mark Pritchard: Councillor Haines, how
would you have done it?
Cllr Haines: I am afraid I have not got a model to
give you.

Q141 Mark Pritchard: Are you working on a model?
Cllr Haines: Yes. I have had discussions about this
earlier on, but I will have to ask our oYcers to work
on a model for you afterwards.
Mark Pritchard: Thank you.

Q142 Chairman: Is there any way in which you can
produce a scheme which will incentivise people to
invest in energy eYciency measures?
Cllr Haines: Yes. At the end of the day, if you can
sell them the facts, the facts are that they are going
to save money in the long-term and if money is
available up front then yes, I am sure there must be
a way of doing it.

Q143 Chairman: The evidence is good. They have
been talking about that for over a decade and
progress is horrendously slow. The idea of
something like the Braintree scheme, I think, gives
the thing a bit of a boost, but you are saying that
does not work terribly well and you do not think it
is the best way of doing it. When we looked at
sustainable housing, it seemed to us that it was quite
urgent to try and encourage people, to find new ways
of exciting them about the possibility of investing in
energy eYciency, but you have not got a view about
what local authorities can do in that respect?
Cllr Haines: No. I am sure we can provide that in due
course, but I am afraid I cannot provide you with
one here and now.
Mr Hurford: I think it is important to look at the
scale of the issue, because there are comparatively
small amounts of money going into local authorities.
The very welcome £20 million which has been put
forward and is going to be worked up through
Defra, if you compare that with the increase in gas
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and electricity costs to the public over the last two
years, which have been in the orders of hundreds of
millions, if not billions, and if you then look at the
extra money which is going into—I think it is
probably ending up with the gas and oil companies,
but looking at the very high profits being made, the
sums of money are just not comparable. Basically, if
you are going to have a real impact, it is not £20
million that is required, you probably need to add
another nought at least. I know we keep saying it
comes back to money, but I think the reason we have
not been seeing this radical change is because fairly
small sums of money are being put in place.

Q144 Chairman: Could the planning system be used
as a way of incentivising developers to invest in
energy eYciency? If you oVered a faster track
approval for developments which achieve very high
energy eYciency, would that be a possibility?
Cllr Haines: It is certainly one you could look at, but
I think that again you are going to come up against
fairness with others perceiving it as not being a fair
system and people who might object to something
would be concerned that that is a way of buying a
planning permission, which has always been an issue
in the past. Certainly, by all means look at it, but I
would caution against those concerns.

Q145 Mr Chaytor: I just wanted to make a quick
point on the council tax discount. Is it not in the
nature of the council tax discount for energy
eYciency purposes that it would only be short term
because if it achieved its objectives then houses
would become better insulated and they would not
be entitled to a discount?
Cllr Haines: I think that is true, yes.

Q146 Tim Farron: After submissions such as those of
the domestic and transport authorities that it is very
hard to reduce, to what extent do you think central
government needs to make changes to allow local
authorities to manage their carbon emissions better?

Memorandum submitted by the Local Government Association

The Local Government Association was pleased to give oral evidence to the Environmental Audit
Committee on 12 July on Climate Change. I am writing to provide the further information which I
undertook to provide to the Committee.

Discussion at the end of the session was interrupted by the division bell when we were outlining some of
the issues around barriers to council action on climate change. The current position is that there is no
statutory duty on councils to act specifically on climate change, although there are powers in place to enable
authorities to act to secure a local area’s economic, environmental and, social wellbeing. Many drivers for
action, as members highlighted, have been responses to circumstances, including the action of local
champions or “willful individuals”.

This action has been significant with many exemplars of eVective action in councils across the county—
not only by Beacon councils such as Leicester, Lewisham, Woking, High Peak etc but also in a range of
other councils of all types. The LGA is pleased to have been a key partner in the Nottingham declaration
Development Group which on 18 July launched an important new online, free resource for councils signing
up to take action on climate change. Over 140 councils have signed up to a declaration pledging to take

Mr Peverill: Is that related to transport?

Q147 Tim Farron: It is a general wrap-up question
really about the changes central government need to
make in terms of enabling local authorities to
manage their emissions better?
Mr Peverill: Direct emissions or community
emissions?

Q148 Tim Farron: I am talking about direct
emissions. Transport and domestic are examples
where emissions are very hard to manage and you
are obviously not operating in a vacuum, central
government?
Mr Peverill: A couple of things immediately spring
to mind. The German government a couple of years
ago introduced a new minimum level of renewable
energy tariVs so that it became much more cost-
eVective for people to invest in green energy
measures like solar panels, for instance. That works
across the board, so local authorities and private
sector and individual households are now buying
many more PV and solar hot water systems and
there is now in existence a sort of solar league in
Germany which is very eVective at creating a sense of
competition as to who has got the most solar energy
installed. That works very well at a municipal level
because you have cities like Freiburg which built
itself as a solar city because it can claim to have more
solar energy installed than anywhere else in the
country. That is one example. Another example,
perhaps, on traYc is that Nottingham City Council
has been considering a workplace parking levy for
the last few years, which would act as a strong
restraining measure on traYc growth, but it is
obviously a highly political thing and the experience
in places like Edinburgh, where they have consulted
residents, is that it is not popular. So if this was to be
across the board—
Chairman: We are going to have to go and vote, I am
afraid. Perhaps you could just amplify through
correspondence any further details. I am sorry to
interrupt you, but we have got this division we have
got to go to now.

The Committee suspended from 3.41 pm to 3.58 pm
for a division in the House.
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action and we want to get to 200 by the end of 2006. Joined up resources such as this voluntary approach
by partners working with councils, and simplified routes for action will help to spur further council action,
as well as economic and eYciency drivers.

The LGA views local authority climate change actions as being critical and therefore central to the
consensus we are trying to reach on a streamlined core of national outcomes in the new performance
framework to be developed for councils post 2008. Inclusion of a focus on climate change will help to place
it at the centre of council agendas in a streamlined set of national outcomes with a focus on the things
that matter.

In parallel with this focus there will be additional drivers for council action in the duty to exercise council
functions taking account of government reports under the new Climate Change and Sustainable Energy Act.
The government has a commitment not to place new unfunded burdens on local authorities so it is vital that
the long term funding of council action on climate change is addressed in the process for deciding on details
of the implementation of the performance framework and duty.

One of the key issues for performance frameworks is measurement of outcomes and the eVectiveness of
council measures. There is ongoing work in which the LGA is participating on establishing common baseline
emissions measurement methodologies for councils on greenhouse gas emissions. However there is further
work required on measurement issues and to determine the eVectiveness of specific measures. Members
asked us specifically about LGA views on the 0.2 MtC figure quoted in the government’s “Climate Change:
the UK Programme 2006” report as the local government contribution to reductions in 2010.

Overall we consider this to be a conservative figure but accept the basis on which it is constructed in that
it relates to a package of measures, drawn from but modified from the CSE proposals, (encompassing
inclusion of climate change in the performance framework, a new local duty on local authorities and revised
guidance and support for councils). The figure is recognised by government as being conservative and the
report itself says that “longer term benefits may be much more significant”. We would agree with this but,
as mentioned above, there are further stages to go through before we can accurately assess the likely exact
impact of the measures.

The second specific question members asked us was about our model of incentive schemes such as the
council tax discount scheme oVered by councils such as Braintree. We mentioned that we did not specifically
support the use of council tax discounts as a route for incentivising uptake of energy eYciency measures.
While we think it is helpful for councils to promote incentives, such as supplier discounts on insulation, and
welcome the work of many councils in helping to market such schemes (eg through promotional material
sent out with council tax bills) we do not feel it is a useful model to oVer a specific council tax discount. In
practice this route means an administrative transfer using the council tax process as an intermediary for
passing a discount from the energy supplier to the customer. The discount is in fact not a council tax discount
as the council tax bill itself is not reduced—the amount payable remains fixed to the banding but there is an
arrangement for a third party to pay part of the bill (the supplier). Not only does this add an extra process
(and cost) to issuing payment schedules but it can delay the pament of the discount to the customer. The
process also means that the council tax system is seen as resident action to reduce carbon is not similarly
“rewarded”. This is also relevant in connection to the discount not being applicable to council tax payers
who do not own their own properties who might feel it unfair that only certain segments of council tax payers
can benefit from a “council tax discount”.

Further Government funding to incentivise energy eYciency uptake in this sector (domestic owner
occupier) is to be made available in 2007–08 for council access and we have put over views to Defra on how
this could be maximised. A wider focus on whole house, whole street and whole lifestyle approaches would
be helpful to maximise long term behaviour change and councils can play a key role in joining up this work.

I hope this additional information is helpful.

Councillor Michael Haines
Deputy Chairman, Local Government Association Environment Board.

24 July 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

Executive Summary

The RSPB is very concerned that the Climate Change Programme Review (CCPR) does not set out a set
of policies that will enable the UK to meet its target of reducing carbon dioxide emissions by 20% by 2010,
from 1990 levels. At best, if the UK allocation of allowances for the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU
ETS) is at the top end of the range given in the CCPR, carbon dioxide emissions in 2010 will be 18% down
on 1990 levels. At worst, emissions in 2010 will be cut by only 15%, or even less.
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Given the time taken to enact any new policies to cut emissions substantially, the Government will have
to make of existing ones to make up for this shortfall, and the obvious instrument to use is the EU ETS. In
its National Allocation Plan (NAP) for the second phase of the EU ETS, the UK should allocate an absolute
emission reduction of 11.2 MtC—significantly more than the 3 to 8 MtC range given in the CCPR.

If the UK is to achieve its 2050 target of a 60% cut in carbon dioxide emissions, all of the measures in the
CCPR will need to be strengthened considerably and new policies will need to be added, particularly to curb
emissions from the transport, commercial and domestic sectors.

We are concerned about the way in which the Energy Review has been conducted, in haste and without
thorough background research. We welcomed 2003 Energy White Paper, which gave a clear, well-
researched view of the way forward to achieving the UK’s long term target, and the need to focus on a
prioritised hierarchy of energy conservation, energy eYciency, and renewable sources of supply. The current
review is far more technology prescriptive. We consider that deliberately singling out any specific technology
for special treatment, particularly if it is expensive and potentially dangerous, would be unjustifiable. In our
opinion, the mix of generating technologies should be driven principally by broad market mechanisms such
as the EU ETS and the RO. We do not, therefore, consider that new nuclear generation should receive
support from government, or public support of any kind. Any technology that incurs significant external
costs should, as far as possible, be expected to pay them.

Lastly, we consider that the UK should abandon its current approach of basing climate change policy on
emission projections and should adopt an annual carbon budget.

1. Introduction and Background

The RSPB considers human-induced climate change to be the biggest long-term threat to global
biodiversity. Indeed, a recent paper in Nature indicated that in sample regions covering about 20% of the
Earth’s land surface, 15 to 37% of species and taxa will be “committed to extinction” as a result of mid-range
climate warming scenarios for 2050.

Papers presented at the scientific conference convened by DEFRA, at the Hadley Centre in February
2005, also indicated that the impacts of climate change on both people and wildlife are likely to be worse
than anticipated, and occur at lower levels of change than previously thought. These findings were
compounded by reports that cataclysmic events, such as melting of the Greenland Ice Sheet, the West
Antarctic Ice Sheets and turn-oV of the North Atlantic Thermohaline Circulation, appear more likely.
Furthermore, there was widespread agreement that the climate sensitivity is likely to be higher than
previously anticipated and that terrestrial sinks for carbon dioxide were likely to become sources at lower
temperatures.

To avoid such a catastrophe, the anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions that cause climate change need
to be cut hard and rapidly, with global emissions peaking within the next 10 years and then declining steeply.
We therefore strongly support policies that do so and, in the UK, these are laid out in the UK Climate
Change Programme.

Before answering the questions posed by the Committee, we have a general point to make about the way
in which the UK has developed the Programme and the bearing that this has upon the achievement of our
targets. The UK approach has been to introduce policies and measures in what is essentially an ad hoc way,
to then estimate their individual eVects in terms of absolute amounts of carbon (MtC) and finally subtract
those absolute amounts from emission projections to establish their overall, cumulative eVect. Although this
is, ostensibly, a reasonable way to proceed, and the Government deserves credit for the large number of
climate-related policies and measures it has introduced, it does not ensure that the UK meets its national or
international emission reduction targets.

Because the estimated eVects of measures are subtracted from estimated emission projections, then if real
emissions turn out to be greater than the original projections then we will necessarily fail to reach our targets.
This is precisely what has occurred in the last few years. In 2000, when the UK Climate Change Programme
was first published, the policies and measures listed were estimated to have the eVect of reducing carbon
dioxide emissions by 17.5% by 2010, from 1990 levels. However, even with additional measures in place,
including some that have a very large eVect, the 2006 Programme estimates that carbon dioxide emissions
will reduce by 15–18% by 2010. In part, this is because the estimated eVects of measures were incorrect but,
in large part, it is because the original projections were wrong, as they were almost bound to be because
projections almost inevitably give an imperfect view of the future.

We consider that a better approach to developing the UK Climate Change Programme would be to set
a national carbon budget for each year into the future, based upon our national and international targets.
(Our carbon dioxide budget for 2010 would, for example, be 129.2 MtC, 20% lower than the 1990 baseline
figure of 161.5 MtC.) All national policies and measures, including those not specifically designed for climate
change purposes, would then be used to deliver the budget and an annual review would be conducted to
ensure that if we strayed from the budget matters could be rectified in the following year.

We are pleased that the Programme states that the carbon budget proposal merits serious study and very
much hope that it is introduced in the near future.
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Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic strategy to prepare the UK to meet “the
greatest long-term challenge facing the human race”?

The short answer to this question is, no. Although the UK is doing more to tackle climate change than
many other countries, there is still much more that can and should be done. The 2006 Programme does not
set out policies and measures that will allow the UK to attain its target of reducing carbon dioxide emissions
by 20% from 1990 levels by 2020. If the UK allocation of allowances to the EU Emissions Trading Scheme
(EU ETS) is at the low end of the range mentioned in the Programme, then the UK will only reduce
emissions by 18%, according to the Government’s own calculations. If the UK allocation of allowances is
at the low end of the range mentioned in the Programme, the UK will only reduce its emissions by 15%, or
possible less.

Looking to the longer term, the 2006 Programme falls far short of what is needed to deliver the UK’s
target of reducing carbon dioxide emissions by 60% by 2050, from 1990 levels, let alone a more stringent
target that may be needed in light of the most recent science (which is very well summarised in the first
chapter of the Programme). In part, this situation can be rectified by strengthening individual instruments
in the Programme over time, notably the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS), the Renewables
Obligation (RO), the Climate Change Levy (CCL), the Building Regulations and the Energy EYciency
Commitment (EEC).

However, additional measures are needed to tackle emissions from the transport, domestic sectors and
commercial sectors, (heavy industry emissions are largely captured by the EU ETS and CCL). Transport-
related emissions are of the greatest concern because they continue to rise and are projected to continue to
do so, both from road vehicles and especially aircraft. Should the Commission’s draft Directive on opting
aviation emissions into the EU ETS come into force, and be implemented with an appropriate cap, that
should limit aviation emissions. Road transport emissions are, however, not covered adequately either by
present or prospective legislation and new measures are urgently needed. The Government considers that
Road User Charging will reduce emissions, which is true but it will probably not reduce them much, because
the main aim of the Charge will be to reduce congestion with reducing emissions as a by-product.

Measures that would significantly reduce road transport emissions, include restarting the Fuel Duty
Escalator, much further diVerentiation of Vehicle Excise Duty, radical reform of the voluntary agreements
with EU, Japanese and Korean manufacturers making the targets far more stringent and probably
mandatory, and either the introduction of a well-to-wheel fuel tax or an upstream cap and trade scheme for
the transport sector. (A well-to-wheel tax or an emissions trading scheme would replace existing taxes.)

In spite of emissions from the domestic sector being roughly the same as those from industry and transport
(accounted by end user), there are few instruments covering it. The existing EEC could be considerably
strengthened, encouraging both energy eYciency and micro-generation, but would need to be backed by the
removal of barriers to microgeneration and means of facilitating it, such as net metering. Building
regulations could be made much more carbon friendly, and the proposed Code for Sustainable Homes
standards should be strengthened. Some local governments have shown the way forward on how to make
the domestic sector more climate-friendly, such as Woking which is working towards being a very low
emission town.

The commercial sector should do more to cut emissions substantially, particularly in large oYce buildings
and supermarkets. During the consultation on the 2006 Climate Change Programme the Carbon Trust
proposed an emissions trading scheme to cover this part of the commercial sector and the RSPB supports
this proposal; the premises are large and energy use is well monitored already making them ideal subjects
for such a scheme.

Finally, the RSPB sees no need for new nuclear build as part of any long-term strategy, as we discuss
further in our response to the third and last question posed by the Committee.

Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try to ensure that it meets the 20% reduction in carbon
dioxide emissions by 2010?

Yes. As the 2006 Climate Change Programme points out, the policies and measures in the Programme
are estimated only to deliver cuts of between 15 and 18% in carbon dioxide emissions by 2010. Other
measures are in the pipeline, such as opting aviation emissions into the EU ETS, but these are unlikely to
deliver suYcient emission reductions in time to meet the 2010 target. The only certain way of meeting the
target in time is by strengthening the UK allocation of allowances to the EU ETS.

In the 2006 Programme, the government set a range for emissions reduction to be achieved by the EU
ETS of between 3 and 8 MtC but it should be borne in mind that these are to be measured from “business
as usual” projections. Therefore, in percentage terms these “reductions” are modest, to the extent that taking
3 MtC from the projections yields an increase in emissions in real terms.

If the UK is to meet the Government’s 20% target then, in 2010, UK carbon dioxide emissions must be
less than 129.2 MtC, 20% lower than the 1990 baseline figure of 161.5 MtC. Assuming that the estimated
eVects of the measures in the March 2006 Climate Change Programme Review (CCPR) are correct,
measures outside of the traded sector will lead to UK emissions in 2010 being 140.4 MtC. Therefore, the
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second National Allocation Plan (NAP) under the EU ETS will need to bring about an additional absolute
emission reduction of 11.2 MtC of carbon dioxide in 2010—significantly more than the 3 to 8 MtC range
proposed by the Government.

To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of the Climate Change
Programme?

Hardly at all by 2010. The Energy Review examines energy options that will take many years to come to
fruition, in some case decades, and so it has little bearing on whether the UK attains its 2010 target.
However, assuming that the UK continues to have a Climate Change Programme, the Energy Review may
have an important eVect in the future.

We are concerned about the way in which the Energy Review has been conducted, in haste and without
thorough background research. We welcomed 2003 Energy White Paper, especially the four major goals,
and particularly the fact that it placed mitigation of climate change as the central objective of UK energy
policy. The analysis behind, and reflected in, the 2003 White Paper was thorough and gave a clear, well-
researched view of the way forward to achieving the UK’s long term target, especially the need to focus on
a prioritised hierarchy of energy conservation, energy eYciency, and renewable sources of supply. Although
we agree with the Government’s assertion in the 2006 energy review consultation that some energy trends
have changed since 2003, we think that most of these changes were foreseen and dealt with by the 2003
energy review. In addition, the trend towards higher energy prices has had the positive eVect of reducing
demand and carbon emissions. It would therefore be premature and destabilising at this stage radically to
alter the direction of current policy. If anything, policy tending in the direction of supporting conservation,
eYciency, renewables and CHP should be intensified, rather than curtailed or superseded by support for less
sustainable forms of carbon abatement, especially new nuclear power.

We submitted our detailed views on the Energy Review to the Government as part of its consultation
exercise and our written response is available to the EAC on request. However, we have some general points
to make about the Review, its assumptions, and the way in which we see energy policy developing which we
include below.

Implied technology prescription

Our first point is that the consultation appeared to suggest that the UK should be prescriptive about
supporting particular electricity generation technologies, notably nuclear. This is in stark contrast to the
Government’s general position that market mechanisms are the preferred type of policy instrument and that
markets should be framed so as give the most cost eVective, “technology-blind” solutions, as in the case of
the Renewables Obligation (RO) or the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS). Indeed, the 2003 Energy
White Paper put the EU ETS at the heart of UK energy policy. We consider that deliberately singling out
any specific technology for special treatment, particularly if it is expensive and potentially dangerous, would
be unjustifiable, not just in economic terms but in broader policy terms too. We do not, therefore, consider
that new nuclear generation should receive support from government, or public support of any kind.
Moreover, any technology that incurs significant external costs should, as far as possible, be expected to
pay them.

In our opinion, the mix of generating technologies should be driven principally by broad market
mechanisms such as the EU ETS and the RO. Indeed, because the EU ETS covers all large generating plant,
it should ultimately drive all generating technologies down the most economic low carbon path; that is the
point of the instrument. If particular technologies are cost competitive or nearly so, then the EU ETS should
encourage them.

We regret that, currently, in the early life of the EU ETS and with a very lax cap on the traded sector, the
instrument is likely to encourage little carbon reduction, as the recent crash EU allowance prices has shown.
However, this defect can be rectified, in large part by tightening the cap in successive phases of the scheme
and perhaps by lengthening the duration of each phase, or at least flagging in advance the likely allocations
for successive phases, so as to give greater investment certainty, as has been done with the RO.

In the shorter term, before the EU ETS begins to have a large eVect, there might be a case for interim
support mechanisms to bring on groups of technologies that oVer a clear but unmarketed public benefit,
notably carbon capture and sequestration (CCS), just as the RO promotes a wide range of technologies, at
least in theory. However, we have not been actively supportive of CCS, in part because we fear that money
used to support its development and deployment would be diverted away from truly renewable technologies.

We note, however, that the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) authoritative report
on CCS published late in 2005, estimates that “CCS systems begin to deploy at a significant level when CO2

prices begin to reach approximately 25–30 US$/tCO2”. In the next phase of the EU ETS, assuming the cap
is tighter, CCS should be economically viable and a large-scale support measure for it would be unnecessary,
although limited support might be appropriate. One means of providing such limited support might be that
recommended by the House of Commons Science & Technology Committee in February 2006 which
proposed that: “Government makes capture readiness a requirement for statutory licensing of all new fossil
fuel plant. This would compel the developer to demonstrate that consideration has been given in the
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planning and design of the plant to facilitating subsequent addition of suitable carbon dioxide capture
technology, as and when it becomes available and economic”. This course of action has the advantage that
it would not necessarily divert resources away from renewable technologies.

The assumption of increasing demand

An underlying assumption in the Energy Review consultation appeared to be that demand for energy will
rise inexorably if UK GDP continues to increase. Particularly given the ongoing shift in our economy away
from heavy industry and towards commercial and service sectors, we see no good reason why overall energy
demand should necessarily grow in direct proportion to GDP, even with continuing growth in living
standards. Indeed, some parts of the consultation bear out our view, for example an observation that energy
consumption has increased by just 2% since 1997 despite a 21% increase in GDP.

We consider that demand-side management of energy could and should be employed to the maximum
extent possible to reverse the increasing trend in energy consumption that is currently forecast. We consider
that the central tenet of any energy policy aimed at limiting carbon dioxide emissions and maximising energy
security at the lowest cost should be the conservation of energy and the limitation of demand.

In this context, we note that although demand for energy has increased since 1990 this growth has been
restricted to two main sectors (transport and domestic) with a decline in industrial demand and a small
increase in the service sector. (See Table 10 from the 2006 updated energy projections, below.) These data
clearly indicate where the main focus of demand management should be: the transport and domestic sectors.

Table 10—Energy Demand By Sector (Mtoe) and Growth in Energy Demand since 1990

Domestic Transport Services Industry

1990 41 49 19 38
1995 43 50 21 36
2000 47 55 22 33
2004 49 58 21 33
Change from 1990 19.6% 18.1% 8.0% –13.9%

Emissions from transport

Although much of the current review rightly focuses on electricity generation, one third of our energy
comes from oil, of which 70% is used for transport. Indeed, transport is the largest emissions sector (by end
user). It is the only sector that has grown consistently since 1990 and it is forecast to continue to grow, at
roughly 1% per year for road transport and between 5 and 6% for aviation, in spite of continuous and
significant improvements in aircraft energy eYciency. Any eVective longer-term energy policy must
therefore pay much more attention to transport. If we are to cut UK carbon dioxide emissions by 60%, or
more, by 2050 with little or no cut in transport-related emissions then other sectors, including electricity
generation, will need to cut their emissions to almost zero. This is even less desirable or feasible that cutting
hard in transport.

Meeting the UK’s 2050 target

Finally, we consider that the UK’s long term emission reduction target, or a more stringent one, can be
met by a combination of demand side action coupled with renewable technologies, perhaps augmented in
the medium term by carbon capture and storage. There are compelling analyses from many sources that
support this view, including from the Carbon Trust and studies conducted for the DTI for the 2003 Energy
White Paper.

It is important for the UK Government to recognise that the delivery of this target can be achieved
without harming environmental interests. The UK Government’s commitments towards biodiversity
conservation and international obligations under the Birds and Habitats Directives must not be undermined
in delivering renewables if a sustainable approach to carbon reduction is to be achieved. That having been
said, there is considerable evidence to demonstrate that there is suYcient renewables capacity, including
micro generation, together with energy eYciency and demand reduction to achieve the necessary carbon
savings from the energy sector without having to adversely aVect important wildlife sites.

Studies by the Carbon Trust have indicated how the 60% target could be attained employing the type of
approach outlined above. A crucial point to emerge from these studies is that, while emissions reductions
of 60% or more require both energy eYciency (and demand reduction) and renewable supply, they do not
require nuclear power. Research conducted for the DTI during the preparation of the Energy White Paper
suggested that system costs for achieving a 60% carbon reduction target by 2050 without nuclear power were
no higher than those to achieve the same cuts with it.
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Considerations of security and diversity of energy supply support meeting the target mainly through
conservation, eYciency and renewables. Energy eYciency and demand management are undertaken locally,
there are many diverse renewable technologies that can be deployed within the UK, and the declining
amount of fossil fuels that we require could come either from the UK or from countries that are, and are
likely to remain, reliable suppliers, such as Norway.

In our opinion, the UK has in place a suite of policies and measures that forms a sound basis both for
meeting our long-term (2050) emission reduction target and achieving security and diversity of supply.
Security and diversity of supply from indigenous renewable resources, will also provide price stability,
protecting us from the kinds of supply and demand shocks fossil fuels have experienced over the past year.
Price stability will obviously contribute to another of the 2003 Energy White Paper goals—economic growth
and productivity. Additional carbon abatement measures will no doubt be required, and some possibilities
are outlined below, but a good basis exists.

Conclusions

The UK should adopt an annual, decreasing carbon budget, rather than the present approach of basing
climate change mitigation policy upon subtracting absolute amounts of carbon from emissions projections.

The Climate Change Programme Review will not allow the UK to attain its 2010 target of reducing
carbon dioxide emissions by 20% from 1990 levels. To correct for this deficiency, the allocation to the second
phase of EU Emissions Trading Scheme should result in additional absolute emission reduction of 11.2 MtC
of carbon dioxide in 2010—rather than the 3 to 8 MtC range proposed in the CCPR.

If the UK is to achieve its 2050 target of a 60% cut in carbon dioxide emissions, all of the measures in the
CCPR will need to be strengthened considerably and new policies will need to be added, particularly to curb
emissions from the transport, commercial and domestic sectors.

The current Energy Review is far too technology prescriptive and not well researched. The mix of
generating technologies should be driven principally by broad market mechanisms such as the EU ETS and
the RO. We do not consider that new nuclear generation should receive support from government, or public
support of any kind. Any technology that incurs significant external costs should, as far as possible, be
expected to pay them.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by WWF-UK

Issues of Interest to the Environmental Audit Committee

— The Prime Minister continues to identify climate change as “probably the greatest long-term
challenge facing the human race”. Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic
strategy to prepare the UK to meet this challenge?

— Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try to ensure that it meets the 20%
reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by 2010?

— To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of the
Climate Change Programme?

The Scale of the Climate Change Challenge

WWF regards climate change the most serious threat facing the planet and human development. The
Prime Minister is right to identify climate change as “probably the greatest long-term challenge facing the
human race”.

Urgent global action is needed in order to prevent average global temperatures from increasing by more
than 2)C above pre-industrial levels—a threshold above which the risk of severe and irreversible tipping
points in the climate becomes increasingly likely. To achieve this, the world’s emissions of greenhouse gases
will therefore need to peak and start to fall within the next 10–15 years.

Average global temperatures have already risen by 0.8)C since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution.
Widespread ecological and societal impacts of climate change are already clearly visible. Examples include
increased extreme weather events (including more flooding, more drought, more frequent heatwaves, and
more frequent and intense storms), increased agricultural losses, sea ice melt, retreating glaciers, sea level
rise, coastal flooding, coral bleaching and impacts on the prevalence of many species. Communities in
developing countries are most vulnerable and are facing particularly severe impacts.
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Recent research confirms that warming of more than 2)C will greatly increase the risk of dangerous and
irreversible impacts. Scenarios compiled by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2001)
suggest that unless humans dramatically reduce greenhouse gas emissions, we will see a doubling of pre-
industrial carbon dioxide concentrations by the end of the century—resulting in an increase of 1.4–5.8)C in
the Earth’s temperature. Recent modelling suggests that the temperature increase could be even higher—at
the outside, as much as 11)C.

There are uncertainties in translating a 2)C temperature threshold into atmospheric concentrations, and
hence emissions, of CO2 and other greenhouse gases. Recent research1 shows a 50% probability that
greenhouse gas concentrations of 450 ppmv CO2 equivalent would result in average global temperatures
rising by more than 2)C in the long term. The risk of overshooting the threshold is 70% or more at
atmospheric concentrations of 550 ppmv CO2 equivalent.

To stabilise levels at 400 ppmv CO2 equivalent (with a 70% probability of staying below 2)C), by 2050
global greenhouse gas emissions will need to fall by 40–45% or more from 1990 levels. Recent research for
the Environment Agency by the Tyndall Centre on the long-term impacts of climate change confirms this
view.2 It concluded that “the only scenario that avoids dangerous climate change over the long term is the
minimum emissions scenario, which allows for about one quarter of known fossil fuels to be used. This
scenario allows for a small increase in global emissions by 2025 with a steady linear phase out by 2200 (zero
global emissions). Because we have high emissions per capita, the implication for the UK would be a need
for deep cuts in emissions from now on.”

A range of studies show that this is achievable—provided urgent action is taken to put emissions on a
downward path within 10–15 years. A wide range of policies and actions will be needed to transform the
current fossil fuel based energy system into a very energy eYcient system based on low-carbon energy
technologies. Work for WWF and others has shown that such a transformation can be achieved without
nuclear power, which we regard as a dangerous and fundamentally unsustainable technology.

UK Government Commitments

WWF commends the Government for recognising the urgency and importance of the climate change. The
Government’s target to reduce the UK’s CO2 emissions by 20% from 1990 levels by 2010, and the Energy
White Paper of 2003’s goal of a 60% reduction by 2050, are essential elements of its attempts to demonstrate
global leadership on the issue.

However, in light of recent scientific evidence and the huge challenge that we now face to prevent
dangerous climate change, both the 20% and 60% targets are the absolute minimum that we need to achieve.
Indeed, the Government’s Chief Scientist Sir David King told the House of Commons Environmental Audit
Committee in November 2005 that “The 60% figure was based on a global reduction and I think as we move
forward in time it is probably wise for the developed world to prepare to gird its loins to make a greater
reduction.”

Despite the Government’s rhetoric, commitments and targets, real progress in reducing emissions is much
less impressive:

— Provisional data for 2005 shows that CO2 emissions are now just 5.3% below 1990 levels.

— Total CO2 emissions have increased by 2.3% since 1997—with the main culprit being the power
sector, which has seen a 15% increase in emissions.3

— Moreover, the DTI’s latest projections show no significant reduction in emissions by 2020 under
current policies.4

Why the 20% Target is Important

WWF believes that delivery of the 20% domestic target is vitally important because:

— Scientific evidence shows that a 20% cut by 2010 is the bare minimum we need to achieve.

— Slow progress in cutting emissions now means that more drastic reductions will be required in
future decades.

— A 20% cut by 2010 puts the UK on a path to reduce emissions by 60% by 2050 (the goal set in the
Energy White Paper).

— Achieving the target would demonstrate the UK’s commitment to tackling climate change and
enable it to show convincing leadership on the world stage. Conversely, abandoning the target will
greatly undermine the Government’s standing in international negotiations.

1 Meinshausen, M. 2006. What does a 2)C target mean for greenhouse gas concentrations? Cambridge University Press. Also
“Avoiding dangerous climate change,” DEFRA January 2006, available on http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/
climatechange/internat/pdf/avoid-dangercc-execsumm.pdf

2 Climate change on the millennial timescale, February 2006, available on www.environment-agency.gov.uk/news/1299456
3 Energy Trends, March 2006.
4 UK energy and CO2 emissions projections: Updated projections to 2020, February 2006.
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— Meeting the target sends a clear signal to the developing world that we—as a developed country—
are serious about making cuts at home rather than just buying up credits from overseas CDM
projects.

— It would show that it is possible to reduce emissions significantly without damaging international
competitiveness or economic growth.

The Government appears to be falling back on the fact that the UK looks set to meet its Kyoto target (a
12.5% reduction in the basket of six greenhouse gases by 2010). It must be recognised, however, that the
UK’s Kyoto target is extremely undemanding—and that emissions have been below this level in every year
since 1998. Many other EU Member States took on considerably more challenging targets under the EU
burden-sharing agreement.

The Kyoto target proved easy to meet in the UK because of:

— The dash for gas in the 1990s.

— One-oV abatement of industrial gases such as nitrous oxide and HFCs. Extremely low cost
abatement at three chemical works has contributed some 4 percentage points to the total
reduction.

— Closure of coal mines and improved regulation of landfill sites has led to a 50% fall in total methane
emissions.

Opportunities to pluck such low-hanging fruit have now been largely exhausted—and the real challenge
is to deliver ongoing reductions in emissions of CO2, the main greenhouse gas.

The Revised Climate Change Programme

WWF is therefore extremely disappointed by the revised Climate Change Programme—and the
Government’s move to eVectively abandon its 20% CO2 reduction target for 2010.5 The 20% target is a long-
standing commitment which has appeared in two Labour election manifestos—including the 2005 election
manifesto published little more than a year ago.

The review of the Climate Change Programme took some 18 months to complete—but despite this
lengthy process the final document oVers few convincing new policies. The revised programme put forward
policies to deliver a CO2 reduction of just 15–18% by 2010. The Government claims that the review “is not
the final word” and that the 20% target “is still within reach”. WWF finds these claims extremely
unconvincing. There are only four years left to achieve the target—and any policies to deliver the extra 2–5%
reduction must be implemented swiftly. The review oVers no sense of urgency, nor does it suggest where
these additional reductions may be found.

Moreover, WWF remains concerned that many of the measures in the original Climate Change
Programme (CCP), and many of the new measures put forward in the review, may fail to deliver the emission
reductions claimed by the Government:

— The Government is claiming a reduction in CO2 emissions of 1.6 MtC from the proposed
Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO). The production of biofuels can be an energy-
intensive process, which has a significant impact on the life-cycle CO2 benefits. Much of the UK’s
biofuel will be imported so these processing emissions will arise overseas. The Government admits
that the global emission reduction from the RTFO will be just 1 MtC. WWF is calling for
mandatory life-cycle greenhouse gas reporting and sustainable development criteria to be applied
to all biofuels. Given that the RTFO is being introduced to address climate change, it is vital that
the benefits be assessed on a global, life-cycle basis.

— The voluntary agreement with car manufacturers at EU level, referenced in the CCP, is making
very slow progress, and unless further action is taken to ensure delivery—preferably by an
EU-wide move to mandatory targets—eYciency improvements may fall far short of the
Government’s hopes.

— Most new measures in the domestic sector rely on advice and provision of better information to
consumers. This is welcome—but WWF believes that firmer policies are necessary to reinforce
consumer information and to ensure that real, measurable emission reductions are achieved.

— Only three new measures—the EU Emissions Trading Scheme, the RTFO and the increased
Energy EYciency Commitment—oVer significant reductions of more than 0.2 MtC. There must
be concern over whether the many smaller measures will actually deliver the claimed savings—and
whether their impact can be assessed with any accuracy.

Moreover, there are good reasons to believe that the DTI’s draft emission projections which underpin
the revised programme may be too optimistic. For example, the DTI assumes future gas prices which are
considerably lower than expected by many independent experts. This, along with other factors, are likely to
push the DTI’s “business as usual” emissions up still higher—meaning that the measures in the revised
Climate Change Programme may fail to deliver even a 15–18% reduction.

5 The UK Climate Change Programme 2006, March 2006.
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How the Government could still meet the 20% Target

Despite these concerns, WWF believes that it is still possible to hit the 20% target. The main lever to use
is the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS), as detailed below. There is clearly a need for eVective
policies to be introduced in all sectors—including homes, buildings, transport and less energy-intensive
businesses—in order to ensure progress towards longer term targets. However, progress in these diVuse
sectors is relatively slow, and it may be diYcult to realise large savings by 2010. In contrast, the EU ETS
covers nearly half of the UK’s CO2 emissions but only a limited number of large industrial sources—most
notably in the electricity supply industry—which oVer significant, low-cost abatement opportunities.

1. The EU Emissions Trading Scheme

As the first international CO2 trading scheme in the world, the EU Emissions Trading Scheme was
designed to be the key mechanism through which the EU Member States achieve their Kyoto targets. The
Government has consistently said that the EU ETS would also be the main lever with which to hit its more
ambitious domestic target of a 20% reduction in CO2 below 1990 levels by 2010.

Central to the failure to meet the 20% target is the Government’s decision to set a weak limit on pollution
from British industry under the second phase of the EU ETS (2008–12). The review of the Climate Change
Programme suggests a reduction in emissions from power stations and heavy industry of between 3 and
8 MtC (million tons of carbon) from business as usual projections in 2010. At the bottom end of this range
industry will be allowed to pollute more than in the current phase of the scheme—the cap for phase I is
67 MtC per annum, whereas at the weakest end of the proposed range the cap for phase II would be 69 MtC
per annum. In addition the government’s current proposed allocation would actually allow manufacturing
industries’ emissions to increase by 19% between 1998–2003 and 2010 (see table below).

Proposed allocation for UK industry during phase II of the EU ETS

Proposed
Average annual allocation for

emissions phase II
(1998–2003)— (2008–12)— DiVerence— % increase/

MtCO2 MtCO2 MtCO2 decrease

Power Stations 155 125.6–143.9 –29.4 to –11.1 –19% to –7.2%
Other industry 90.4 107.7 17.4 19.2%
Total 245.4 233.3–252 –12.1 to !6.6 –4.9% to !2.7%

Above table based on: DTI projections consultation document, February 2006, UK Phase I NAP
ww.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/trading/eu/nap/pdf/0505nap.pdf and revised Climate Change
Programme 2006.

In order to meet the 20% target the cap should be set at a level of 60.5 MtC (221.8 MtCO2) per annum
which under the current projections equates to an 11.5 MtC (42.2 MtCO2) reduction from business as usual
emissions.

Rationale for WWF’s key ask for the UK NAP for Phase II of the EU ETS

In 1990, the UK emitted 161 MtC (million tonnes of carbon). Meeting the 20% target would mean that
we need to reduce emissions to 129 MtC by 2010. The key question is how this should be split between the
ETS and non-traded sectors. DTI BAU projections6 for 2010 are between 144–145 MtC, of which the traded
(ETS) sector will account for approximately 72 MtC, and the non-traded sector will account for
approximately 72.5 MtC. The revised Climate Change Programme (CCP)7 indicates that there will be
additional savings from the non-traded sector of 4 MtC from BAU projections of 2010. Assuming that the
non-traded sector achieves these savings then the annual cap for sectors under the ETS would need to be
60.5 MtC for phase II (an 11.5 MtC reduction from the current BAU emissions projections for 2010).

This tighter cap would also mean that sectors under the ETS are making an equal eVort to sectors outside
the trading scheme. In 2000 when the Climate Change Programme began, the traded sector accounted for
approximately 46% of the UK’s CO2 emissions. A cap of 60.5 MtC would ensure that the traded sector’s
share remains at around 46% in 2010.

6 “UK Energy and CO2 Emissions Projections—updated projections to 2020” DTI (February 2006). The projections
incorporate existing policies to reduce CO2 emissions but do not include any new measures the revised Climate Change
Programme or the eVect of phase II of the EU ETS.

7 “Climate Change—the UK Programme 2006” March 2006 http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/uk/ukccp/
pdf/ukccp06-all.pdf
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WWF is highly concerned that the use of business as usual projections to set allocations for the ETS acts
as an incentive to sectors to inflate projections in order to maximise the number of free allowances they are
given. Emissions data for 2005 support this view. Whilst the power sector was short of allowances (largely
due to a return to coal burn), the allocation to other manufacturing sectors was in fact 12% above what they
actually emitted. Moreover, there is evidence that for phase II, a feedback loop between the ETS allocation
rules based on DTI projections and implementation of the EU Large Combustion Plant Directive has
encouraged power generators to commit to high levels of coal burn in future—a highly perverse outcome.

WWF believes that allocations should be based on a “distance to target” approach using a fixed historical
baseline rather than on questionable and uncertain emissions projections.

WWF broadly supports the Government’s intention to require most of the reduction in emissions to come
from the power sector, given that it:

— is the biggest source of CO2 emissions, and its emissions have increased by 19% since 1999;
— is least aVected by international competition;
— is the sector which is most able to pass on its costs; and
— is able to make large windfall profits (a recent DTI report8 estimated that the UK power sector is

making windfall profits of £800 million per year in the first phase of the scheme).

However, WWF believes it is appropriate for manufacturing industry—particularly those sectors less
exposed to international competition—to receive allocations which are tighter than business as usual. This
should help to address the expected growth in manufacturing industry’s emissions to 2010.

Fears over Impacts of EU ETS on Competitiveness

WWF considers that the impacts of the EU ETS on the competitiveness of industry have been widely over-
stated by the Confederation of British Industry and other business lobby groups. Research by the Carbon
Trust9 has shown that, if implemented properly across member states, the EU ETS will not significantly
threaten the competitiveness of European industries. This includes most energy-intensive sectors—the only
sector seen as facing significant pressure is aluminium, which falls outside the scope of the scheme. The
Carbon Trust says: “The EU ETS is the right basic approach for incentivising change in power generation
and in energy intensive sectors while at the same time minimising competitiveness impacts.” In addition a
report for OFGEM concludes that “Overall, there are no grounds at present for thinking that EU ETS will
have major negative impacts on EU or UK business relative to foreign competitors”10.

Support for a Tougher Cap in Phase II:

— Environment Agency: “. . . Central to [hitting the 20% reduction in CO2 by 2010 target] will be a
much tighter cap for phase II of the EU ETS”11

— In a recent speech in Norwich Sir Menzies Campbell, Leader of the Liberal Democrats said:
“Instead of seeking a loosening of the ETS National Allocation [the government] should be
looking to tighten it up. The range of figures produced by the DTI on how tight the cap should be
is not ambitious enough. We can, and should, do better.”

— “I challenge the government to set the emissions cap for the scheme at the more ambitious end of
the range it has outlined” David Cameron, Leader of the Conservatives.

— Centrica response to Energy Review, April 2006. “The government should continue to provide
long-term support for the EU ETS which, by building the price of carbon into the power price,
provides support for all low carbon technologies. We believe that the targets should be bold and
focus savings towards the top end of the 11–29 million tonne range [3–8 MtC] compared to
baseline.”

2. A new UK Emissions Trading Scheme

WWF urges the Government to take forward the Carbon Trust’s proposal for a new UK Emissions
Trading Scheme12 as mentioned in the revised Climate Change Programme. The Trust concluded that there
is significant scope for cost-eVective energy eYciency and emissions reductions in large non-energy intensive
businesses and public sector organisations. It put forward a proposal for a new, mandatory UK emissions
trading scheme that would target energy use by large non-energy intensive businesses and public sector
organisations not covered by the EU ETS or climate change agreements.

8 “Implications of the EU ETS for the UK Power Generation Sector”, IPA Energy Consulting November 2005.
9 “The European Emissions Trading Scheme—implications for industrial competitiveness” The Carbon Trust (2004) http://

www.thecarbontrust.co.uk/carbontrust/about/publications/European%20Emissions%20Trading%20Scheme—
Implications%20for%20industrial%20competitveness.pdf

10 “Emissions Trading—impacts on electricity consumers” OFGEM (February 2005) http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/temp/ofgem/
cache/cmsattach/11936–SummaryETSdiscussion.pdf

11 http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/news/1299456
12 “The UK Climate Change Programme—potential evolution for business and the public sector” The Carbon Trust (December

2005) http://www.thecarbontrust.co.uk/Publications/CTC519.pdf
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The Government commissioned NERA and Enviros to examine the Carbon Trust proposal in detail13.
This work concluded that:

— The scheme be limited to relatively large users to cut burdens on business. It proposed covering
5,000 organisations, compared to 14,000 suggested by the Carbon Trust.

— Total emissions from these sites are c14.9 MtC (c10% of UK total CO2 emissions)

— Possible carbon savings of 0.6 MtC could be delivered in 2015, and 1.3 MtC in 2020. The Carbon
Trust had proposed bigger savings of 2.2–3.6 MtC by 2020.

— The scheme would be hugely cost eVective—with savings on energy costs of £965–2,257 million in
net present value. Impacts on competitiveness would be very small, with a net positive economic
benefit to UK industry.

WWF urges the Government to act on these proposals as soon as possible so that a UK scheme can
contribute to delivering the 20% target. We understand that a new UK ETS would require primary
legislation but that, potentially, such a scheme could be up and running by 2009.

3. Households

A move to enable full-scale provision of energy services is key to unlocking the huge potential savings in
this sector. But there are a range of shorter term measures which could make a considerable diVerence by
2010, including:

— Introduce mandatory assessment of all homes against the Code for Sustainable Homes on sale/
purchase/change of occupancy.

— Ensure that the highest level of the code requires zero carbon standards and that this standard is
tested by the development of exemplars over the next four years.

— Introduce stamp duty relief and council tax rebates for homes meeting high Code standards.

— Enable local and regional planners to require the use of the Code through PPS3 and the
forthcoming PPS on climate change.

— Invest in publicising the Code to homeowners, and link this to launch of the Home Information
Pack and the new £20 million local authority funding for energy eYciency and renewable grants.

— Ensure that adequate training and resources are available for Building Control OYcers to ensure
compliance with the new Part L standards. Make use of new enabling powers under the
Sustainable and Secure Buildings Act to better address the energy performance of the existing
stock through the Building Regulations.

The Energy Review

WWF is remains convinced that the 2003 Energy White Paper’s focus on energy eYciency and renewables
was the right approach to addressing climate change. The current energy review should be used as an
excellent opportunity to reassert the vision set out in the White Paper, and to ensure that it is implemented
vigorously. It is important that the review addresses transport (including aviation) and heat as well as simply
the electricity sector.

However, WWF are concerned that the review may simply be a smokescreen to support new nuclear
build. This perception is reinforced by the Prime Minister’s recent comments appearing to pre-empt the
review before it has actually reported. WWF regards nuclear power as a costly, dangerous and
fundamentally unsustainable technology. Moreover, any new reactors could not be in place in time to
contribute to the 2010 target—indeed, it would be optimistic to have any significant nuclear capacity in place
much before 2020.

To inform our response to the energy review, WWF commissioned Ilex Energy Consulting to model the
UK electricity supply industry to 2025.14 Key findings from this work were that:

— Under business as usual, the power sector’s emissions will be just 18% below 1990 levels by 2025.

— Modest extension of the White Paper policies could reduce the sector’s emissions by 55% by 2025.
This would entail reducing the rate of growth in electricity consumption, delivery of renewable
energy targets and eVective implementation of the ETS—and no new nuclear power.

— These policies would also mean that there is eVectively no “energy gap”—and hence no need for
new nuclear or other large scale centralised generating capacity.

— Reliance on imported gas can be reduced significantly by reducing electricity demand and bringing
forward renewable energy.

13 “Energy eYciency and trading part II—options for the implementation of a new mandatory UK emissions trading scheme”
Defra (April 2006) http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/trading/uk/pdf/nera-enviros-report-060428.pdf

14 The Balance of Power: Reducing CO2 emissions from the UK power sector, on www.wwf.org.uk
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— Carbon capture and storage oVers potential to deliver further reductions in CO2 emissions and gas
dependency.

WWF hopes that the energy review will lead to a renewed focus on the need to curb, and eventually reduce,
absolute demand for both electricity and total energy. So far policy has focused on promoting energy
eYciency—but the numerous policies and actors form a confusing picture and the eVectiveness of the whole
is often diYcult to assess. To that end, WWF is calling on the Government to introduce changes to the
electricity and gas markets to make the provision of energy services, rather than bulk energy sales, a viable
core business model. We support the Energy Saving Trust’s proposal for a cap and trade scheme on domestic
energy supply, which would open up a new and exciting market for energy service companies.15

We also support the case for new measures to speed the growth of a diverse portfolio of renewable energy
sources, and to ensure delivery of the Government’s aspirational target for 20% of our electricity to come
from renewable sources by 2020. The Government should consider measures such as banding the renewables
obligation or supplementary feed-in tariVs to support less developed renewables such as marine technologies
and biomass.

The Need For A Carbon Budget

The problems to date in achieving progress towards Government targets on CO2 and renewable energy,
and the failure to deliver the White Paper’s promise of a “step change” in energy eYciency, demonstrate the
need for a new approach to climate and energy policy. The vital missing component is a firm trajectory for
emissions to give real force to the existing CO2 reduction targets for 2010 and 2050. Such a trajectory would
ensure continued focus across Whitehall on ensuring that all policies contribute actively to a steady
reduction in emissions, as well as providing much greater certainty to business to inform its investment
decisions.

This is why WWF, as part of the broad Stop Climate Chaos coalition of international development
organisations, environmental groups, faith-based groups and other representatives of civil society, is calling
for a new Carbon Budget approach. The Carbon Budget would set year-on-year emission reduction targets
across the economy as a whole, backed by full and transparent reporting to Parliament. The Carbon Budget
could be reinforced by also setting emission reduction targets for the devolved administrations and
English regions.

May 2006

Supplementary memorandum submitted by WWF-UK (annex to original submission)

Final ETS Decision and Revised Emission Projections

On 29 June, after WWF-UK submitted our written evidence to the Committee, the Government issued
a statement setting out its proposals for Phase 2 of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). This statement
means that the figures in our earlier evidence require updating.

In the Climate Change Programme Review (CCPR), the Government proposed a 3–8 MtC annual
reduction from business as usual (BAU) emissions from sectors under the EU ETS. At the time, its forecasts
showed that sectors under the ETS would emit 72 MtC in 2010—so the cap would be in the range of 64–69
MtC. (At its weakest end, emissions could be above the current cap in Phase 1 of 67 MtC, or 245 MtCO2.)
Overall, the CCPR was expected to deliver a reduction of 15–18% in the UK’s CO2 emissions between 1990
and 2010.

In light of these figures, WWF called for a cap of 60.5 MtC (221.8 MtCO2). This would:

— fill the “gap” in the climate change programme, so delivering the 20% CO2 reduction target;

— ensure that the ETS sectors make an equal eVort towards delivery of the 20% target.

On 29 June, the Government announced that it would be setting a cap at the tougher end of its proposed
3–8 MtC range. Within the narrow terms set out in the consultation, this is a welcome move. The
Government’s decision to auction 7% of the allowances is also a very welcome development. However, BAU
projections for 2010 have been revised upwards by 3 mtC overall, and by 1.1 MtC for the sectors covered
by the ETS. Therefore, CO2 emissions in 2010 will be just 16.2% below 1990 levels. The full projections have
not yet been released, but the table overleaf shows WWF’s understanding of the situation.

The main points to note are that:

— the ETS cap will be set at 65 MtC (238 MtCO2) per year. This represents a tightening of less than
3% from the Phase 1 cap.

— a cap of 60.5 MtC would no longer be suYcient on its own to deliver the 20% target. It would,
however, ensure that the ETS sectors contribute their fair share towards delivery of that target.

15 EST submission to energy eYciency innovation review, December 2005.
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— additional measures in sectors outside the ETS should be introduced urgently to address the higher
than expected emissions. Candidates which could make an impact by 2010 include the Carbon
Trust-proposed UK-only emissions trading scheme for the commercial sector and more ambitious
measures on housing and transport.

Draft allocation plan

Total BAU emissions in 2010
(excluding CCPR measures) 144.5 MtC
Additional savings from CCPR 4 mtC
BAU for ETS sectors 72 MtC
Proposed ETS cap 64–69 MtC Reduction of 3–8 MtC from BAU
Overall emissions in 2010 137.5–132.5 MtC Reduction of 15–18% from 1990 levels

Final allocation decision

Total BAU emissions (excluding
CCPR measures) 147.5 MtC
Total BAU emissions (including 4
MtC CCPR savings) 143.5 MtC
BAU for ETS sectors 73.1 MtC
Proposed ETS cap 65 MtC 8 MtC reduction from BAU
Overall emissions in 2010 135.5 MtC 16.2% reduction from 1990 levels

The revision to the Government’s figures has strong echoes of the allocation process for Phase 1 of the
ETS, where repeated increases in BAU forecasts led the Government to bid for an increased allocation—
and ultimately to a highly damaging court battle with the European Commission.

The experience with the current allocation plan strongly reinforces our concerns over the use of “business
as usual” forecasts to underpin allocation under the ETS—and adds weight to the case for moving towards
a Carbon Budget approach. Indeed, the whole idea of a “business as usual” world which excludes climate
change considerations—including the existence of the EU ETS—is an increasingly untenable concept.

As long as the Government’s climate change programme sets out to achieve incremental reductions from
a continually moving target, the UK will fail to deliver sustained, absolute reductions in CO2 emissions.

11 July 2006

Witnesses: Dr Mark Avery, Director of Conservation, Dr Paul JeVeriss, Head of Environmental Policy,
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, Dr Keith Allott, Head of Climate Change Programme, and
Mr Paul King, Director of Campaigns, WWF-UK, gave evidence.

Q149 Chairman: Welcome. You are all very familiar
with this Committee and we are very familiar with
you, so I will dispense with any kind of formal
introductions if that is okay. If I could just kick oV,
this revised Climate Change Programme was quite a
long time in gestation. I think you have made that
point yourselves. Do you think this was because the
final draft was being watered down? Has it got
kicked around Whitehall?
Dr JeVeriss: I think there probably was an element
of disagreement between the two departments
principally involved, Defra and the DTI, and I think
it is probably true to say that Defra were more keen
on introducing a greater degree of stringency than
the DTI were. I do not know the Treasury’s
involvement directly, but I expect they had some
concerns about those aspects of it which might cost
either the consumer or the taxpayer money. I am
aware of some particular policies which were being
discussed right up until the last minute, which may
have protracted the process.
Dr Allott: There is one particular policy I am aware
of which was in the frame and being discussed quite
actively, which was the proposed UK Emissions
Trading Scheme for the commercial sector, which
has now reappeared but potentially too late to
influence the 2010 target. It reappeared in the Energy

Review yesterday, which we welcome, but that was
in the discussions for quite some time during the
Climate Change Programme Review.

Q150 Chairman: I think both your organisations
have expressed disappointment with the Climate
Change Programme as it has finally turned out and
we will discuss some of the disappointments
presently, but what would you say were the good
points in it?
Dr JeVeriss: I would say that in the Climate Change
Programme Review itself it is hard to identify any
good points, in that it recognised that the
programme is currently clearly failing to deliver on
its targets, but it failed, in spite of the opportunity to
have succeeded, to do anything like enough to make
sure that we do reach the targets and I am not aware
of a single new proposition made in the Climate
Change Programme Review which moves us
significantly faster or further towards our target
than was the case before the Climate Change
Programme Review.
Mr King: I would support that and I think obviously
we have seen eVectively the 20% target by 2010
dropped with no real proper explanation why or
what could be done about it, despite the fact that I
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think people quite commonly think that things could
have been done about it, and we now find ourselves
in a situation where we are no longer on track (if ever
we were on track) for the 60% reduction by 2050 that
we need in linear reduction terms, and all of this
during a period of relative economic prosperity,
where arguably the Government has been able to
aVord to do more, and also at a time when there is
unprecedented cross-party support, and indeed
public support, for action in this area, which leaves
us somewhat bewildered by the lack of action.
Dr JeVeriss: I think there may have been a feeling
that the Climate Change Programme Review had
been superseded by events, in particular the Energy
Review, which I think is regrettable because,
whereas the Energy Review is focused on the
medium to long-term and certainly the period after
2010 and will not, therefore, have any direct impact
on whether or not we meet our 2010 target, it was
precisely the job of the Climate Change Programme
Review to see where we were with the 2010 target
and do something about it if we were not going to
reach it. So if it is the case that it was felt to have been
superseded by events, I think that was a mistake
because it leaves us with a gap up until 2010.

Q151 Chairman: Given all that you have just said—
and I do not think any of us would quarrel with it—
what was the point of publishing this document at all
in that case?
Dr Allott: That is a very good question. Firstly, there
was a commitment to publish a review, but our
particular disappointment with it is in a sense the
lack of honesty with it. The Government said that
the Climate Change Programme Review is not the
last word and it gives the impression that there is still
scope for further action to deliver the 20% target. We
would like to see that further action being taken. We
are not quite clear how they are planning to take that
very vague commitment forward. The only obvious
way of acting on that to go further than they propose
in the Review would have been to have set a tougher
limit in the Emissions Trading Scheme than they
eventually set, which would have got us much closer
to a delivery of the 20% target and that opportunity
appears to have come and gone.
Dr JeVeriss: I think there is some value in it having
been published in the sense that I think it
demonstrated quite clearly both that we are not
going to meet this target, and I think that may have
injected a sense of urgency over the longer term, but
also I think it has demonstrated quite clearly that
some of the ambitions and expectations about the
ability of certain policy instruments to deliver has
been shown to be ill-founded and that there might,
therefore, be a greater degree of realism introduced
into assessing the ability of future policy instruments
to deliver within certain timeframes. Whether or not
that is true, I do not know, but I think that could be
a benefit.

Q152 Mr Chaytor: What do you think particularly,
in terms of policy instruments, has been over-hyped?

Dr JeVeriss: I think that assessment could apply to
just about every single instrument. Certainly the
Renewables Obligation has proved to be more
intractable than was anticipated. I think it is
probably true to say that the ETS has proved to be,
in its first phase, less successful than was hoped.
Certainly instruments which relied on voluntary
targets and measures, such as the agreement with the
car manufacturers, have been shown very clearly not
to be successful. I think probably the best exceptions
are the Energy EYciency Commitment, where we
had a specific commitment, a clear commitment.
That seems to have met or exceeded its target, so I
think that is one example of success. The others
probably are the outcomes of the negotiated
agreements in association with the Climate Change
Levy. Not necessarily the Levy itself, which is still
too low, but the agreements associated with them do
seem to have delivered as much or more than
expected.

Q153 Mr Chaytor: Before we leave the Climate
Change Review, can we just be clear on targets? You
are not saying that the Kyoto target for 2010 is going
to be missed?
Dr JeVeriss: No.

Q154 Mr Chaytor: It is the optional 20% target?
Dr Allott: I think it is very important to distinguish
between the two. The Kyoto target is, for historical
and quite fortuitous reasons, extraordinarily easy
for the UK to meet. We have been below the Kyoto
target every year since 1998 and compared with
other Member States we appear to have done very
well out of the burden-sharing agreement in terms of
the burden we have actually taken on. The reason
why we are so far ahead of our Kyoto target is
largely to do with the dash for gas, some very
significant one-oV abatements in the chemical
industry, which cost a couple of million pounds, and
a reduction in methane from landfills and from coal
mines. The domestic CO2 target has actually huge
domestic political importance. It has featured in two
manifestos, including the Labour Manifesto a year
ago, and it is very important in terms of
demonstrating leadership on climate change, which
the UK aims correctly to provide, both in the
international political situation but also in terms of
demonstrating we are serious about climate change
to the business community and to investors. We
keep hearing the message from industry that it wants
longer-term security on carbon prices and on the
direction of travel. At the moment the only way we
can do that is through some frankly voluntary
targets and at the first voluntary target we have had
on this the Government essentially walks away from
it. That sends a very unhelpful signal to investors.
Dr JeVeriss: It was a commitment and I think the
frustrating thing is that it could have been met
through this, even as late as this review, if a slightly
more aggressive ETS allocation had been adopted.

Q155 Mr Chaytor: What is your estimate now of
where we will be by 2010, somewhere between twelve
and a half and 20?
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Dr Allott: The Government’s own figures, based on
the announcement of the ETS allocation and the
latest revised business as usual projections—
remember, one of the big problems with this
approach of doing emissions forecasts is that then all
the policies are measured in terms of reductions from
this moving target, and the target always moves in
the wrong direction, that is our experience over the
past few years—the Government’s expectation is
that we will be 16.2% down in terms of CO2

emissions from 1990 levels by 2010, and we think
that is actually optimistic.
Dr JeVeriss: I would think that is probably a
significant over-estimate of the level of cuts, partly
given what I have already described as our historical
experience of undue optimism across the board, but
also because there are specific reasons to believe they
may be over-optimistic in this case. It is not clear
how they calculated the reductions expected from
the Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation,
particularly whether they were assuming 100%
carbon displacement or only partial. If it was 100,
then they have certainly over-estimated because it
will only be partial displacement from biofuels.
Also, the fact that gas prices have been higher or are
already higher than was used in the modelling
suggests that they may have under-estimated the
amount of coal which might come on line.

Q156 Mr Chaytor: Moving beyond 2010,
yesterday’s Energy Review focuses very much on
targets for 2020. What is your general initial
response to the content of the Energy Review?
Dr Allott: In terms of the emission levels they are
talking about by 2020 first of all, there is an
interesting section somewhere, I think it is chapter 8,
where the Government reminds us that the 2003
Energy White Paper said that we needed to be
getting the UK’s emissions down to between 110 and
120 million tonnes of carbon by 2020. The 1990
levels were about 161. That was the level the
Government in 2003 said we needed to achieve to
demonstrate leadership on climate change and to
make real progress to our 2050 target of a 60%
reduction. So the benchmark was set at 110 to 120.
The figures which were put out yesterday suggest
that we are heading for a range of 121 to 127, so we
are outside the ballpark figure which the
Government had set itself for 2020 as an acceptable
pathway. It is not enough. We need further
measures.
Dr JeVeriss: I think even judging the Energy Review
on its own terms, right from the outset it is conceding
if not failure, at least only a slim chance of success
in terms of its bottom line targets for actual carbon
emission reductions.

Q157 Mr Chaytor: It is a revision of 7 or 8%
upwards, is it not?
Dr JeVeriss: They have revised business as usual
projections upwards, which means that the savings
to meet the target have to be greater and even the
greatest savings promised or assumed through the
Energy Review are not suYcient to cut us to the level
we had said we needed to be at previously.

Dr Allott: Because of the projections we are
essentially running down the up escalator!

Q158 Mr Chaytor: Do you have confidence in all of
these figures? Can we rely on them, both the figures
which the Government provides for its Climate
Change Review and the Energy Review, and the
figures which are supplied for the Emissions Trading
Scheme? Do you think the statistics are reliable?
Dr JeVeriss: I think they are reasonably reliable, but
not very reliable, and as a result there is actually a
wide range of possibilities and that wide range is not
always captured. I think some of those uncertainties
are inevitable. They are inherently uncertain. I think
some of the uncertainties and errors are actually a
result of errors in modelling. For example, in the
Energy Review consultation it was suggested that
energy projections would be modelled on an upper
range assumption of energy prices at $50 a barrel in
2020, and that consultation was published at a time
when energy prices were already higher than $50 a
barrel and it just seemed extraordinary that the
Energy Review consultation would have published
that statement in the knowledge that it was already
out of date.
Dr Avery: The figures cannot be wholly reliable, but
I think more of a problem is how much we can rely
on the Government to do the right thing, rather than
relying on the figures. The story that emerges from
where we are at the moment is that the UK, despite
appearing to ‘get’ climate change better than many
countries across the world, and saying, I am not sure
all the right things but many of the right things, we
are not doing enough, and I suspect that as time goes
on we here, and the rest of the world, will realise that
even what we think is enough now (which we are not
doing) is not really going to be enough because
things are worse than we thought they are. So it is
not a very happy situation to be in, but the UK is
supposed to be one of the leading countries in the
world.

Q159 Mr Chaytor: Finally, would it have been more
useful had the Stern Review been published before
the Energy Review, because my recollection is that
in the terms of reference for the Energy Review it
clearly states that the Review would consider the
conclusions of the Stern Review and the conclusions
of the Committee on radioactive waste
management, neither of which have been published
yet?
Dr Allott: I suspect the emerging conclusions of the
Stern Review are already pretty well-known within
Whitehall, so in that sense maybe it does not matter
too greatly.
Dr JeVeriss: My view is that it would have been
preferable to conduct or at least publish the Energy
Review after the results of the Stern Review were
known, because although the results of the Stern
Review are perhaps reflected in the Energy Review
internally, I think had the results of the Stern Review
been known publicly there might have been greater
pressure to publish a slightly more ambitious Energy
Review than in a situation where the Stern Review
results are known only internally.
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Q160 Mr Stuart: Do you feel conned by the
Government on climate change?
Dr Allott: “Conned” is a strong way of putting it, but
I would certainly feel there is a very disappointing
mismatch between the rhetoric and the targets and
then the willingness to deliver on those targets.

Q161 Mr Stuart: So you do not feel conned by the
Government, it is just regrettable?
Dr Allott: Short changed is a very good way of
putting it.
Dr JeVeriss: I think their willingness to take
substantive action, as opposed to saying the right
things, is changing too slowly so their actual action
always lags behind their rhetoric and we are in a
situation where I think that dynamic is going to lead
us into trouble.

Q162 Mr Stuart: Do you feel your behaviour will
change in the way you deal with Government in the
future in terms of making sure the Government pays
the political price if it fails to deliver its rhetoric on
this critical area which is the most important
challenge, apparently, facing mankind? Do you feel
that you have been too gullible? Will you be as
credulous in future? Explore that a little more.
Dr JeVeriss: I will speak for myself on this. I do not
think I have been credulous or gullible. I think I have
been aware of the likelihood of action falling short
of intent for a long time and I have always sought to
express that view to decision-makers, either
appointed or political decision-makers, in the hope
that they would accept and recognise and take action
accordingly. I have also recognised the fact that it
was not always as easy to do that as it would appear
to be to an outsider, particularly in a situation where
it is right to say there is not suYcient political
pressure from the public to make these decisions
relative to the level of political pressure there is on
some other issues. It is for that reason the RSPB,
along with WWF and a number of other groups
have come together to form a coalition called Stop
Climate Chaos, precisely to take the message to the
people so that they can take the message to the
Government and hopefully arrive at a situation
where it is not a few voices expressing rational and
logical concern on the inside, but it will be a
multitude of voices expressing concern on the
outside as well.

Q163 Mr Stuart: Just to pursue that, in the light of
the previous performance by this Government,
Government ministers and the Prime Minister will
be wearing the bands that you come up with and
march ahead before you have got them yourselves.
How do you stop this? Even when you mobilise the
people, they are directed to feel they are simply
moving in line with the Government, which in fact is
quietly not delivering on promises which it explicitly
makes at election after election in the garnering of
votes. I wonder, how you would tackle that?
Mr King: I think at the end of the day we have to
judge the Government on its actions and on the
outcomes which flow from that. I think our first
thoughts about the Energy Review published

yesterday were that there is a lot of good sense in the
document. There are lots of the right directions and
the right paths being pursued. The biggest issue we
have is the sense of urgency with which they are
being pursued. Speaking on behalf of the WWF, we
would always pursue a constructive approach. We
are not in the position of issuing idle threats of
behaving diVerently, but of course inevitably we are
going to get more and more impatient if things are
not done with the sense of urgency they require and
while we absolutely are members of the Stop Climate
Chaos coalition, committed to creating yet more
political space through public participation and
action in this area, I do think we have to look at that
in the context, as I said before, where actually right
now we have unprecedented cross-party support for
action in this area and a high degree of awareness in
the public. It is not as high as it will be in the future,
but it is higher than it has ever been before, and that
is why I think it is so disappointing. Obviously we
will lose patience at times. One example of that for
WWF was that we participated very patiently and
constructively, we hope, in respect of some of the
work on sustainable homes and we reached a point
last year where we felt we needed to change tack
slightly.

Q164 Mr Hurd: A quick question on Stop Climate
Chaos, which I imagine is modelled on Make
Poverty History as a campaign to engage people
with a specific issue. Are you in a position to
quantify success to date? How would you
benchmark success in terms of that coalition?
Dr JeVeriss: It has only been formally in existence
for just over a year, so I think it is a little bit early
to tell. We have only had so far a couple of events,
although we have another major event planned for
4 November. It is not yet a huge movement, but I
think it is successful in so far as first of all it has
attracted more and more member organisations
from a wider and wider spectrum of interests which
now include women’s groups, faith groups,
development groups, environment groups, student
groups, trades unions groups, and so on. So it is a
very broad church of interest now and each of our
events has attracted progressively more media
coverage, attendance, and so on, and we are hopeful
that the one in November will attract more even than
we have attracted so far. So I think we are moving in
the right direction. One specific thing I would say is
that part of Stop Climate Chaos’s activities we have
asked individual members of organisations to make
personal pledges, which will be delivered to the
Prime Minister to demonstrate that individual
citizens are prepared to do things, and the RSPB
alone has collected over 50,000 such pledges. It is not
50 million, but it is a significant number of people.

Q165 Mr Hurd: WWF have the same perspective?
Mr King: Absolutely, yes, particularly the point
about the breadth of the membership organisations
now which has really taken this issue to a diVerent
level of concern, I think.
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Dr Avery: What has been said is absolutely true, but
we would have to recognise that we face the same
problem the Government does in getting our
members and the public totally engaged with the
climate being a big problem and our two
organisations with the Stop Climate Chaos coalition,
are working hard at trying to bring those messages to
a wider and wider range of people. But we cannot say
that everybody walking past here on the street thinks
the same as we do about this issue, and that is clearly
one of the things which means that Government does
not actually live up to what it says it is going to do—
because there is not enough understanding or
pressure on them from outside. So, we are trying to
work at either end, to nag Government and help
Government, but bring people along as well.

Q166 Dr Turner: As I understand it, both bodies
agree that one of the only ways the Government can
rescue the 20% target by 2010 if it wants to would be
in fact to increase the cap for phase 2 of the ETS by
rather more than 8 million tonnes. Your figure is 11.2.
Are there any other possible strategies for quick wins
which might be employed to try and revive the 20%
that you can think of?
Dr Allott: I think it is important to understand the
rationale for that position. We came at this proposed
cap, which is essentially a cap of just over 60 million
tonnes, for two complementary reasons, one of them
being that that would fill the gap left in the Climate
Change Programme on its own. Secondly, it would
also ensure that the sectors covered by the Emissions
Trading Scheme were actually pulling their weight in
terms of delivery of the 20% target. In 2000 those
sectors accounted for roughly 46% of the UK’s
emissions. The cap we propose for 2010 would also
mean they were keeping the same share of the UK’s
emissions. That seems to us to be a fair assessment,
especially given the abatement potential from those
sectors and the fact that we are talking about a limited
number of point sources, so we can start to achieve
some significant reductions quite quickly, which is
harder to achieve in wider, diVuse sectors. That is not
that we should not try with transport and housing,
but it is harder to turn around those sectors very
quickly.
Dr JeVeriss: There are three possible areas where I
think some significant diVerence could be made in the
short-term, although each of them would have
ramifications which would need to be thought
through. One would be the introduction immediately
of a more ambitious energy eYciency commitment.
That could be done relatively quickly and ought to
have a relatively fast eVect. Another possibility is
some form of direct support or larger direct support
for oVshore wind power. I think it is still possible to
rescue some of the round two projects, which are of
significant scale, to enable them to operate potentially
within the 2010 timeframe. I think it would be
possible to re-invigorate the Fuel Duty Escalator.

Q167 Dr Turner: If you had the 11.2 million tonnes
target, just out of interest have you worked out what
the implications would be for electricity prices?

Dr Allott: A very important point to realise on
electricity prices is that there is no direct correlation,
despite what the CBI may imply in many of its public
comments. There is no direct correlation between
the UK cap and the price rise in electricity, and the
impact on electricity prices is determined by the
carbon price. The carbon price is determined by a
whole range of factors, including the overall
allocation across the EU, but also including the
availability of credits through the clean development
mechanism and also including just general issues to
do with market perceptions. So there is not a direct
linear relationship between the decision to increase
the cap by a certain amount and a knock-on increase
in electricity prices.
Mr King: If I could just add to that, despite the
protestations of the CBI, I think it is worth reflecting
again on the fact that during the first phase what we
have actually seen, as opposed to this having already
a punitive eVect on the manufacturing sector, is that
actually emissions have come in at around 12% less
than the allocation, and in the case of the power
sector these companies have experienced windfall
profits. So quite apart from the suggestion that we
were going to refuel the pain of this cap, quite the
opposite has been seen to be the case.
Dr JeVeriss: I think it is important to stress that the
overwhelming majority of price rises in electricity
have come from the increase in the underlying price
of oil and gas rather than anything else, and certainly
the ETS has not drive price rises to anything like that
extent. The second thing to say is that the reason the
electricity companies have made windfall profits is
that they are able to apply the marginal cost increase
which compliance with the ETS requires across the
whole of their supply base. That is how business
works on marginal cost pricing, and they are all able
to do that because electricity is not an
internationally traded commodity, therefore they
are all in the same boat, so they can all raise their
prices in that way. They are able to make much
larger profits on the back of marginal cost increases
than they would have been able to do if they had
been internationally traded. In other words, there is
no inherent need for the price to rise, it is just the
consequence of the market system.

Q168 Dr Turner: As you rightly point out, the CBI
do squeal a bit and one of their squeals is that they
think too much of the brunt of the eVort falls on
industry. They think the Government should press
harder on other sectors to deliver rather than hitting
industry through the ETS. What is your view of
that?
Dr JeVeriss: I think it is absolutely the case that more
eVort does need to be put into both the domestic
sector and the transport sector, but it is absolutely
wrong, I think, on the basis of empirical evidence to
suggest that British industry, except in a few isolated
cases, is likely to suVer particularly from the eVects
of the ETS. The only industry likely to suVer
significantly is aluminium, to a lesser extent steel,
and to a lesser extent concrete, those industries
which are electricity-intensive, which take on the
indirect eVects of price increases in the electricity
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sector, but in no cases (with the exception of
aluminium) is it likely to have a significant eVect.
One point I would make is that whatever the
allocation a government is going to make, I think it
should be incumbent upon that government to
undertake a proper analysis of what the
competitiveness impacts of the allocation are going
to be, and for neither phase one nor phase two of the
ETS did the UK Government itself undertake that
analysis. So they were very susceptible to the volume
of lobbying from all sides and it was only the Carbon
Trust in phase one and phase two which produced a
credible analysis of the likely competitiveness
impacts, which in the case of phase one proved to be
almost completely accurate in its prediction that
competitiveness would not be an issue in most cases.

Q169 Dr Turner: Do you think that the
Government’s expectation that electricity
generation will continue to bear the burden of ETS
is just, and do you think it is sustainable? Likewise—
and this is something I find it hard to get my head
around—the Government claims to insulate
internationally competitive sectors within the ETS
from the burden of carbon reduction. Do you have
any comments on that, because (a) I find it diYcult
to see how you can be serious about carbon
reduction and yet protect what is said to be any
particular sector of industry, and (b) why should we
not be hitting the electricity generation sector?
Dr Allott: I think the truth is that all sectors of the
economy have to contribute to delivering what
ultimately will be very significant reductions in the
nation’s emissions. No sector can aVord to be
exempt. In terms of the allocation for the ETS, the
policy all along has been for phase one, and now
phase two, to give the manufacturing industry a
business as usual allocation based on the
projections. We have already touched upon the fact
that the projections themselves are a moving target
and in both phase one and phase two allocations it
has been always revised in an upwards direction,
partly because of the over-optimism in the
projection process and partly as a result of lobbying
by industry, which has a vested interest in increasing
its own business as usual projections. The reality is
that when you look at the numbers the allocation for
phase two means that manufacturing industry under
the ETS, which is a very significant part of the
economy and the economy’s emissions, is being
allowed to increase its CO2 emissions by about 19%
over the course of this decade because they are being
allowed to increase their emissions according to
these business as usual forecasts. In the context that
we are meant to be reducing our national emissions
by at least 60% over the next 45 years and that we are
badly oV track for our carbon targets, it seems very
hard to match that up. Having said that, I think it is
right that in setting a tight cap into the ETS most of
the eVort should fall on the power sector. The power
sector has the greatest abatement potential and it is
the most insulated from international competition,
but I think it is culturally very bad for the
manufacturing industry to receive a business as
usual allocation. This creates the sense that it is a

compliance culture. All they have to do is make sure
their emissions come in below the allocation and
that is all they have to worry about, whereas the
Trading Scheme is meant to be triggering changes in
behaviour and factoring the carbon price into
decisions. So until you get out of that compliance,
business as usual mentality, you are never going to
change any behaviour in big business.

Q170 Dr Turner: Yes, in fact if you extrapolate that
trend indefinitely, if you are going to protect
manufacturing industry like that, everyone else is
going to have to save 120% and it just will not work.
Dr Allott: One final point on that also is that
experience shows us from 2005, as Paul mentioned,
the manufacturing industry’s emissions in the UK
were actually 12% below the supposed business as
usual allocation in that year. In other words, that is
the first bit of empirical evidence showing that the
emissions forecasts were vastly over-inflated in the
UK, as in the rest of Europe.
Dr JeVeriss: I think it is sensible in the short-term to
place the emphasis on the power sector for the
reasons Keith has stated, but given that eventually
all sectors are going to have to bear some of the
burden for the reasons you suggested, I think it is
regrettable that signals are not being given now to
the other sectors that eventually they will have to
bear part of this burden, because I think they must
or the scheme will not deliver.

Q171 Mr Hurd: Let us look a little longer term on the
European Emissions Trading Scheme. First of all,
are you persuaded that this is the most important
policy instrument to help us counter the threat?
Should this be the central focus of policy?
Dr Allott: It is a central focus, but it should not be
the only focus at all. For instance, in the electricity
sector it will have a vital role in influencing the
carbon intensity of electricity, but in terms of
influencing the total amount of electricity, the total
demand for electricity, it is a very blunt instrument.
We need a whole suite of complementary policies,
including the Renewables Obligation, the power
sector and other things as well, but the ETS must be
a the heart of all that.

Q172 Mr Hurd: What is the single most important
thing the European partners could do together to
change the culture from what you call the
compliance culture to one which we might call an
incentive culture?
Dr Allott: We need to move towards firstly a more
rigorous and harmonised approach to allocation,
preferably at an EU-wide level, which would get us
away from this race to the bottom mentality,
between Member States and between sectors within
Member States, and also allied with that we would
like to see it moving towards 100% auctioning of
allowances, which we think would maximise both
the economic and the environmental eYciency of the
scheme and would really mean that business
internalises the cost of carbon and factors it into
everything which it does.
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Dr JeVeriss: We would agree with all of that.

Q173 Mr Hurd: In terms of sectors to be included
and the phasing in of that, do you have a strong view
on what is really important there?
Dr Allott: Our view is that the ETS at the moment is
going through quite a few teething troubles and it is
very important that it beds down, and it is a scheme
which in its fundamental design is frankly a scheme
for the big boys. We are slightly concerned about a
rush to lump in lots of other sectors outside heavy
industry. Aviation is clearly progressing. We think
that that is okay as far as it goes, although we are
concerned that it is being supported by the aviation
industry on the grounds that it is a licence to them
to carry on business as usual and absorbing what for
them is quite a small increase in terms of the carbon
price and the impact on ticket fares. They are
viewing it as a “Get out of jail free” card and we do
not think it should be seen in that light. In terms of
extending the ETS to surface transport, which the
UK Government is proposing, we are rather
nervous of that. We do not really see the rationale
for it. Our understanding is that the idea would be to
apply a cap to the fuel suppliers, but given that the
fuel suppliers have no direct influence over the
choice of vehicle or how those vehicles are driven, it
would essentially just be an indirect and frankly
rather small tax and would crowd out the political
space for much more eVective targeted measures to
influence transport policy and promote more
eYcient vehicles.
Dr JeVeriss: I think we would broadly agree with
that, although I think for more or less pragmatic
reasons we would be a bit more supportive of the
inclusion of other sectors, particularly aviation, and
possibly with some careful thought surface transport
as well. I say for pragmatic reasons because while we
do not necessarily think that would be the best
option either for the welfare of the ETS or for those
sectors, if the better options are not going to be
pursued for those sectors for political reasons, then
we would rather see them included in the ETS than
have nothing done to them at all.

Q174 Mr Hurd: The better options would be focused
on fiscal measures?
Dr JeVeriss: For example, in transport you could
have a well to tank carbon tax, something like that.
For aviation, there are various sorts of emission
charges which you could think of. So there is a
number of fiscal instruments you could work
through, which would not necessarily be associated
with the ETS. But the problem with conceding that
we should not let the best be the enemy of the good
is that as soon as you concede that, then that is what
happens, rather than the best.

Q175 Mr Hurd: Finally, in the Energy Review the
Government spoke vaguely about the need to set a
predictable long-term price for carbon and
encourage us to look beyond the second phase of the
emissions structure. Do you have any sense of what
they are thinking about there?

Dr JeVeriss: What that actually means?

Q176 Mr Hurd: Is it a smokescreen for a substitute
for nuclear?
Dr JeVeriss: It might be. That is certainly one
possible interpretation. One possibility is that it
means the UK Government will aggressively
champion within the EU a proper harmonised
allocation of a stringent cap of such a kind that
drives a proper carbon price that is reasonably stable
and reasonably significant. That would be, on
balance, a good thing, but if the UK does not do
that, or if the UK does do that and a stable carbon
price does not emerge anyway, then it could mean
that the Government is planning at some point in the
future to consider somehow underwriting the price
of carbon, eVectively a subsidy, which I think would
be regrettable.

Q177 Mr Hurd: Finally, just in terms of the attitude
of other European countries, the first phase was
obviously disappointing. There is a sense that the
second phase may be more stringent across the EU.
Is that a view you share, or are other countries really
lagging behind?
Dr Allott: Our initial information on the allocations
which have been discussed is not terribly
encouraging, but I think there is an awful lot to play
for over the next few months. This is one reason
actually why we were very keen that the UK
Government should go as far as it possibly could in
its own allocation plan, because frankly the
Commission has got a crucial role as the gatekeeper
in terms of holding other Member States to account
against their Kyoto targets through this allocation
plan assessment process. The Commission may be
technically strong and its arguments may be
technically robust, but politically it may be very
weak and it needs as much support as it can get
politically from key Member States, and the more
the UK goes out of its way to show that it is serious
to meet its domestic target through setting a tough
cap, the stronger its position will be in supporting
the Commission. We certainly think the UK is in
quite a good place to do that, but we think it could
have really helped the process more.
Mr Hurd: Thank you.

Q178 Chairman: You mentioned options and I think
it is perhaps a better and more desirable way of
allocation. Why do you think the Government has
been so timid in only moving a small proportion
through the option process?
Dr Allott: The Directive means that the maximum
amount of auctioning for phase two is 10%. The
Government has gone for 7% out of a consultation
range of 2–10%, so on the first take it is a classic
Whitehall something in the middle. We also
understand the reason why the Government did not
go for the full 10% was actually as a sop to the power
generators for dropping the court case over the
phase one allocation, over the disputed 20 million
tonnes of CO2. When the Government decided to
drop any further legal action against the
Commission, it issued a statement which included
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something along the lines of “This decision will be
taken into account in the consideration of the phase
two allocation process.” My understanding is that
the way that has been taken into account is to
auction only 7% rather than 10%. That is actually
quite a lot of money in terms of how much carbon
apparently has been saved in terms of having to buy
their 3% of allowances.

Q179 Chairman: Given that 10% itself is a pretty
small proportion, only to go for less than three-
quarters of what you could go for looks timid, does
it not?
Dr JeVeriss: It does, and I think it is probably true
to say that the Government is beginning to recognise
that while there are going to be costs to incumbents
if we introduce auctioning to a higher degree, or to
the highest degree possible, actually over the longer
term from the point of view of the system it is
actually the most economically eYcient way of
doing things. Besides being economically eYcient in
allocating resources appropriately, it also provides a
pot of money which you can then use to do all sorts
of reinforcing measures to support further carbon
abatement. So I think there is a recognition there,
but I think it gets back to the question of stringent
analysis versus volume of lobbying. Obviously
incumbents, for whom there would have been a cost
from auctioning, lobbied heavily generally speaking
against auctioning on the basis that it would cost
them money and therefore have competitiveness
impacts, but I think that is part of the calculus which
needs to be done before making decisions about
what level of auctioning actually to go for.
Dr Allott: In terms of the level of auctioning we are
talking about, the auctioning in phase two will come
from the power industry. The likely cost of the
auction is considerably less than the windfall profits
which the power industry is making a the moment
out of the scheme.

Q180 Mr Stuart: The CBI and the Corporate
Leaders Group last week told us that what they most
of all need is an idea of exactly how the Government
is aiming to reduce carbon emissions between 2010
and 2050 and they would like certainty about the
longevity of current, and indeed proposed, fiscal
instruments or funding streams. Is that the sort of
aspiration you two would sign up to?
Dr JeVeriss: Absolutely. It is a rare moment of
congruence, perhaps, not between RSPB and WWF
but between us and business on this issue. I think the
way the RSPB would probably express that desire is
through the desire for a long-term carbon budget, in
other words an absolute amount of emissions which
is decided essentially on a scientific basis, as to what
the amount of emissions we are able to emit should
be, and then allocated on a downward trajectory
over a period of years.

Q181 Mr Stuart: How regular do you think those
milestones should be?
Dr JeVeriss: I think we have to introduce flexibility
in the budget in order to respond to changing
economic cycles, the fluctuations in the economic

cycle, so whereas on average between now and 2050
to stay below two degrees Stop Climate Chaos has
concluded that there should be a 3% annual
reduction compared with 1990 levels, in order to
accommodate fluctuations in the economic cycle
that could be budgeted over a period of, say, five
years. So there would be a five year budget which
equated to a 3% per year reduction. That is
eVectively trading between years. I do not think you
would want to make it so flexible that it averaged
over the whole period between now and 2050
because on that basis you could defer action for 20
or 30 years. So I think there needs to be a reasonable
period of time and five years seems to be, in our view,
roughly right.
Dr Allott: I would just observe that this is also very
relevant to our earlier discussions about how oV
target we are for the 2010 target and also for the
Energy White Paper’s implied 2020 target. I think
this feeds right back into the whole process of
ensuring delivery and policies being readjusted when
you find you are oV track.
Dr JeVeriss: As well as ensuring delivery, I think it
would also help communication greatly because
even for those of us who engage with energy policy
on a regular basis, trying to understand the
significance of absolute cuts from business as usual
projections which are revised on an almost annual
basis, it is extremely complicated and confusing and
I think it is fair to say that even those in Government
who are dealing with this are not always able to
explain very clearly where anyone stands. So I think
an absolute budget expressed as an actual amount of
carbon would clarify things for everyone and it
would also enable reporting to be done in
Parliament in a clear way and also, as part of the
budgeting process, we would expect that any new
policy should be assessed for its impact upon the
budget in advance of the policy being implemented.
I think that should apply not only to carbon specific
policies, but to all policies. So any economic policy,
corporation tax changes, for example, might be
subject to carbon impact assessment because one
way or another, just as much as a change in the ETS
allocation, they are going to have an impact upon
economic activity and therefore carbon emissions.
Mr King: We strongly support the concept of a
carbon budget. Again, it is one of the agreed aims of
the Stop Climate Chaos coalition. Another
dimension in terms of using it also as a
communications tool is that it creates a sensible
framework within which to address diVerent options
within diVerent sectors. I think the danger at the
moment is that if you look at any sector in isolation
it looks like an unattractive proposition to take a hit
in any one particular area, aviation being a classic
example. Politically it is felt to be too hot to handle.
In the context of an overall carbon budget, where
people recognise there was an absolute number and
therefore there were choices to be made, as in
economic life generally, people understand that
choices would have to be made somewhere and that
would make those decisions more palatable. I also
think that ultimately in achieving the kind of change
we need to see, we would need to see not only a
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national carbon budget which obviously dovetailed
with the ETS and the European provisions, but we
would also need to see that devolved down to local
levels. Just picking up on some of your earlier
questions to previous witnesses, the issue about how
local government could engage in this, I see no
reason why you could not see carbon budgeting
devolved down to the local level. One of the things
which WWF has been working on is the production
of data, the ecological budget, which apart from
anything else gives us a baseline of carbon emissions
right down to the local level and the development of
some software called the Reap Tool, which actually
allows local authorities to input diVerent policy
scenarios to see the carbon eVects those diVerent
scenarios would have to inform their policy-making
decisions. So I think a cascade from the European
right down to the local level and working across the
sectors will create a very strong framework within
which to act.

Q182 Mr Stuart: Of course, the most important
long-term signal you can give probably is
consistency, that you mean what you say and that
you say what you mean, which is why at this early
stage the missing of the 2010 target could be so
damaging in terms of the signal it sends. Just to
follow on from that, you talked about the overall
carbon budget and target. Do you then feel that
there should be specific sectoral targets? I think it
was implied in what you said, but just to clarify it, do
you both feel there should be specific sectoral targets
in addition to the overall carbon budget?
Dr JeVeriss: I would say yes, for the reasons which
have been indicated, partly because at the end of the
day if we are going to achieve the kinds of cuts we are
talking about, 75%, then all sectors are going to have
to be involved, but I do think, again for pragmatic
reasons and perhaps good policy reasons, it might be
sensible to introduce at least an element of flexibility
in those sectoral targets, in particular by allowing
only some proportion of them perhaps to be traded
between the sectors.

Q183 Mr Stuart: Have you done any work or are
you aware of any work on that particular area of
how such a system with those sectoral targets but
with a valve, so to speak, between them could be
constructed?
Dr JeVeriss: I am aware of some work, but I am not
sure whether it is in the public domain.

Q184 Chairman: Just flowing on from what you have
just said, we saw the Secretary of State for Transport
in connection with our last inquiry, which we have
not yet published a report on but we have finished
the evidence, and he argues that transport emissions
are a particularly intractable area to try and achieve
substantial cuts in and within transport aviation is a
particular problem. If you have flexibility, do you
think that would perhaps help in one sense because
if they had to take account of the problems in
transport and aviation it would show the eVect that
would have on other sectors in order to meet an
overall budget?

Dr JeVeriss: I would say yes. I think it is right to give
sectors budgets to draw attention to their
responsibilities, but I think it would also be sensible
for pragmatic reasons to introduce that element of
flexibility, partly to enable them to be able to meet
their target, but also because it would have the eVect,
as you have suggested, of magnifying the perception
of their responsibility because it is being passed in a
sense to another sector. So I would have no problem.
I think I would probably restrict the amount of
trading so that it would not be possible for any one
sector to achieve its target entirely through another
sector.

Q185 Mr Stuart: Do you think all the talk about
tougher building regulations and a more
environmentally sound Code for Sustainable Homes
is just talk until the Government actually does
something about ensuring that the regulations (even
those we have at the moment) are certainly met on
the ground?
Mr King: I certainly think that it is not just all talk
in terms of the setting of improved standards and
actually it is quite gratifying to see that, albeit
slowly, progress is being made with the Code for
Sustainable Homes, which I am still optimistic might
see the light the light of day late in the autumn this
year. That is later than expected, but I think it is
actually improving as it goes along. It will be a better
standard as a result of all of that. But you are
absolutely right to say that unless the enforcement
regime is improved, we can set any standard we like
and it will not make any diVerence whatsoever. We
do know that compliance at the moment with Part
L, the energy component of the building regulations,
is very, very patchy. This is something which the
Government and DCLG acknowledge and keep
referring to the need to improve, but I think there is a
sense that more needs to be done. Some of this comes
down to some very basic issues about capacity
within building control, and so on.

Q186 Mr Stuart: I was going to ask you about that.
Who should take charge of this? We have heard
about thermal imaging being carried out by councils
looking at the energy output of houses and finding
out it is not the old stock where the greatest heat was
escaping from, it was coming from brand new homes
which have simply not been built well, which bears
out the evidence we have had in the case of a
particular council. So who should be taking charge
of this and making sure that the relevant standards
are complied with fully in the future, because local
authorities simply do not seem to feel they are able
to and the current system is equally obviously not
working?
Mr King: There was a provision within the
Sustainable and Secure Buildings Bill which we were
actively involved in supporting, which of course
became the Sustainable and Secure Buildings Act
last year, to introduce a scheme for identifying the
persons accountable within a build so that it would
be easier to trace compliance and accountability for
that. I think probably more needs to be done to
follow up on those powers to implement that. As I
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say, there are some very basic issues about just the
lack of resources within local authority building
control departments. I recently attended a seminar
which DCLG hosted with the building control
industry and that was a pretty common refrain.

Q187 Mr Stuart: You left the talks at one stage
because you did not feel they were going in the right
direction and you were coaxed back. Would you be
happy to sign up for a new code, marvellously
phrased, if you were not confident that they had the
means to ensure that it was actually going to be
enforced or in place?
Mr King: I think we need to see. It is a fair point. We
can obviously on the one hand be happy with a
provision made within the code but then we need to
have further assurance that it will be enforced. In
actual fact, the code is slightly diVerent because
although one of the purposes of the code is to set out
the future trajectory of building regulations, the
proposed method of enforcement or checking the
standards of the code will actually be handled
separately because it will in eVect succeed the
existing BRE Eco Homes system. The proposal is
that it will actually be checked up on, or the
inspection will be carried out by a private network of
inspectors, so it is actually a diVerent system from
the building control so it would not actually draw on
that same limited resource. So there is actually a
greater chance of compliance with the code,
arguably, than there is with the current building
regulations.

Q188 Dr Turner: Some people think that the
domestic sector is ripe for plucking a few carbon
savings from. Would you agree with that? If so, how
do you think we can get consumers to actually make
low carbon choices?
Mr King: I would agree, not least because, as we
have said previously, all sectors, I think, have got to
be addressed and obviously the domestic sector
accounts for round about 27% of our emissions in
the UK. Obviously in the first instance measures like
the code are only going to apply to new homes,
although there is an outstanding proposal that the
code would then be developed to apply for existing
homes. We welcomed the introduction of the Energy
Performance Certificates for homes. Obviously the
way in which they are going to be introduced is part
of the Home Information Pack, which is a slightly
more contentious issue, but the introduction of the
certificate itself is, I think, a good step in terms of
making people aware and that certificate will
become a key factor in people’s decision whether or
not to buy a certain house. I think it could become
increasingly a diVerentiating factor if people are
looking at more than one house in the same sort of
street and where one rates much more highly than
the other and has much lower running costs as a
result. I think that is something we would support
and it needs to be promoted in those terms. I think
that in itself then will provide an incentive for people
to actually make energy improvements which can be
very cost-eVectively done in order to produce a
better rating on that certificate. I think it is also

interesting, from speaking to some companies, the
likes of B&Q and also some of the financial service
providers who are interested in home-related
financial products, that they actually do see a real
market opportunity in this and are gearing up
accordingly. So I think there are some positive signs
there. Again picking up on evidence which you were
hearing earlier, I think there are some fiscal
incentives which could be looked at and more widely
introduced. I think the Braintree example which was
discussed has highlighted the fact that any kind of
discount on council tax seems to be a particularly
attractive option for people, but I think there is also
a valid argument to say that we need to look at fiscal
instruments and also other interventions with
respect to the suppliers both of products and also
services. I think in that respect the sort of shift
towards energy service provision is absolutely
crucial. We have to look at the ways and means of
encouraging the power supply industry to move into
energy services provision. That is critical, because if
we can create a market where people are selling less
energy rather than as much as they can to as many
people as possible, that has to be a good thing.

Q189 Dr Turner: Why do you think it is, when there
are fairly simple and inexpensive mechanisms which
we could use, such as smart metering, changing the
price structures so that you pay more for using more
energy rather than less and things like that, that this
is not happening? Where do you think the block is?
Dr Allott: I think one problem is that perhaps the
whole area of energy eYciency is very complicated in
terms of the ownership of it. There are many actors,
both at Government level and at a local level, the
supply companies and lots of diVerent agencies, all
of whom may be doing very good work but the
overall cohesion may not be there, and central
ownership of the issue. Also, I think there is a need
to reframe the discussion away from talking about
energy eYciency to talk about energy demand. We
think one of the positive aspects of the Energy
Review is the proposed consultation on measures to
evolve the Energy EYciency Commitment into
something like a cap on the supply, between the
diVerent supply companies, which if it is done right
we think could force a shift in their business model
where they would have a very powerful reason to go
out and help you as their customer, to help them to
reduce the amount of energy they sell you. It is a win
then for both the supplier and for the customer and
they would take a load of hassle out of it and also
they would be able to drive the whole thing forward.

Q190 Dr Turner: How seriously do you take
increasing domestic emissions from appliances in the
home? You can have home computers, televisions,
high-definition televisions, and plasma screens are
particularly high consumers, I believe, especially if
left on stand-by. I have a patio heater, which I am
seeking to ban. How seriously do you take this as a
problem?
Dr JeVeriss: I think it is a very serious problem and
if you look at the actual figures they suggest that the
increases in domestic emissions are actually the
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fastest rising anywhere, even comparing them with
transport emissions. That seems to be because
although appliances have become more eYcient,
demand for appliances and therefore energy has
actually risen. So there has been a countervailing
eVect and emissions have actually gone up, even
though appliances have become more eYcient. I
think it is a very serious problem indeed and I think
the only way we are going to address the problem is
through some kinds of systematic changes rather
than piecemeal changes around the edges, which is
why I was pleased to see the emphasis on moving
energy supply companies to a service model rather
than a supply model. I think that is the kind of thing
which is going to be necessary. In the meantime, I
think there is a number of relatively small steps
which could be introduced which could make a
diVerence. I have never understood why a
Government which is so keen on the market
delivering the right outcome has been so resistant to
the simple introduction of the provision of
information through labelling. Yes, we have
labelling on certain appliances, but we do not have
labelling on most appliances and even in a market
system labelling and the provision of proper
information should help the market work better. It
imposes a very small cost on the suppliers of
equipment, but its savings to the economic system
ought to be high, as well as to emissions, and I think
that is something which could happen relatively
easily.
Dr Avery: Just to reinforce that, when I go home I
have no idea really which of the things I am turning
on is using the most electricity or how eYcient or
ineYcient they are, not a clue. If I knew and if
everybody else knew and cared about it, that is quite
a quick way of making some savings because I would
feel guilty if I had an ineYcient television. I would
not throw it out immediately, but it is a bit quicker
than building a nuclear power station, telling
everybody what their own day to day decisions are
and what impact that is having, particularly since it
is costing you money as well.

Q191 Mr Hurd: Could I just pick up on that and
come back to the question of smart metering, which
seems to have become the new buzz word for
politicians on this subject. How real is the potential
behind smart meters and what are the key milestones
to deploying them at scale in this country?
Dr Allott: There is very real potential. There has
been quite a lot of work showing that smart meters
do have a pretty significant impact on behaviour.
They need to be the right sort of smart meters. You
can have smart meters which are buried away in a
little black box in your cellar. They need to have
some visible display and also some of the meters give
very good feedback on how certain appliances are
influencing your energy bill, which is the sort of
meter we need. This is one thing which could be
really driven forwards through the energy service
company model we have just talked about. It could
become an integral part of the energy services
package where the supplier could bear the up-front
cost, because they are more expensive than the very,

very basic meters we have all got in our homes. They
could bear part of the up-front cost as part of their
commitment to helping you reduce your energy
consumption. I think this is a very exciting way
forward.

Q192 Mr Hurd: We have been around the track on
the energy service company model before. How do
we get around the 28 day point?
Dr Allott: I have lost track of where we got to. We
had a trial—

Q193 Mr Hurd: You were welcoming the emphasis
on energy service companies. We have been around
this track before, have we not, and there is this rock
in the road which is the 28 days.
Dr Allott: That rock in the road was when the
framework was very much in terms of allowing
companies to move towards energy services
provision if they chose to do so. The whole point
about this idea, which is going to be consulted on,
would be to shift the market framework so that every
company would actually have to become an energy
services company basically.
Dr JeVeriss: I think that is an example of a measure
which is tinkering around the edges, the 28 day rule.
I do not think its existence or its removal, personally,
would have a significant enough diVerence on the
system to incentivise the uptake of energy services.
With respect to energy services generally, but smart
metering in particular, the market simply is not
going to deliver, I think, smart meters at scale, but
Ofgem has got itself into a position where it cannot
easily go back on its decision to open up the market
for smart metering to competition and require
suppliers or require distribution companies to install
them because that would entail compensation costs
to various parties who have been engaged in a
competitive contractual process. So I do not think it
is going to be easy to be able to overcome the fact
that we are now in a situation where smart metering
is competitive, and if we are going to make smart
metering successful in a competitive environment
then I think we have to create the competitive
environment where the values which smart meters
can provide are actually first of all measured and
then are rewarded. At the moment, they are not
measured. The actual energy which is imported and
the energy which is exported, for example, from a
distributed generator can be measured with a smart
meter but the value of exporting that energy at that
location on the system is at the moment not
calculated and that value varies very greatly between
diVerent points on the system. In certain places
exported power can avoid the need to reinforce the
distribution system and that actually saves a very
great deal of money, and in other places it would not
save very much. So first of all you have to calculate
what that value is, and you can only do that if you
have very detailed information, including
distribution maps, sub-station load shapes, to
capture exactly the value of that energy at that point.
At the moment that information is held by the
distribution companies. It is not put in the public
domain in such a way that an individual who might
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be choosing to invest in a smart meter would know
whether it was worth doing that. Even if they did, at
the moment there is no systematic system for
rewarding that value. Power which is exported to the
grid is either spilled onto the grid for no reward at
all, or in some cases an exporter of power would be
given a wholesale reward, two or three pence per
kilowatt hour. In other situations they might, if they
were lucky, get the retail reward of seven, or now
fifteen pence per kilowatt hour, but there is no
system to it. The reward is up to a discussion
between the exporter, the supply company and the
distribution company, and obviously there is an
imbalance of power there between the home owner
and the companies. So I think we need systematic
change to the way micro-generation in particular is
dealt with.
Mr King: If I could just add briefly to your broader
question about energy services and whether we have
been around this one before, I believe there is in the
small print of the Energy Review yesterday the
notion that we might move to a cap and trade

scheme within domestic electricity supply; not any
time quickly, but that notion is positive and I think
we would be keen to explore that notion with the
people who put it there to see what could be done to
encourage that development, because I think it is
absolutely that, the re-framing of the parameters
within which the power supply sector operates, that
would drive and encourage those companies
towards energy services supply.
Chairman: I think we are just about to lose our
quorum here. There are one or two further points,
which perhaps we might amplify with you in
correspondence as it will be a bit of a while before we
complete this report. My colleagues look anxious to
go. I am sorry we started a bit late because of the
division in the House, but you have been very
generous with your time. It has been a very helpful
discussion and I am sure we shall be taking forward
quite a lot of the points you have made in the report
which we eventually produce. So thank you for
coming in and I will continue to be in close
communication with you.
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Thursday 13 July 2006

Members present:

Mr Tim Yeo, in the Chair

Mr Martin Caton Mr Nick Hurd
Mr David Chaytor

Memorandum submitted by the Sustainable Development Commission

SDC Input into the Review Process

1. The UK Government16 published a consultation document on the Review of the Climate Change
Programme (CCP) in December 2004. This identified a shortfall of around 10 million tonnes of carbon
(MtC) between projected carbon emissions and the domestic target for a 20% cut in emissions by 2010. SDC
input was therefore designed around a 10 MtC shortfall, although this was later revealed to be an under-
estimate.

2. The Sustainable Development Commission (SDC) prepared a detailed submission to this Review,
which was published in May 2005.17 This drew on work from across our energy, transport and buildings
work programmes and contained a wide range of detailed policy recommendations.

3. SDC Commissioners held regular meetings with Ministers and high-ranking oYcials throughout the
Review process, pointing out areas of concern and lending support to new policy proposals.

4. The SDC Secretariat played an active role in the Inter-department Analysts Group (IAG), attending
meetings, commenting on policy appraisals, and making further suggestions. Unfortunately the SDC’s
participation in this group was restricted towards the end of the Review process, which limited our ability
to comment on the final range of policies that was announced.

5. The SDC Secretariat was also part of the Defra-led Stakeholder Group, which held three meetings over
the course of 2005.

6. In February 2006 the SDC prepared a brief summary for Ministers on what we believed were the key
measures to get the CCP back on track.

SDC Position on Climate Change

7. There is increasing recognition that the long-term target for a 60% cut in carbon emissions by 2050 will
not be suYcient to avoid “dangerous climate change”. The SDC will be looking at this issue over the summer
and will publish a position paper on climate change in due course.

8. Furthermore, it is now very clear that climate change is not a “long-term” problem that can be deferred
for future generations to deal with. Climate change impacts are already being observed, and the threat to
global populations and ecosystems is real and immediate.

9. In light of this fact, the target for a 20% cut in emissions by 2010 may not be suYciently ambitious
when viewed from a scientific perspective. The SDC therefore sees the 2010 target as an absolute minimum
considering the likelihood that much greater cuts will be required over the following 20 years.

10. However, the SDC recognises the strong leadership shown by the Government when setting the 20%
target, and the fact that UK action on climate change must be part of a much greater international eVort.
It is on this basis that we support the 20% target, and we have assessed the CCP 2006 accordingly.

11. It is increasingly clear that current policies on climate change are not delivering absolute cuts in
carbon emissions. This is highlighted by the fact that the 10 MtC projected shortfall from the 2010 target
at the beginning of the Review process became 15 MtC by the time the revised CCP was published in
March 2006.

12. This presents problems when undertaking an analysis of the CCP 2006, as many of the measures we
originally recommended are now insuYcient to deliver the carbon reductions required.

13. This lends added weight to our argument that current methods of dealing with climate change are
incompatible with the task at hand.

14. Climate change is a cross-departmental issue with huge implications for all areas of public policy. The
current system puts very little responsibility for tackling climate change with final consumers, which
positions Government departments against each other as they try to achieve a cross-departmental goal with
as little pain as possible for their own constituents.

16 The term “Government” is used to refer to the UK Government in this document unless otherwise stated.
17 SDC (2005). Climate Change Programme Review: the submission of the Sustainable Development Commission.
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15. In addition, there is little incentive for local or regional consideration of climate change issues. This
leads to patchy performance between local authorities, and a Regional Development Agency system that is
heavily focused on economic growth above all else, even when this could be detrimental to climate change
objectives.

16. Continuation of this approach will ultimately fail to deliver the emissions reductions required. This
is why the SDC has recommended that economy-wide emissions trading should be the policy framework
within which action on climate change takes place. This is most recently explained in our Energy Review
submission.

17. We are also interested in the role that “personal carbon trading” could play as part of an economy-
wide emissions trading scheme. The SDC will return to this issue in our forthcoming position paper on
climate change.

SDC Submission to EAC Inquiry

18. The Environmental Audit Committee (EAC) announced its intention to hold an inquiry into the
Climate Change Programme 2006 on 27 April 2006.

19. This submission is based on the three questions posed by the EAC inquiry, along with an analysis of
the success of the CCP 2006 in relation to the recommendations made by the SDC in May 2005. We have
not addressed every SDC recommendation in detail, but have focused on those areas where action is critical.

The three questions from the EAC inquiry are:

— The Prime Minister continues to identify climate change as “probably the greatest long-term
challenge facing the human race”. Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic
strategy to prepare the UK to meet this challenge?

— Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try to ensure that it meets the 20%
reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by 2010?

— To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of the
Climate Change Programme?

20. Question 1: Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic strategy to prepare the
UK to meet this challenge? The SDC does not believe that the CCP 2006 is a suYcient set of policies to
prepare the UK to meet the challenge of climate change.

21. Current figures suggest that the UK will only achieve 16.2% cut in carbon emissions from 1990 levels,
and this is after five years of concerted eVorts by the UK Government and the Devolved Administrations.
Indeed, the picture is much worse than this: carbon emissions in 2004 were 3.5 MtC higher than in 1995,
and it was the period between 1990 and 1995 where substantial reductions were made.

22. It is therefore clear that the CCP has failed to deliver absolute cuts in carbon emissions and has only
succeeded in slowing the growth in emissions that would otherwise have occurred.

23. The Government stands to meet its Kyoto obligations solely through carbon reductions achieved up
to 1995 (largely through fuel switching in the power sector and deindustrialisation) along with sustained
reductions in emissions from other greenhouse gases, primarily methane and hydrofluorocarbons.

24. These trends represent a completely inadequate preparation for the much larger cuts in carbon
emissions that will be required over the next 20 years or so. This delay enhances the prospect that more
painful and costly actions will be required in the longer term to correct the mistakes currently being
committed. For example, the emissions implications of new buildings and power plants, both of which have
long lifetimes.

25. The SDC recognises that reductions in UK carbon emissions will have only a small eVect on global
emissions, and that in the longer term an international eVort of momentous proportions is required.

26. However, it is also our belief that the large majority of near-term emissions savings can be made at
net benefit to the UK economy through savings in lifetime energy costs and through innovation and export
benefits. For example, domestic measures in the Climate Change Programme 2000 (mainly energy eYciency)
were evaluated as having a net benefit of over £400/tCe18.

27. Furthermore, the UK is seen as a leader on climate change issues and this confers a responsibility to
show that substantial emissions reductions are possible without sacrificing peoples’ quality of life.

28. Question 2: Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try to ensure that it meets the
20% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by 2010? The Government will need to do much more to ensure
it meets the 2010 target, particularly after allowing for further leakage in existing measures. The following
sections deal with the SDC’s recommendations to the Government prior to the Review of the CCP and
more recently.

18 Defra (2006). Synthesis of Climate Change Policy Evaluations, p 23.
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29. Question 3: to what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation
of the Climate Change Programme? The SDC believes that the 2006 Energy Review is a unique opportunity
for the Government to show how it intends to manage the transition to a low carbon energy supply over
the long-term. The SDC presented a detailed submission to the Department of Trade & Industry’s (DTI)
Energy Review team in April 200619, which built on our earlier work on nuclear power20.

Targets

30. As noted in paragraph 10 the SDC strongly supports the domestic target for a 20% cut in carbon
emissions by 2010. We also recommended that the Government adopt three other goals:

— a 60% cut in carbon emissions from buildings (over 1990 levels) by 2050;

— a 50% cut in carbon emissions from road transport by 2025 (over 1990 levels) through a
combination of technological and behavioural change; and

— a carbon neutral public sector by 2020.

31. The aim of these goals was to provide a clear framework for long-term action in the household and
transport sectors, with clear leadership through the public sector and through the proposed “growth areas”.

32. Of these, the Government has gone some way towards our recommendation for a carbon neutral
public sector by 2020 with the announcement on 12 June 2006 that the Government Estate would be carbon
neutral by 2012. However, we remain particularly concerned at the absence of any long-term strategy to
target emissions from transport and existing buildings.

Business

33. The SDC was strongly supportive of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EUETS) as a central plank
of the Government’s Climate Change Programme. However, we were critical of the process by which
National Allocation Plans (NAPs) were set in the first phase (2005–07), which encouraged departmental
wrangling and led to the confusion over the UK’s legal challenge to the EU.

34. The SDC recommended a NAP in phase two (2008–12) that was commensurate to the contribution
of the EUETS sector to the 20% carbon reduction target (46%). This led to a recommendation for a cap 3
MtC/year less than phase one. However, by March 2006 there was an additional 5 MtC gap in the emissions
projections, and the Government had ruled out many of the other measures suggested to it during the
consultation process on cost eVectiveness grounds.

35. The SDC therefore welcomed the announcement on 29 June 2006 that the Government has set the
NAP to achieve 8 MtC of carbon savings from the EUETS during 2008–12. We believe the UK Government
has set a benchmark which other countries will have to live up to, and we call on the UK Government and
the European Commission to ensure that other countries’ NAPs are equally ambitious.

36. The SDC recommended that as part of a package of support for renewables, 10% of the emissions
permits for phase two of EUETS should be auctioned. We suggested that the proceeds should be allocated
to a carbon-saving fund aimed at technologies and measures unlikely to benefit from market-based
instruments. We also suggested that the revenue built up from Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation (NFFO)
payments, estimated to be worth around £880 million by 2010, should be invested in the same fund.

37. We therefore welcome the Government’s announcement that 7% of EUETS permits will be
auctioned, and the intention to create an Environmental Transformation Fund. We hope that the funds
allocated will be equal to, or greater than, the revenue raised from the auctioning of EUETS permits. We
await further details on how the Government intends to spend the £880 million windfall from the NFFO.

38. The SDC recognises that coal will continue to be used for electricity generation for sometime, despite
the limiting forces of the EUETS and the Large Combustion Plants Directive. We therefore recommended
in May 2005, and again in April 2006, that the Government give serious consideration to the role that carbon
capture and storage (CCS) could play in eliminating carbon emissions from fossil fuel combustion, as a
bridge to a more sustainable low carbon future.

39. There is a strong international imperative to develop CCS technologies so that the carbon eVects of
coal-based developments in countries such as China can be reduced. The SDC will be looking to the Energy
Review to bring forward enabling policies on CCS.

40. On combined heat and power (CHP), the SDC remains very disappointed by the Government’s
apparent lack of enthusiasm for meeting its own target for 10GWe of good quality CHP by 2010. Capacity
at the end of 2004 stood at 5.6 GW21.

19 SDC (2006). Meeting the challenge: energy policy for the 21st Century.
20 SDC (2006). The role of nuclear power in a low carbon economy.
21 DTI (2005). Digest of UK Energy Statistics.
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41. We believe there is inadequate resource in Defra for the necessary CHP analysis and policy
development. The Energy Review consultation document dismissed CHP’s potential contribution as
limited. In fact, the absence of more CHP is a serious market and policy failure when viewed from a climate
change and energy security perspective, and the Government has been singularly lacking in realising and
addressing this reality.

42. Currently, 65% of energy is wasted before it even reaches our homes due to the inherent ineYciency
of centralised electricity generation. A more decentralised energy system using CHP would dramatically
reduce this wastage, thus reducing carbon emissions and gas use.

43. Action on CHP is needed as a matter of urgency. There are currently seven gas-fired CCGT projects
awaiting consent from the DTI. Their combined capacity once operational will be 8.1 GW. This equates to a
huge carbon lock-in, and while these plant will in part be displacing ineYcient coal output (with a substantial
carbon saving), there will still be huge amounts of wasted energy when compared to using the same gas in
CHP plant. In addition, there is unlikely to be any requirement that they be made CCS-ready to enable zero
carbon output in the future.

44. On the Climate Change Levy (CCL), the SDC recommended that this should be raised in line with
inflation, and additionally for those sectors not covered by the EUETS.

45. This latter recommendation has been overtaken by the proposal (initially from the Carbon Trust, but
taken on by the Government) for a new UK-based emissions trading scheme, now called the Energy
Performance Commitment (EPC), which the SDC strongly supported through the analytical process. It
would cover those large corporate and public sector emitters not covered by the EUETS.

46. The SDC has made strong representations in favour of the proposed Energy Performance
Commitment and we support its introduction as soon as is practically possible.

47. The SDC welcomes the announcement in Budget 2006 that the CCL will rise in line with inflation.
The CCL would be unnecessary if economy-wide emissions trading existed, but it plays a valuable role in
the intervening period.

48. On Climate Change Agreements (CCAs), the SDC has been supportive of this policy measure, which
the Government estimates will save 2.9 MtC by 2010.

49. However, our recommendation that CCAs could be tightened and widened to cover other businesses
has not been taken up, and the introduction of the EPC may overtake this recommendation. There is
concern at the level of overlap with other measures (specifically the EUETS and the proposed EPC) and we
accept that CCAs (which rely on the CCL) may not be the preferred policy measure in the longer term.

Households

50. The SDC believes that there needs to be a step change in householder engagement on energy and
climate change issues to motivate action on reducing carbon emissions. We recommended in our submission
that the Energy EYciency Commitment in phase 3 (EEC3) should be tripled from the level in EEC1, with
specific eVorts made to increase take-up of the oVers available, through schemes such as Council Tax
rebates.

51. However, in light of recent data showing the success of the EEC programme, and the continuing rise
in household carbon emissions, we recommended in our Energy Review submission that EEC3 should now
be raised by four times the level in EEC1 to deliver 1.5 MtC of savings by 2010.

52. We are pleased to note the Government’s announcement that EEC3 will be raised to deliver between
0.9 to 1.2 MtC per year by 2010, which at the upper level is equal to a tripling of EEC1. However, we hope
that the Energy Review will announce a further push on EEC3 to deliver the additional savings we have
recommended. The Government also intends to introduce further flexibility into EEC, which we support.

53. We believe that the Government now needs to seriously consider alternatives to EEC which would
deliver absolute reductions in energy use. The proposal for an Energy Saving Obligation (which would place
a cap on suppliers) is one such option, and the SDC is interested in seeing how this might work in practice.

54. We are also interested to hear how the Government intends to encourage the domestic energy services
model, particularly in light of our recommendations to the Energy Review for greater decentralised energy
provision.

55. On market transformation of consumer appliances, the SDC highlighted the success of EEC in
stimulating demand for A-rated appliances and we lent our support to the use of enhanced energy labelling.

56. However, we also pointed to the role of regulation in helping to remove certain products from the
market. This has been further explored by the Sustainable Consumption Roundtable, who introduced the
concept of “choice editing” to help consumers make the right decisions.
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57. The SDC is concerned that sustainable development criteria have not been systematically included
throughout the DTI’s work on innovation. For example, a number of opportunities have been missed to
reduce carbon emissions through technological innovation—for example, with digital set-top boxes. With
the number of boxes expected to rise from 13 million to 85 million by 2020, the energy wastage could amount
to £280 million, leading to 0.4 MtC of carbon emissions by year.

58. We are therefore pleased to note the Government’s commitment (made at Gleneagles in 2005) to a
1-Watt Initiative for consumer electronics and the announcement of voluntary schemes in the retail sector
to encourage take-up of more eYcient devices.

59. However, we still believe that the Government should consider removing the worst oVending
products from the market when there are cost-eVective alternatives. We have also recommended in our
submission to the Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) that HM Treasury and the DTI agree a Public
Service Agreement (PSA) which ensures that future innovation funding delivers on sustainable development
objectives.

60. The SDC was very supportive of novel demand-side solutions to reducing carbon emissions such as
those proposed by Dynamic Demand.22 We are please to note that the Climate Change and Sustainable
Energy Bill includes a requirement for the Government to conduct a formal assessment of frequency
response technologies and report back to Parliament.

61. Building regulations are an essential tool in ensuring a level playing field on the road to zero carbon
buildings. The long life of buildings makes delays in this area very costly, by adding to the retrofit burden
in the future.

62. The SDC recommended that the Government give an indication of the direction of building
regulations, to provide certainty to the construction industry and facilitate forward planning. We indicated
that the long-term aim should be virtually zero carbon buildings by 2015, incorporating a zero heat
standard, and self-generation of a large proportion of electricity needs.

63. In our submission to the Energy Review the SDC has gone one step further as a result of our
continuing work in this area. We now recommend that the Government announce a zero heat standard from
2010, and a zero carbon standard from 2015.

64. We also recommend that the Code for Sustainable Homes be used as a way to set the future direction
of building regulations. So, publicly-funded housing would need to reach a zero heat standard immediately,
and a zero carbon standard by 2010.

65. We are very disappointed to note that the CCP 2006 makes no reference to a long-term aim for
building regulations. We believe that the Government needs to address this issue as a matter of urgency.

66. The SDC criticised the Sustainable Communities Plan and the Decent Homes programme for failing
to adequately incorporate environmental sustainability and carbon reduction measures. For example, the
Decent Homes programme has energy eYciency standards that are well below those for new-build.

67. The SDC has more recently recommended that the Government extend the Code for Sustainable
Homes to existing buildings23. This could be integrated into existing and forthcoming policies, such as the
Home Condition Report (owner-occupiers), the Decent Homes Standard (social housing), and the Green
Landlords Scheme (private rented sector).

68. Unfortunately, the shortcomings we have identified with the Sustainable Communities Plan and the
Decent Homes Standard have not yet been addressed by Government. The SDC is carrying out an in-depth
review of the Sustainable Communities Plan which will report in late 2006.

69. On the new “growth areas” (announced as part of the Sustainable Communities Plan), the SDC
recommended that these be made carbon neutral by oVsetting the projected additional carbon emissions
over the next two decades with energy eYciency programmes in existing housing stock.

70. The Government has announced a feasibility study on making the Thames Gateway a low or zero
carbon development. This would go some way to meeting our recommendations, and we encourage the
Government to be ambitious in its final proposals.

71. Our 2005 submission to the CCP Review included a recommendation for the Government to formally
consider, by 2007, the role that Domestic Tradable Quotas (DTQs) might play in achieving the deep cuts in
carbon emissions required in the longer term. Variations of the DTQ concept have taken many terms, and
more recently the SDC has taken to using the term ‘personal carbon trading’ to describe this strand of
thinking.

72. We were disappointed to note that the Climate Change Programme 2006 contained no reference to
DTQs or personal carbon trading, despite strong Ministerial interest. This absence of formal recognition
limits the extent to which the research community can investigate this concept in more detail.

22 Dynamic Demand is a not-for-profit organisation supported by a charitable grant from the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation.
23 Detailed recommendations can be found in our publication “Stock Take: delivering improvements to existing housing”

(2006); a summary can also be found in our submission to the 2006 Energy Review.
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73. The SDC has reiterated its support for a more detailed consideration of downstream personal carbon
trading as part of our submission to the Energy Review, and we continue to take an active interest in this
area. We are hoping to commission some work looking at terminology, and how the concept can be better
communicated.

Transport

74. The SDC was cautiously optimistic of the proposal for including both aviation and surface transport
in the EUETS. This would be a big step towards an economy-wide emissions trading scheme.

75. However, we expressed concern that eVorts to secure this change would divert attention from the
immediate action that was require to limit growth in aviation and reduce emissions from the transport
sector. This concern has been validated by the Government’s reluctance to tackle these sectors in the
Review process.

76. The CCP 2006 document shows that greenhouse gas emissions from the transport sector have
increased by 12% between 1990 and 2004. This increase is expected to continue—in the absence of new
measures greenhouse gas emissions are forecast to be 15.6% above 1990 levels in 2010.

77. The CCP 2006 document included two new, quantified transport measures:

— the Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO) (saves between 1–1.6 MtC depending on
assumptions);

— further improvements to the fuel eYciency of new vehicles (expected to save 0.1 MtC).

78. Existing measures include:

— Voluntary Agreement package including graduated VED (estimated to save 2.3 MtC);

— Fuel duty escalator (in place between 1993 and 1999 and estimated to save 1.9 MtC).

New measures

79. The SDC supports the need to increase the proportion of biofuels in the UK fuel mix in line with the
current proposals for the RTFO, provided three main safeguards are in place:

— The verification procedures, which accompany the mandatory reporting and proposed standards
associated with the RTFO, must be rigorous;

— They must cover complex issues such as the potential for deforestation and societal impacts;

— The RTFO should be designed with graduated incentives for lower carbon fuels from the outset
to provide an incentive for maximum carbon savings.

Change to existing measures

80. The SDC is pleased that Budget 2006 introduced a new higher band of VED for the most polluting
new vehicles. However, while the Government has widened the diVerential between each band, the changes
are completely insuYcient to stimulate the required level of behavioural change.

81. Research undertaken by the SDC as part of our 2005 submission proposed a £300 gap should be
created between each band. We estimated that this would achieve carbon savings of around 0.4–0.8 MtC,
a substantial contribution to carbon reduction targets.

82. The SDC therefore hopes to see a much greater widening of the diVerential between VED bands in
Budget 2007.

The need for further measures

83. Transport emissions would increase by 10.3% assuming the CCP 2006 saves 1.7 MtC.

84. It is therefore clear that even with the proposed new measures, the increased contribution from the
transport sector is substantial—and this does not include the contribution from international aviation. The
SDC is therefore surprised that greater consideration was not give to further reductions, as outlined in our
2005 submission. We consider these below.

85. We recommended that a clear national strategy on traYc reduction must be developed, which should
include demand management and behavioural change measures. Our analysis suggested that around 0.5
MtC/year could be saved. The cost-benefit analysis was very favourable. Further benefits include reductions
in congestion, improvements in air quality and increased levels of physical activity.

86. We were very disappointed by the limited consideration given in the Review process to behavioural
change measures, and the lack of quantification of the significant benefits that could be achieved with the
right impetus. We recommend, as a matter of urgency, that the Government increases policy interventions
to stimulate behavioural change.
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87. Adjusting road speed limits would also reduce carbon emissions (our estimate was 1.5 MtC) and the
SDC suggested that a full assessment should be conducted across all road types. There was no mention of
the impact of speed on vehicle eYciency during the Review process and we, again, recommend that the
Government gives this much greater consideration in the future.

88. We welcome the mention of road pricing in the CCP 2006 document. However, it is essential that
road pricing helps reduce emissions as well as congestion. Therefore, the scheme must also consider distance
travelled and vehicle eYciencies.

Aviation

89. The CCP 2006 document highlights that UK aviation could contribute some 16 to 18 MtC per year
by 2030, and that the climate change impact of aircraft emissions are 2–4 times greater than that of carbon
dioxide emissions alone.

90. There is a serious risk that, left unconstrained, the growth in aviation emissions will eliminate any
reductions in carbon emissions elsewhere in the economy.

91. The SDC recognises that progress has been made on eVorts to include aviation into the EUETS.
However, we are concerned over the possibility of delay, and as a result aviation not being included in the
EUETS until 2012. This would be a very serious policy failure—six more years of inaction on aviation is
simply unjustifiable.

92. We are also concerned over the treatment of non-CO2 emissions, particularly the impact of cirrus
clouds and contrails. Greenhouse gas emissions from international aviation are not assigned under the
Kyoto Protocol, and this could make aviation’s inclusion in phase two of EUETS (2008–12) diYcult.

93. One solution, which the SDC fully supports, is a separate, closed trading scheme for aviation
emissions. This could operate as a test trial during 2008–12. Aviation’s inclusion in the wider EUETS could
then be considered when decisions on the next phase of the Kyoto Protocol are being made.

94. If attempts to include aviation in the EUETS fail, we recommend immediate introduction of an
emissions charge on domestic and international flights.

95. Recognising that there are substantial climate change impacts associated with non-CO2 emissions,
the precautionary principle means that scientific uncertainty should not be used as a reason for inaction.
Demand management measures are needed immediately. Waiting for quantification of non-CO2 impacts to
whilst continuing with aviation expansion is not acceptable.

96. Therefore, the Government must reconsider its aviation expansion plans. It should also consider the
removal of the all subsidies to the airline industry. For example, including VAT on domestic flights and
putting an end to duty free goods for flights outside the EU.

97. The SDC will be doing further work on aviation during 2006 as part of our contribution to the
Government’s Progress Report on the Aviation White Paper.

Public Sector

98. Our central recommendation in this area was for a carbon neutral public sector by 2020. However,
we now believe that with the use of oVsetting it would be possible for the Government to achieve carbon
neutrality across the whole public sector by 2015, and 2012 for the central Government estate. Similar
recommendations were made by the Sustainable Consumption Roundtable in May 2006. OVsetting would
attach a price to carbon consumption, which should help stimulate public sector organisations into reducing
their emissions.

99. The SDC’s goal for the public sector is one of leadership, where public money is used to help
encourage more sustainable products and services through engaged procurement.

100. We are therefore pleased to note the Government’s acceptance of our 2012 recommendation for a
carbon neutral Government estate. However, there is still no commitment to extend carbon neutrality to
the whole of the public sector, such as schools, hospitals, and the Armed Forces.

101. The Government also announced that the central Government estate would be expected to deliver
a 30% reduction in carbon emissions by 2020. The SDC believes that this target is not commensurate with
the challenge at hand, and could end up being lower than the carbon reductions required from the economy
overall. It therefore fails the leadership test.

Agriculture, Forestry and Land Management

102. The SDC made only a limited input in this area due to the absence of any specialist resource. This
has since been rectified with the arrival of our Natural Resources team.

103. The SDC welcomes the increasing Government recognition that land management, in particular
with regard to agriculture and forestry, has a significant role to play within the climate change agenda.
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104. It is now imperative that this is translated into concrete actions, with greater clarity on the
responsibility of diVerent parties in delivering these.

105. The “polluter pays principle” follows that farmers should be responsible for reducing their
greenhouse gas emissions. However, as with other sectors the Government has an important role to play in
identifying the extent to which this is possible and in helping the industry to adopt good practice that is
aVordable and eVective. Moreover, where the land manager goes beyond their required greenhouse gas
reductions and provides a public “good”, for example through soil carbon storage, this service must be fully
recognised and rewarded.

106. Quantified information on the extent to which greenhouse gas emissions can be reduced and the
specific land use measures that can achieve this remains limited. Where uncertainty exists, for example
around soil carbon, then research in this area and clear communication of the results must be a priority.

107. The new England Rural Delivery Plan must include measures to tackle climate change at the earliest
possible stage. In accordance with the “precautionary principle”, it is better to include an imperfect set of
measures within the environmental stewardship schemes now and to refine these later, than to wait for
perfect knowledge before introducing the theme. It is also imperative that Government sends the right
signals that it is serious about all sectors playing their role to address the challenges posed by climate change.

108. The SDC believes that all fiscal, regulatory and voluntary options for addressing climate change
should be explored. However, as stated in paragraph 16, we believe that economy-wide emissions trading
is the policy framework within which action on climate change should take place.

109. We therefore believe that the inclusion of the agriculture sector in emissions trading should be a top
priority, whether as part of the EUETS or the UK-based Energy Performance Commitment scheme.

110. Biomass has the potential to play a significant role in the UK’s eVorts to address our energy needs
sustainably. We see a clear role for Government in facilitating the release of this potential and we welcome
the Government’s response to the Biomass Taskforce and look forward to rapid implementation.

111. However, energy crops must not be overly promoted so as to disincentivise food production. The
SDC firmly believes that UK agriculture still has a role to play in food provision, particularly when
considering the global ecologicalfootprint associated with the alternative of importing all our food.

112. The Government needs to ensure that when considering the potential value of energy crops it gives
proper consideration to all aspects of their sustainability. Our recent work on biofuels24 sets out a number
of concerns we have in this respect. In particular, detailed consideration needs to be given to the social and
biodiversity impacts of energy crops.

113. Whilst energy crops will have a role to play, these must not be promoted at the expense of energy
eYciency and demand management measures which must continue to be the ultimate goal. Similarly, we
must use waste products where possible as a source of feedstock.

114. Government must also give regard to the use of the energy crops as some, for example local heat
production, will be more sustainable than others. There must be clear links made between the use of energy
crops and the carbon savings made, based upon a full life cycle analysis.

115. The SDC is keen to remain involved in addressing the challenges posed by the climate change and
land use agenda, and we view the Rural Climate Change Forum as a good means through which to do this.

July 2006

24 SDC’s response to the Department for Transport on Biofuels and the Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation, May 2006.

Witnesses: Jonathon Porritt CBE, Chairman, and Ms Sara Eppel, Policy Director, UK Sustainable
Development Commission, gave evidence.

Q194 Chairman: We extend a very warm welcome
to both witnesses. We are glad that we have been
able to arrange this. I thank you for the response
paper that you submitted. If I may say so, it is full
of very welcome and robust statements. I
completely concur with the vast majority of them
and we can explore some of them in the next hour
and a half. I start oV with general issues relating to
targets. You say quite clearly that we need to aspire
to a higher target than 60% by 2050, that the target
of 20% for 2010 is “an absolute minimum” but we
are due to miss it and, as you say in paragraph 11,
current policies on climate change are not
delivering absolute cuts in carbon emissions. Does

this reflect perhaps the fact that government was a
bit timid to start oV with and that the cross-
departmental nature of so many of these issues is
more intractable than perhaps had been
anticipated? What do you believe is going wrong at
the moment?
Jonathon Porritt: The setting of the target of 20%
was not done in a way that it became adopted
across the whole of government at the time it was
settled upon. It was adopted as a result of a very
high-level process and there certainly was not a
cross-departmental engagement process to assess
whether or not it was a proper level at which to set
it. I believe it has proved much harder getting that
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cross-departmental co-operation. We may want to
come onto the OYce of Climate Change later which
obviously in part is the response to what we have
called, I hope not too pointedly, consistent inter-
departmental incoherence, of which there is much
evidence. It is not exactly invisible to the eye; there
is just a lot of it. It is diYcult to achieve
connectedness across government when one is
looking at climate change, and it is not just across
government but also through it because one has to
drive it vertically as well as horizontally. I do not
say that this is an easy bit of joining up; it is not,
but I believe that the complexity of that process
was much greater than anticipated at the time. I
also suspect that the science has changed quite a lot
since the 20% target was fixed. The warnings to the
Government now coming from David King and
elsewhere have changed the sense of 20% being the
minimum and 60% by 2050 probably now not
being adequate.

Q195 Chairman: Now that we are missing the
target for 2010, does the focus shift to 2020? Do
you believe that the Government will now want to
look another 10 years ahead in order to avoid
constant discussion about missing its first target
and also to respond to what a lot of people have
said, with which we rather sympathise; namely, that
we need some interim targets between 2010 and
2050 anyway? Should a robust 2020 target now
being headlined?
Jonathon Porritt: There is a real paradox here.
Clearly, we need some milestones along the way
between 2010 and 2050, not just for the purposes
of accountability within government but for the
purposes of securing the right kind of environment
for the investment community and the right kind of
response in the business community, both of which
have been extremely outspoken in calling for much
greater transparency in the shifts which will be
required over that longer-term period. I do not
believe there is any doubt that we must have those
milestones set out more transparently than is the
case at the moment. Without getting too suspicious
about it, one is bound to say that government
processes that defer things into a longer timeframe
are often a mechanism for not delivering them in
the shorter timeframe. There is concern that the
growing focus on 2020, which is very strong in the
Energy Review particularly in relation to things
like renewables, may be a way out of some of the
tougher bits which still have to be done before
2010.

Q196 Chairman: I have not studied the energy
review in enough detail, but I believe that work
being done by some of the NGOs, and possibly the
Library, suggests that the figures for carbon
reduction in the energy review imply a lower
aspiration for 2020 than was in the energy White
Paper three years ago. I do not know whether you
have had time to analyse that.
Jonathon Porritt: We have not had a chance to do a
detailed calculation. Do you mean the 19.5 to 22.5
million tonnes?

Q197 Chairman: Yes.
Ms Eppel: The top level is put at 25 million tonnes.
I think that to do it in terms of 2010, 2020 leading
to 2050 you would probably be aiming for 30
million tonnes at that point, so it is at the lower
end of the aim.

Q198 Chairman: I quoted your statement about the
current policies not delivering absolute cuts. Do
you believe that the final consumers need to bear
more of the burden than they are at present?
Jonathon Porritt: Yes. We have always been clear
that right from the start the strategic thrust
underpinning the Government’s climate change
strategy was to seek to derive most of the savings
via the business community, in the first instance
through the climate change levy, then through the
emissions trading scheme, and then through
working with the energy supply companies. I
believe that basically it sought to insulate the
consumer from a lot of the changed behaviour
which is fundamental to achieving those targets.
We have always said that that is very unwise. It
may have been politically expedient; it may have
made things a little easier in terms of household
issues, particularly in terms of transportation and
so on, but it is impossible to deliver the kind of
integrated climate change package that we are now
talking about unless the consumer is a very full
partner in those change processes. That is related
to some of our concerns about the way government
engages with consumers in that process. I am sorry
to keeping referring back to what the Energy
Review has done to change the perspective on that.
At a broad level the Energy Review is far more
focused on the need to find ways both to engage
with the individual consumer and find new policies,
processes, incentives and interventions to make the
consumer response more purposeful than it is at the
moment. We really welcome that. It is a genuine
shift in tone which has never been there before. I
believe that primarily government hoped that it
could get this sorted out by continuing to seek the
majority of the abatement targets through business.

Q199 Chairman: Does this also feed your
enthusiasm for what used to be called domestic
tradable quotas but you now call personal carbon
trading, which means the same thing? Would more
attention on that be a way to engage consumers
first in the debate and then perhaps make it possible
for government to be rather braver about bringing
home to consumers what they have to do?
Jonathon Porritt: Indeed. Just to get the debate
moving, even if it is only at the educational and
symbolic level, in the general public, with the media,
eventually all this has to settle on personal
responsibility for net carbon emissions is a very
significant part of the uplift that we need in carbon
literacy. Lying behind that approach is a sense that
at the moment we do not have an electorate that is
in a position to respond constructively to political
positioning by any party because its knowledge of
why diVerent parties are trying to achieve these
changes in behaviour is very limited. I believe that
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this is changing. Certainly, the confusion factors
that have been extremely diYcult to overcome are
now being reduced. I look for instance at the
response to the David Attenborough programmes,
which are the milestones in how we need to get out
there to secure a consensus among the general
public, rather than something that is still contestable
and prone to doubt because of an expert here
contradicting an expert there, nobody quite
knowing what the consensus really is. I believe that
confusion is evaporating, and that the polls show
that a very clear majority of the public recognise that
climate change is an extremely serious issue about
which more things will need to be done in the short
term. I stress “short term”. There is a real danger in
the rhetoric of the “long term” that is much favoured
by parts of government at the moment. There are far
too many references to climate change as being the
greatest single long-term problem we face. We want
to get our red pens out at that point and strike out
“long term” on every conceivable occasion, because
we know that the use of that term is a bit of a give-
away, as in, “We hope we will not have to deal with
too much pain and complexity in the short term”.

Q200 Mr Hurd: I want to ask about personal carbon
trading and your disappointment eVectively about
political science in that regard. How could
government meaningfully create a debate around
that issue without raising too high an expectation
about its own intentions? I am thinking of the
precedent of road pricing where government
launched the debate. It had some solidity to it
because of its intention to launch pilots, in the sense
that it really wanted to do that. Personal carbon
trading, as you know, gives rise to quite big political
issues, one being its potential complexity and the
ability of people to understand it and the other being
quite big issues relating to the potential
redistribution of wealth. That would need to be
thought through quite carefully. How would you
like to see a progressive government launch that
debate against that background?
Jonathon Porritt: It would be quite wrong for
government to leap instantly to the point that it has
got to with road pricing, for instance, which is to
start talking about pilots and testing. I do not think
that there is enough of a settled understanding of
what it means inside government to move to that
stage, but surely the next stage has to be
government’s own inquiry processes and intellectual
engagement in the discussion. There are a number of
quite big picture inquiries going on at the moment,
one of which is being spearheaded by the RSA in
particular. It looks at ways in which this can be made
more understandable and then more viable. These
two things need to go hand in hand. All we are
suggesting at this stage—in all honesty it is not a big
request—is that the Government would be well
advised to exercise some investigative capacity of its
own to begin to map out what it looks like, to find a
way to articulate it more broadly in society and then
to think about whether there is a trial or feasibility
process, not necessarily for a full rollout but perhaps
a partial one. I refer, for instance, to the feasibility of

some kind of “carbon card”, which is talked about a
lot as the mechanics by which one delivers the
eventual trading scheme. Is there some way that it
could be tested with a very progressive local
authority which for its own purposes might want to
begin to explore those kinds of areas? What is a little
surprising is the risk-aversion side of things and no
desire even to go that far. If one believes that
ultimately the politics of carbon on both a global
and personal scale will be mediated via trading
schemes of one kind or another, then the more
ground work one does now to understand the
journey one has to make to get there, the better it is.

Q201 Mr Hurd: Do you believe that at the moment
with this Government and the new secretary of state
the door is shut politically?
Jonathon Porritt: I do not believe that the door is
shut. We have never had the door shut when we have
talked about it. It is absolutely true that we have not
had the door flung open with huge enthusiasm. It is
interesting that the new secretary of state, David
Miliband, is beginning to test concepts such as his
“environmental contract”. That contract implies a
revision of the relationship between government and
the citizen to secure these environmental outcomes.
If that is the nature of the inquiry that is going on in
David Miliband’s mind it would be very odd if he did
not want as part of that new contract process to
investigate one mechanism that would be available
to government, namely a personalised trading
scheme of that kind.

Q202 Mr Chaytor: You are very critical of the
target-setting process and protectionism of
individual departments. Do you believe there is a
case for disaggregating the overall target and setting
targets for each individual government department?
Would that produce a sharper focus?
Jonathon Porritt: We have never advocated that.
What we have done is to demonstrate that some
departments are bearing more of the weight of
meeting that target than others. For instance, we
have commented that unless the Ministry of Defence
had achieved some of the very substantial reductions
in CO2 emissions that it had achieved, the picture
would look even worse than it does. I do not believe
we have ever advocated that we should go through
a department-by-department target-setting process.
What we are aware of as we look at Sustainable
Development Action Plans, together with the new
process of sustainable development targets in
government, is that we will have much better data on
which to base judgments about which departments
are really picking up their share of a collective target
and which are not.
Ms Eppel: The PSAs of the departments drive
departmental objectives in terms of the policies for
their sectors. We believe that some of those are not
adequately connected into the overall climate
change targets, so there will be a disproportionate
burden perhaps on departments that are not then
able to influence it. The departments that could
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influence change within those sectors do not have
that as a driving force in their objectives through the
PSA system.

Q203 Mr Chaytor: That was going to be my further
point. The PSAs are a target-setting system for
everything other than carbon reductions, so what is
the argument against not simply including a PSA for
carbon reduction?
Jonathon Porritt: That is a very timely question. It
would be extremely helpful at this stage to have the
EAC’s opinion on that. You will know that
currently the Treasury is reflecting on whether or
not PSAs are doing the job that it was hoped they
would do and is to issue guidance to departments
possibly about reformulating PSAs through the
comprehensive spending review. If I am absolutely
honest, at the moment the Commission has been
much more focused on some of the fine grain of what
has been going on through sustainable development
in government process, the new Sustainable
Development Action Plans and the sustainable
procurement opportunities. All of that has given us
much greater traction department by department
than ever existed before. The commitment that
government has now made at least on procurement,
that the Cabinet Secretary will take overarching
responsibility for overseeing delivery against
whatever set of targets the Government agrees on
sustainable procurement, has achieved another very
important shift as far as we are concerned. It has
lifted the whole thing in terms of the seriousness with
which these issues are being addressed inside the
department. We have been very worried that the
failure to get the buy-in of Permanent Secretaries in
the past on many of these issues led to consistent
under-performance. That is the way organisations
work. If one’s organisation is not showing
leadership from the top on these matters they tend to
disappear in the woodwork. We believe that that
change of heart and the strong steer from
government, in that the Cabinet Secretary will have
a hand at least in procurement and possibly
beginning to look also at some of the framework
targets, change the tone with which government is
trying to address these matters. I think we have been
focused more at that end than by high level
departmental goal-setting through PSAs, which is a
good prompt.

Q204 Mr Chaytor: In respect of the longer-term
issues and the target for 2050, clearly this
Government will not be held accountable for its
fulfilment. Given there is now a target for 2010 and
a range of figures around 2020 but nothing after that
until 2050, is there a case for interim targets at five-
yearly periods? What can possibly be the argument
against having a five-yearly target-setting process?
Jonathon Porritt: Indeed. I believe that the
agreement now by government to present an annual
report on the eVectiveness of the delivery on climate
change targets is a very important commitment, and
in a way that is bound to create a rolling, target-
driven process. It will just be much more in the
parliamentary process and people will find it

inevitable that that will emerge. As to how
government does it, I think we need to take
account of the process going on through the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. I
believe that when the IPCC reports in 2007 and gives
its advice to governments collectively about the
adequacy, for instance, of a 60% reduction by 2050,
or whatever it might be, that will provide a new
injection of the state of scientific knowledge as it is
today which all governments anywhere in the world
can use to set these milestones towards the point we
need to reach. I think the IPCC will be absolutely
clear that the kind of guidance it gave in the third
assessment report is clearly now not fit for purpose
in the light of what we now know about accelerated
change processes in many diVerent areas. That may
be the moment at which government can say, “Here
we are. We have had the update and this is what the
world’s scientific community now tells us. We need
to take stock of it. We felt we were brave in
responding to the long-term goal of the Royal
Commission on Environmental Pollution of 60% by
2050, but we now have more data and we need to set
some milestones along the way.”

Q205 Mr Chaytor: Referring to the IPCC report, is
it your feeling that following the publication of the
next report 60% by 2050 will still be seen as
adequate?
Jonathon Porritt: I have not seen enough of the
papers that are circulating at the moment, but my
discussions with two of the leading individuals
involved in the IPCC process indicate that they
would have that as the absolute minimum that any
government should look to achieve. That will
depend slightly on where we are around stabilisation
targets and some of the new consensus on
concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere. There is a
growing need to define that concentration limit,
whether it is 450 or 500 ppm, and a lot of work is now
being done to get some kind of consensus on the
concentration limits.

Q206 Mr Hurd: I should like to ask briefly about the
quality of the statistical data that underpin
policymaking. Is it robust enough? Are we asking
tough enough questions in this place about the
quality of the data on the projections for both
carbon emissions and reductions? How do you
believe the process can be improved? In particular,
do you have a view on the idea put forward that this
process somehow should be taken out of
departments and into some form of carbon audit
oYce?
Jonathon Porritt: I should like to ask my colleague
to answer that because she is much closer to the
details. But it is interesting that in the business of
preparing our response to the review of the climate
change programme we had to go from 10 million
tonnes to 15 million tonnes as the shortfall required
even in that period of time. We were very much
aware of the fact that some of the data being oVered
was hardly as robust as we might have wanted. My
colleague sat on the inter-departmental analysts’
group and saw the issue of data much closer to hand.
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Ms Eppel: The diYculty is that a lot of the work on
these projections is based on trying to show where
we are likely to be if policies continue as they are.
They are updated through this process more or less
every month. Therefore, it was incredibly diYcult to
assess the work we had done at the beginning on the
expectation of a shortfall of 10 million tonnes, which
in six months turned out to be 15 million tonnes and
then 18 million tonnes. To have to work on the basis
of shifting sands and in that environment is not ideal
for something as major as this. I do not believe that
that process is a good one. Whether or not it should
be moved out of the DTI is perhaps another issue,
but it makes it more diYcult because it becomes a
department against department discussion which is
not really helping.

Q207 Mr Hurd: Perhaps it should be taken out of the
departments entirely and put into some form of
independent carbon audit oYce?
Ms Eppel: Independence would be a good thing, and
it does not feel very independent. That may be
incorrect, but it does not feel that way when it is one
department pitching against another and trying to
catch up with the changes.
Jonathon Porritt: I believe that that will become a
big priority for MPs, because an annual report to
Parliament necessitates robustness in the data used
for that purpose. To a certain extent, whether or not
the data are suYciently robust for your purposes is
something with which Parliament will have to feel
content. The interesting proposal about an OYce of
Climate Change is certainly germane to that
discussion because obviously that will not be an
independent part of the system. I know that the
Secretary of State is very keen to drive forward those
proposals quite quickly, and does not want to spend
another six months or year consulting on what such
an oYce might look like, how it would be structured
and to whom it would report, but early indications
are that it would secure a much more serious level of
cross-department co-ordination. I believe that
people are talking of seven departments at secretary
of state level with a team of people primarily still co-
ordinated by Defra, as we understand it at the
moment, providing the secretariat input into that
oYce. That is not quite the same thing as you talked
about. I believe that the function you are calling for
is an independent body responsible for the data
control, management and evaluation systems.

Q208 Mr Hurd: The tracking of carbon?
Jonathon Porritt: Indeed.

Q209 Mr Hurd: Would you welcome such a thing?
Jonathon Porritt: Yes. We have had discussions with
ministers in Defra about this matter, and we have
indicated that we regard it as hugely important. I
genuinely cannot see any downside to it for
government. If there is to be embarrassment on these
issues it is better that they surface via a transparent
process that others can point to rather than by
something that is suddenly released at the dead of
night by a government body that may well feel
constrained by putting that data into the public

domain. This is critical. We do not necessarily know
that we are on track to achieving some of these
targets. It is quite hard to say whether or not these
reductions really are being achieved, and that is part
of a much bigger picture that is now being looked at
by diVerent international bodies. How do we do this
empirical evaluation of the amount of carbon that
any one nation is emitting? There is no robust global
process in place to secure that data. That will be
critical for all sorts of reasons to do with the
emissions trading scheme and compliance under
Kyoto. At the moment, the compliance regime for
Kyoto would not be able to demonstrate that any
country’s claim to have complied with its targets can
be absolutely guaranteed.

Q210 Mr Hurd: I want to bring you back briefly to
the oYce of climate change. Is there a risk that that
kind of structure, which we have seen before
arguably with the SDU and Defra, may
compartmentalise the issue, in the sense that people
say that the oYce of climate change is dealing with
the matter and so it becomes marginalised?
Jonathon Porritt: I do not believe that that is the
case. We have not seen enough yet, and we are
talking here rather speculatively. Matters will
probably look very diVerent when the first iteration
of what that OYce would look like emerges. As I
understand it—I hope that I am not saying anything
with which the Secretary of State does not fully
subscribe—the reason why he is very keen to push it
forward is that his relatively recent engagement in
the complexity of climate change has encouraged
him to think of diVerent mechanisms to achieve
better cross-departmental co-operation. Perhaps the
Commission can put on record that the new-found
co-operation between DTI and Defra on the Energy
Review and the very important contribution that
that better method of working has made to the
review was a signal to the secretary of state of Defra
that that kind of serious engagement at secretary of
state level would lead to much better and more
robust processes for government as a whole. Those
processes have not been there in the past; it has not
been part of the equation.

Q211 Chairman: If we return for a moment to the
question of data, are you at all concerned that some
of the schemes for oVsets are also not adequately
policed or audited?
Jonathon Porritt: Are you referring to government
oVsets?

Q212 Chairman: There appears to be a plethora of
people now oVering various ways of achieving
carbon oVsets. On the Internet one finds all sorts of
schemes, but I am not quite clear whether they are
really subject to a rigorous process. It is also quite a
commercial area. Should we be looking at that a
little more?
Jonathon Porritt: I was about to say this was a huge
and burgeoning market with lots of new entrants of
varying credentials as to the degree to which trust
might be put in them. That is my opinion, not the
view of the commission. We have not done any work
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on this or analysed the level of risk associated with
the new oVset providers. The question is how the
public, business and government—the latter is now
into a substantive oVset arrangement of its own
already in the context of emissions from aviation—
will get the reassurance they need that the oVset
provider is delivering exactly what the contract says.
It will send shudders down people’s backs when I say
that there will have to be some regulatory
intervention in the new market to give people that
assurance. If there is no regulatory oversight one has
a terrible vision of an appalling scam being
manufactured in our midst and everybody, with the
best of intentions, engaging in what they thought
was a completely acceptable and credible oVset
scheme only to discover that a fictional forest is
being planted in, say, the Negev desert. I give an
absurd scenario, but the whole oVset side of things
depends on the credibility of the arrangement and
the trust that the public and key players can put in
those oVset schemes. At the moment, it is very
higgledy-piggledy. We have a sense of where
reliability lies in that emerging market, but there are
so many new entrants that pretty soon we would not
feel confident to make that judgment.

Q213 Chairman: Given what you say about the
desirability of greater public engagement in the
whole process, with which I strongly agree, people
may think that now we are doing the right thing and
oVsetting and, therefore, the risk of a setback in
public engagement if a scam emerges is quite high.
On a related point, obviously emissions trading is
well established and getting bigger, but I believe that
a lot of people have a vague anxiety. For example,
there are EU schemes. Are the monitoring
mechanisms suYciently robust for people to have
confidence in them? This is more a business than
personal issue. Do you have any views on that?
Jonathon Porritt: I do not believe we have done any
work on that and we do not have an oYcial view on
it. We along with many other organisations
appreciated the diYculties associated with the
revelations that governments had deliberately
distorted their first national allocation plans which
created a massive ripple of concern across the entire
market. The UK now faces a very significant
challenge to help rebuild the credibility of that
market. It is absolutely vital that the EU ETS has its
credibility restored and is enabled to deliver these
cuts by 2012. There is absolutely nothing else
anywhere in the European kitbag which will be able
to generate that degree of savings between now and
2012, which is not very far away. There is nothing
else remotely available to governments on a
collective basis. Therefore, to restore credibility
through the second phase of 2008 to 2012 is a very
high level strategic goal for this Government and
others that want the initiative to succeed. To be fair,
I believe that the Government’s determination to go
for the target of eight million tonnes for the second
phase of the ETS sent a strong signal, given that our
performance over the first phase, especially with all
the controversy about trying to get our initial level
reduced, is a very much clearer and welcome signal

that the UK Government has sent back into the
European political system about our leadership in
that area. If other countries follow suit, particularly
Germany, it would be extremely welcome.

Q214 Mr Caton: You mentioned the Energy Review
and were quite positive about the new focus on
consumers. Can you give your overall first
impressions of the review? In particular, is there
anything in it which will impact on the target for
2010?
Jonathon Porritt: We have not had a chance to do a
detailed analyse. Obviously, we shall do that because
it is an important part of our engagement in relation
to the CCP and the Energy Review. Overall
impressions are broadly positive. Putting to one side
for the moment the nuclear debate, which is
connected to the whole of the rest of the Energy
Review but sits in a special place of its own, the rest
of the Energy Review is very encouraging from a
number of diVerent perspectives. Advice is coming
to government from a variety of diVerent sources,
including this Committee, ourselves and others,
about putting energy eYciency first and making that
the most important area of policy drive. I get the
sense for the first time ever in an oYcial government
document of this kind that that message has been
well received and understood. There is still a long
way to go between that and delivery of all the
diVerent eYciency systems that we shall see in place,
but that is enormously heartening. That has never
been part of DTI’s thinking before now; energy
eYciency was dumped back onto Defra and was
regarded as that department’s baby. It was not
thought to be a top-level priority. The view was,
“Defra does that and we do the serious stuV like
making sure the grid works, building new power
stations and things like that.” I believe that that has
changed and that this document genuinely gives
confidence in that change. As to some of the other
issues, the commitment to keep pushing the
renewables obligation and to make sure we arrive at
a point where 20% of our electricity comes from
renewables is strong. There is a move to look again
at the energy eYciency commitment and to see how
in the third phase we can build it up. My colleague
is in a much better position to talk about that than I
am and perhaps she will say something about it. The
commitment to consult on an Energy Performance
Commitment for a trading scheme in the UK for
those sectors of our economy that are not captured
by the European Union’s emissions trading scheme
is very important. We think that the projected
savings through instant response of 1.2 million
tonnes are pretty weedy, but they are just testing the
ground a little. There will be some parts of the
business community which will instantly began to
wave their panic signals at the prospect of what they
will probably portray as another imposition on
hard-pressed British business, although we do not
believe it to be any such thing. We regard it as a very
eVective way to promote the kind of eYciency on
which the future competitiveness of British business
depends, but you know how that debate goes. There
are a number of very strong pointers there. Finally,
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as a general summary, the recognition of the
importance of decentralised or distributed energy
systems is much stronger in this document than in
any previous one. I know that there is a formal
commitment to consult on this matter and set up a
high-level inquiry through the research councils to
see just how big this can be, but that is important.
Government is now doing some quite important
short-term things in terms of micro-generation,
distributed systems, planning issues and perhaps
giving more powers to the Mayor of London and the
local authorities to push forward micro-generation
schemes. This changes the tone of the balance
between big, centralised grid-based systems and
smaller-scale local distributive systems of that kind.
That is new. I do not believe that we saw that in the
Energy White Paper. We saw lots of provocative and
flirtatious comments about how that might be
important in the long run, but this is much more
concrete than that. There is a lot of concrete stuV
in it.
Ms Eppel: In relation to the energy eYciency
commitment, we have always been supportive
because it works. In our original submission last
year we said that the third phase should be at least
triple the original one, but because of the nature of
the shifting sands of the targets and so on we
believed that it should be four times as much. In the
review document it is very much in that ballpark. Of
more interest is the fact that they are talking about
shifting it into an energy-saving obligation which is
a whole diVerent framework. The supply is in a
diVerent mode of doing business which we believe is
incredibly positive and could, therefore, be part of a
much broader emissions trading way of thinking,
getting it down also into households. We are very
positive about it. The other matter that my colleague
did not mention but is significant from this point of
view is the review of the role of Ofgen which was
announced in the Energy Review. We are doing a
review of Ofgen this year. I believe that that is quite
significant because its mandate is not necessarily
moving us along this path. In our view there needs
to be some change in their primary objective.

Q215 Mr Caton: You neatly moved the nuclear issue
aside at the beginning of your answer.
Jonathon Porritt: I am very happy to come back to
it, as you can imagine.

Q216 Mr Caton: When we conducted our energy
inquiry quite a lot of the evidence we received came
from people who feared that if the green light was
given to nuclear it would cut the investment from
renewables. Do you believe that the way the Energy
Review has tried to push both is adequate?
Jonathon Porritt: On balance we do. In our nuclear
report we were not necessarily persuaded by that
view of capital opportunity cost so if nuclear became
the preferred option there would not be enough
capital to do a lot of these other things. This will be
a hugely dynamic market in world investment terms
anyway and we will see billions of dollars invested in
diVerent energy systems. Our concern was more the
opportunity cost of political leadership around

plumping for nuclear and then saying that all these
other things are perhaps important but they are
nothing like as important as nuclear. The way the
energy review has chosen to characterise the position
of the Government on nuclear is, from our point of
view, manageable. It has been categorical that there
will be no taxpayer support for nuclear and it will
have to find its own investment strategy to make it
work if they want to bring it forward. One of our
biggest concerns was that the Government would
deploy taxpayers’ revenue to make it easier for
energy suppliers to bring forward the nuclear
option. Many of us on the Commission feel that
without that kind of active intervention from
government the likelihood of a substantive new
nuclear programme coming forward in the UK is
still very low. The Energy Review says that the
costings indicate that this will be an attractive
investment option for investors looking for
opportunities in the UK. Let that be tested by the
people who have to put their money into it. It is easy
for the Government to say that this is an attractive
investment option; it bears no risk in saying that
whatsoever. The costings that the Government uses
in the Energy Review are questionable, inasmuch as
no one can oVer an authoritative guide as to what
the costs of a new nuclear power programme will be.
We have said that categorically because we cannot
find anyone who has given us suYcient comfort to
oVer that advice to anybody when we have had to
give evidence, wherever it may be. I believe that the
Government has finessed this one quite
interestingly. It could have been much more bullish
about it and driven it harder if it had wanted to, and
to a certain extent by leaving it to our liberalised
energy market processes, hopefully the level of
political attention that that will require should not
detract from the really serious business of driving
this mixture of eYciency, renewables, combined heat
and power and so on.

Q217 Mr Caton: From what you know of the
progress of the Stern review, do you foresee more
changes in structure and policy to tackle climate
change just a few months down the road?
Jonathon Porritt: We have a small involvement in
the Stern review process and have made a
submission to it. We are tracking carefully what is
going on there. It is diYcult to make a judgment on
what may happen as a consequence of that. As we
read it now, I think that the review will be very
helpful to all those governments who have basically
been arguing that the economics of dealing with
climate change in the short to medium term are
nothing like as onerous and damaging to a nation’s
GDP prospects as is made out by many critics of the
climate change consensus. This looks particularly at
some of the studies that have been made in America
which indicate huge damage to national interests
through reductions in GDP over a 40 to 50-year
period. As we understand it, the paper on which Sir
Nicholas is working will say that a lot of that is
completely specious and the overall impact over a
number of decades in terms of net GDP will be very
small indeed. If that case is made very robustly by an
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extremely authoritative body of that kind it will give
a lot of comfort to those governments that say that
they need to press much harder on the idea that
addressing climate change enhances competitiveness
and increases productivity in the economy rather
than reduces or weakens the capacity of any one
country’s ability to perform competitively in the
global economy. If that is the case we may see some
more encouragement to the Chancellor to be rather
more applied about what he calls ecological tax
reform in the Government’s statement of intent back
in 1998 which, it has to be said, has been left largely
mouldering on a shelf since that time. If the Stern
review can encourage Treasury to go back to the
1998 statement of intent, which is an excellent
statement that is extremely hard-hitting with a
strategic commitment to shift part of the tax base
over towards eliminating some of the threats to our
long-term security in terms of CO2, climate change
and so on, that would be a very positive outcome.

Q218 Mr Hurd: I should like to bring you back
briefly to the energy review and hear your view on
what was said about coal. There is an argument that
one of the biggest risks to climate stability is the
degree to which we allow dirty coal to be burnt over
the next 15 years and the momentum behind that in
China, India and the States. Were you disappointed
by what was said, given that Britain is generally
thought to have some competitive advantages in
terms of potential clean coal technologies?
Jonathon Porritt: That section is quite modestly
stated—rather less so than I thought would be the
case, not least because of the decision by Japan to
drive an extremely ambitious carbon capture and
storage (CCS) strategy on the clear understanding
that this will give them a lead in what will become a
huge global industry. That is the rationale behind
the Japanese decision to do it. That was announced
before the final text of the Energy Review was signed
oV, so there would have been an opportunity to be a
little more bullish about it. However, from our point
of view to be a little cautious about it is no bad thing;
there are so many unknowns in this whole area of
inquiry. They are technical and economic, with
complex issues about long-term liability. Some very
big questions still have to be answered. As I
understand it, the principal suggestion here is that
the Government wants to move towards a
demonstration project which I guess means a
commercial-scale power station of one kind or
another with a CCS capability, and it wants to do
that in conjunction with the private sector. I know
that discussions with energy companies in the UK
have already started, and it is perfectly possible that
they will be able to move quite quickly from that
commitment to a demonstration project of that kind
in a much shorter period of time than one might
imagine. For CCS to make any diVerence at all to
our own carbon targets, we need to get a move on
with it to test out some of these diYcult areas. I can
understand the caution. It is somewhat similar to the
caution about investigating things like the
opportunity for energy systems on the Severn
estuary. That is cautiously stated but nonetheless it

is an area of inquiry that clearly the Government
now wants to take forward, which we believe is the
proper thing to do. We have raised a number of
concerns about CCS in our report, but we believe it
very probable that it will play a big part in diVerent
countries’ carbon abatement strategies. You
mentioned China and India. America is still
enormously dependent on coal to a degree that
people often under-estimate. If those three markets
alone were able to find a technically and
economically feasible way to do CCS big time, that
would make a substantial contribution to the overall
carbon abatement that we need to achieve.

Q219 Chairman: Referring to the Energy Review,
given what you said right at the beginning about
missing the 2010 targets and so on, will anything in
the review help in that respect? Does it have any
impact in the next four years?
Jonathon Porritt: I think I would have to check that
out in more detail. My intuitive, instant response,
having just read through it once quite quickly, is that
very little additional reduction will come about
because of what is in the Energy Review. I should
like to come back to the Committee on that question
because we have had no opportunity to do that
analysis.

Q220 Mr Chaytor: A good deal of your response
to the climate change programme concerns
improvement in the eYciency of the household
sector. Could the Energy Review have taken the
opportunity to squeeze out more eYciency from
the domestic sector? You mentioned your
recommendation that the energy eYciency
commitment should be increased four-fold but,
leaving that aside, were there any other big or easy
wins that the Government did not take in the
Energy Review?
Ms Eppel: I believe that there are two areas which
could be accelerated faster. One would be building
regulations which moved substantially this time in
terms of the impact on existing homes because of the
bringing in of boilers. We do not believe that there
is enough movement in tackling all existing homes.
Possibly there is more thought within the
Department for Communities and Local
Government about that now, but it certainly did not
get into the climate change review. The other area is
the code for sustainable homes. We have been every
much engaged in that work and have felt quite
frustrated about the time it has taken to move us to
where we are now. We have also made
recommendations to the department about having a
code for existing homes and bringing that much
more forward in the home information pack and
how the decent homes programme is put into eVect.
But it is all part of the carbon literacy that needs to
take place in households. Those are two specifics. In
addition, in relation to growth areas we made
proposals particularly in areas like the Thames
Gateway which are very cross-regional. We
proposed that there could be arrangements where
one moved to a carbon-neutral development which
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could be done on site, so one would have micro-
generation and renewables, or it could also include
oVsetting some of the energy which would be used in
the new homes by engaging much more actively in
existing homes to increase insulation and the use of
low-energy appliances like light bulbs and so on.
Those are examples of thinking across some of the
departmental issues.

Q221 Mr Chaytor: In relation to building
regulations, you have called for zero emission new
homes by 2015. There are criticisms of the code and
the timescale. We have no indication of what the
future building regulations will be like beyond the
next few years. Is the idea of having zero emissions
homes by 2015 realistic or completely pie in the sky?
Ms Eppel: It is realistic. If the department wanted to
move to that point it could say that its intention in
2010 and the next iteration of regulations would be
to have a zero heat mound requirement. That would
be the next step. It is about making sure that the
thermal mass of the building is suYcient so there is
no heat mound. Zero carbon means obviously that
one needs integrated renewables to deal with the
demand for electricity and hot water. I do not believe
that it is unreasonable. It is another four years of
doing the work, which is quite a lot of time. I think
it is about changing the mindset and actively
working on it. I believe that it is possible. But there is
another agenda about skills in the building industry.
That needs to be started straight away if there are to
be builders that are able to meet that requirement in
four years’ time. There is a big skills agenda which
must be addressed.

Q222 Mr Chaytor: There is a need for a training
programme within the construction industry?
Ms Eppel: Yes—through the construction industry
organisations, of which there are many.
Jonathon Porritt: One small point to add, which is
more to do with appliances than to households
themselves, is that it is quite encouraging that the
Government has stated that it now wants to work
with industry towards phasing out products that are
obviously very damaging to the achievement of
targets, for example incandescent light bulbs, some
white goods and standby capacity in diVerent
electronic and electrical products. That is important,
because up until now government has been very
nervous about its role in intervening directing in any
part of industry by means of what is called “choice
editing”. The Sustainable Consumption Round
Table came up with the idea that governments and
businesses sometimes have the responsibility to
narrow the range of choice, not expand it, and take
oV the bottom end of it those products which are
demonstrably holding up our move towards a more
energy eYcient household in general. How that
negotiation will go on with business is not made
clear in that single paragraph, and that would be
quite an interesting process, but it is good that it is
there as a commitment. That will be tested.
Obviously, government has now said that that is
what it wants to do and we shall be able to test it.

Q223 Mr Chaytor: Is this an issue that can be
determined nationally or is it a matter for European
legislation?
Jonathon Porritt: The standby issue is vexed by the
inability of any one government in Europe to do this
on its own. That needs to be negotiated through
Europe.

Q224 Mr Chaytor: If we consider the ramping up of
building regulations, more emphasis on retro-fitting
existing homes and phasing out less eYcient
appliances, do you believe those measures in
themselves will suYciently contribute to changing
individual behaviour and raising the level of
individual awareness of the wider issue of climate
change, or is more needed? If so, what more
is needed to impact directly on individual
responsibility?
Jonathon Porritt: I believe that it is quite a
substantive package. One adds to that a bit of
speculation about what will happen if the
Government’s investigation of Energy Service
companies permits a much more dynamic energy
service oVering to come into these markets, because
at the moment that is not working as well as it needs
to, and if the review of Ofgem ensures that the
latter’s role in this is much more proactive than it has
been up to now. I believe that if we begin to see a
push on micro-generation schemes and planning
regulations that permit those to come forward
without a great deal of hassle we can quite easily
work our way through to a situation in three or four
years where individuals are much more clued up
about the potential for moving towards a more
integrated energy package for their own homes.
Most of that will be driven by good old-fashioned
self-interest. In the end, the expectation is that very
substantial savings can be made across the piece.
There are tiny things in there as well, for example,
that it will go after energy companies for the very
poor billing practices that they have demonstrated
up until now which do not help individual
householders to understand some of the potential
savings they could be making.
Ms Eppel: There is a risk with the package that
people save money and energy but then start to
spend the money. This has happened over the past
three or four years. The package is there and looks
as if it will deliver these savings, but people just buy
more appliances. That is where our drive for
personal carbon trading comes in. One can raise
carbon literacy and help things go a long way
through all sorts of technological ways with
movements behind the scenes, but unless people
really engage in the idea that they may have to save
carbon themselves it may not go as far as
government hopes. There is a worry that it may not
quite go as far as is hoped.

Q225 Mr Chaytor: I should like to link that point to
the point about billing. In your submission as far as
I recall you do not deal with the question of tariV
structures for energy supply. My impression is that
since the wide scale abolition of standing charges,
which acted as a form of regressive tariV structure,
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all that has happened is that we now have a base load
allocation of units of gas and electricity which are
charged at a higher level than the additional
consumption that people may choose to use. Is it not
again an obvious way forward to suggest that this is
reversed? Would it not link in with your concern
about personal carbon trading if the initial
allocation of units of gas and electricity were
charged at a lower level and the more you used the
unit cost structure of the tariV would be increased?
When we quizzed the energy companies on this
matter they used a term which I have now forgotten,
but they were reluctant to accept that as a reasonable
way forward.
Ms Eppel: I know that the regulator in Northern
Ireland, the equivalent to Ofgen, is looking quite
seriously at having a lower level for an assumed
reasonable amount of energy use, and beyond that
there is quite a big hike to discourage people from
going beyond the assumed level. That is very
interesting. But the energy system in Northern
Ireland is not deregulated and so it has much more
control over doing things like that. That is not
possible in the market that now operates in
mainland Britain. To do that would require some
fairly substantial changes to the way Ofgen and the
whole liberalised market operates, but that is not to
say it is not a good thing.

Q226 Mr Chaytor: You should be partners.
Ms Eppel: We support that idea, and the round table
which we shared with the National Consumer
Council recommended that a lot more work on
variable tariVs should be done.

Q227 Mr Chaytor: But if you are pressing for a
review of the role of Ofgen and a shift away from its
concern with pure competition to concern about
sustainable development that will be part of the
equation?
Ms Eppel: Exactly.
Jonathon Porritt: Defra is currently consulting on
aVordability and tariYng issues in the water
industry, which is analogous in many respects. I
think that will lead to greater flexibility inside Defra
as to how to work with Ofwat around variable tariVs
to achieve the goals of both social justice and
sustainability and eYciency goals.

Q228 Chairman: In connection with what you
described as being under consideration in Northern
Ireland, I remember in 1993 discussing with oYcials
having a premium rate once you use a bit more than
a certain amount. In a way, it is a way into personal
carbon trading, is it not? One says that a house of,
say, 1,000 square feet should use x amount of
energy, but if it uses twice as much one pays more on
the second x. I appreciate that the structure does not
allow that to happen because at the moment we have
a competitive market, but the concept is a fairly easy
thing for people to grasp as a way of introducing
them to the idea of personal carbon trading.

Jonathon Porritt: Indeed.

Q229 Chairman: Do you believe that, alongside the
emphasis on households and homes, we are in
danger of paying insuYcient attention to
commercial and industrial retail buildings as well?
This week someone talked to me about the need for
initiatives to get greater discussion about carbon
emissions from commercial buildings. The point
made to me particularly about oYces was that the
problem was as much about the behaviour of the
occupants as about the structure and the kit in the
oYce.
Jonathon Porritt: Absolutely. I hope that the
consultation on the Energy Performance
Commitment will look at exactly that issue. That is
precisely the scale that ought to be captured by a
UK-wide trading scheme over and above the EU
trading scheme. A threshold would have to be set for
the size of the building or facility that one included
in a mandatory scheme (because it would need to be
mandatory to work, obviously), but it would bring
in a very large number of users of diVerent buildings
for diVerent purposes, whether it was retail, oYce,
warehousing manufacturing or computer centres. A
whole host of quite large users of energy would be
captured by a scheme of that kind. You are
absolutely right that all the evidence shows that one
can create these wonderful buildings with fantastic
energy eYciency systems built into them, but it is
completely dependent on those who have to manage
those systems to net those potential gains. That has
been seen in the school sector where very often even
more energy-eYcient schools have not made the
investment in training up the staV involved in
managing that school estate to make sure that the
savings are made. This comes back to the issue of
skills about which my colleague was talking. I am
not quite sure what role the Sustainable
Communities Academy will play in that regard. This
is the kind of question one would like to ask of it.
That is a new body that is up and running in Leeds
which is theoretically responsible for up-skilling and
increasing capacity to deliver the Sustainable
Communities’ Plan. I hope that that is not really
what it is focused on delivering; I hope that it is
concerned with delivering some of the outcomes that
we want to be achieved by the sustainable
communities plan and other things. I think that it
has some ideas here, but I am not fully up to speed
with its strategy at the moment.
Ms Eppel: We have just come from a meeting with a
major department in Whitehall which has called in
the Carbon Trust to advise it on what energy and
carbon savings it could make. It has come up with a
50% savings on very low investment which is to do
mostly with management. That is the scale of savings
that can be achieved. I believe that the academy is
concentrating on large construction companies and
trying to tackle it through that route, influencing
those who draw up the specifications, surveyors and
engineers. That is fine, but the bulk of the building
industry is SME which has an extremely low level of
knowledge in this area and is very much into
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building what it has been told to build, for example
how wide the walls must be, without tackling that
side of things.

Q230 Chairman: If one imposed initially quite a
large threshold on the size of buildings which had to
comply with a mandatory scheme straight away it
would produce a trickle-down eVect, because the
people who constructed those buildings would
include some of those SMEs who would start to
think about things because they would know that
the end-user and all the occupants would have to
comply with them?
Jonathon Porritt: Indeed.

Q231 Chairman: There is a slight danger in relation
to households which Ms Eppel described. People
may have a more energy-eYcient home and so use
more energy by putting in air-conditioning or
something that they have not had before, instead of
banking the savings. There is a risk that business
may do the same unless there is a mandatory scheme
in operation.
Jonathon Porritt: I believe that the Carbon Trust has
advised Defra on where the threshold should be set
to maximise the gains and minimise the regulatory
burden. Obviously, that will be a critical part of the
consultation.
Ms Eppel: I understand that it covers about 5,000
players, as it were, in buildings. Whether or not that
is big enough is a question to be asked, but it is a
place to start. It sounds like a reasonable
assumption.

Q232 Mr Hurd: For clarification, was the 50%
departmental saving in carbon or cash?
Ms Eppel: Carbon.

Q233 Mr Hurd: As far as transport is concerned, the
biggest thorn is aviation. Are you concerned that
politicians are deluding themselves that the trading
scheme solution may just be tee-ing up a situation
where the aviation industry is required to do no
more than it would under “business as usual”?
Jonathon Porritt: We are very concerned that the
Government’s ambition for the early entry of
aviation into the emissions trading scheme by 2008
will not now be achieved. We are very concerned
that the Government does not have any other
serious policy in play to address accelerated
emissions from aviation, which is a real worry to us.
Since the Government first promulgated that
approach, it is true that there are a very large number
of organisations that have looked at what would
happen with aviation coming into the ETS. Opinion
is divided as to whether it will really work well, either
in providing incentives to reduce emissions from
aviation or in its impact on the emissions trading
scheme in general. There is a lot of work still to be
done in that respect. One idea that has come up,
which we referred to in our paper to you, is that there
should be a protected aviation industry scheme just
for aviation players rather than that they should
become part of the overall ETS. That is something
that is well worth working up. It still must be on an

EU-wide basis; there is no way that it will work
without that, and hopefully in time that will become
an even bigger scheme. But it is a real worry.
Theoretically, this year the Department for
Transport has a commitment to look again at the
aviation White Paper to see what progress has or has
not been made on a number of the diVerent ideas
that it has brought forward in that document,
although it has to be said there are not many. The
Commission is very concerned about that and we
shall be issuing further contributions to the
Department for Transport on aviation later in the
year, because this is an area that cannot be neglected
in the way that it is at the moment.

Q234 Mr Hurd: Without wishing to anticipate the
work which you are doing, would you like the
Government to focus more on managing demand
through expansion of runway capacity, for example,
where it has been criticised for perhaps a “predict to
provide” type of approach? Would you recommend
that it reviews that?
Jonathon Porritt: We have said three things: one
needs a combination of diVerent approaches. The
first is to continue to look at what gains can be had
through technological improvements. I do not mean
just in engine design but in managing the way in
which the aviation business runs itself. There is a
massive amount of ineYciency that goes on through
poor management on the ground at the time of take-
oV, landing and so on. Those potential gains are a lot
bigger than some people assume. We believe that we
need to keep the focus on that quite important area.
The second is to try to get the aviation industry
involved in trading schemes and the Kyoto process
more broadly, so we need an international process of
diplomacy at work to ensure that that happens. The
third strand, which is the bit that the Government
refuses to look at, is a very clear approach to demand
management. I do not believe that one can make an
aviation strategy work at the moment without a very
clear sense of needing to be involved in helping to
manage demand. We and other bodies have been
extremely critical about the Air Passenger Duty as
an inappropriate government intervention in
aviation. It sends a signal for sure, but not one that
gives people any kind of encouragement to invest
more in eYciency and to think more about reducing
demand. It is a blunt instrument that is applied to the
wrong bit of the aviation industry. We ought to be
looking at incentivising emissions reductions rather
than anything else. We in our previous work around
the aviation White Paper called for a diVerent
approach to an emissions charge that ought to come
in at the same time as a trading scheme. These are
politically very complex issues. Again, we have been
very clear that this is not easy territory for
government to get into, but I do not think it is
acceptable not to get into it when we look at the
contribution of aviation over the course of the next
20 to 30 years. I have to put on record that the
Department for Transport fundamentally disagrees
with the analysis that a “predict and provide”
methodology underpins the aviation White Paper. It
claims that the White Paper was not based on that.
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We do not agree with them. It is to us transparently
clear that that was the nature of the approach to that
document, but it needs to be revisited before the end
of this year, and it will be very important to see a
slightly diVerent approach in the Department for
Transport. There are beginning to be diVerent and
somewhat more encouraging signals coming from
the department about more proactive engagement in
some of these issues.

Q235 Mr Hurd: I want to bring you back to the
question of taxation. What is the motivation of fiscal
instruments? Is it to send signals in a rather lame
way, as you suggest, to change behaviour and get
people oV aircraft and so on? I put it to you that if
you can fly to Malaga for £19 today you will have to
put a lot of tax on the ticket to change behaviour.
My supplementary question is: what is your
comment on the view that a strategy based on oVsets
in the short term might be more productive in terms
of encouraging people to take up voluntary oVset
schemes which companies like British Airways say
they are doing but do not appear to be doing?
Jonathon Porritt: We have been supportive of
companies oVering voluntary oVsets, largely on the
grounds of our campaign for carbon literacy, if you
like. We believe that an oVset scheme helps in that
regard. I think one can reliably predict that over the
course of the next six months or so we shall see more
voluntary oVset schemes coming forward from
diVerent bits of the transportation industry, not
necessarily aviation. That is clearly on the cards
now. A lot of work is being done by companies
looking at how they can eVectively introduce oVset
arrangements. I think that we shall see some of those
coming to light over the next few months. But I do
not believe that the oVsetting route is the way to
address the overall impacts of aviation. To think of
the scale of oVset required to account for the totality
of emissions from an industry that is expanding by
5 or 6% a year is almost inconceivable. One has to
extrapolate from that to what is happening in
countries like India and China. I know that we refer
to them constantly in order to put our own problems
into perspective, but the planned expansion of
aviation in those countries is completely and utterly
mind-boggling. It will make all of our concerns
about aviation at the moment look very small fry
indeed. Both countries are going full tilt for aviation
as the principal transportation infrastructure on the
grounds that the train system will never do it, that
they will never be able to build enough roads and so
on. These are huge issues. I do not believe that
oVsetting will do it at scale. One needs to look at an
emissions charge or a tax-based system. Do not
forget that in the UK we have an industry which is
publicly committed to internalising all the external
costs caused by the act of flying. The Freedom to Fly
Coalition formally signed a strategic statement
saying that this was the right thing for the industry,
so users of it should know what the full costs were of
their use of that service. Full cost internalisation is
very strong part of any eVective market economy. If
you do not have a system whereby the price you pay
for something reflects its costs, it will not persuade

consumers about the relative value of diVerent
things. So at the moment to fly to Malaga for £19
sounds like a doddle. Why would you not go on
doing it? You are given no sense at all of the impact
of that flight in terms of pollution, climate change
and so on. There is systematic hypocrisy across the
entire OECD on this matter. Every single
government is formally committed to processes of
incremental cost internalisation to make markets
work. That is a full binding commitment on all
OECD governments, but I see absolutely no
indication on the part of any of them to apply the
principles of full cost internalisation to this
particular industry. One then asks oneself: why is
this particular industry exempted from an economic
discipline that every other part of our economy is
required to undergo?

Q236 Mr Hurd: I recall that in 2002 the Department
for Transport made a survey which showed that only
one in eight people made any connection between
flying and climate change. Do you think that that
ratio has improved? Do you believe that the
Government has done enough to make the link?
Jonathon Porritt: I had forgotten that it was quite as
bad as that. I would be very surprised if it was that
now. I have a feeling that awareness of that is
increasing, but I very much doubt that people quite
understand how much long-haul flights in particular
can do to unsettle their own personal carbon
budgets. I know that from my personal experience.
If I may make a personal comment, I fly a fair
amount. My own organisation Forum for the
Future has to account for all our oVsets. When I
look at the impact of that at a personal and
organisational level it is very substantial. I do not
believe people are aware of just how much
contribution that makes to the overall picture.

Q237 Mr Hurd: I should like to bring you back to the
ground and the renewal transport fuel obligation
which the Government is treating as one of the big
pieces in its climate change strategy. Does it
convince you?
Jonathon Porritt: In our paper to you we raised a
number of caveats about over-dependence on the
renewable fuels obligation. We have not yet
considered whether this commitment to look at a
doubling of the obligation makes sense at this time.
There are some very big concerns at the moment, as
you will be aware, not least on the issue of imports
and how we are to make up the volume of biofuels
to meet the present EU target. As I understand it, the
present picture is that a very substantial proportion
of what’s required will be imported over the next few
years before our own industries gear up. That has
huge implications for countries involved in the
production of palm oil, soya and other crops which
may well be involved substantially in a global trade
in those crops for biofuel purposes. That is one set
of caveats that we raise. The other is related to the
production regimes themselves. What kind of land
use systems will be required to generate that given
volume of biomass in the system to produce the
biofuels? There are very big issues about net
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sustainability wins once one looks at the production
regimes required to generate those volumes. We are
absolutely not gung-ho about this. On the other
hand, I do not want to come across too negatively. I
suspect that biofuels have an important part to play
in this. If one looks at what is happening now in
America where the technology drive is very much on
huge step changes in the value chain associated with
biofuels, this is an industry that will change
substantially over the course of the next five to 10
years, hopefully for the better; that is, it will generate
that energy gain and a reduction in CO2 emissions,
but with a lower footprint in its own right. At the
moment, the production of the raw materials of
biofuels is in itself a very carbon-intensive business.

Q238 Mr Hurd: The Government has been criticised
for not re-introducing the fuel duty escalator. Its
response basically is that the market eVectively has
done it through the price of oil. Do you agree? Does
it concern you that the impact of it has not really
been felt in terms of changed behaviour patterns and
people’s desire to drive? Does it lead you to believe
that the road pricing initiative may need to place
greater emphasis on emissions and not just
congestion which seems to be the main driver at the
moment?
Jonathon Porritt: To be realistic, I can see why any
government would choose not to use an escalator
instrument of that kind for energy with oil prices as
high as they are now. I am just trying to oVer a
pragmatic reflection on that. I understand what is in
the Government’s mind on that score, which is why
we have been much more assertive about the Vehicle
Excise Duty route to help motorists understand the
diVerence between diVerent kinds of cars, the way
you use them and so on. We were extremely
disappointed at the changes to the VED diVerentials
in the previous Budget. We believed that they were
pathetic. There was a complete misunderstanding of
the scale of change needed to aVect consumer
behaviour in that area. For those who drive 4x4s and
SUVs, the tiny amount of additional cost every
year—£35 or whatever it is—when every time they
fill their tanks costs them between £40 and £50 or
even more, is just nugatory; it just would not have
any eVect on behaviour change, which is the purpose
of using an instrument of that kind. Maybe the
Treasury felt constrained inasmuch as it wanted to
keep the total amount of money coming from VED
neutral and did not want necessarily to increase the
hit on the driving public as a whole. But we still
believe that it could be much more aggressive in the
use of VED diVerentials. We have called for a £300
diVerential between each of the diVerent bands to
begin to make this work. There is inadequacy and
lack of courage on the part of the Treasury in that
respect. As to road pricing, very briefly, we have
said—this view is, I believe, shared by everybody
who is watching the development of the process—
that we cannot just use a big, ambitious road-pricing
strategy to deal with congestion; it must factor in an
emissions constraint objective as well as a
congestion-busting objective in its design right from
the start. We are very nervous that the Department

for Transport feels that the complex process of
introducing road pricing to deal with congestion is
already so controversial that to use the system to
address emissions as well will put it into the zone of
deep controversy with drivers and the general
public. We believe that that is wrong judgment on its
part. We have been quite worried by the suggestion
that it will put it in to deal with congestion and then
it will work out what to do later by retrofitting some
change in the process to help deal with emissions.
That does not make sense to us.

Q239 Mr Hurd: Presumably, it throws open the
possibility of diVerential pricing?
Jonathon Porritt: Precisely.

Q240 Mr Caton: Do you believe that the
Government’s plan for a carbon neutral government
estate can be extended to the whole of the public
estate—schools, hospitals and the Armed Forces—
in the sort of timescale that we have to tackle climate
change? In particular, how do we get local
authorities to do it?
Ms Eppel: The short answer is that we do believe
that it could be extended to the public sector, but it
will take longer. I do not believe that we would press
for a 2012 date for that, because it is much more
complicated. It is a very large estate. The process
needs to be worked through a lot more. To give them
an extra three, four or five years would bring it into
the right timeframe for climate change because it
would then be the middle of the next decade.
Therefore, it would contribute quite significantly to
the 2020 expectations in the Energy Review.
Jonathon Porritt: It appears to be realistic. We have
looked at it. We are pleased that the Government
has decided to start out down this road with a 2012
target for government buildings. That will cause
quite a challenge inside the system and is not an
unambitious target. But we believe that it will begin
to get real traction only when it is applied to the
whole of the public sector, particularly to the schools
estate and hospitals. These are areas where we can
make an enormous diVerence by heading towards
carbon neutrality over a period of time.

Q241 Mr Caton: You have said that the
Government’s 30% carbon reduction target for its
estate fails the leadership test. What target would
you like the Government to adopt for 2010?
Jonathon Porritt: To my knowledge, we have not
proposed a target for that; we have not
recommended a formal target. The reason why we
said it was inadequate was simply because if you
look at what it will achieve on the journey to the
target of 60% by 2050 it is not enough; it does not
send the signal of a step change within the period of
time designated there, but it is a good challenge to
us. I do not think we have formally advised
government on that target at any stage?
Ms Eppel: We did so internally; it was not published.
We suggested a 40% target. As my colleague said, it
is part of the progress through to 2020 and 2050. The
other matter to bear in mind is that if government is
doing a carbon oVset programme by 2012 and it is
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oVsetting far more than it is saving in its own estate
through its energy eYciency drive perhaps that is not
the right balance. It does not necessarily incentivise
them to continue to make the savings within the
buildings and operations year on year. It perhaps
just means that they continue to oVset more and
more each year, which worries us. The 2020 target
needs to be anchored quite firmly so that the
Government is properly delivering on that
commitment.
Jonathon Porritt: That is the downside of the oVset
arrangements on which more and more people are
commenting. If one relies simply on oVsets to let one
oV the hook of better energy management,
procuring green energy and so on, no one will say,
“Were not oVsets a wonderful thing?” They create a
further barrier to doing the much more important
things in the hierarchy. We would always put energy
management and green fuels well up in the hierarchy
before oVsets.
Ms Eppel: The other point on the target of 30% is
that the baseline was the year 2000. We encouraged
it to have a baseline of 2004–05 because that was
equivalent to 40%. Equating that to the national
target for 2010 with the 20% means that government
was not even doing anything more challenging than
the general public across the piece and was not,
therefore, necessarily sharing the leadership that we
think central government should be sharing in its
estate.

Q242 Mr Caton: To change the subject completely,
you now have a natural resources team. Do you
think there should be greater focus on forestry,
agriculture and land management in achieving
carbon targets?
Jonathon Porritt: We do. I believe that in the review
of the Climate Change Programme, as we said in our
paper, the Government felt that it went as far as it
could go at that time. We are not persuaded of that
at the moment. We are concerned that diVerent bits
of Defra are not properly joined up around the
opportunities to look at changes in land use to
support key parts of the climate change programme.
We hope that the new Secretary of State will be much
more aggressive about getting connectedness
between diVerent bits of Defra and see through
initiatives like the Rural Development Regulation in
2007 that it is possible to use public policy in this
area to promote more climate-friendly land use
strategies than is the case at the moment through
farming, forestry or whatever it may be. There is a
huge opportunity. The Government has created the
Rural Climate Change Forum and it needs to look
to it as a way in which we can be much more
progressive about diVerent patterns of land use to
support the strategy. There are also complex issues
to do with livestock and other greenhouse gases that
need to be managed proactively in the farming
estate. There are big challenges ahead on many of
those counts which will need to be addressed.

Q243 Mr Chaytor: I am looking at the transport
section of your submission which in paragraph 78
says that “Existing measures include” and it lists the

fuel duty escalator. The point is that the fuel duty
escalator is no longer an existing measure because it
has been abandoned. Given the enormous diYculty
of even getting a discussion about the fuel duty
escalator, do you believe there are ways in which it
can come back on the agenda? For example, is there
a way of reintroducing it in a revenue-neutral way
and increasing fuel duty by balancing it with a
reduction in other forms of taxation? Is there a
trade-oV between a cut in VAT and an increase in
fuel duty, for example?
Jonathon Porritt: I do not know the answer to that
question.

Q244 Mr Chaytor: Does anybody?
Ms Eppel: No. I am afraid I have not done any work
on that.

Q245 Mr Chaytor: To put it another way, what is
your view on fuel duty?
Jonathon Porritt: The issue is a vexed one. How
much money goes to which bit of the system once
people pay for their petrol or diesel? The concept of
using fuel duty more aggressively to try to change
driver behaviour is quite diYcult if oil prices are to
stay very high.

Q246 Mr Chaytor: Surely, if oil prices are that high
the advantages of having a high fuel duty is that the
eVect of oil prices at the pump is proportionately
less, is it not?
Jonathon Porritt: You mean within the overall
envelope?

Q247 Mr Chaytor: The impact of the change in the
oil is less the higher the level of fuel duty?
Jonathon Porritt: Yes. At the moment, we are very
much focused on VED because we believe that that
is an available instrument that government can use.
We are focused on the eVorts that the Government
is making to increase vehicle and fuel eYciency.
There is a reference to that in the Energy Review. It
implies that that is all completely dependent on
agreement in the EU. We all know that to see a real
step change in some of those things is likely to take
a long period of time. I do not believe that
strategically we have addressed the issue whether or
not we should again be thinking of fuel duty as a
further driver to achieve some of those objectives.
Ms Eppel: The advantage of the vehicle excise duty
is that it is diVerent for every family and it is a choice.
With our proposal of £300 between each band, if
someone was running a smart car he would pay
practically nothing per year by way of vehicle excise
duty. If one is running an SUV one might be paying
up to £1,800 on our proposal. It is a choice. We think
that is more likely to give people the message that it
is their choice and behaviour that influence the bill
they have to pay at the end of the year.

Q248 Mr Chaytor: But does not fuel duty give a
choice as to how many miles you travel?
Ms Eppel: Not necessarily. It is more blunt in that it
is across the piece. Obviously, one pays more if one
is using more petrol, but it becomes more blunt; it is
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not down to you and your family so much but it is
more about the fact that everybody is paying it.
Obviously, political problems are reflected in that.

Q249 Mr Chaytor: Is there not another argument
here? With a system of wider diVerentials for VED,
in terms of influencing individual behaviour is there
not a tendency that people will say, “I have paid my
£2,500 VED for my 4x4. I may as well drive it as
many miles as I can get out of it in the course of the
year to get my money’s worth”? Is that not part of
the logic of individual behaviour?
Ms Eppel: I suspect that people drive to get to places.

Q250 Mr Chaytor: Is it not the equivalent of the old
standing charges for gas and electricity?
Jonathon Porritt: I think we would have been wise to
stop at that point. We do not know the answer to
your question—not least because you are addressing
two cyclists who may well not be representative of
the average driver, let alone the average driver
seeking to change his or her behaviour.

Q251 Chairman: This is one of the rare occasions on
which Mr Chaytor and I slightly disagree. I believe
that the VED has the merit of making a diVerence at
the point where people choose their vehicles. They
will use those vehicles for two, three, four or perhaps
even 10 years, but the point at which they buy it has,

Letter from the Sustainable Development Commission

The Sustainable Development Commission (SDC)would like to make a formal correction to the
information provided by Jonathon Porritt, our Chairman, in his oral evidence session on 13 July 2006.

During a discussion on personal carbon trading, Jonathon noted that the Government’s “Climate Change
Programme 2006” document made no mention of this important issue, and expressed the SDC’s
disappointment at this. He then went on to comment that the Energy Review document, which had been
published the day before, also had no mention of personal carbon trading. However, Jonathon had not yet
been fully briefed on the full content of the Energy Review, and so was unaware that it actually does mention
this issue, and commits the Government to a cross-departmental study which will consider personal carbon
trading alongside other policy options.

The SDC would therefore like to take this opportunity to welcome the Government’s announcement, and
the tentative steps it has taken towards a full evaluation of personal carbon trading. We hope to work closely
with the Government on the project they have set up. Furthermore, the SDC is encouraged by the more
recent expression of interest in personal carbon trading by the Secretary of State, David Miliband MP.

The SDC is currently working on a climate change position paper for the Commission, and I’m sure this
will continue to push forward on this issue.

Sara Eppel
Director of Policy, Sustainable Development Commission

7 August 2006

therefore, a very long-term eVect. A much wider
diVerential of the sort you have outlined is certainly
something that I have advocated personally; and I
believe that the Liberal Democrats are now on the
same tack as well. What really mystifies me, given
that it could be introduced on a revenue-neutral
basis, is that you could tweak the system any way
you want. Why on earth was the Government so
timid?
Jonathon Porritt: Mystifying! There are those who
believe that the Treasury never recovered from the
fuel tax protests of 2000 and bear such painful scars
that it has been incapacitated in any attempt to
intervene strategically around personal driving
behaviour. If one looks at the inadequacy of
Treasury interventions on that since 2000, that
rather strange psychological analysis may well have
some truth behind it.

Q252 Chairman: That may be true, but given the
cavalier way in which Treasury ministers and
oYcials under all governments seem to treat the
whole of the outside world, including their own
colleagues; it is extraordinary. They have one blind
spot; they are afraid of the motoring lobby. Thank
you very much for coming. It has been a really
interesting session from our point of view. We will
certainly use a great deal of what has been discussed
in our report.
Jonathon Porritt: Thank you very much.
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Q253 Chairman: Secretary of State, can I start by
congratulating you on your appointment and saying
how much we welcome your acceptance to our
invitation to give evidence this afternoon. We look
forward to what I hope will be a long and
constructive dialogue with you and a positive
relationship. You inherited the Climate Change
Programme when you came to this department as
Secretary of State, as has already just been
published. Since then we have had another very
important document in the form of the Energy
Review and we hear that you had a pretty
substantial input in the later stages of that
document. Would you like to tell us a bit about what
you did in terms of achieving the outcome of the
Energy Review that we saw when it was published
last week?
David Miliband: Thank you for the welcome and the
invitation. My approach to all the select committees
I dealt with in my previous job has been to be as
open, engaged and constructive as possible and I
would certainly like to continue that with the EAC
in that spirit. Any diYcult questions will be referred
to my left here, to Mr Henry Derwent, who is the
Director of climate change in Defra and is known to
some of you for the international work he has been
doing overseas in the domestic side of things. I think
you are right, if I may say so, to recognise that the
Energy Review is a very significant building block
for policy and sits alongside the CCPR, the Climate
Change Programme Review. Tempting as it is to
suggest that I rode into town on this white charger
and had the eVect that you were intimating, I will not
succumb to that temptation. What I found from my
involvement in the Energy Review after 8 May was
that both Alistair Darling from the DTI and myself
but also other Cabinet colleagues up to the Prime
Minister were determined that it was going to be a
cross-departmental aVair; that there should be real
engagement from all departments and that we
should live up to both of the drivers that were at the
heart of the decision to have an energy review, on the
one hand, security of supply and, on the other hand,
the climate change challenge, the carbon gap.
Certainly Defra’s input was primarily on that second
side. For the eight or nine weeks that I was involved
it was a very cooperative process at ministerial and
oYcial level.

Q254 Chairman: We have another review that we are
looking forward to, the Stern Review, which could
also be extremely significant in terms of policy
formation for climate change. Can you tell us
whether there is likely to be any new direction from
the Stern Review and also when it might see the light
of day?
David Miliband: I cannot remember if you have
already interviewed Nick Stern.

Q255 Chairman: We have not. Some of us have
talked to him privately but we have not had a
formal session.
David Miliband: I hope it will be an important
document. I have met Nick Stern once since I came
into post. I think it would be wrong to describe it as
a policy document in the first instance. It is a
document of economic analysis with, I hope, strong
pointers to policy. I have not seen the draft, so it
would be wrong to say it is going to be covering these
half a dozen areas. He is obviously determined to
look globally as well as locally at this to survey all the
evidence that exists about the economic eVects of
climate change, of mitigating it and adapting to it. I
also know from talking to him that he is having real
engagement around the world, not just in the UK,
but in the industrialised world and the developing
world and, together with Sir David King, provides a
very strong UK scientific and economic input into
the international discussions that are going on. In
terms of timing, we obviously have the Gleneagles
dialogue, the second session in Mexico, at the
beginning of October and the Nairobi conference of
parties in November. I know that Nick Stern wants
to have an influence on both of those so I would
guess he is looking to do it sooner rather than later
but obviously not, I would guess, this side of the
summer. I would guess in the third quarter of this
year.

Q256 Chairman: It could be before Parliament
adjourns after the summer recess?
David Miliband: You would have to go into the
details with him. I really do not know.

Q257 Chairman: It will be very valuable to have an
authoritative study of the economic eVects of
climate change. Will it explore the alternative merits
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of financial instruments and regulation, for
example? There has been some interesting input
from some business leaders recently about that.
David Miliband: I think it would be wrong for me to
speculate. It will look at anything that is relevant to
the economics of climate change and how to react to
it and mitigate it. I have had one meeting with him
so it would be wrong for me to say, “This is in and
this is out.” I am sure he would be an excellent
witness to have before you.

Q258 Dr Turner: Looking at the Climate Change
Programme, clearly you have little choice to accept
that we are not going to meet the original 20% by
2010 target. Can you think of anything that is there,
lurking in the Energy Review somewhere, which
might help us get there?
David Miliband: There is a very long answer to that
but let me try and make two or three points. First,
the baselines are shifting. The baselines shifted even
in the few months after the publication of the CCPR,
which meant that the original estimate of a 15 to 18%
reduction on 1990 levels that was predicted by the
range of items in the programme review became a 13
to 16% reduction. There was a three million tonne
shift in the baseline. Thanks to the decision the
government took in respect of the European Union
Emissions Trading Scheme, on the eight million
tonnes reduction in the permitted level of carbon
emissions, the level of the CAP, the final projections
were 16.2% so we are nearly at the middle of that.
Obviously without that decision it would have been
significantly lower. Secondly, in the Energy Review
some of the changes are very long term. For
example, in respect of the Energy EYciency
Commitment, some of them only kick in after 2011
so they are not going to aVect the 2010 target. In
other areas, there is greater potential but I do not
want to bank it. For example, in respect of energy
eYciency, depending on what you think about
consumer reactions to higher energy prices, about
the change in public mood about energy eYciency,
depending what you think about the future of gas
prices, there is a range of factors that could impact
on whether we end up at 16.2 or higher or not. It is
probably important to point out thirdly that the
projections of the Energy Review for the extra
impact of the items in the Energy Review which are
significant, between 19.5 and 25 million tonnes of
carbon oV as a result of the Energy Review, those
figures are for 2020. We are being cautious in
banking some of those Energy Review commitments
for now. As we move on, we will stay true to what
Margaret Beckett said in the publication of the
review. We believe it is right to have stretching
targets, not easy targets and that it is right to strive
to get as close to the 20% as possible.

Q259 Dr Turner: We have a very long term target of
60% by 2050 and it is probably reasonable to say that
the trajectory towards that target is almost as
important as the target itself. If the initial trajectory
is too low, that itself is problematic. Do you think
there is a danger that we are falling below a desirable
trajectory towards that target?

David Miliband: I think that is a really good point.
As I understand the science and the economics, the
longer you postpone action, the sharper the
reduction has to be by 2050 and the greater the cost.
That is a strong argument against failing to act and
hoping for the best. There are two balancing things
here. On the one hand, the point often made is that
there are easier things to do and harder things to do
and you can do the easier things in the short term.
The other point is technology will move on and that
will give you chance to do the things that are harder
and you have to balance them correctly. I certainly
think it is important that we see the trajectory to
2050 and recognise its importance and we do not
delude ourselves that everything will be all right later
because of technological change, although I do not
discount that. The trajectory is important. What the
decisions of the Energy Review allow us to achieve is
what the CCPR called substantial progress by 2020.
Substantial progress was I think defined as between
19 and 22 million tonnes of carbon reduction on
CCPR levels. On the basis of the Energy Review,
projections were between 19 and 25. I stand to be
corrected by Henry or any of you if those figures are
not exactly right. I think that does constitute
substantial progress but it is right that we have that
trajectory as our lodestar or test.

Q260 Dr Turner: Climate change science advances
the whole time. Do you accept the view held by Sir
David King that 60% for the UK is perhaps too
modest and should be regarded as a world target and
that, if countries like the UK are going to make a
significant contribution to the 60% as a world target,
we need to be aiming for 80% or more by 2050?
David Miliband: I am not sure if David King used the
phrase “too modest”.

Q261 Dr Turner: I was paraphrasing but the essence
is there.
David Miliband: What I would want to be held to is
the notion that we certainly should not comfort
ourselves with the idea that this is just a dangerously
ambitious target that is likely to prove over-
optimistic. If anything, the burden is the other way,
as David has indicated. With my ‘A’ level, grade D
physics, it would be foolish of me to argue with the
chief scientific adviser about the science. We have to
take the 60% very seriously because if you had to
point to a likelihood it is not going to be that it is
over-optimistic. That is obviously very challenging.
It is worth putting in parenthesis that of course
greenhouse gases and CO2 are not the same things.
There is a balance because, on the one hand, the CO2

target is really capturing business, voluntary
organisation and governmental interest and it is
getting embedded. On the other hand, we have to
remember it is a proxy; it is not the whole thing. That
is obviously something that we have to balance. My
own view is that it is now so embedded it is a very
useful guide.

Q262 Dr Turner: You are absolutely right. Other
greenhouse gases are at least as important, especially
methane and fluorocarbons, which are far more
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intensely carbon absorbing than CO2. Would it not
be useful to keep and publish parallel figures of the
carbon dioxide equivalence in terms of absorption
and greenhouse eVect to cover that point so that
people could be quite clear about what the figures
really mean?
David Miliband: I certainly think we should be as
transparent as possible about the figures. I am not
sure about the equivalence. I have in my head that
farmers account for 7% of total UK emissions. A
significant part of that is methane. Methane is
several times more toxic than carbon dioxide. I take
that point but, as far as I know, the figures are in the
public domain.
Mr Derwent: The figures are entirely in the public
domain. The CO2 equivalence is a calculation we use
very regularly and we have to report on that basis.

Q263 Dr Turner: It is not a figure that we use up
front. There is about a 20ppm diVerence between the
two figures.
David Miliband: That is a fair point but there is a
judgment here because there is a danger that people
will think the science is so complicated they will
never get their heads round it. Given where all of you
are coming from in terms of your concern, the value
of something that people can get their heads round
is pretty important.

Q264 Mr Stuart: Let me press you some more on the
Energy Review because obviously the 2010 target
seems likely to be missed. The latest calculations, I
understand, from the library on the cuts included in
the Energy Review for 2020 suggest a range between
25 and 32% cut in emissions by then when the expert
opinion is that we need a minimum of 30% by 2020
to be able to hit what is now looking like what may
eventually be seen as a relatively modest target of
60% by 2050. I wonder if you agree that is the case
and, if so, why we are allowing ourselves to be
aiming at potentially missing another crucial
milestone.
David Miliband: I have not seen the House of
Commons note but I will have a look at it. It is
slightly grudging, if I may say so, to say that a range
of 25 to 32 means that we are sunk, given the
importance you attach to 30. I take no refuge in the
idea that technology will save us so we do not need
to push very hard in the short to medium term, if that
is what the next 15 years are. We are going to be on
the lookout for every conceivable measure that we
can find, implement and develop to go as far as
possible. That is the most sensible thing to do. One
thing that none of us has really factored in yet is
when public behaviour reaches a tipping point about
what constitutes reasonable social behaviour and
what constitutes irresponsible, antisocial behaviour.
I said a couple of weeks ago that I thought the failure
to recycle was a form of antisocial behaviour. If you
had said that five or 10 years ago, people would have
thought it odd. What has the failure to recycle to do
with being a noisy neighbour? There is an externality
associated with the failure to recycle. You are
dumping costs on to somebody else. We have to
make sure that we structure the choices, the

incentives and the information available to people so
that we reach that tipping point of the shift towards
mass social, responsible behaviour as soon as
possible. Once we do that, suddenly a lot of things
come into play. It is not just about the technology; it
is about the behavioural side, but all ideas are
gratefully received to go further and faster.

Q265 Mr Stuart: I do not think we would want to
suggest that we are necessarily going to fail on that,
on those figures. You will be aware that the history
on government figures in this area is that normally
things turn out to be rather worse than the
government has predicted some time before.
David Miliband: Is it not fair to say though that, in
respect of greenhouse gas emissions, we are more or
less on track to do more or less double the Kyoto
commitment? That is an example where the stretch
has come in the right place and in the right way. I do
not think it is only a negative record of always
missing targets.

Q266 Mr Stuart: The record will stand as it is. Do
you think it is more diYcult than we thought it was
going to be? Is that one of the reasons why the 2010
target has been missed and why, at the start of a
process, in this Energy Review we are coming up
with figures which at least do leave a possibility that
we might miss the next crucial stages? Is it more
diYcult? Are you saying that the public have not
responded in the way that the government would
like?
David Miliband: No. What is remarkable about the
UK in the last 15 years since 1990 is more or less
continuous economic growth. The best way to cut
your carbon emissions is to have a recession. Unlike
the previous 40 years, we have not had one. What is
very significant and little understood but which I do
try and stress is that it is absolutely clear that
emissions have risen in the last two or three years
and that is important. Equally what is significant is
that, maybe for obvious reasons, I have the figures
in my head for the period since 1997 rather than
1990, but if you look at the post-1997 period the size
of the economic cake has grown by about 21%.
Carbon emissions are up 1.5 to 2% so for the first
time in the 150 years since the industrial revolution
economic growth and carbon growth have not gone
in parallel. That link has been broken and I think
that is very significant.

Q267 Mr Stuart: In the four years up to 1997 I think
this country gained 200,000 manufacturing jobs and
since 1997 we have lost well over a million.
Manufacturing is about industrialisation. There has
been a de-industrialisation of this country on quite a
marked scale and could we not have expected that
we would therefore have done better on emissions
and perhaps it would not be right to take too much
credit on the government side for having done so?
David Miliband: The changes in the economy and
the output of manufacturing that is achieved for the
same number of jobs is massively aVected by
technological progress. I agree with you that it is
very important that the country takes seriously its
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manufacturing base and that we help to build the
most competitive economy, not just in the service
sector but in the manufacturing sector as well. The
point I was making is that the more you have a
growing economy the bigger the challenge. You
were asking is it “more diYcult”. I do not
immediately recognise that as being the way I would
characterise what has happened. What we are
realising as a country and as a group of politicians is
that the climate change challenge is embedded in
every part of social and economic life. It is not an
add-on. It goes right down to the supply chains, how
we live and work, and the change has to be very
fundamental. That is why I talked about a tipping
point earlier. I think it is about very deep change and
that is very challenging.

Q268 Mr Caton: You mentioned manufacturing.
David Miliband: I responded to a mention of
manufacturing.

Q269 Mr Caton: Exactly. In your response to the
mention of manufacturing, I wonder what the
government is likely to do or is doing vis a vis
allowing UK manufacturing to reinvent itself from
a process of engineering or whatever you want
to call it, vis a vis Britain becoming a centre
for environmental, technological manufacturing
excellence, whether making parts for wind turbines
or whatever it might be, a bit like manufacturing in
the West Midlands reinventing itself post the Second
World War, moving from munitions to cars and now
perhaps moving from reduced car making to
technology. That is the first point. Secondly, you
mentioned every conceivable measure. You would
welcome ideas and every conceivable measure.
Referring to the Energy Review which you agree you
had a large part in, “We will encourage the use of
lower carbon fuels, especially biofuels.” I just
wondered why, two paragraphs later, the
government have now extended the timetable past
2010 where the Renewable Transport Fuels
Obligation is going to be introduced and also what
the government’s view is vis a vis the supply chain of
biofuels, in particular the use of sugar beet, given
that British Sugar are closing down a plant in York
and you are closing down a plant in Shropshire. I
declare an interest as a Shropshire MP but
nevertheless, if the biofuel supply chain is going to be
reduced by the time at which the government is
bringing forward the renewable transport fuel
obligation, are we not going to have a diYculty in
using, for example, sugar beet in introducing
bioethanol into cars? Why are we lagging behind
Brazil?
David Miliband: The first question is an important
and interesting one, which is how do you help
develop and nurture industrial capacity in areas that
are developing around environmental technology.
We had an exchange at the European Environment
Council that met last month in Luxembourg. I was
able to make an intervention saying 400,000 British
people are now working in environmental
technology industries and this is very significant for
us. The German Environment Minister was able

then to come in and play his card and say that 1.5
million Germans are working in environmental
technology industries and I had to admit to him that
1.5 million was larger than the figure of 400,000,
even accounting for the size of population.
His argument was standards or regulation—he
called it standards—lead industry. The German
commitment to higher environmental standards has
driven up capacity in German industry. It is
important not to take a rose tinted view of this
because you can end up thinking the more regulation
the better your industrial prospects and that is
probably a misguided view. If you think about
building regulations and the commitments now to
move to level five of Sustainable Homes—you
mentioned wind turbines—that sets a clear
framework for business about future investment. If
you think about public procurement in social
housing, which will be at least at level three, that
again sets a framework. If you think about what the
government has said in respect of the Thames
Gateway being an exemplar of sustainable
development, if you think about what the Olympics
are doing in terms of sustainable development, those
are all ways in which the public sector, the
government, is trying to give leadership to business
about the markets that will be created in the future
without saying, “Here are great big government
handouts to help you get there” which I do not think
is the right way of doing it. Sorry to give a slightly
rounded answer. I think you are right that the
environmental technology industries should be a big
concern of ours. My answer would be that the
regulatory procurement frameworks are very
important for that but public spending and tax have
a role to play. I will not recite all the changes made in
the Budget. As a segué into the second part of your
question about biofuels, obviously if you end up
having greater carbon emissions and shipping your
biofuels in from a long way abroad than you do in
reducing your petrol consumption, it is not much of
a gain. Even if I was not the Secretary of State for
Agriculture and the Environment, I should be
concerned about the domestic biofuel production.
Having said that, the RTFO commitment beyond
2010 has not just been pushed out; it has been
doubled, so that is important. I think you went
through this with Douglas when you met him. He
was not in a position to tell you that he was going to
double the RTFO but nonetheless, subsequent to
your promptings, he argued strongly and the
government decided to double the RTFO. In terms
of domestic farming and how that can fill the gap, I
was at the Fiddlers Ferry Power Station in
Warrington which is now going to 30% biofuels in
the power station. They are using olives and they are
shipping them in from Spain. There are quite
interesting issues that they are exploring about local
sourcing. Some of the Defra and RDA work is
designed to support that sort of linkage which I
think is very important. I am learning about this and
it would be foolish of me to venture into the details
of sugar beet, but I am very happy to do so. You may
be bluYng but you have bluVed suYciently to make
me think you know a lot about it so I do not want to
get too far into sugar beet.
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Q270 Mr Caton: You have said that you expect the
Stern Review to be an economic analysis with
pointers to policy. Would you like to see it set a series
of targets or aims, particularly for the years between
2010 and 2050, so that we all know where we are
aiming and how near we are getting?
David Miliband: The Stern Review is a piece of
analysis that will support governments in setting
their own work and interventions. In that formal
respect, the Stern Review is a piece of advice that is
available to governments here and abroad in
developing an international consensus that is
important. If the burden of your question is about
interim—

Q271 Mr Caton: Is the government going to set
interim targets?
David Miliband: I feel a bit torn about this, to be
absolutely honest. On the one hand, there is a
genuine need to establish the 60% by 2050 as a
guiding light of policy, not just for those of us who
are concerned about this but more generally. It is
significant that the CBI should have committed to
the 60% by 2050 reduction. I do not want to lose
focus on that. We have definitions of substantial
progress for ourselves. We can all draw a line from
1990 to 2050. I am torn as to whether a new set of
targets will complicate matters and confuse people.
Graham mentioned the work he had seen from the
House of Commons library. They are telling you
that you will be 25 to 32% of the way there. I can see
some of the attractions but equally I can see some of
the down sides. So much of this is long term that the
guiding light of 2050 has real power.

Q272 Mr Caton: You mention the CBI. They,
alongside others in the business community, the
voluntary sector and local government have all told
us in evidence that they would like to see these
regular targets so that they know what they are
aiming for.
David Miliband: What do they say if you say to
them, “Don’t you know what you are aiming for
because you can draw a line from 1990 to 2050?”? I
paraphrase it but Graham said you have to be at or
around 30% in order to know that you are on track.
It is not a mystery as to what being on or oV track is.
I am interested in what the extra targets add.

Q273 Mr Caton: They would like near term targets,
mid-term targets and long term targets. You are
saying that it is a straight line trajectory and after
five years you should be at the right position.
David Miliband: There is a common sense value in
having a straight line as your starting point. There
may be all sorts of reasons why it is not a linear
progression because there may be greater
technological progress at one point; there may be
low hanging fruit to be grabbed earlier. It is a
common sense starting point to say, “We will draw
a line from 1990 to 2050.” You can see if you are
heading diametrically oV track. You can see if you
are pretty much on track. You can see if you are
over-performing. That is a pretty decent guide.
Generally, we are accused of too many targets so

there must be some reticence in setting more but I do
think the confusion point is important. If you are
sitting in the department I used to be responsible for,
housing, and you are thinking about new housing,
there is a danger that with a short term target you say
that new housing does not have much role to play in
that so let us not pay it too much attention.
However, by 2050, 30% of the homes will have been
built since 2000, I think I am right in saying. That
means 70% have not, so let us not forget the existing
housing but nonetheless the Code and the rules that
you set for new housing become absolutely key. That
is why I think there is a power in this 44 year target
now. I do not want to lose that.

Q274 Mr Caton: Can I quote Jonathon Porritt
because he very recently gave evidence to us. He
stressed the importance of interim targets and he
said, “not just for the purpose of accountability
within government but for the purposes of securing
the right kind of environment in the investment
community and the right kind of response in the
business community.”
David Miliband: I understand what he is saying but
what I would want to discuss with him is how you
make the 2050 target bite. If you have the 2050 and
it has leverage, there is a pretty big question about
whether you want to confuse things. The point I
made about not neglecting long term solutions is
important. This point about the 30% of houses is
quite relevant here. You do not want to discount the
impact. If all your focus is on 2010, 2015 or 2020,
you will.

Q275 David Howarth: Can we move to the global
level because all these targets are in the context of
international treaties. Kyoto takes us up to 2012.
What is your view on what happens after that? What
is the government doing to bring about a strong
treaty after 2012?
David Miliband: I think I am right in saying it is not
that Kyoto runs out in 2012. Kyoto continues but
the first phase of Kyoto actions and the first penalty
period run out.

Q276 David Howarth: The targets run out.
David Miliband: The targets run out. The Kyoto
protocols do not run out. We have to set the long term
framework beyond that. There is a three pronged
strategy that the government is pursuing. I do not
think it will be any surprise to you. Prong one—and
this is really what the Prime Minister dedicated the
G8 presidency to—is let us get agreement on the
science. Stage two, let us discuss what stabilisation
means. The EU has a shared goal towards limiting
climate change to 2)c degrees. There are issues about
how that is translated into parts per million. You can
translate your estimate of the maximum allowable
level of climate change into a set of targets for
greenhouse gases or carbon emissions. That is why
people talk about a stabilisation goal. The third stage
is to have a framework to deliver within that over the
right time period. We are putting in a huge amount of
eVort, partly through the Gleneagles dialogue, the G8
plus five, and partly through the preparations for the
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Nairobi conference and beyond. The government has
set out pretty publicly what it means to have a global,
robust, durable, eYcient system. Henry was in Bonn
in May where they were planning the Nairobi
conference. We have to make sure that all parties are
engaged because that is critical and that we have a
robust system. I am happy for Henry to tell you more
about what went on there if that would be helpful.
Mr Derwent: I am not sure that there is much to add
without getting into horrific detail. By the standards
of the UN Framework Convention processes, there
has been a lot of progress since the Montreal
ministerial meeting in December last year and in
Bonn. Some of that progress was reported there and
the basis for a review at the next ministerial in Nairobi
which should be the second meeting of the parties will
mean a really important staging post is put in place.

Q277 David Howarth: I will ask you what specifically
you expect from those meetings in Nairobi and
Mexico in a second but before we leave the more
general issue about what the government’s approach
is can I ask you very specifically about the final part
of what you said, about achieving the reductions?
That is mainly about the distribution of reductions
across diVerent countries, which was always the
problem with the Kyoto targets themselves. What is
your view on, for example, contraction and
convergence, the idea that we set the target and then
we move towards the situation where there is an
equality across the world in emissions per person?
David Miliband: The distribution is important but it
is not the only question. You have to figure out how
you are going to meet your goals as well. In that
context, something like carbon capture and storage
becomes very important if the Chinese are opening
one coal fired power station every four days. How
you meet national or regional goals becomes
absolutely critical. The contraction and convergence
model is useful to have as a sort of model on paper.
In practice, equity is going to have to be defined in a
more rough and ready way that recognises there are
north/south and public/private issues about how the
burden is borne. It is a thought experiment that is
useful as a benchmark but in practice we are going to
have to engage in a more practical dialogue about
how to ensure that there is suYcient incentive for
countries to participate as well as suYcient
responsibility.

Q278 David Howarth: I do not know how much you
know about how Kyoto itself was negotiated. It was
not particularly intellectually coherent. The chair of
the conference got the parties in to say individually
what they could bear which is the ultimate in
pragmatism. Do you not think it would be better to
have agreement on principles first and then to have a
bit of pragmatism later, rather than to have pure
pragmatism from the start?
David Miliband: You make a good point. What do
they say? Sausages can taste very nice but you do not
want to know how they were made. You can say the
same thing about international agreements. What
you describe is not a million miles from what we are
trying to do. We are trying to get agreement on the

science. We are trying to get a stabilisation goal that
commands respect and engagement. Then you have
to figure out a framework to deliver on it. The world
would be much neater if there was global government
and somebody could decide this is what you have to
do; this is how you have to share it out; see you in 50
years’ time when you have delivered on it. That is not
the world we live in so it will be messy but in terms of
grounding what we do in principle, both in scientific
and intellectual principle, has a kernel about it.

Q279 David Howarth: There is the question of
engagement. Countries have found it hard to
engage, specifically the United States. What is the
government’s attitude towards engaging the United
States in this process? Do you think there will be any
progress along that line in Mexico and Nairobi?
David Miliband: Our absolute understanding is that
it is vital to have the United States engaged. 25% of
global emissions come from the United States. For a
much smaller share of the global population per
capita they are massive emitters. It is absolutely
critical that we engage them fully. We need to do that
at inter-governmental level. I think Graham was at
a meeting I had in my oYce of the Globe
Parliamentary Members from the UK where I said
that I thought it was very important to engage at
inter-parliamentary level, from our Parliament, the
Commons and the Lords, to the Senate and to
Congress. It is also very important to engage at two
other levels. One is at local government level. I think
I said to the Chairman the other day I think it is
significant that Mayor Nicholls from Seattle should
have 248/250 US cities eVectively signed up to the
Kyoto Protocol, covering 40–45 million Americans.
The other thing is we have to engage at business
level. When the Corporate Leaders’ Group came to
see the Prime Minister and I was in attendance, they
represented 11 companies, a million UK employees
but massive American business interests. They are
an important part of this story as well. We have to
engage at all levels to persuade the United States, its
people and its government that if you think adapting
and mitigating climate change is expensive, try not
adapting and mitigating it because the costs of not
doing so are going to be absolutely enormous.
Chairman: Hopefully that may be a point that comes
out of the Stern Review as well. The Committee is
going to have another look in the early autumn,
when we come back, at the preparations for COP,
MOP and so on.

Q280 Mr Chaytor: The government has established
short term targets in all the major areas of policy,
health, litigation, criminal justice. Does your
department have a series of targets for emission
reductions?
David Miliband: We have the 20% goal by 2010.

Q281 Mr Chaytor: That is an overall government
target. Does your department have its own target as
a contribution to the overall government target?
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David Miliband: Do you mean from our estate?

Q282 Mr Chaytor: From your estate or from your
area of influence.
David Miliband: No.

Q283 Mr Chaytor: Do you think it would be helpful
if individual departments were more target driven in
terms of emission reductions? Would it have the
eVect of less passing of responsibility? Would it
sharpen the focus of the emission reduction eVort?
David Miliband: It is not very joined up government.
On the one hand you say to me, “Engage with
Douglas Alexander on transport; engage with Ruth
Kelly on housing; engage with Alistair Darling on
energy but, by the way, we are going to separate out
your contributions.”

Q284 Mr Chaytor: Your Public Service Agreement
targets are separated out. There is a line of
accountability through the PSA system but it does
not seem to extend to responsibility for climate
change.
David Miliband: Quite a lot of sectors overlap
departments. I suppose there are two arguments.
One, should departments have their own targets
and, second, should they be sectoral targets. My
approach to this in a rough and ready way is, if we
talk about 60% reduction in CO2 by 2050, you are
talking about everyone making a two-thirds
reduction. Your starting point should be every
sector of the economy needs to make a similar,
proportionate contribution to it. That is not a new
golden rule; it is not a departmental target but, as a
rough and ready starting point, we all have to make
pretty fundamental changes. There is discussion in
government about the structure of PSAs in the
future and whether or not they should be cross-
cutting PSAs and how that should work.

Q285 Mr Chaytor: Following your logic, should
agriculture have its distinct target?
David Miliband: I addressed this at the Royal Show
a couple of weeks ago. People do not realise this but
7% of total greenhouse gases come from farming.
There was a Defra study in 2004 which showed that
there was a net environmental disbenefit of
agriculture of minus £400 million. What I said was it
is very important to raise the environmental
contribution of farming through things like food
miles and their reduction, through things like the
biofuel production, the CAP reform and the
Environmental Stewardship. I have made a
passionate case that farming is important to the
future of the countryside because of its economic
and social role but it is also important for the future
of the country in helping all of us live within natural
limits. Every part of government has to make a
contribution. One of the first things I said on
becoming Secretary of State was we could not meet
these targets unless every part of the British
economy and society made a contribution. When I
asked you earlier about the government estate, I

thought you might be asking about whether as
departments we had responsibility and whether
Defra was using hosepipes or not.

Q286 Mr Chaytor: We do not want you to answer
that question because we know the answer. We are
more interested in the PSA system. Do you think
there is scope for adjusting the PSA system to reflect
emission reduction objectives?
David Miliband: There is scope for adjusting the
PSA system, full stop. That is what the government
is doing. It is examining, 10 years on from the first
spending review, how the structure can best work. It
is important to distinguish between indicators that
are used for management purposes and targets that
are there for accountability. Those are separate
things. I think the time is right for thinking hard
about what is the right structure; what is the balance
of cross-cutting and departmental objectives. I have
a reasonably open mind about that. What I did make
clear in my previous department—I do not suddenly
forget or disbelieve because I have moved
departments—is that we have to think very hard
about how national targets are translated into local
action and about the capacity for a locality to cope
with diVerent targets that come through diVerent
silos. There are big issues there and that is no less
true for the environment as for anything else.

Q287 Mr Chaytor: In terms of the diVerent sectors,
which are the most intractable sectors in terms of
delivering objectives?
David Miliband: I do not have an index of
intractability but we know that the household sector
is 27% of emissions. The transport sector is more or
less a third of emissions. The business sector is more
or less 25%. You are almost at 100% pretty quickly
there. I have not thought about it in terms of
intractability. It is interesting that the percentage of
greenhouse gases accounted for by the business
sector has fallen in the last 15 years, partly reflecting
technological progress. It is interesting that some
people in the energy supply industry and in business
say there is big scope for energy eYciency in business
that is not being tapped at the moment. They have
half hour metering in business but energy eYciency
oVers from energy supply companies have not been a
big thing. In the household sector, some of the quite
radical changes foreshadowed in the review oVer
quite a lot of tractability rather than intractability.

Q288 Mr Chaytor: In terms of transport, if transport
is at about 30%, why does it have such little attention
in both the Energy Review and the Climate Change
Programme review? They are both documents of
about 200 pages and yet transport gets eight pages in
the Energy Review and 13 in the Climate Change
Programme.
David Miliband: But feel the quality; do not just feel
the length.

Q289 Mr Chaytor: Is it the significance of the sector
or its position on tractability?
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David Miliband: I do not have the figures in my head
but the figures on the relative energy eYciency of
cars show quite significant rises in energy eYciency
in the last 10 years and that is important.

Q290 Mr Chaytor: The question is, if transport is a
third of our total emissions or not far short, we have
just published two major documents which are
outlining how the government is going to reduce
emissions and move to the 60% target; and yet
transport features in a very insignificant way in both
of these documents.
David Miliband: The Energy Review was an energy
review rather than a transport review so that may be
one explanation. In respect of what we say about
biofuel, the introduction of aviation into the EU
emissions trading system, in respect of what Douglas
said to you and has said to others about emissions
standards, voluntary or mandatory, from cars, that
is a substantial agenda.

Q291 Mr Chaytor: You do not think a specific target
for the Department for Transport would help?
David Miliband: As I said earlier, I have not thought
about dividing up the 60% 2050 target. There is quite
a lot of consensus about the interim targets question.
I have not thought about whether you should divide
up the 60% target between government departments
in quite that way but it is going to be critical that
every sector of the economy and society makes its
contribution to reaching the 2050 goal.

Q292 Emily Thornberry: The Climate Change
Programme and the Energy Review talk about the
idea of there being a carbon budget possibly. What
is the current thinking on that? Then I want to go on
to ask about how you are going to make the public
more carbon literate.
David Miliband: In respect of carbon budgets, I am
making a speech to the Audit Commission today. It
will appear on my blog as soon as I stand up to
speak.

Q293 Mr Vaizey: There has been some recent
criticism of the blog.
David Miliband: The blog would not be achieving its
goal if no one was criticising it. It would definitely be
extremely suspicious if it was only having applause. I
am making a speech today at the Audit Commission
annual lecture, talking about the idea of an
environmental contract. What does that mean? How
is that in substance and scale of similar challenge to
that created in the social contract in the 20th century
and an environmental contract for the 21st century?
I am talking about the international aspect of it
which David Howarth was asking about and
reflecting on some of the global equity issues. I am
addressing the business side of it, which is how do
you make sure it is fair to British business. I am also
addressing the personal side, which is what is the
contract with the individual. I tried to sketch out a
thought experiment of the idea of personal carbon
trading, which I think is something you have looked
at. What that provides is a benchmark test of policy.
This is obviously an extremely radical idea, the idea

that in your wallet or handbag you would have a
credit card for carbon as well as a credit card for
pounds, pence or euros—if you were going to the
continent, you would need them for your summer
holidays—and what it would mean to save those
carbon points or spend them, what the distribution
or other eVects would be. The reason for having that
thought experiment is it does dramatise the diVerent
ways of living and working that we are going to have
to think about. There are big problems associated
with an individual carbon budget—maybe big
challenges would be a better way of putting it. The
government’s famed competence and omniscience in
matters of technology and computer software may
be one aspect of that. There are a whole range of
issues associated with it. Given that we all agree that
we have to look at all the policy options, it is right to
have the idea of a personal carbon budget there as
something that we are exploring and testing other
proposals against.

Q294 Emily Thornberry: Would it penalise the poor?
David Miliband: I will address this this afternoon.
My instinct is it will be progressive rather than
regressive. The people who are driving the biggest
Chelsea tractors, taking the most aeroplane flights
and have the most homes et cetera are least likely to
be those who are poor. If anything, it is likely to be
redistributed towards the poor and the elderly rather
than against them. There has been some interesting
work by the Tyndall Centre looking into this. I think
there was a publication in December 2005 about
some of the technicalities of it. Obviously a lot of
work would need to be done and you would not
want to create something that was regressive but my
instinct, without having done the maths, is that it
would not be regressive. In fact, it would be
progressive.

Q295 Joan Walley: We have just got to the heart of
it all, have we not? If we are looking internationally,
nationally and locally, it is really all about how we
engage with people to get everybody in the business
community, in the local community or local
government or people to accept the targets. I want to
press you a little more on this idea about carbon
cards, carbon trading. How do you see carrying out
any kind of pilot on it? At a time when we have not
come across the real extent of climate change—
although we have perhaps the hottest day of the year
today—how are you going to change the hearts and
minds of people so that they are wanting to be
suYciently informed and educated in order to be
able to take up this challenge at a time when perhaps
we do not need it just yet?
David Miliband: There are two preliminary points.
One, the science that I have read over the last 10
weeks is much more alarming than I realised and
most people realise, even though I thought of myself
as moderately environmentally conscious.

Q296 Joan Walley: Is that all on your blog? Do
people out there realise that?
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David Miliband: I will come to that. I know my
limits. Secondly, not only is the science more
alarming; the problem is much more short term. This
is not just something for our grandchildren or our
great grandchildren to worry about. It is happening
now. The hurricanes last year cost $160 billion, the
floods, et cetera. 30,000 people died in Europe in the
heatwave in 2003. The problem is now and the
longer we postpone action the costlier it is going to
be. It is important to have that on the table. The
Energy Review laid out this prospect of the idea of a
carbon allowance and said we would investigate it.
What I am doing today is the beginning of the
investigation. This is rooted back into the
comprehensive look that the Energy Review took.

Q297 Joan Walley: How are you going to
investigate it?
David Miliband: The Energy Review is the basis of
this. Thirdly, what I have set out to do today is to
provoke a debate about it, to conduct the thought
experiment. It is premature to start talking about
pilots. What we have to do is study how it will work
and debate it. I think that is what I am trying to
promote today. We will see how that goes.
Obviously we will have to study it ourselves.
However, you were asking a bigger question which I
think you want to get to. The truth is David
Attenborough making the programmes that he did
has a bigger impact on the hearts and minds that you
are talking about than me making a million speeches
or writing a million words on my blog. I am
absolutely conscious of that. My sense is that there
are great resources (a) in the scientific community, of
which Attenborough is a good example and (b)
among young people. Whatever else the National
Curriculum has done, it has certainly created a cadre
and a generation of environmentally conscious
youngsters. That is an important thing. The last
thing, sad to say, is that often it takes crises to make
people think something odd is going on, and
whether hurricanes, et cetera, are part of that we
cannot aVord it to be a real crisis. One of the things,
just in brackets, that is quite amusing is I start my
speech today by talking about—and I do not know
how many of you know about this—the “Great
Stink” of 1858 when the House of Commons had to
be evacuated, which led to Parliament passing a
special bill in 18 days for Joseph Bazalgette to create
the London sewerage system which exists today. We
do not want to wait for a great stink to promote
action or more action. It is important to remember
that the whole CFC debate came out of a crisis about
the ozone layer although that was a simpler
problem, in a way, to solve than climate change. I am
sorry, that was too long and rambling an answer.

Q298 Joan Walley: I just wondered whether or not
you had had any meetings with Lester Brown in the
Washington Institute in terms of the work that he
has done on Plan B and his whole philosophy that we
need to be responding much more quickly than we
have so far?
David Miliband: I am sorry, I will add him to my
summer reading list but I have not read or met him.

Q299 Joan Walley: The other thing I wanted to ask
was in terms of the whole way in which we can
translate this into action because whether it is your
speeches or your blog or whether it is David
Attenborough, that is one thing, but it is how it
translates into everyday actions. For example, your
cross-departmental role from Defra how that relates
to things like, for example, Warm Zones and all the
energy eYciency work that is being done. I am not so
sure that some of the work that is being done at the
moment to combat fuel poverty is as environmentally
sound as it could be in terms of the heating that is
being put into homes so, and it comes back to the
point that Emily made, it will not be the poorest
households having to pay the biggest price. It seems
to me that this whole debate is about how you marry
the economic aspects of it or the social justice aspects
of it with the way in which you can have regard to the
environment as well. Whether it is the PSAs, if we do
not embed the environment into it we are going to end
up with policies that are not going to get the actions
that we need for the whole climate change issue. That
is your role and has that been suYciently cross-
cutting?
David Miliband: I will come back on that but one of
your colleagues is bursting to come in. Do you want
to come in on this?

Q300 Mr Stuart: I did really on the public awareness.
When HIV/AIDS came upon us and we needed major
behavioural change it had some similarities in terms
of the complexity of the science and information. I am
normally a critic of vast government expenditure on
advertising, but I wonder whether you think there
might be a role for a major communication exercise in
order to try and engender greater understanding and
acceptance that behavioural change is going to be
necessary in order to tackle this?
David Miliband: You are both asking pertinent and
good questions. The truth is that we have to think
very, very hard about the right way for government to
engage with the wider coalition to change behaviour.
Personally I am pretty sceptical of a big government
advertising campaign. That may be the end of the
process rather than the beginning of the process. The
most dramatic evidence that something funny is
going on is all around us—the hottest day of the
year—and I think people do have a sense in their lives
that something odd is going on with the climate.
What we have got to educate them about and what
they have got to be educated about is why it is
happening. That is why I think David Attenborough
is important. That is why the Gore film is going to be
important. It is playing an educative role in America
and it is coming out here in September. I am doing a
screening of the Gore film next week for local
authorities. All local authorities are invited to send
someone and send someone from schools and maybe
we should think about whether this Committee
should be invited to see it as well.

Q301 Joan Walley: On that point, it is really
important that we find ways of engaging the work of
this Committee with that agenda in as collaborative a
way as possible.
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David Miliband: Let me take that away and think
about it. Let me find out how that is being done. You
then have to think seriously about why is this climate
change happening, what is the science behind it,
what is carbon, what is carbon dioxide, what are
greenhouse gases, and then how do you respond to
it. In the response my own very simplistic view is that
you have got to ally social interests with personal
interests.

Q302 Mr Vaizey: Your point about asking local
authorities to watch the film is the crucial point.
Your previous job and your current job have a very
strong link because I think that is where you will get
real impact. The one meeting I have had in my
constituency since I have been an MP was on the
local community wanting their town to be carbon
neutral. We had 200 people in the room and there are
all these villages all over the country competing to
become carbon neutral. When I tried to get an
organisation to help me do my home and make it
carbon neutral, it is actually quite complicated.
There is nothing you can take oV the shelf. It seems
to me that the local authorities have a huge role to
play in educating local people and providing
incentives to do it.
David Miliband: I agree completely and that is one
reason I went to the Local Government Association
to give a major speech about climate change. It is an
absolutely natural environment, not an alien
environment at all, and I am glad it is part of some
sort of human resources policy that I am being taken
from job to job in a co-ordinated and thoughtful way
rather than in a haphazard way!

Q303 Mr Vaizey: They have mapped it all out for
you.
David Miliband: I think you are absolutely right; this
is about community as well government. Your idea
of wanting to call it a menu or shopping list or a
drawdown thing of what you do is right. I think it is
about individuals but it is also about groups of
individuals. That is why things like the planning
requirement that 10% of energy should be supplied
by distributed energy is a significant part of the
planning system. The local authorities have got a
very direct role in that. Social housing, the example
I gave earlier, the procurement stuV. The danger is
that we just end up with a great higgledy-piggledy
mess of initiatives. I think it is about personal
interests and social interests together. At a time
when energy prices have risen and at a time when
carbon is being priced, you have got a chance to ally
personal interests and social interests. The people
who lose the most from energy ineYciency are the
poor because they cannot aVord it. I am sure we can
always do better and I am interested in the thoughts
that you have got about Warm Front schemes. We
can always do better on cross-governmental co-
ordination, we should never believe that everything
is for the best, but we do have to make that alliance
that says to people this is not long term, it is short
term, it is about your own pocket as well as your own
conscience and this is the way in which you can make
a responsible contribution, to come back to the

notion I had at the beginning about what is social
behaviour, whether you are an individual in your
house or an MP in your constituency or a leader in
your company.

Q304 Dr Turner: Various people have reacted
diVerently to proposed caps for the ETS round II.
The CBI thought the proposed cap was too high;
NGOs told us it was too low; Jonathan Porritt was
pleased that you ended up at the higher part of the
range but thought it could still have been higher. It
could have been higher without actually impinging
on the competitiveness of UK industry. You
inherited the cap range so we can neither blame nor
credit you with it. Were your hands tied? What are
your feelings about the actual eight MtC?
David Miliband: Alistair Darling and I inherited the
range and Alistair Darling and I came to a decision
to go at the maximum end of that range. I think that
was an excellent decision that we took together. We
consulted on a range and we went for the top of the
range. That is the long and the short of it really. We
have made a decision which represents a significant
cut on current emissions levels. It is three weeks ago
now so my brain begins to get addled but it is an
eight million tonne carbon reduction on the cap. We
were one of the few countries where the cap was
below the actual level of emissions. If you compare
the new cap with the current level of emissions, it is
a 2°% or so cut. That is pretty significant. I think
that is the right thing to do. I think we have
protected the internationally competitive sectors of
the economy in the way that we have designed the
ETS as it applies in the UK. The impact on
electricity prices—and it is really important that
people understand this—is not direct; it is indirect
through the price of carbon in the European
emissions trading system. It is about a half to 1%, so
that is not to be sneezed at but is tolerable, and of
course that is over five years, not on annual increase.
It is a half to 1% shift over the whole period. I think
it is a decision which I know from conversations with
other European colleagues has sent a very important
signal. The decisions of the Spaniards and Italians
which followed us are very much on our line.

Q305 Mr Vaizey: But the Germans are not.
David Miliband: The Germans are an interesting
case because there is an allegation that they had only
a 0.6% reduction. I had a long conversation with
Sigmar Gabriel, the German Environment Minister,
and I think he wrote a letter to the FT about this
saying that was a misunderstanding of what
happened. It is between 3 and 5% and there is
another 10 million tonnes that are being argued
over. Also he was at pains to say to me that they have
made a 50% increase on what the previous
government had committed to. What I know from
talking to Sigmar Gabriel is that they are very
committed to the idea that the EU ETS is an
absolutely critical mechanism for the large emitters
around Europe. To have an Anglo-German alliance
on this is very, very important.
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Q306 Dr Turner: How concerned are you at the
perceived risk that other EU partners will not be as
tough with their caps as the UK? You have said
yourself that the first phase had not worked terribly
well and that phase one was an experiment but Phase
II was going to be handled diVerently and would be
much more stringent across the board in Europe.
How can you ensure that that will happen?
David Miliband: Remember, it is not countries
setting their own caps. Countries have to agree caps
with the European Commission and the European
Commission is in a qualitatively diVerent position
for Phase II than it was for Phase I. Why? Because
it has got the records for current levels of emissions.
Remember, when countries went to the European
Commission for their Phase I cap, they were saying
this is what we reckon it is going to be and this is
where we want to set the cap. The European
Commission did not have any other data to go on.
They have now got the emissions data for the first
year and they have said, I think rightly, that every
country must set a cap below its current level of
emissions and consistent with its Kyoto obligations,
so that is an important building block of the new
system. The fact that the Commissioner has used
very strong language in how he wants to have this
enforced and developed and implemented is a good
thing. Does that mean there is not some hard
bargaining to be done? Of course it does not. Does it
mean that there are not big issues for Phase III, 2012
plus? That is absolutely critical. You are thinking
about studying the ETS. I think it will be very, very
good to have real engagement about what is the
structure of Phase III to really drive the sorts of
changes we want around Europe because there are
big structural issues about the way it works, how it
is governed, how it is implemented that we need to
get right.

Q307 Dr Turner: Do you think there is any
justification for suggesting, in parallel with the fact
that we know some sectors in the UK find it more
diYcult to achieve carbon reductions than others (so
we are not getting very much out of transport, for
instance, but other sectors are contributing more) a
multi-speed Europe in the sense that some countries
are able to do more than others? Should we accept
this or should we have a blanket scheme?
David Miliband: By definition, given that the
Commission are basing their Phase II allocations on
current level of emissions and on Kyoto targets,
diVerent countries will be expected to do diVerent
amounts. Remember, the EU ETS only covers the
large emitters; it is not the whole economy. One
significant part of the Energy Review was the
suggestion that for 5,000 medium-sized public and
private organisations, including local authorities, to
pick up Ed Vaizey’s point, be included in a UK
emissions trading system. The EU ETS is just for the
large emitters and I think we are right to say that
aviation should go into it. I think that is the right
thing to do, but I certainly do not want to get into a
position where European countries are opting out of
it or anything like that. I do not think that is what
you are suggesting, but you certainly do not want to

go there. You want every country bound in because
it is the lowest cost way of driving down emissions
around Europe as a whole.

Q308 Chairman: You rightly say that the
Commission is in a stronger position because it has
got some data now. Are you happy about the quality
of the data? We saw some gyrations in the carbon
price which I think involved probably some
revisions to emissions figures and so on. Do you
think this information which we get not only in this
country, for which our Government is responsible,
but also in other countries as well, is that robust
and reliable?
David Miliband: I can only speak with authority and
with confidence about our own data really. I am
assured that our data is independently assessed,
vetted, verified, scientifically analysed, et cetera, and
I found that reasonably convincing. I do not know
enough about the way in which the rest of Europe is
collecting its data. I do not subscribe to the view that
they are probably not doing it right. I do not think
that is the right view and I do not start from that
position at all. I simply do not know and I would be
happy to write to you about what we know about
how other countries collect their data.

Q309 Chairman: The success of the scheme does
depend on people having confidence in the data that
is being used so it would be helpful. You just
mentioned aviation and it was a point I was going to
come to later but perhaps I will just pick up now.
When we took evidence from Douglas Alexander,
and of course there is a collective view of this, he
expressed a hope that aviation would be included in
the ETS by 2008. We have not been able to find
anyone who takes a serious interest in the subject
who agrees that that timetable can possibly be met,
so we are concerned that it may be several years
later. We are also concerned that some of the keenest
people to get aviation into the ETS are the principal
emitters of carbon from flying. That suggests to us
that they see this as a tremendously convenient
device for diverting attention away from alternative
methods of incentivising people to emit less carbon
through aviation. Do you have a view about all that?
David Miliband: I think that the power of the ETS
is that it drives lowest cost ways of reducing carbon
emissions. In a way, if you take seriously what we
have all discussed about the need to get on to a path
of a 60% reduction by 2050, it almost does not
matter where you get it from. If people make a social
or economic choice over the next 45 years to have
more aviation but to have more energy eYciency or
fewer emissions from home energy, consistent with a
60% reduction by 2050, that is a social and economic
choice. The only way to assure that is to have long-
term, cast-iron emissions trading systems. I cannot
imagine why your suspicions should be raised by the
enthusiasm of the airlines to play a major role in
combating climate change, but I do think it is a
pretty robust system that is being set up. I think the
important thing is we get them in as soon as possible
really. I do not know what the line to take is when
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they are going to come in. I suppose I would say it is
“challenging” to do it on 2008, but I think we should
push on as fast as we can.

Q310 Chairman: I think in the briefings which I
received a long time ago as a minister it would be
described as an “heroic” assumption!
David Miliband: The word “heroic” has not yet
appeared nor has the word “brave”, I can assure you
about that.

Q311 Chairman: Put that on one side for a moment.
Of course, there is a choice to be made about where
the biggest cuts are going to come but you will be
aware, and I am sure Mr Derwent has the details,
that if aviation goes on increasing its emissions at the
present rate, other sectors are going to have to cut
theirs to almost zero by 2050 if we are going to
achieve the overall 60% reduction. That looks to me
unrealistic and as though it might be a
disproportionate reduction borne by some sectors
but not all of it. So the urgency, to take up the point
very strongly, with which I think the Committee
would wholly concur, that timeliness and scale of
response is what determines how painful and
expensive it will be 10 or 15 years from now, of
aviation taking some sort of action is clearly
considerable. Do go back and talk to your
colleagues but if in private you come to the
conclusion, as I think you are almost bound to, that
2008 is hopelessly optimistic, is it not at least helpful
for aviation to feel that the kind of delaying tactics
which a business mind could easily use over the
details—it is much more complicated to get
agreement, it is an international industry, the
Americans have got to be involved and so on—
might be discouraged if they thought there was some
other Sword of Damocles hanging over their head?
David Miliband: I do not know if you wanted to say
anything about the technical details that the
Chairman has referred to or where we are on the
negotiations in getting them in.
Mr Derwent: A couple of things, if I may. Yes,
“heroic” is not a bad word for 2008 but the fact that
we have been—
David Miliband:—It must be true if he says it!
Mr Derwent:—The fact that we have been pushing
very hard has stimulated a speed of response and a
separateness of response from the Commission
which we would not have achieved otherwise. They
are committed to aviation coming in and committed
to giving an indication of how far that will be in
advance of the generality of the Phase III changes.
I think also it is worth remembering that not every
airline or airport across Europe feels the same way
as some of the UK ones. This is not uncontentious.
As for whether the increase will happen in the way
predicted without there being a cost for carbon, I
think the issue is whether there will be a change in
behaviour when people start paying more and more
for the amounts of carbon emissions that they have
to consume through the medium of the trading
scheme.

Q312 David Howarth: Two final points about the
EU ETS. First of all, you mentioned the need for a
long-term framework. At the moment what we seem
to do is negotiate a phase, then we implement a
phase, then we negotiate the next phase and
implement the next phase. Is there not a case for
giving business some longer term indication as to
what is happening beyond the next phase? If there is,
can we do that by ourselves or are we constrained by
our EU partners? That is the first point. The
second point—
David Miliband: Shall I answer that because it is a
PhD to answer that one?

Q313 David Howarth: What is your view of the
balance between auction permits and handing them
out for free? Am I right in thinking you are not
taking up the full 10% that is permitted under the
present scheme? What is your view about an auction
post the end of the present phase?
David Miliband: The short answer to your three
questions is yes, no and yes. I cannot remember what
all the questions were, and I am not sure if you
remember them, but I am sure that is the right order.
I cannot remember what the first one was but the
answer is yes. The second question was can we do it
on our own? No, we have got to get the whole of the
European Union up to it. We have got to ensure that
the Finnish Presidency is fully seized of it in the
Council conclusions. We need a drive at European
level to get this long-term commitment and we
need the discussion paper from the European
Commission about Phase III and beyond to be
muscular and strong. The third question was yes,
auctioning is very important and yes, we did not use
the full 10%. Why? Because we had said in the
consultation that we would take account of the
disputed 20 million tonnes. I do not know if you
remember this argy-bargy about the 20 million
tonnes, but anyway there was and we went for seven
rather than 10% and a significant part of that was
because of the question of the 20 million tonnes that
we had promised to take into account in our
decision-making.

Q314 David Howarth: And beyond the present phase
of auctions?
David Miliband: We have not got any auctioning at
the moment. We are about to start oV on it and the
Chairman referred to “detailed technicalities”. That
is certainly the issue here, but I think the auctioning
is a very important step forward and I am looking
forward to it.

Q315 Mr Vaizey: Just in terms of cars and their
contribution to climate change, do you think it is
better in terms of reducing them to reduce the
number of car journeys or to hope that technology
and fuel eYciency will reduce the emissions?
David Miliband: I do not know. What does the
technical data tell you about that? How long is the
average car journey?
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Q316 Mr Vaizey: Let us put it this way. There
appears to be some sort of shift in thinking from
thinking that the best way to tackle emissions from
cars is to make people use their cars less and to use
public transport more, to realising that perhaps that
as technology advances you just manage the fuel
emissions from the cars in general and do not worry
too much about reducing the number of car
journeys. Is that fair?
David Miliband: Whose shift in thinking is this? Is it
the Government’s shift in thinking?

Q317 Emily Thornberry: Can I help on this? May I
ask a question on this point because it has something
that has been in the forefront of our minds over the
last hour or so.
David Miliband: If you could tell me what the
Government’s line is that would be helpful as well.
Mr Vaizey: We are trying to establish it.
Emily Thornberry: There was a quotation from the
Deputy Prime Minister—
Mr Vaizey: The famous quotation of June 1997.

Q318 Emily Thornberry: — About the importance of
us cutting the number of car journeys and getting
more people on to public interest, and I suppose the
question is has there been a change of emphasis in
Government policy from getting people out of their
cars, as John Prescott rather memorably said, out of
their cars and into public transport, or is the
emphasis now more on ensuring that when people
are in their cars their cars are more eYcient?
David Miliband: I think my brain is reengaging on
the line.

Q319 Mr Vaizey: Thank you very much. I feel really
embarrassed.
David Miliband: If you get to the next question it will
be much better, even if you are reading it out or
something else.

Q320 Mr Vaizey: I made that one up and I will read
the next one out.
David Miliband: I am sure your expert advisers will
draft good questions. I think that the key to the
answer is to do with congestion, is it not, because the
worst form of transport is one where you are not
moving anywhere but you are polluting. There are
all sorts of figures about the environmental and
economic cost of congestion and the CBI put them
out every Budget. You asked Ed, first of all, about
the number of car journeys. The pollution that arises
from that obviously has to do with how long those
journeys are and whether they are in congested or
uncongested areas.

Q321 Mr Vaizey: It should not be too complicated a
question. The simple question is if you want to
reduce the amount of emissions from cars, is it better
to make people use their cars less or is it better to rely
on more fuel eYciency?
David Miliband: I think the answer is it depends.
You want to drive up fuel eYciency anyway because
there are all sorts of reasons why people use their
cars. I think I am right in saying that the figure for

the impact of the food industry on the environment
is calculated at nine billion. 3.5 billion of that is
people driving to and from supermarkets. So there
are all sorts of reasons why people drive, some of
them to do with shopping, some of them to do with
leisure, some of them to do with work. It is
important that we drive up fuel eYciency and we do
that here, but that is obviously a global thing, a
Europe-wide thing. I think in that context it is very
significant that European diesel production should
now be so much more energy eYcient and so much
less damaging in terms of—
Mr Vaizey: Saved by the bell!
Chairman: The Committee does suspend its sitting
during a division in the House. If you are happy to
do so, I think you have kindly oVered us up to 5.30,
we will suspend for 15 minutes, and then we will do
a bit more on transport and we would just like to
explore more the point about homes and buildings
and so on, so could we come back here hopefully in
15 minutes’ time.

The Committee suspended from 5.00 pm to 5.15 pm
for a division in the House.

Q322 Chairman: We have got enough people to
restart so I just really wanted to return to the housing
and domestic sector. You touched on that earlier on
and clearly it is a very, very important one and one
in which you have got some familiarity of the detail
in view of your previous ministerial jobs. There are
quite a number of initiatives referred to in the
Energy Review. Some of them have not got firm
dates on them at this stage, I do not think. Does that
represent the principal thrust of the Government’s
policy for incentivising emission reductions from the
housing sector?
David Miliband: Yes.

Q323 Chairman: We had a lot of evidence when we
did a report on sustainable housing earlier in the
year about the frustration, I think, of some of the
industry at what they see as the erratic enforcement
of things like building regulations and also the
voluntary nature of the Code for Sustainability. I
think there are references in the Energy Review to
tightening up in that area. It seemed to us it is an area
where there is some of the low fruit. There is not
going to be any great resistance, certainly from the
reputable builders, if some of these standards are
made tougher and mandatory. There may even be,
at least privately, some support for that. As I think
you also said, there might be step changes made in
reductions quite quickly. This is not an area that
involves great government expenditure and does not
even involve raising new taxes. Do you feel the
Government is moving as fast as it could in that
area?
David Miliband: I would like to think that in the last
year things have been speeded up. The commitment
Yvette Cooper made in a speech just after I moved
and we spoke together on the platform, in which she
said the building regulations should follow, in
staircase fashion, the drive to the top of the
Sustainable Code for Homes, is a smart way of
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getting round what was a not very fruitful debate
about whether the Code should be voluntary or
statutory. That debate misunderstood the role of the
regulations, but to say that the regulations would
follow right to the top level of the Sustainable
Homes Code is a good outcome. She has got to think
carefully about the precise date when all new
building must meet level five and she is in the process
of doing that. Obviously it is not just new homes.
You have got to think right the way through the
supply chain of the existing stock, not just the issues
of cavity walls and the like but also very simple
things. The energy that is spent in purifying water
that is then used to flush loos is a big source of
carbon dioxide emissions. Consultations are being
published about rain water and that is important as
well. There is a huge range of things. The one thing
I should say that is maybe of interest to you is that
certainly when I was at ODPM there was a great
long list of inputs you could aVect—cavity walls,
conservatories, heaters, this, that and the other—but
the other end of the telescope is to say let us
incentivise energy eYciency and specifically let us
have a regulatory regime for the energy supply
companies that rewards them for energy eYciency in
a way that focuses on the outcomes rather than the
inputs. I have a lot of sympathy with that as being a
very good way of driving change.

Q324 Chairman: There is also, potentially, a role for
personal carbon allowances here, too. Just lastly on
this point, are we to conclude therefore from your
earlier answer that the idea of fiscal incentives for
energy-eYcient homes or buildings is not very high
up the agenda? I was thinking in terms of diVerential
council tax rates according to energy ratings for
homes, perhaps diVerential rates of business rates
for commercial, industrial and retail premises where
there has been investment in energy-eYcient
measures?
David Miliband: I think that the standard response
that it is important that fiscal measures are discussed
at the time of the Budget is probably the safest refuge
at this juncture! I would take the Chancellor’s words
as being the oracle on all matters.

Q325 Chairman: That is an invitation to us to invite
the Chancellor here and put these questions?
David Miliband: I am sure he would be delighted to
contribute to the debate.

Q326 Mr Chaytor: In the Energy Review it refers to
the Government’s commitment to making the
government estate carbon neutral by 2012 but it also
says then we have got an aspirational target to
reduce carbon emissions from central government
buildings by 30% by 2020. So how do you reconcile
being carbon neutral by 2012 and only having a 30%
cut in emissions from government buildings by
2020?
David Miliband: I would say it is an indication of the
Government’s ambition and zeal and drive to make
early progress that although we are only committing
to a 30% reduction in our emissions by 2020—and
obviously it is in the financial interests of

government as much as anyone else to reduce their
emissions—we are determined that even before we
have reached that 30% reduction, we are going to go
carbon neutral. In other words, that any carbon
emissions are oVset by 2012.

Q327 Mr Chaytor: My question is what is your view
on carbon oVsetting and do you take seriously the
criticism that it is an easy way out and it does not
direct attention to the source of the problem?
David Miliband: I take seriously the point that it is
not the same as reductions, but I do not think that
point negates its value. Given that we have got a
global problem, making changes in other parts
of world is as valuable as making them here. That
is the argument about the Clean Development
Mechanism and all of that, which I am sure you have
been through. So I do not think buying your way
out, if that was the phrase you used, should be an
alternative to domestic action, but I think making
change in other parts of the world is a complement
to domestic action.

Q328 Mr Chaytor: I want to ask another question
relating to an earlier point. You started oV by saying
that you expected at some stage that people would
see failure to recycle their domestic waste as anti-
social behaviour. In fact, when I heard you make a
speech the other week you compared it to spitting,
that in time failure to recycle would be as anti-social
as spitting.
David Miliband: In the street at your neighbour
maybe.

Q329 Mr Chaytor: Can you envisage a time when
you would stand up in public and say that driving a
4 x 4 in an urban environment was also a form of
anti-social behaviour?
David Miliband: What I could conceive of is if you
were exceeding your personal carbon allowance, to
pick up another part of our discussion, you were
doing something that was neither in your self interest
nor in the social interest.

Q330 Mr Chaytor: But you would not go to
next year’s annual luncheon of the All-Party
Environment Group and say that driving a 4 x 4 is a
form of anti-social behaviour along with failure to
recycle?
David Miliband: What I would say is that we have all
got to think about the balance of our lifestyle and
workstyle and the impact that we have on the
environment. DiVerent people are going to make
diVerent choices. We were talking about transport
earlier. There are all sorts of reasons why people, as
societies get wealthier, want to be more mobile. We
have got to make sure they have got a choice about
how they do that in the most environmentally as well
economically eYcient way. And I have not been
invited yet to the All-Party Environment Group
lunch.

Q331 Mr Vaizey: It is a scandal that you have not
been asked.
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David Miliband: I am very modest about these
things.

Q332 Chairman: Not only should we make sure
people have that choice but should we not also
encourage them to make the greener choice where
there are choices available? It is perfectly fine if they
want to drive somewhere but it would be helpful and
in their interests and the national interest if they were
encouraged to drive somewhere by the greenest
available method.
David Miliband: Certainly investment in public
transport, including buses (just in parenthesis, which
is not as fashionable as it should be and I think buses
are important in all this) is vital. I am not one of
these people who damns things like park-and-ride
schemes which oVer choice and oVer a halfway
house, if you like, and are valuable in that respect.
Yes, to give people choice you have got to give them
options. It is a tautology really.

Q333 Chairman: Just taking this one stage further, in
looking at London therefore, would you welcome
the emphasis that the Mayor has placed first of all
upon improving the bus service and secondly his
proposal now to discourage people using up a lot of
their personal carbon allowance by bringing a
“Chelsea Tractor” into the West End?
David Miliband: I do not know what the
Government line is on this but I think Ken
Livingston has been really innovative and
pioneering in the way he has transformed, which is
maybe an overused word but in this context he has
transformed both the debate and the reality of
transport in London. There are now 30,000-plus
buses. There are much less clogged roads. Do you
remember those statistics that used to show traYc in

Memorandum from the Department for Environment, Food and Rural AVairs

At the hearing on 19 July, I promised to write with further information on the soundness of other EU
Members States’ collection and monitoring of EU ETS data.

Please see below that information. I also wish to expand further the responses I gave to Question 259
about our 2020 and 2050 climate change targets and to Question 269 about the level of obligation under the
Renewables Transport Fuel Obligation, post 2010.

1. Question 308—Soundness of other EU Member States’ collection and monitoring of the EU emissions
trading scheme (EU ETS) data

The carbon dioxide emissions data collected from the first year of the EU ETS are more accurate than
any data previously collected for the sectors covered. Monitoring by all operators must be carried out in
accordance with the Commission’s Monitoring and Reporting Guidelines. Operators reports must be
verified by independent, accredited verifiers.

In the UK, verification bodies are accredited by the UK Accreditation Service (UKAS) in accordance
with international standards. Bodies must pass a rigorous assessment to become accredited and are then
subject to ongoing surveillance by UKAS. Similar requirements exist in other EU Member States who are
all members of the European Co-operation for Accreditation.

As such, data from 2005 are more rigorous than the historic baselines against which they might be
compared. However, some concerns have been expressed that monitoring, reporting and verification in
some other Member States may not be as robust as in the UK. These concerns are predominantly

London was going at the speed of the Victorians and
was declining? That has been reversed. I think that
turning his pioneering zeal to the protection of the
environment as well as the attack on congestion is
wholly welcome.
Chairman: I think that probably concludes our
questioning.

Q334 Joan Walley: Apologies for having missed
some of the session. Could I just ask in terms of on-
going engagement with this Committee whether or
not there is any scope for perhaps innovative ideas
as to how we could engage with some of the issues
that we have discussed? One of the things that
occurred to me is when we have had previous
meetings or inquiries in the past, we have had an
inquiry and then sometimes it might be convenient
for ministers to be able to submit further evidence
but they perhaps only will do so if invited to do so by
the Committee. I just wondered whether or not it is
time to think about a more equal partnership in a
way because I do think there is a role here. I would
be interested if you have any comments on that?
David Miliband: I am under no illusions that the
partnership is in any way equal. I am merely a
supplicant and the subject in these matters! I am
certainly totally happy to think about any way in
which we can have the most productive engagement,
either with oYcials in the Department or with myself
and my ministerial team, so do drop me a line with
any ideas.

Q335 Chairman: We look forward to that. We are
very grateful for your time this afternoon and to Mr
Derwent. We have had a lot of interesting
exchanges.
David Miliband: Thank you very much. I shall go oV
and deliver my lecture, with slides.
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circumstantial. For example, the speed with which the verifiers were accredited in some Member States
raised some concern over the rigor of the accreditation process, and therefore potentially the quality of their
verification reports.

It is up to each Member State to ensure that reported emissions data are robust and collected in
accordance with requirements. The Monitoring and Reporting Guidelines are on the whole rigorous with
little room for flexible interpretation. We are confident that so long as these are enforced with proper
verification, data from all Member States will be robust.

Member States are required to comment on monitoring and reporting in the Article 21 Questionnaire that
must be sent to the Commission each year. Within the Questionnaire, Member States must say which
reporting tier larger installations are working to. This should provide an insight into the rigor of monitoring
across Europe, and an opportunity for the Commission to enforce its Guidelines where appropriate and to
enforce them evenly across all Member States.

There were also problems with some Member States’ registries which meant that operators could not
submit verified emissions results or surrender the correct number of allowances. This led to an incomplete
picture of results for 2005 and a lack of clarity for the carbon market. These appear to have been resolved
and should not occur again in the future.

Enforcement action by States against operators that do not comply with requirements is also important
for ensuring consistent and good quality reporting by other Member States. We understand that the
Commission is intending to obtain information about enforcement actions taken, and will follow-up cases
where enforcement or penalties have not been applied properly by Member States.

2. Question 259—Reductions estimated in the 2003 Energy White Paper and the 2020 reductions

In the 2003 Energy White Paper, projections showed UK carbon emissions reaching 135 million tonnes
of carbon (MtC) in 2020. We said that in order to demonstrate our leadership in tackling climate change
and make real progress towards our 2050 carbon reduction goal we would need to make a reduction in
emissions by 15-25 MtC to 110-120 MtC by 2020.

However, since 2003, emissions have risen on the back of strong economic growth and higher fossil fuel
prices that have been favourable to coal-fired power generation. New projections for the Energy Review
suggest that UK carbon emissions will reach 146 MtC by 2020 on the basis of current policies. So we would
now need to make bigger cuts in emissions of 25025 MtC in order to reduce emissions to 110-120 MtC by
2020.

The measures in the Energy Review will deliver 19.5-25.3 MtC in 2020, bringing the carbon dioxide levels
down to 126.5-120.7 MtC. So the Energy Review measures make an important contribution to putting us
back on track to meeting our 2050 goal, but we will need to make maximum eVort.

3. Question 269—Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO)

The Energy Review suggested that doubling of the commitment to 10% by 2015 could save up to a further
million tonnes of carbon a year. But this is in fact only one of a number of options that we are considering.
The Government remains committed to introducing the RTFO in April 2008, with the obligation level rising
to 5% in 2010–11. In the recent Energy Review we committed to increasing this beyond 2010–11, provided
that certain key conditions are met (costs being acceptable to the consumer, the development of a robust
sustainability and carbon standards and development of new fuel quality standards at EU level). No
decisions have yet been made on the appropriate level of the RTFO beyond 2010–11.

I hope that the above information is helpful. Many thanks for giving me the opportunity to appear in
front of the Committee and I look forward to hearing your proposals about how we can engage more in
the future.

David Miliband MP
Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural AVairs

26 July 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the Association for the Conservation of Energy

Introduction

1. The Association for the Conservation of Energy is a lobbying, campaigning and policy research
organisation, and has worked in the field of energy eYciency since 1981. Our lobbying and campaigning
work represents the interests of our membership: major manufacturers and distributors of energy saving
equipment in the United Kingdom. Our policy research is funded independently, and is focused on four key
themes: policies and programmes to encourage increased energy eYciency; the environmental benefits of
increased energy eYciency; the social impacts of energy use and of investment in energy eYciency measures;
and organisational roles in the process of implementing energy eYciency policy.

The Committee’s 3 questions

2. The Committee has asked three questions. We answer them below.

3. Question 1: The Prime Minister continues to identify climate change as “probably the greatest long term
challenge facing the human race”. Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic strategy to
prepare the UK to meet this challenge?

3.1 The government has set two targets for reduction in emissions of the main greenhouse gas, CO2, in
order to meet this challenge:

— a 20% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2010 based on 1990 levels; and

— a 60% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050 based on 2003 levels (accepting the recommendation
of the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution).

Those targets are widely accepted as necessary, and indeed the minimum required—particularly as
regards the latter target. Both Sir David King and the former Environment Minister Elliot Morley have
intimated that the UK reduction might have to be greater in order to achieve the 60% global reduction
needed by 2050.

3.2 Climate Change—the UK Programme 2006 does not set out a strategy to achieve either of those
necessary (minimum) targets. The Executive Summary states its intent and objective as follows:

“The package of existing and new policy measures in this programme are projected to reduce
carbon dioxide emissions to 15–18% below 1990 levels by 2010”1

So the objective of this Report is to fail to reach the government’s own 2010 target by between 10 and 25%.

3.3 And considering that when the climate change review was launched about eighteen months ago CO2

emissions were then projected to be only 13% below 1990 levels by 2010—ie the severe shortfall regarding
the 2010 target was already known at that point—this means that the government has spent some eighteen
months responding to that known shortfall producing new policies that will only guarantee a reduction of
CO2 emissions by a further 2%. Given that we are facing what the Prime Minister himself has called
“probably the greatest long term challenge facing the human race” this is little short of policy negligence.

3.4 And as regards the 2050 target, there is no attempt at all to set out even an intended framework for
long term action to achieve this.2 We accept that 2050 is a long way oV and that an exactly quantifiable
emissions reduction strategy may be impossible: but a broad framework (eg of long term measures under
consideration) is certainly possible—but is lacking.

3.5 It may be argued that no government can be expected to plan, or even broadly plan, for that far ahead.
To that we say three things:

— Either this is “probably the greatest long term challenge facing the human race” or it is not? If it
is, then not to prepare long term to meet it is indefensible.

— Compare this lack of even a broad framework for 2050 for “probably the greatest long term
challenge facing the human race” with the government’s long term plan for pensions. Important
as that issue may be it cannot, by definition, be as important as “probably the greatest” threat—
a point reiterated by the Rt Hon Margaret Beckett MP in her first speech as Foreign Secretary to
the Global Alliance Business Coalition at the Banqueting House on 24 May 2006.

1 Page 3.
2 Why? We ask. We comment on this in response to the Committee’s question 3.
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— The government is certainly, at the very least, considering3 “the nuclear option”. But such an
option cannot be for 2010 and will be for 2020–50. In other words at least one very long term policy
option is under consideration: so why not others? Why, for instance, are there no 2020 or 2030
plans for the cheapest, cleanest and safest way of reducing emissions4—energy eYciency? Put
another way—why “consider” long term plans for an option that is not the cheapest and safest
before such plans for one that is?

3.6 So there is a severe inadequacy of policy. We comment on some of that in response to the Committee’s
question 2. But one overall omission stands out and “merits” general comment: The Treasury must be
central to any strategy: yet it is given little role in “Climate Change—the UK Programme 2006”. There is
no fiscal strategy at all. The most influential government department is just not included in the so-called long
term plan to deal with climate change.

3.7 The answer to question 1 can only be a definite “No”.

4. Question 2. Does the government need to do more, and if so what, to try to ensure that it meets the 20%
reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by 2010?

4.1 The answer to the first part of this question is, manifestly, “yes”. The policies in “Climate Change—
the UK Programme 2006” are only intended to achieve an 18% reduction at best. So clearly more must be
done to achieve 20%.

4.2 But what? 2010 is but four years away, so given that energy eYciency is the cheapest cleanest and
safest way of achieving emissions reductions (and indeed other energy policy objectives) and that the policy
options are available now and will deliver reductions in the very short term we make the following
suggestions:

— A stamp duty rebate for all house purchasers who install energy eYciency measures within, say,
12 months of purchase;

— A council tax rebate (centrally funded) for householders who improve the energy eYciency of
their homes;

— The above measures could also be applied to microgeneration;

— A requirement for energy eYciency improvements in oYces at time of sale, lease, re lease or rent
review;

— A national target for improvement of energy eYciency in the commercial and public sectors to
achieve a reduction in energy usage by at least 10% compared with the general level of such energy
usage in 2005—and then the measures to achieve that target. The government has told Parliament5

that this is a cost eVective option—so there can be no rational case against it;

— An immediate change of planning law enabling local authorities to require a higher standard of
energy eYciency than that required by building regulations as a condition of granting planning
permission. The government opposed a clause to this eVect being put into the Mark Lazarowicz
Climate Change and Sustainable Energy Bill, ODPM (now Community and Local Government—
CLOG) oYcials taking the view that energy eYciency is not a planning matter. Cambridge City
Council have recently been overruled by an ODPM (now CLOG) Inspector when attempting to
do just that.

5. Question 3. To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of
the Climate Change Programme?

5.1 Clearly it should although we cannot know whether it “will”. However there must be a suspicion that
given that “Climate Change—the UK Programme 2006” includes discussion of, and (albeit inadequate)
policies on, energy eYciency, renewable energy and combined heat and power but does not even attempt
develop a long term policy framework for achieving 2050 CO2 reductions, that that role is being “reserved”
for the one option not considered in the document—nuclear. If that happens then a main “driver” of long
term emphasis on energy eYciency, renewable energy and combined heat and power will have been removed.

5.2 Put another way—has a vacuum been deliberately created to be filled by nuclear, which will then lead
to less emphasis on the alternatives?

3 Even if the widespread view that the government has made up its mind on this issue is incorrect, the Prime Minister has
certainly said that it is under consideration.

4 As stated by the 2003 Energy White Paper.
5 Answer to PQ.
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Some other Points

6. It is worth also drawing the Committee’s attention to some other points raised by “Climate Change—
the UK Programme 2006”.

7. The Energy Efficiency Commitment

The Energy EYciency Commitment (EEC) has proved to be one of the most successful components of the
climate change programme. During its first phase (2002–05), it delivered 40% more savings than anticipated.
Although its second three-year phase (2005–08) requires realisation of twice the levels of savings of the first
phase, after just one year the regulator OFGEM has reported that 60% (rather than the pro rata 33%) of
the new target savings of 0.6 Mtc, have been achieved.

In the charts on pages 124–5 of “Climate Change—the UK Programme 2006”, the third phase (EEC3) is
forecast to deliver savings of 1.1 Mtc between 2008 and 2010. EVectively this means that it is due to deliver
at the rate of nearly 0.6 Mtc each year for both those two years. This is the same rate as the current second
phase is oYcially scheduled to deliver in total over its entire three years. The announcement in Budget 2006,
that some (but not all) of the Commitment bearers amongst the energy companies would undertake extra
insulation installations during the next financial year, does suggest that the government is not being over-
ambitious in seeking to triple the requirements under EEC3 as opposed to EEC2, especially if credits for so
doing can be “banked” during the current phase.

However it is recognised that post 2010, the overwhelming success of EEC, combined with a desire to
reward more experimental delivery techniques and technologies, confirm that it would be more appropriate
to allow EEC to evolve into more of an overall “cap-and-trade” system; where the government sets an
overall cap on sales per capita for each participating company, thus permitting expertise in delivery to be
rewarded via a limited access trading system.

8. The CO2 Reduction Calculations

We have to say that we find some of the CO2 reduction calculations worthy of comment. For instance:

— On page 124 the Carbon Trust is deemed to save 1.1 Mtc, whereas no similar allocation is given
for the Energy Saving Trust. Why?

— The Climate Change levy is posted as delivering 3.7 Mtc savings (chart p 124). This is based on the
Cambridge Econometrics study which assumes that CCL rates are raised in line with inflation from
2005.6 In reality the Budget only starts this from 2007.

— The introduction to Chapter 6 on page 74 states that CO2 reductions in the domestic sector will
total 4.8 Mtc by 2010 including the new measures. However, the government’s statutory duty
(under s 217 of the Housing Act 2004) is to improve energy eYciency by 20% in the residential
sector by 2010 has been stated7 to be equivalent to a saving of 5 Mtc. When will the strategy to
achieve the statutory duty be published?

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Carbon Capture & Storage Association

The Carbon Capture & Storage Association (CCSA) exists to represent the interests of its members in
the business of capture and geological storage of carbon dioxide (CCS) as a means of abating atmospheric
emissions of carbon dioxide and potentially, as a means of enhancing the production of fossil hydrocarbons.
From its base in London the Carbon Capture & Storage Association brings together specialist companies
in manufacturing and processing, power generation, engineering and contracting, oil, gas and minerals as
well as a wide range of support services to the energy sector such as law, banking, consultancy and project
management. The Association is a model for cross-sectoral cooperation in business development and its
existence has been welcomed by government. The Association was launched on 13 March with 11 founder
members and to date has 28 members.

I would like to refer to paragraphs 12–13 and 52–55 of Chapter 3 of “Tomorrow’s Climate, Today’s
Challenge” relating to electricity generation and carbon abatement technologies and I would like to make
the following points:

1. In electricity generation investments are made that retain the impact of the investment over a very long
period, say 30 years and more.

6 Footnote 1 page 124.
7 Answer to PQ Hansard 10.3.2003 col 11W.
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2. There is likely to be a number of power plants decommissioned over the next ten years amounting to
a total of 12 GW before 2015 and that capacity is most likely to be replaced with fossil fuel plants. It is
important not to embed high emission generation capacity in the system for the coming decades. Therefore,
new fossil fuel power plants should be at least “capture-ready” but preferably have Carbon Capture &
Storage from the outset. By 2015, the CCSA believes that at least 40 Mt CO2 pa could be abated from power
and industrial sources by 2015.

3. The cost of such plant is competitive in relation to other low carbon methods of power generation.

4. The flexibility of fossil fuel power generation with CCS means that variable demands for power can
be met whilst accommodating intermittent and inflexible supplies from other sources thus maintaining
reliable and secure supply whilst minimising GHG emissions.

5. There are no substantial technical barriers to the implementation of projects now, only policy and
regulatory barriers.

6. Providing policies that incentivise CCS and regulations that give confidence to investors as well as
other stakeholders are introduced quite soon then several large projects that are currently under
development could go forward to completion during the period up to 2010.

7. As an act of faith in forthcoming policy and in response to policy signals there are already six power
projects proposed in the UK that are fossil fuel based with CCS. One of them is gas based with a generation
capacity of 475 MW and could be in service by 2010. Five projects are coal based with a combined capacity
of almost 4 GW and about half of that capacity could be in service at about the same time. It is possible
there are other projects under development under strict commercial confidence.

8. HM Treasury has recently consulted on barriers to commercial deployment of CCS and I am
submitting the CCSA response to HMT alongside this document.

9. If the UK is going to embark on a path to reduce emissions by over 60% by 2050 it is essential to plan
now and take into account the decommissioning programme above as an opportunity, otherwise it may
become an obstacle.

10. The CCSA welcomed the publication of the House of Commons Science & Technology Committee
report “Meeting UK Energy Needs: The role of Carbon Capture & Storage”. A number of our members
were called to give evidence. We would be delighted to support the Environmental Audit Committee in a
similar manner.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Carbon Trust

Please find attached our recent publication which looks at the UK Climate Change Programme and its
potential evolution for business and the public sector which we would like to submit to your evidence
sessions seeking to evaluate the 2006 Climate Change Programme. This document outlines how policy could
evolve to deliver a step change in energy eYciency while maintaining or improving UK competitiveness. We
fed the findings of this work into the Government’s Climate Change Programme Review and the Energy
EYciency Innovation Review.

The business and public sectors generate over one third of UK CO2 emissions and have significant
untapped opportunities to reduce carbon emissions while at the same time generating bottom line financial
benefits. The attached report maps out how these emissions are distributed, the existing carbon abatement
opportunities, the barriers that are preventing their take up and the drivers that could be harnessed to
motivate action. The report then examines how the Climate Change Programme could evolve to address
these barriers and leverage the business drivers in each segment of the market. Headline findings from the
report include:

— The current Climate Change Programme is a good basis on which to build. The EU Emissions
Trading Scheme, Climate Change Agreements, Building Regulations and the soon to be
introduced Energy Performance of Buildings Directive are key components, but all have
significant implementation issues that need to be addressed if they are going to both deliver further
carbon savings and enhanced business competitiveness;

— In addition, there are gaps in the current Programme particularly for less energy intensive
organisations. A simple new UK emissions trading scheme could incentivise change in large
organisations in this segment of the market, but it would need to be implemented in a way that
avoids creating additional administrative and financial burdens for participants. Further
instruments are also required to support the public sector and small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs).

The 2006 Climate Change Programme recognises these findings, making a commitment to explore many
of the recommendations, including the need for a new instrument to address emissions from large, less
energy intensive organisations:
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— “The Government is considering the proposal [for a new UK emissions trading scheme], which
raises some important issues, and will decide in due course whether to take it forward”

We hope that the Energy Review can make the decisions required to achieve this and the other changes
we have highlighted to strengthen the current Climate Change Programme.

We have concentrated our work on the business and public sectors, which can continue to play a key role
in reducing emissions, but as we state in our report it is important that the transport and domestic sectors
take equivalent action going forward (emissions from both these sectors increased between 2000 and 2004,
whereas business sector emissions fell—indeed transport emissions are forecast to continue to increase out
to 2020).

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by Centrica

Introduction

1. Centrica welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Environmental Audit Committee’s inquiry on
the UK’s climate change programme. As both a major electricity generator and a supplier of gas and
electricity to over 17 million domestic customers through our British Gas brand, we recognise our role in
limiting the carbon emissions that contribute to climate change.

2. We make a significant contribution to the Government’s carbon emission reduction targets both as a
major participator in the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) and in discharging our Energy EYciency
Commitment (EEC). To date, we have traded 10% of all carbon under the EU ETS and saved 9.1 million
tonnes of carbon under EEC. We also invest in renewable energy, chiefly onshore and oVshore wind, and
are supplying our x customers with green energy.

3. Centrica believes that no single solution or sector can deliver the government’s carbon emission
reduction targets, and that in reality the government will need to take action on many fronts, including
reducing emissions from the transport sector. Where possible, market mechanisms should be used to deliver
the Government’s carbon emissions targets. For the purpose of this submission, Centrica has restricted its
comments to the broader energy sector in which we operate.

Meeting the Climate Change Challenge

EU Emissions Trading Scheme

4. The government should continue to provide long-term support for the EU ETS which, by building the
price of carbon into the power price, provides support for all low carbon technologies. We believe that the
targets should be bold and focus savings towards the top end of the 11–29 million tonne range compared
to baseline. We believe this is both achievable, and the only way to hasten the transition away from high
polluting forms of power generation. The UK government should continue to aim for greater international
agreement on climate change, and within EU ETS, to set tough carbon targets and ensure that our European
partners do the same.

5. EU ETS is now a fundamental consideration in any company’s decision to invest in new power. There
will be a requirement to replace 12 GW of opted out coal and oil stations before 2015, and increasing UK
electricity demand will lead to further requirements for new generation. To replace them by clean modern
Combine Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGTs) is a desirable step that will lead to reductions in carbon emissions
and in these timescales it is unlikely that any other technology can deliver. For this to happen, investors need
appropriate long-term signals for the value of carbon. However, currently there is little clarity over carbon
prices beyond 2012. It is also important that there is a New Entrant Reserve which treats new entrants on
the same basis as incumbents.

6. We strongly support benchmarking allocation methodology for allocating allowances to the ESI.
Moving away from the grandfathering approach used in Phase I is important to ensure an equitable
allocation across the sector based on future performance with respect to best-in-class rather than historic
emissions. We see this as an essential step in encouraging low carbon behaviour in the sector.

7. We would welcome an early decision on Phase II of the National Allocation Plan (NAP) which should
reflect the government’s goals for a low carbon generating mix. We believe one of the fundamental flaws of
the EU ETS is the free allocation of allowances. This arrangement gives power generators a windfall as the
value of allowances is reflected in the power price, without generators facing the extra cost since their
allowances are free. The DTI-commissioned IPA report of November 2005 has estimated that this windfall
could be as much as £800 million per annum.

8. In the longer-term, Centrica believes that government should maximise its use of the auctioning
provision, in particular, when allocating to the power sector. Going forward into Phase III, the aim must
be to minimise and ultimately eliminate free allocation.
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9. The government should make sure the NAP for Phase II of the EU ETS reflects its goals for a low
carbon generating mix and does not discriminate against gas generators in favour of coal plants. We remain
concerned that the UK’s Phase II NAP will not properly reflect the benchmark generation load factors
which are likely to occur when the price of carbon fully reflects the targeted further reduction in emissions.

10. For Phase II NAP we support cuts at or above the higher end of the range of potential cuts in emission
allowances. This would send strong signals about UK leadership in combating climate change and would
help to redress the problems associated with free allowances and windfalls in the power sector. For the latter
reason, we also support focusing all the reductions on the power generation sector and the maximum level
of auctioning, also focused on the power sector which is insulated from international competition, and
recovers the value of allowances through an increased power price.

11. If the carbon price is set at a level that reflects its scarcity then much else will follow. However, the
UK alone does not have the ability to create this. The UK government should continue to strive for greater
international agreement on climate change. Should it prove impossible to reach the necessary international
agreement on Phase III at an early stage, then we would favour unilateral action by the UK government to
replicate on an interim basis the expected eVect of ETS Phase III. Potential bridging mechanisms that could
be used are:

— UK ETS (EU style) which continues to provide a suYcient carbon value;

— some form of carbon contract. The contract might, for example, provide a floor to the value of
CO2; and

— refund of development costs for any investments that do not go ahead as a result of Phase III not
going ahead, or Phase III not meeting pre-agreed criteria.

12. Centrica holds that both high standards in the verification process and the application of penalties
where this has not occurred are crucial to the integrity of the EU ETS. Therefore, we encourage the UK
government to work hard with the other Member States to ensure this is true for all installations and so
maintain investor confidence in the Scheme.

Renewables

13. Centrica believes that the Renewables Obligation has provided a strong stimulus to the development
of renewable generation in the UK and that the period to 2015 will result in substantial investment in new
developments. We welcome the Government’s commitment to maintain investor confidence which has
ensured the success of the Renewables Obligation to date.

14. Early clarification on targets beyond 2015–16 is critically important in providing greater investor
certainty for longer-term renewable technologies.

15. Financing horizons are important for the development of all renewables projects. Projects that are
financed solely by equity investors are normally evaluated over approximately a 20 year life, and need to
have visibility of future income streams (such as ROC price curves) over this period for meaningful
investment decisions to be made. Meanwhile, debt finance projects require a 10 to 12 year period over which
to finance their investment.

16. Both of these investment timelines extend beyond the current extent of the Renewable Obligation
(2015–16). Clearly, it is essential for the Obligation levels beyond this date to be clarified at the earliest
opportunity to provide visibility of targets going forward, and thus greater investment certainty.

17. Overall, the RO seeks to generate 15.4% of the UK’s electricity requirement from renewable sources
by 2015–16. This objective is a key element of the government’s climate change strategy but it cannot be
achieved without the widespread development of higher cost renewable technologies, in particular,
oVshore wind.

18. It is important that government should continue to support the Renewables Obligation as it continues
to evolve, to encourage the development of these important emergent technologies by ensuring a consistent
investment climate and by protecting investments that have already been made. Government should also be
mindful of investor confidence when changing the rules as damaging confidence will destabilise the market,
increase investor risk and discourage new capital expenditure commitments.

19. There have been a number of examples where the government has sought to change the rules around
ROCs which has caused considerable concern to industry and has created uncertainty about the forward
price of ROCs. The most recent was the announcement by the energy minister of a review of co-firing, which
proposes changes to the agreed cap and the amount of ROCs that can be generated by co-firing. This would
be detrimental to all renewables generation as it would lower the value of recent investments that are still
in place.

20. Government should also ensure a policy framework which enables the desired level of investment in
oVshore wind projects. Centrica continues to make progress on its three Round 2 oVshore wind development
projects totalling 1.25 GW with a confirmed grid connection oVer for them all before 2010, and expects to
seek consent for the first of these developments, Lincs, mid-2006.
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21. It was the expectation of the government and industry that costs of Round 2 wind deployment would
fall. Cost reductions have not materialised for several reasons, including the global rise in raw materials and
an increased global demand for turbines resulting in manufacturers raising their prices. In reality, costs of
oVshore wind have risen, creating a funding gap.

22. Investors will only commit to projects if the financial returns are attractive and therefore if
government is to ensure the development of these key projects and the delivery of the RO objective, all
practical options must be considered for bridging the funding gap for oVshore wind technology.

23. If this is not bridged, our 1.25 GW of R2 projects will be uneconomic, and continued investment in
their development could be jeopardised. Without additional support we believe the Government’s 10%
renewables target by 2010, 2015 target and 2020 aspiration cannot be met.

24. OVshore wind is currently the only renewable technology which can be deployed in suYcient bulk to
meet the renewable targets. It is also the only technology which is ready to be deployed in the near-term.
Consistently undershooting the renewable targets could ultimately lead to destabilisation of the RO
mechanism.

25. There would also be a big hole in the government’s targets for reducing carbon emissions. In
summary, as a private investor committed to this policy, we need confidence in the long-term integrity of
the market, and any loss of confidence could halt investment in all renewables, not just oVshore wind.

26. We believe that additional support for high cost technologies should come from outside the RO and
the industry has put forward several suggestions for fiscal support (including tax allowances and capital
grants) and other initiatives to improve the financial case. Experience and learning gained from early
projects will help deliver the cost synergies and contracting strategies that will make oVshore wind
technology competitive.

Domestic Energy Efficiency

27. Demand reductions are needed as part of the response to the strategic challenge of climate change.
However, achieving these reductions is, in itself, a very real challenge. Historically, consumers have been
generally apathetic towards energy eYciency and have been reluctant to invest in energy eYciency measures
such as cavity wall and loft insulation.

28. Customer apathy to energy eYciency in general remains a barrier to take up and ultimately to a
reduction in carbon emissions. Currently vulnerable customers such as the elderly and disabled can qualify
for free insulation under the fuel poverty programmes run by energy suppliers and the Government. Despite
this, take-up is not as strong as would have been expected. Furthermore, despite significant product
subsidies in the able to pay section of the market, consumer demand could be stronger.

29. There is scope to develop marketing approaches that capture the consumers’ interest and oVer
another benefit. Linking energy eYciency to fiscal measures is one way to do this. A trial launched by British
Gas confirms that linking energy eYciency to local council tax bills is appealing and cuts through
customer apathy.

30. As a market leader in delivering energy eYciency products and programmes, British Gas has taken
an important step to help tackle this problem through an innovative scheme which aims to motivate this
group to see the benefits of improved energy eYciency. Working with a number of local authorities, British
Gas has developed an initiative that encourages the take-up of energy eYciency measures by oVering
customers a discount of up to £100 on their council tax bills after having subsidised cavity wall insulation
installed in their home.

31. Although the householder has to invest on average £225 to install the cavity wall insulation, a
significant discount on the normal retail price, the average annual savings on energy bills as a result are
around £150. Householders are also given the opportunity to spread the payments for the cavity wall
insulation over two years. The scheme is promoted through enclosures in council tax bill mailings and the
local press.

32. In addition, under the scheme, householders are entitled to a “Home Energy Audit” that highlights
other areas where they may be able to save energy in the home, and potentially reduce their bills. Coupled
with the council tax rebate of up to £100, householders could see their investment paid back within two
years.

33. Not all participating councils have taken the decision to match British Gas’ funding. Customers
participating under the Braintree Council scheme receive a payment of £100 whilst customers in South Hams
and South Cambridgeshire receive a payment of £50. The customer has the option of receiving the payment
as a single payment to use as a rebate against their annual council tax bill or to spread the payment across
12 direct debit instalments.

34. The scheme was initially trialled at Braintree Council, Essex in 2004 and the programme was extended
to South Cambridgeshire council in March and South Hams Council in April 2005. Taunton Deane
Borough Council and Conwy are the latest Councils to come on board. British Gas is currently in discussion
with many other local authorities and has now extended the programme to 22 local authorities so far in 2006,
with many more interested.
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35. We believe that this scheme oVers real benefits to householders by oVering both lower energy and
council tax bills and more energy eYcient homes. So far the response to the scheme has been encouraging,
demonstrating that there is an appetite for energy eYciency improvements that are linked to fiscal incentives.

36. Linking the energy rating of a property to fiscal incentives could also be achieved by reducing stamp
duty at the sale of a property that is compliant with energy eYciency recommendations. This should
recognise past work and not only encourage the current owner to make home improvements. Thus the
energy rating of a property would become an important asset in a property. This could mirror the minimum
energy eYciency rating requirement for new buildings.

37. Micro CHP is an important carbon reducing technology which is reaching a stage where it can now
be manufactured to a high reliable standard at an acceptable size and at reasonable cost. However, pump
priming of this market is important if consumers are to be persuaded to buy them and help the technology
achieve critical mass.

38. We support the decision by the government to reduce VAT on grant funded micro CHP as a move
which could oVer reduction in household energy bills. However for these savings to be significant it is vital
that this reduction should be available for one-oV domestic customers and on the total installation of the
micro CHP boiler and not just the product.

The Energy Efficiency Commitment

39. The Energy EYciency Commitment (EEC) is the principle policy mechanism driving improvements
in household energy eYciency. It requires electricity and gas suppliers to achieve energy saving targets
through promotion of improvements in domestic energy eYciency to domestic customers by encouraging
and assisting energy savings from the installation of energy eYciency measures in their homes.
Improvements made under this mechanism are not limited to suppliers’ own customers.

40. EEC is a major contributor to Great Britain’s environment and fuel poverty strategies. Energy
suppliers met the targets set in the first stage of EEC (2002–05), with 86.8 TWh of potential energy savings
generated.

41. The Government set a target for the current phase of EEC (2005–08) that roughly doubled the first
stage target. The current programme has a heavy reliance on the insulation industry. Government has
announced its intention to consult on the third phase to run from 2008 to 2011 in the summer of 2006.

42. Suppliers have made a solid start in delivering against their EEC2 obligation. The transition between
EEC1 and EEC2 was helped enormously by the early decision from Government on carry over rules. In
order to maintain the momentum built up by industry and deliver a potential step change required for EEC3,
carry over rules need to be in place at least 12 months prior to the start of EEC3. Consultation therefore on
this element of the EEC3 programme needs to begin this year.

43. EEC1 and 2 and its predecessor programme, EESoP have been successful within the context set in
achieving the energy saving and carbon targets set by the government. However, if government is to
transform domestic household energy consumption, it needs to consider enhancing EEC.

44. Realistically, a more radical evolution of the scheme is unlikely by 2008. However, we believe it is
imperative to push through changes as quickly as possible with the overall aim of completing the necessary
reform before the end of current EEC (2011).

45. Key changes to the scheme should be considered in the context that early agreement to the transition
rules between EEC2 and EEC3 are required before any decisions about the proposed shape of future
schemes takes place.

46. The following changes would enhance EEC and support delivery of government’s carbon targets:

Traded market

47. The Energy EYciency Commitment (EEC) eVectively operates as a bilateral traded market whereby
suppliers work in partnership with particular sectors, (for example insulation and lighting), and channels
(for example retail partners such as Currys and B&Q) to deliver energy savings measures. Suppliers
negotiate a price on an individual basis with partners based on a number of factors such as volume of
measures and administration costs.

48. Over the course of the development of EEC, there has been an increasing dependency on insulation
which now accounts for around 70–80% of EEC activity. The reliance on one sector of the market, and
potentially a significant increase in the size of the target in the next phase of EEC (2008–11), is going to place
significant supply pressure in the market and in particular in the early years of the new target period.
Operating EEC under a white certificate regime would significantly increase the cost of delivering the energy
saving programme whilst oVering no additional benefits.

49. A more desirable solution could be a wider carbon trading market. This could initially be for the
energy industry, to encourage delivery of household energy eYciency measures beyond the EEC obligation.
By allowing trading of “excess” measures into a wider carbon trading market, commercial incentives would
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be provided for energy suppliers to take full advantage of diVerent carbon reduction opportunities across
sectors, for example industry, or aviation and other forms of transport, operating within a consistent regime
such as EU ETS.

50. However, this should not include Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROCs), as any changes to this
obligation could undermine long term investment decisions in this area. Ultimately this wider mechanism
should replace EEC.

51. In order to facilitate this approach, consideration would need to be given to the treatment of EEC
measures in the short-term, as these are currently measured by inputs, rather than by outputs. Whilst
Automated Meter Reading (AMR) may be helpful where economically justified, we do not see it as being
a pre-condition of making progress.

Recognition and reward for behavioural changes that positively reduce carbon and lead to energy usage
reduction

52. To achieve the level of carbon emission savings required to reach the government’s overall target
commitment will require fundamental behavioural change by consumers. To facilitate this, there should be
scope within EEC3 to reward for actions such as energy eYciency audits and consumption changes that
could result in positive sustained behavioural change.

53. In support of this, the inclusion of smart metering and measurement devices within the remaining
period of EEC2, and within EEC3, could encourage innovation and could potentially stimulate investment
in smart metering for those customer segments where it would otherwise be uneconomical to do so.

54. These approaches could incentivise the introduction of innovative new tariV structures and product
oVers that reward consumers for changes in consumption. Linking this approach in with the carbon traded
market would enable suppliers to be innovative and flexible to customers and pass on additional incentives
for behavioural change.

Encourage investment and inclusion of new technologies, particularly renewable products

55. The current over-dependence on insulation which accounts for around 70–80% of EEC is ultimately
unsustainable. There is an urgent need to widen the scope of EEC to incorporate a more diverse portfolio
of energy eYciency products.

56. To encourage this, government must create a framework to attract investment and encourage new
technologies. Under current rules, energy eYciency measures are prohibited unless a demonstrable energy
saving can be verified. There should also be greater sharing of risk, which currently lies entirely with
suppliers and manufacturers. By allowing products to be accredited for EEC whilst the energy saving
potential is being evaluated, this risk could be shared, which would encourage greater inward investment.
This must be aligned to a more rapid process for accrediting products with EEC carbon savings.

57. The inclusion of new renewable technologies is paramount to increase the range of products oVered
to householders under EEC. Only micro-CHP is currently recognised. This should be extended to include
other forms of renewable technologies such as micro-wind.

Separation of fuel poverty objectives from EEC

58. There is currently an inherent conflict within the existing EEC programme between carbon and social
objectives. EEC is primarily aimed at reducing carbon emissions with a proportion of the activity going to
support the priority group.

59. To eVectively tackle fuel poverty this element should be separated from EEC, allowing EEC to focus
specifically on carbon abatement. To facilitate this, the balance of energy savings between the priority and
non-priority groups needs to be altered from the current 50/50 split for the following reasons:

— there is a finite limit to the opportunities remaining in the priority sector;

— the priority target is a blunt tool for reaching the fuel poor;

— there is no specific requirement to reach those who are unable to adequately or aVordably heat
their home, so the level of support for this group varies by supplier; and

— rebalancing could release funds that could be directed specifically at a fuel poverty programme,
ideally creating a more targeted and focussed solution delivered in co-operation with government.
The rebalancing would see a revised priority/non-priority split, which would ensure delivery of the
carbon objective, whilst releasing some funding for “softer” measures in support of delivering
against the government’s fuel poverty target.
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EEC expenditure to be capped

60. There needs to be a realistic balance between supporting government carbon targets and delivering
carbon reductions in the most cost eYcient way. A predefined level at which EEC expenditure is capped is
necessary to ensure the subsequent impact on household energy bills is maintained at a reasonable level.

61. The EEC target should reflect a number of factors including product range, industry capacity, market
potential, changes in market dynamics and building regulations.

62. It is essential that the size and scale of the next phase of EEC is achievable and agreed with suppliers
and industry. It is also important that the resulting increase in consumers’ energy bills is limited to ensure
there is no unnecessary hardship.

Agreement to transitional arrangements between EEC2 and EEC3 by end of 2006

63. To ensure the momentum underway in EEC2 is maintained and that we don’t enter a cycle of stop-
go activity, the government needs to consult on and ultimately publish the transitional rules between EEC2
and EEC3 as soon as possible. This will help to encourage momentum and also enable the industry to build
the necessary capacity to step up to the potentially increased target in EEC3.

Building and Appliance Standards

64. In addition to enhancing EEC, we believe that the government should implement a strategy for
progressively raising building and appliance standards. The raising of boiler standards to the latest
condensing technology and also tougher building regulations have been very successful in increasing the
base standards in these industries. This approach should be used to increase appliance standards and further
raise building regulations, ensuring at the same time that the market has the flexibility to meet these
standards in the most eYcient manner.

65. To ensure this improvement is met, it is important that the necessary controls are in place to ensure
full compliance. The introduction of the home information pack in 2007, and in particular the energy
eYciency assessment, provides the framework to introduce energy eYciency standards on the existing
housing stock, potentially requiring sellers to achieve a prescribed thermal eYciency before they can put
their properties onto the market.

66. We also suggest that the government should consider ways in which the new requirement under the
Housing Act for an energy audit when a property is sold could be adapted for application in the rented
housing market, in order to raise awareness and reinforce the incentive for landlords to improve energy
eYciency.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by EDF Energy

EDF Energy is one of the UK’s largest energy companies with activities throughout the energy chain. Our
interests include coal and gas-fired electricity generation, electricity networks and energy supply to end
users. We have over five million electricity and gas customer accounts in the UK, including both residential
and business users.

EDF Energy welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Environmental Audit Committee’s inquiry of
27 April on the UK’s 2006 Climate Change Programme (CCP). We support the UK Government’s ambition
to move progressively to a low carbon economy and to play a leading role in the global eVort to address
climate change. In our view, the scientific evidence presented to date justifies action to mitigate climate
change by reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

EDF Energy believes the review of the CCP provided a good opportunity to take stock on climate change
policy. However, we believe the 2006 CCP does not address the need for a long term policy framework that
is capable of delivering the investment needed to make deep cuts in carbon emissions. It seems to us that the
Government may be seeking to achieve more from the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU
ETS) than that scheme is currently capable of delivering. There is a risk that the scheme, unless backed up
by suitable measures, will deliver only short term responses, some of which are very diVerent from the long
term measures needed to put the UK on a path to a low carbon economy.

We believe that the Government’s objectives can best be served by a broad mix of measures, within which
the EU ETS can act as a balancing mechanism which seeks out low cost abatement opportunities. To this
end, we recommend the continuation of all existing measures and that consideration is given to a number
of further options.

EDF Energy is concerned by the lack of transparency of the baseline emissions and the savings from
existing and additional measures. There is no explanation of the process for evaluating and quantifying the
emissions savings.
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Based on our analysis, we believe the energy demand forecasts are currently underestimates,
predominately due to overestimation of existing climate change programme savings and underestimating
continued demand growth. In addition, there is the risk of CCP measures underperforming. Based on
previous revisions to the expected CCP savings it would be prudent to factor in some risk of
underperformance.

EDF Energy believes that reducing UK CO2 emissions by 20% against 1990 levels is feasible, though not
by 2010. To meet this target significant investment is needed in both low carbon technologies and energy
eYciency. There is not currently the policy framework to support this investment by 2010.

Long Term Policy Framework

EDF Energy supports the UK’s leadership and commitment to the further development of international
policies and its engagement with other countries in the negotiations to determine an international emissions
framework and the need to incorporate developing countries. It is important that the UK separates the need
for international targets and its responsibility to respond to the challenge of climate change and move to a
low carbon economy.

EDF Energy believes that to achieve the UK’s emissions reduction ambition requires a stable long term
policy framework and the removal of barriers to the development of particular low carbon technologies.

The EU ETS currently excludes carbon free technologies such as carbon sequestration and nuclear from
the scheme. Although these technologies can benefit from higher electricity prices driven by carbon prices
in the EU ETS, the time scales of the EU ETS and the visibility and certainty of future prices does not match
the investment life cycles of these assets. The potential risks faced by investors investing in low carbon or
carbon free technologies include:

— EU or individual Member State governments implementing policy in a manner that leads to a low
or non significant price for CO2; and

— Governments providing assistance to carbon emitting technologies by allocating free carbon
allowances to new entrants under the EU ETS.

EDF Energy believes that commercial or financial instruments in the form of carbon reduction contracts
have the capability of hedging the risk for “low carbon technology” investors related to uncertain carbon
prices and can be designed to be consistent with existing policy mechanisms. Contracts have the further
advantage of allowing Government to control its liabilities under these contracts by controlling the volume
of abatement it is willing to underwrite using this mechanism. Government can further limit its liabilities by
influencing wider policy development to retain the carbon price within a reasonable range that minimises
its financial exposure. Contracts are also attractive because:

— They can be designed to allocate the regulatory risk associated with carbon markets more fairly
between industry and government; and

— Can provide certainty on delivering known CO2 reductions.

EDF Energy has developed a detailed proposition on a suitable carbon hedge, outlined in our Energy
Review response. We believe that further work will be required in developing a framework for this
mechanism that examines the commercial and regulatory features of the contracts.

Broad Mix of Measures

We believe that the Government’s objectives can best be served by a broad mix of measures. A low carbon
future depends on all parts of society making a full contribution, including in particular, transport. The
power sector, while it can do more, has already made a significant contribution to carbon reduction. The
UK faces a significant shortfall in electricity generation capacity, in excess of 30 GW by 2016. While there
is a good chance of a further fall in carbon emissions as gas-fired plant and renewables are built and energy
eYciency is improved, the longer term outlook is for an increase in emissions, as nuclear plant is retired and
the overall demand for electricity continues to increase.

Energy Demand and Emissions Savings

EDF Energy supports more action to improve energy eYciency, and as an energy supplier we will
continue to play our part. However, it has to be recognised that increased action has been taken by energy
suppliers over the last decade without a significant lowering in the rate of demand growth. There needs to
be a significant step change in customer behaviour simply to restrain continued growth in demand. Changes
in behaviour require more than just increased awareness. The government needs to introduce fiscal and
other incentives. Even so, we do not believe that it is realistic to assume that energy demand growth can be
halted or reversed in the foreseeable future. Based on our analysis, we believe energy demand forecasts are
currently underestimated predominantly due to over-estimation of existing climate change programme
savings and the assumed reduction in demand growth.
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The CCP analysis does not appear to incorporate an assessment of the risks of CCP measures
underperforming. Based on previous revisions to the expected CCP savings it would be prudent to factor
in some risk of underperformance.

Climate Change Adaptation

EDF Energy welcomes the work being undertaken by the UK on gaining greater scientific certainty
around the nature and the scale of impacts of climate change at a regional, UK and global level. A better
understanding of the impacts will help make eVective assessments of the associated benefits of protecting
against these impacts and potentially accelerate the response to climate change and adaptation at a local,
regional and global level.

EDF Energy also believes that greater emphasis is needed on identifying the risks associated with climate
change on a regional basis and within individual sectors. EDF Energy is working with the Met OYce and
other energy organisations to improve our understanding of the physical impacts of climate change. This
information will form the basis for further detailed studies, and actions in managing and adapting to
climate change.

Climate change adaptation will clearly require significant expenditure from both public and private
sectors, but it is diYcult to be precise. Government should ensure that public funding is available to support
the initial detailed risk assessments and also the implementation of adaptation actions.

The Government’s Energy Review

The size of the energy challenge facing the UK, Europe and the world is huge. But it is also an opportunity
for leadership to deliver secure, clean and aVordable energy for the long term. A diverse mix of generation
is the right solution to ensure security of supply, address climate change and provide value for money to
customers. Clean coal, gas, renewables, nuclear, micro and decentralised generation and energy eYciency
all have a role to play and all should be pursued. All are vital ingredients in building a low carbon mix.

The Government’s decisions in the Energy Review will have a critical impact on the energy industry and
its customers for decades to come. We therefore need a road map for the long term which clearly sets out
the key milestones on the way to meeting our energy goals. Such a framework, in creating the right climate
for investment, will enable better—not less—market solutions. The outcome of this Energy Review needs
to be based on the widest possible political and public consensus to provide stability and security for the
future, the best outcome for our customers.

The nature of climate change and its importance places a huge responsibility on us to work in a
constructive and supportive way with Government. As one of the UK’s largest energy companies EDF
Energy is keen to engage actively with Government and we look forward to supporting the Environmental
Audit Committees eVorts to evaluate the 2006 Programme.

I hope you will find our response helpful. If you have any queries or would like us to provide further help
to your review, please do not hesitate to contact me.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by EEF

About Us

1. EEF, the manufacturers’ organisation, has a membership of 6,000 manufacturing, engineering and
technology-based businesses and represents the interests of manufacturing at all levels of government.
Comprising 11 regional associations, the Engineering Construction Industries Association (ECIA) and UK
Steel, EEF is one of the UK’s leading providers of business services in health, safety and environment,
employment relations and employment law, manufacturing performance, education, training and skills.

2. EEF welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the House of Commons Environmental Audit
Committee (EAC) Inquiry “Climate Change—The UK Programme 2006”. The Government’s long-awaited
Climate Change Programme (CCP) “Tomorrow’s Climate, Today’s Challenge”, published in March 2006,
illustrates the proposed policy direction over coming years to tackle the climate change problem. The
importance of the climate change challenge has been recognised by manufacturing, and the sector has
contributed across a wide range of schemes to tackle emissions over recent years. While manufacturing is
prepared to play its role, EEF is cautious such that policies do not have a detrimental impact on the
competitiveness of the sector—especially vis-à-vis nations not bound by emissions reduction agreements.

3. Our evidence below deals with the main points of inquiry raised by the committee under each of the
headings relevant to the members of EEF.
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Does the 2006 CCP represent a realistic strategy to prepare the UK to meet this challenge?

4. EEF has a number of concerns with the UK’s strategy for meeting the challenges outlined in the
Government’s CCP. These include an:

Over reliance on EU ETS

5. We are concerned the CCP is over-reliant on the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) to deliver
carbon reductions. The eVectiveness of the scheme is yet to be assessed and yet the CCP is expecting the
scheme to deliver in excess of 65% of the total expected carbon reductions.

6. The CCP sets out a range of new measures to achieve a reduction in carbon emissions of between
7–12 metric tonnes of carbon (MtC) by 2010. However, it is very reliant on the EU ETS to deliver between
3–8 MtC of these savings. While it is sensible to present the savings related to EU ETS as a range, relying
so heavily on it means that progress in reducing emissions will be limited should EU ETS deliver at the low
end of the range.

7. In addition, EU ETS does not address the abatement potential of sectors. In sectors where there is little
scope to abate carbon dioxide emissions, the scheme cannot incentivise reductions. Instead, it only leads
to an added cost to the sector, or a displacement of the carbon emission—and not the desired reduction in
emissions.

8. Furthermore the electricity supply sector—also covered by EU ETS—has simply passed on the cost
of carbon to all sectors in the economy through higher energy bills. Worryingly, Phase 2 recognises and
condones this action. Whilst we agree that the whole of the economy should internalise the cost of carbon
if it will result in a reduction in emissions, we are concerned that the scheme as is stands will simply fail to
deliver the desired reductions.

9. In the first instance there does not appear to be an incentive from the scheme for the electricity supply
industry to address its own energy eYciency. A recent report8 stated that “large parts of industry, including
the energy sector, have improved their energy eYciency, since energy constitutes such an important part of
their cost structure. As a result, the EU is one of the most energy-eYcient areas of the world. Nevertheless,
there still is a significant potential for improving energy eYciency”. If it is the case that there is still significant
potential for energy eYciency then all sectors need to be incentivised to realise that potential. Our concern
is that because the electricity supply industry can pass through the cost of carbon the EU ETS will not be
as powerful an instrument to incentivise the electricity supply industry as it will be to other sectors.

10. Moreover, part of the passed on cost is going to industrial sectors which, having already reduced
emissions, are finding further reduction of carbon dioxide to be very diYcult. It could be that in those parts
of the economy where carbon abatement potential is high that the increased cost of electricity will stimulate
action. But again this raises concerns about the need to protect sections of the population against fuel
poverty and the exposure of those parts of the economy that compete with countries that do not internalise
the cost or carbon.

CCP needs “smarter” energy eYciency policy measures

11. With emissions rising and a poor uptake of energy eYciency measures across all sectors we are
disappointed that the CCP is not attempting to put in place a ‘smarter’ energy eYciency policy package. We
feel that the barriers to implementing energy eYciency will mitigate expected benefits and have a material
bearing on the eVectiveness of these policies. Moreover, we would conclude that the CCP is over optimistic
and requires more eVort to address these issues if it is serious about tackling climate change.

12. The EEF has recently commissioned a report to look at the role of energy eYciency to drive the UK
towards meeting it targets to reduce carbon dioxide emissions. One of the key findings of the report is that
energy eYciency’s contribution to reducing CO2 emissions is limited because energy consumption is destined
to continue to rise. As an illustration, despite 50% improvements in energy intensity seen in the domestic,
industrial and service sectors between 1970 and 2004 absolute energy demand has increased. If energy
eYciency measures had not been introduced then clearly energy demand would be much greater and perhaps
even unsustainable. There is an absence of clear statistics that separate out the eVect of energy eYciency
measures on total energy consumption.

13. The implementation of energy eYciency across all sectors has not been as successful as perhaps the
Government would have preferred. EEF has recently delivered energy eYciency workshops across the
country working with the Carbon Trust and manufacturing companies and we are currently following up
to monitor the uptake and implementation of energy eYciency measures. The initial results are indicating
that less than 20% of businesses that took part in the scheme have put into action what was learnt. Similarly,
with just one in four businesses implementing measures after receiving advice, the Carbon Trust themselves
have a similar tale to tell.

8 First Report of the High Level Group on Competitiveness, “Energy and the environment—contributing to an integrated
approach on competitiveness, energy and environment policies”.
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14. It is important that energy eYciency programmes fully reflect the many barriers that business faces
during implementation of such measures. The measure need to take into account diminishing returns in
some sectors and understand the abatement potential across UK activities and direct measures that are more
specifically appropriate.

15. Other key barriers faced are constraints in raising capital to fund investments in energy eYciency; a
tendency to over-estimate the hidden costs associated with investing in energy eYciency (such as
management time); and lack of information available on these costs and scepticism that the investment will
deliver the claimed benefits. Some of these barriers can be overcome by providing businesses and individuals
with better information or a toolkit to assess these costs. However, there is also a need to help business
finance investment in energy eYciency at a time when rising energy prices are increasing the prospective
returns but are intensifying the squeeze on operating margins, particularly in manufacturing.

Need to see stronger policies to address the supply side

16. Many of the mechanisms within the CCP rely on energy eYciency programmes to deliver the
reductions (such as Climate Change Agreements, EU ETS, and Warm Front). Whilst we acknowledge that
in the short term energy eYciency has a major role to play, in the medium to longer term the supply side
must be addressed. That means action now from government to send out the right signals and stimulate
further investment in low carbon sources of energy supply.

17. The Budget statement and the CCP recognised the need to invest in technological solutions to climate
change. This will extend the weapons available in our armoury and will also create opportunities for UK
businesses in helping other countries to tackle climate change if we can develop a lead in this area. The
additional funds announced for investment in developing carbon capture and storage is welcome,
particularly as large parts of the developing world are likely to continue investing in coal-fired plants.
However, the extra money is fairly limited. This reflects the wider reality that the UK invests significantly
less than its competitors in energy-related research and development. According to the latest international
comparisons, the UK spent just 0.02% of GDP on energy R&D—a tenth of what is spent in the United States
and below all EU15 members except Portugal. The government needs to examine how to bridge this gap as
an immediate priority.

Does the government need to do more and if so what to try to ensure it meets the 20% reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions by 2020?

18. The Government might consider starting with a thorough assessment of all the proposed policies
taking into account the real potential for reducing carbon dioxide emissions across all sectors of the
economy. For example measuring the energy eYciency potential across sectors will highlight those sectors
where other policies measures are essential to help them further reduce emissions.

19. There is also a need to clearly understand the limitations of energy eYciency in delivering carbon
reductions. A growing economy will inevitably lead to a growing demand for energy so parallel robust
policies to address the supply side are needed, and this should include all technologies—including micro-
generation and nuclear.

20. In addition, business—particularly manufacturing—cannot alone continue to shoulder the burden
of drives to improve energy eYciency. It is crucial that emissions from both domestic and transport sectors
are tackled, as the projections for rising CO2 emissions from these sectors are truly worrying.

21. The CCP highlights the substantial contribution made by climate change agreements (CCA). EEF
also believes that there should be an extension of CCAs to other parts of manufacturing and potentially
other parts of the economy (perhaps including households), while avoiding the pitfalls encountered when
previous attempts to widen coverage were thwarted by using over-complicated criteria. The Government
should look seriously at whether these criteria are required to comply with State Aid rules, given that the
European Commission is signalling a more pragmatic approach with a greater focus on major market
distortions.

22. It is clear that there needs to be an improvement in incentives for research and development into more
energy eYcient products and processes. In addition, improved access to enhanced capital allowances for
investment in energy eYciency or microgeneration. Extending CCAs is likely to improve take-up of existing
enhanced capital allowances by providing business with greater incentives to invest in energy eYciency in
order to hit the targets. However, there is also a need to revisit the bureaucratic process involved in
registering technologies to qualify for the allowance.
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Conclusion

23. We have touched upon some of the broader concerns of manufacturing with the Government’s
climate change programme. Manufacturing is prepared to share the burden associated with tackling climate
change but it is important we construct a framework that encourages the necessary investment to improve
energy eYciency and reduce carbon emissions without unnecessarily damaging UK competitiveness, or just
simply exporting the emissions to less regulated economies.

June 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Energy Saving Trust

The Energy Saving Trust is pleased to respond to the Environmental Audit Committee’s “Climate
Change—The UK Programme 2006” inquiry. Our response addresses the three questions raised by the
inquiry and focuses on the relevant areas of the Energy Saving Trust’s expertise. Please note that this
response should not be taken as representing the views of individual Energy Saving Trust members.

Introducing the Energy Saving Trust

The Energy Saving Trust was established as part of the Government’s action plan in response to the 1992
Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, which addressed worldwide concerns on sustainable development issues.
We are the UK’s leading organisation working through partnerships towards the sustainable and eYcient
use of energy by households, communities and the road transport sector and one of the key delivery agents
for the Government’s climate change objectives.

1. The Prime Minister continues to identify climate change as “probably the greatest long-term challenge
facing the human race”. Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic strategy to prepare
the UK to meet this challenge?

No, more clearly can and should be done by the UK to tackle this challenge. We believe that the priority
focus should be on the domestic and transport sectors, which accounted for 55% of CO2 emissions in 2004.
The 20% CO2 reduction target by 2010 needs to be delivered and subsequent interim targets set so that
progress towards the 60% reduction target can be measured.

2. Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try to ensure that it meets the 20% reduction in
carbon dioxide emissions by 2010?

Yes. We believe Government needs to undertake further action in the following five key areas to put the
UK back on track following the announcement in the UK Climate Change Programme 2006 (CCP) that
CO2 emissions are projected to be 15–18% below 1990 by 2010.

— Provide leadership by example.

— Support organisations that deliver change at a local level.

— Use the tax system to encourage people to take action.

— Help businesses to “green” consumers.

— Outlaw climate damaging products.

Whilst home energy eYciency in the UK is already a success story with investment in improvements in
UK households having doubled energy eYciency since 1970, consumer energy demand continues to grow,
largely due to increasing household temperatures and the proliferation of consumer electronics. In the case
of passenger road transport, improvements in energy intensity are threatened by the recent trends in new-
car fuel eYciency with the average CO2 emissions of new cars sold to private consumers rising in 2003 and
2004 for the first time in over eight years. More must be done to improve energy eYciency in homes and fuel
eYciency of new cars; however the key to unlocking the substantial energy saving potential in these sectors
is to change consumers’ behaviour. Although challenging, we believe this can be achieved, building on
current policy and with leadership at national, regional and local levels. The Energy Review provides the
opportunity to do this.

We welcome the increased prominence within the CCP to stimulating action by individuals to change
energy related behaviour. This is often misunderstood to refer solely to routine behaviours such as switching
oV lights, whilst these have a significant potential, the most important behaviours relate to the more
infrequent behaviours of purchasing energy using and energy saving equipment.
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Changing purchasing behaviour

Broadly, there are two types of energy eYciency purchase:

— Choosing the eYcient option (eg when buying an appliance).

— Making a discretionary purchase (eg home insulation).

In general, good progress has been made in homes in the first category with boilers and white appliances,
through a combination of the Energy EYciency Commitment, product policy and consumer information
and advice. Progress in the second category has proved more diYcult due to the higher level of consumer
engagement involved.

Product policy should be used to design out the option of ineYciency as far as possible. This has already
been achieved to a significant extent with white appliances and boilers. However, consumer electronics, and
particularly its stand-by energy use provides a growing challenge—without policy intervention energy use
in televisions and set top boxes alone could rise to 44 TWh in 2020, leading to emissions of 5 MtC. We
support the CCP proposals for stronger standards and in particular recommend that:

— Standards are set for consumer electronics, especially stand-by energy consumption, under the EU
Directive on Energy Using Products.

Clear, impartial advice at the point of purchase is also crucial, especially for products without adequate
standards. We have shown, with the Energy Saving Recommended (ESR) initiative, the value of accrediting
and supporting the most energy eYcient products on the market, and we stand ready to support the
expansion of ESR to consumer electronics as announced in the Budget 2006.

With passenger cars we are some way behind. The main current mechanism is a voluntary agreement to
improve the average eYciency of new cars sold. This has historically made some good progress but is now
stalling. We support Government’s drive for new targets and recommend that:

— The current agreements on new-car CO2 must be extended, and made enforceable with a 120g/km
target, even if the target year is delayed from 2012.

The Energy Saving Trust argued strongly for, and warmly welcomed, the CO2 label for cars. This is a
good first step, but CCP needs to go further by providing CO2 information in ways that it easily accessible
to consumers. To that end we believe that the following are measures are also required:

— Implementation of a “league table” that could be promoted through our advice centre network.

— A comprehensive consumer engagement package is needed for transport as well as energy
eYciency, including advice on low-carbon vehicle purchase.

Clear and long-term fiscal incentives are also required. We welcome recent changes in Company Car Tax
and Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) but advocate the introduction of a clear commitment to:

— Progressively increase VED rates for the highest-CO2 cars over time.

The highest priority now is to promote consumer action on discretionary investment in the home—
particularly insulation. Although we support the direction of the CCP proposals, we recommend a stronger
policy package than that included in the CCP, including:

— Strengthening the Energy EYciency Commitment by increasing targets for 2008–11 to
approximately double the current levels.

— Stimulating long term investment by energy suppliers by giving a guarantee to retain energy
supplier obligations at least at this new level until 2020.

— Developing the Energy EYciency Commitment into a more flexible and inclusive instrument with
transparent prices for the longer term to secure demand reduction.

— Embedding within local authority priorities community leadership in home energy saving, initially
through support with the two year £20 million fund included in the CCP, but on a longer term
basis.

— Implementation of the Energy Report in the Home Information Pack (and devolved equivalents)
and its eVective use, including use of the information gathered to improve the targeting of measures
and programmes.

Changing routine behaviour

Consumers are not usually aware of their own energy use in the home. There is a lack of visibility due to
the very basic standard of metering, indirect payment mechanisms such as direct debit and uninformative
billing. Consequently the majority of consumers have no concrete experience of the eVect of household
energy saving, in contrast to other environmental actions such as recycling. While transport costs are more
visible, there remain significant challenges to promoting energy-eYcient driving styles, vehicles, and
transport modes.
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Consumers therefore need greater help to make energy saving become more habitual. From research we
know people feel empowered by practical information on what they can do. Again, we welcome the steps
that the CCP is taking in this area but believe there is considerable scope to go further. Specifically, we
recommend:

— Further investment in communication to help individuals make the connection between individual
and community energy saving and climate change.

— A firm commitment to roll out a UK-wide Sustainable Energy Network(SEN) to promote action
and give consumers access to independent advice when the pilot centres prove to deliver cost-
eVective carbon savings. Further information on SEN is provided in Annex 1.

— Increased engagement with young people on energy saving alongside the proposed major
investment in renewables in schools. This is a major gap in consumer engagement activities that
needs to be addressed.

— National roll-out of smart metering technology and trials, using the £5 million funding announced
in the Budget 2006, of the way information is provided from it to consumers to identify the most
eVective approaches to changing behaviour. We do not believe that better billing will be capable of
delivering major C savings without smart metering and that as a minimum all new and replacement
meters must be smart meters with consumer interfaces.

— A new emphasis on advice for consumers on eco-driving, low-carbon cars and transport modal
shift. Despite recognising that consumer action is important the CCP fails to make suYcient
recommendations in this area.

The Energy Saving Trust intends to continue to play a key role in catalysing consumer action. Since 1996
our activities have delivered measures with 14.8 Mt lifetime carbon savings in the household sector at an
average cost of £13/t carbon. With additional funding to roll out the Sustainable Energy Network, including
extension of activities to transport, we would do more to deliver consumer action.

Technologies for the future

Persuading consumers to invest in today’s cost eVective energy saving technology is crucial, but it cannot
alone deliver the long term goal of reducing carbon emissions by 60%. Greater attention to new technology
is required. As the Prime Minister stated in a recent speech in New Zealand “We have got to produce for
the environment the type of technological revolution that gripped us with information technology”. Only
low carbon consumer technologies can fulfill this role by combining the potential for mass production, cost
reduction and citizen engagement.

The Renewables Obligation (RO) is already delivering substantial growth in the UK’s renewable
electricity generation capacity. However, it does not encourage renewables heat and provides little practical
support for microgeneration technologies. Recent research undertaken by the Energy Saving Trust on
behalf of the DTI revealed that microgeneration could potentially provide 30–40% of the UK’s total
electricity needs by 2050 and help to reduce CO2 emissions by 15% per year. Microgeneration oVers a
number of benefits, including reduced distribution losses and enhanced security of supply, through fuel and
location diversity. It can also help mitigate fuel poverty in hard to treat homes, such as solid wall properties,
and in oV-gas network areas. Development of microgeneration technologies may also help improve the level
of engagement with consumers on climate change issues in general. In the case of renewables,
microgeneration this could help increase acceptance of larger renewable generation projects. Energy policy
needs to provide suYcient support to deliver this potential.

Combined heat and power (CHP) is more eYcient than the separate production of heat and power. Micro-
CHP oVers the potential for a major expansion of CHP, by providing heat for individual homes. Although
it is too early to provide a definitive assessment, recent data indicates that well-installed and well-controlled
micro-CHP boilers reduce emissions and energy bills very significantly. We therefore advocate a well-
designed policy framework that will enable microgeneration to play a major role in UK energy and climate
change policy objectives. We welcome the Government’s microgeneration strategy and increased funding
for the Low Carbon Buildings Programme as a major step in this direction. Based on the findings of our
study for DTI we recommend that:

— Sustained support is given through the new Low Carbon Buildings Programme to technologies
needing grant support to secure cost reductions in early markets. We welcome the announcement
of the extra £50 million funding and urge that a suYcient proportion of this is spent on the
household sector.

— Electricity regulation is reformed to require fair prices for microgeneration exports.

— Support for heat generating microgeneration is provided, including through EEC. We believe the
CCP should have made a clear statement to this eVect.

— A clear pathway is established to higher standards in future reviews of Building Regulations, to
secure low carbon buildings that use microgeneration.
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New home energy eYciency technologies also oVer significant potential. They can be easily over-looked
and have been continuously under-funded within Government’s overall technology support programmes.
The CCP missed an opportunity to rectify this and we therefore recommend:

— A significant increase in research, development and demonstration on household energy saving
technologies.

New housing oVers the potential for early use of many new technologies. The increase of 40% in energy
eYciency standards over the last five years is welcome. However, our analysis indicates that further
improvement is possible and required. We would have liked to have a seen a commitment in the CCP that:

— Building Regulations are further improved by 25% in the next review with the intention to move
to “zero carbon space and water heating” by 2015.

— The new Code for Sustainable Homes is used in social housing and planning to deliver significant
levels of “better than Building Regulations homes” by 2008, rather than just Government funded
homes having to meet Code level 3.

Public sector

Whilst we welcome the recognition of the importance of the public sector, particularly in showing
leadership at the local level, we believe that full engagement in all local authorities will only happen if driven
forward at the political and senior management level. Although the CCP states that it will consider how to
ensure that the local Government performance framework will include appropriate focus on action on
climate change, we advocate that this can only be done by:

— Including the eVective promotion of sustainable energy as a local authority role that is assessed
under the Comprehensive Performance Assessment (CPA), as sustainable development and public
service modernisation are intrinsically linked.

Transport fuels and technologies

We welcome the announcement of the Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO) to increase the use
of renewable fuels in transport but more will be required to bring second-generation biofuels to the market
and to promote higher-percentage biofuel blends. The RTFO itself should be structured to incentivise the
most carbon-eYcient fuels.

On the vehicle side, there are numerous technologies available now that can reduce carbon emissions in
a highly cost-eVective way, but these are not being brought to market in high volumes. The EU has recently
approved the proposed “Low Carbon Car” scheme and we urge that this is implemented quickly to assist
new low carbon vehicles into the market.

3. To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of the Climate
Change Programme?

The outcome of both the Energy Review and the Stern Review will undoubtedly aVect the implementation
of the CCP in some way or other but it is diYcult to predict how, or to what extent. However, It is
fundamental to ensure that any Energy Review decisions on upstream generation issues should not
detrimentally impact on the substantial potential and need to deliver energy saving and microgeneration to
mitigate the impacts of climate change.

In relation to the Energy Review, the Energy Saving Trust believes that the priority focus in meeting
future electricity demand requirements in a secure, eYcient and environmentally friendly manner must be
to reduce the level of demand in the first place. Demand side activity can be implemented far quicker than
changes in the supply side and will deliver carbon reductions with lower levels of low carbon supply. Energy
eYciency clearly helps improve security of supply by reducing the demand for primary energy and hence the
level of dependency on energy imports. It also provides the most favourable low carbon solution when
taking into account embodied energy and can help alleviate fuel poverty.

Investment in improvements in UK households has doubled energy eYciency since 1970. These changes
have reduced carbon emissions by 30 MtC per annum, which is three times the saving from the whole nuclear
industry and almost as much as the emissions of the UK’s fleet of coal fired power stations. The Energy
Saving Trust estimates that the achievable annual potential for household carbon savings is 14 MtC through
existing technologies (excluding solid wall insulation), which equates to 34%9 of household energy use. In
our view, the Energy Review should reiterate the importance of energy eYciency and result in a stronger
commitment than that contained in the CCP. It is imperative that the UK not only continues its focus on
energy eYciency as the key delivery agent for its short term carbon reductions but also raises its commitment
by strengthening existing measures and introducing new policies for both now and the longer term.

9 Based on domestic energy consumption reported in the Digest of UK Energy Statistics 2005.
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As illustrated above, microgeneration oVers a number of benefits over larger scale technologies and in
common with energy eYciency, will also address heat as well as power unlike nuclear and most large scale
renewable technologies. Indications are that the development of microgeneration technologies will also help
improve the level of engagement with consumers on climate change issues in general. In the case of
renewables, microgeneration this could help increase acceptance of larger renewable generation projects.
The implementation of microgeneration solutions will also help facilitate a holistic approach to carbon
reduction in the household sector by allowing the implementation of energy eYciency measures at the same
time. This is clearly not possible with large scale generation solution which will not help improve engagement
with consumers. It is for these reasons that we also believe that the Energy Review should recommend an
increased role for microgeneration in UK energy and climate change policy objectives.

Unfortunately, the transport sector does not appear to be a major area of focus for the Energy Review.
We believe that this is an unhelpful omission. Therefore, we do not expect that Energy Review will have
much, if any, impact on the CCP for the transport sector despite a recent report for the Department for
Transport identifying potential carbon saving policies that could deliver a 60% reduction in carbon
emissions through a combination of technical and behavioural change. Further action will therefore be
required to reduce CO2 emissions from transport.

Annex 1—A Sustainable Energy Network (SEN)

The Energy Saving Trust is piloting the SEN concept with the creation of Sustainable Energy Centres in
three parts of the UK (two in England and one in Northern Ireland) which build upon the existing
infrastructure provided by the EEAC network. The EEACs currently focus on the provision of home energy
eYciency advice, which has proven extremely successful and now advise 750,000 people annually. Between
1996–07 and 2004–05, the advice led to actions saving 5.95 MtC over their lifetime at an average cost of just
7£/tC.

Under the SEN model the provision of the advice service will be part of an integrated approach to
changing consumer behaviour on a much larger scale, where each SEC will:

— Deliver of defined regional carbon saving targets in their territory. Such a role will involve
supporting and co-ordinating the range of existing delivery agencies and filling any gaps.

— Provide an advice service that also covers the use of renewable energy in homes and energy in road
transport. This will operate as a high profile service that can link consumers to delivery
mechanisms for consumer sustainable energy, thereby making it easy and convenient for them to
take action.

— Instigate local awareness raising activity that links with national marketing and is integrated with
local delivery mechanisms, to provide a compelling message.

We believe that the SEN approach will result in a more joined up approach to delivery, will provide an
eVective infrastructure at local level and will result in a step change in consumer action. We are evaluating
the current pilot to assess the carbon savings and other benefits arising from the SEN quarterly. Results
from the survey completed in January 2006 to assess the impact of advice given in April to June 2005 are
encouraging. These show a significant increase in impact compared to the EEACs. The average lifetime
carbon saving per customer is 2.09 tC. This is a 65% increase against the baseline10 figure of 1.27 tC, and is
far greater than that from the EEAC network. The evidence confirms that advice is making a diVerence at
individual customer level. Results for the full first year of operation will be available December 2006.

May 2006

Joint memorandum submitted by English Nature and the Countryside Agency

Introduction

English Nature is the Government agency that champions the conservation and enhancement of the
wildlife and geological features of England. We deliver our responsibilities, often in partnership with
others, by:

— advising Government, other agencies, local authorities, interest groups, business communities and
individuals on nature conservation in England;

— regulating activities aVecting special nature conservation sites in England;

— enabling others to manage land for nature conservation through grants, projects and
information; and

— enthusing and advocating nature conservation for all and biodiversity as a key test of sustainable
development.

10 The baseline is derived from the EEACs that were operating in the pilot areas in 2004–05.
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The Landscape, Access and Recreation Division (LAR) of the Countryside Agency is the statutory body
working to:

— conserve and protect our landscapes and all their characteristics;

— encourage awareness of, access to and enjoyment of the countryside and green spaces; and

— achieve the sustainable management and use of the countryside.

Major changes are currently taking place within Government in the way that England’s wildlife and
landscapes are protected, managed, funded and enjoyed. In consequence, a new independent body—
Natural England—will be established in October 2006, bringing together the current roles of English
Nature, the LAR Division of the Countryside Agency and the environmental activities of the Rural
Development Service.

Climate Change and Natural Environment

Climate change poses the most serious long-term risk to England’s natural environment. The use of
England’s natural resources for food and energy production, transport and housing is already putting great
pressure on the natural environment. These pressures need to be significantly reduced to avoid irreversible
loss of species, ecosystems and valued landscapes.

Climate change is adding to both the urgency and scale of these existing pressures. The level of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere will need to stabilise at around 400 parts per million (currently 381 ppm and rising
2 ppm/year) and total greenhouse gas levels at 450 ppm CO2 “equivalent” to avoid exceeding the level
deemed to be safe” for the natural environment11.

We believe that:

— all sectors need to contribute to the major national and international eVorts required to address
the causes of climate change and respond to its impacts;

— Government, research institutions and land and water (including marine) managers need to be
engaged in debate about the direct and indirect impacts of climate change on the natural
environment and the services it provides, and in the delivery of mitigation and adaptation actions;

— reducing energy demand and improving energy eYciency are the most important actions that can
be taken to reduce the causes of climate change; the energy sector, industry and the agriculture,
forestry and land management sector must also accelerate the uptake of clean energy technologies
in appropriate locations; and

— the agriculture, forestry and land management sector must increase the potential for carbon
sequestration through improved management practices and the restoration of semi-natural
habitats; this in turn will help improve the capacity of the natural environment to adapt to the
inevitable impacts of climate change.

As climate change presents such a significant threat to the natural environment, the Government’s
framework for action, as outlined in the UKCCP 2006, is of major strategic importance.

Does the UK Climate Change Programme (UKCCP) 2006 represent a realistic strategy for the UK to meet
the challenge of climate change?

We welcome the publication of the UKCCP 2006. The Government is giving a clear signal that climate
change is a priority issue that requires an integrated and long-term response. We are encouraged that the
importance of climate change is recognised and that action to reduce the causes and adapt to the impacts
is being taken.

We also commend the leadership that Government has shown over the past 12 months to raise the
international profile of climate change through the UK Presidencies of the European Union and the G8.
This must continue and further action is needed to build an international consensus on the scale of global
action required to reduce the risks of dangerous climate change. It is important that the UK continues to
play a leading role in building this consensus.

Climate change raises two key challenges that the UKCCP 2006 aims to address:

— the need for action to mitigate the causes of climate change by reducing emissions of greenhouse
gases caused mainly by burning fossil fuels, but also from land-use activities; and

— the need to plan for the impacts of inevitable climate change on economic, social and
environmental systems over the next 50 years, and to prepare appropriate adaptation responses.

11 Defra, 2005, Avoiding dangerous climate change.
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Reducing emissions

In order to substantially reduce emissions, the UK will need to make significant progress towards
becoming a low carbon economy by the middle of the century. This will require fundamental changes to our
economic and social systems, as well as to individuals’ behaviours and life-choices.

Whilst the UKCCP 2006 is not a strategy for making the fundamental changes that a low carbon economy
will require (this is likely to come from the Stern Review later in the year), we believe that it provides an
essential short to medium term policy framework that will continue to underpin progress in reducing
emissions from all sectors to levels below the 1990 base year (transport has been a notable exception to date).
However, Government must make clearer how it envisages achieving the longer-term goal of a low carbon
economy.

The agriculture, forestry and land management sector has an important role to play in reducing and
sequestering emissions. Agriculture and forestry practices in particular produce significant greenhouse gas
emissions. The measures in the UKCCP 2006 have the potential to significantly reduce these—particularly
methane and nitrous oxide emissions.

However, we do not believe that the UKCCP 2006 has accounted for all the CO2 emissions from the
agriculture, forestry and land management sector and we are not satisfied that the role the sector can play
in carbon sequestration is being given suYcient emphasis.

Recent research by the National Soil Resource Institute12 has measured changes in soil carbon across
England and Wales from 1978 to 2003 using data from the National Soil Inventory. The research has found
that carbon is being lost from soils on “an enormous scale”—an estimated 13 Mt for the UK each year, of
which a proportion will be emitted to the atmosphere as CO2. The NSRI report makes clear that land use
“will have contributed to carbon losses” from both agricultural and non-agricultural uses, although more
research is needed to quantify these eVects.

An annual release of 13 Mt of carbon is significant relative to the UK’s national carbon budget. In 2004,
total UK CO2 emissions stood at 152.5 Mt. It is clear from this research that CO2 emissions from soils are
adding to those from industrial, transport and domestic sources and hence contributing to climate change.

It is, therefore, of concern that the UKCCP does not include the soil carbon source in the UK emissions
inventory (it states that the agriculture, forestry and land management sector only emitted 0.7 Mt of CO2

in 200413). The NSRI recommends “soil and other biological sources of atmospheric carbon need to be taken
into account in national carbon budgets”. We fully support this recommendation and call for more research
to establish the precise contribution that the agriculture, forestry and land management sector is making to
soil carbon emissions.

The potential for carbon sequestration from the agriculture, forestry and land management sector was
noted by the European Commission’s Climate Change Programme14 in 2001, which found that up to 70 Mt
of CO2 a year could be sequestered in the agricultural soils of the EU-15 between 2008–12. Such an amount
would equate to 21% of the total CO2 reduction that the EU-15 are committed to make under Kyoto in
that period.

There is, therefore, much potential to improve the contribution of the agriculture, forestry and land
management sector in sequestrating carbon. The UKCCP 2006 does commit to undertake research into
mechanisms for carbon sequestration and to improve understanding of soils vulnerable to carbon loss.
These initiatives are a step in the right direction, but we recommend that more emphasis is placed on the
role that the agriculture, forestry and land management sector can play in carbon management.

We believe that research is also needed into the potential for significant carbon sequestration through the
large-scale restoration of semi-natural habitats, such as wetland, woodland, heath and downland. We also
recommend exploration of how habitat restoration could be incorporated into a land management
emissions trading scheme.

In summary, we are of the view that the UKCCP 2006 could achieve more from the agriculture, forestry
and land management sector than currently proposed, especially with regard to understanding and
accounting for soil carbon emissions, sequestering carbon emissions and developing carbon management
systems.

Adaptation

We welcome the measures in the UKCCP 2006 as a significant improvement on those in the UKCCP 2000,
particularly as more emphasis is now being placed on assessing the types of adaptation responses that key
sectors must put in place. Defra’s Adaptation Policy Framework is a reasonable approach to developing a
national adaptation strategy.

12 Bellamy, P. et al. 2005. Carbon losses from all soils across England and Wales 1978–2003. Nature, 437.
13 UKCCP 2006, page 28, Table 4: Carbon Dioxide emissions by source, MtC.
14 ECCP, 2001, Working Group on Sinks Related to Agricultural Soils.
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Much of England’s natural environment is impoverished and intensively managed. It is vulnerable to the
impacts of climate change, such as increased temperatures, changes in water availability, reductions in soil
moisture and extreme weather events. Extreme events such as flooding and drought not only threaten the
natural environment, but also quality of life and economic growth.

Enabling natural processes to function on a large scale could result in more resilient landscapes that are
better able to accommodate the impacts of climatic change. Achieving these changes will present a challenge
to traditional conservation management, as there will be a need to move away from the focus on site
protection to a wider landscape-scale approach that emphasises reducing the fragmentation of habitats and
enabling rivers to function more naturally.

For the natural environment to successfully adapt to climate change, land and water management may
need to become less interventionist and more extensive so as to build environmental resilience. However, it
is possible that the responses to climate change of the land and water management sectors may present
threats to the natural environment. For example, there is a risk that agriculture will become more intensive
and production-orientated in response to changing economic circumstances brought about by climate
change. Equally, the response to flood events may be to build more “hard engineered” defences and to
modifying water bodies, resulting in the natural environment becoming less resilient and unable to adapt.

We believe that semi-natural habitats must be recognised as important resources in the climate change
challenge. They are vital in both removing greenhouse gases from the atmosphere (carbon sinks) and in
allowing the natural environment to adapt to inevitable change. The UKCCP 2006 clearly recognises the
importance of land and water management in meeting this challenge, but it seems not to fully appreciate the
key role that the natural environment could play.

Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try and ensure that it meets the 20% reduction in CO2

emissions by 2010?

The UK is on target to meet its share of the EU’s Kyoto obligations and this is welcomed. The UKCCP
2006 has confirmed that the 2010 domestic target for a 20% reduction in CO2 emissions is unlikely to be met,
which is clearly disappointing given the high international profile of the policy. It is equally unfortunate that
progress on Government’s target of renewable energy accounting for 10% of the UK’s electricity generation
by 2010 is also not on course.

The UKCCP 2006 estimates that the best case for CO2 emissions reduction by 2010 is 18% below base
year (1990), although there is a danger that only an 11% reduction will be achieved if new measures are not
as eVective as planned. We are less concerned about precise targets being met by arbitrary deadlines than
with the overall direction of Government policy and action. An 18% reduction by 2010 would represent a
significant achievement and show that there is momentum towards the long-term goal of a low carbon
economy. A reduction of 11%, although significant, would raise concerns about the eVectiveness of the
UKCCP 2006 for putting the UK on the long-term pathway to a low carbon future. We therefore urge
Government to fully implement the new measures in the UKCCP 2006 to ensure that overall CO2 reduction
by 2010 is nearer to 20% than 11%.

To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of the UKCCP?

The UK’s current energy use for transport, heating and electricity production is mainly sourced from
fossil fuels and, as such, accounts for the majority of the UK’s greenhouse gas emissions. For this reason,
the UK’s energy policy is clearly interlinked with climate change objectives.

We endorse the first policy goal of the 2003 Energy White Paper, which is to put the UK on a path to
reduce CO2 emissions by 60% by around 2050, with real progress by 2020. It is clear that Government is not
on-course to meet this goal and that there is a significant danger that “real progress” is not likely to have
been made by 2020.

The purpose of the Energy Review was not to assess whether the 2003 policy goals should be revised, but
to determine if further steps are needed to meet them. On that basis, we fully support the need to identify
what more needs to be done to put the UK on track to meet the 2050 target.

Clearly, reducing energy demand and improving energy eYciency must remain priority actions for
reaching the 60% reduction goal. However, there is also a need to assess what changes need to be made to
energy supply as most projections suggest that low carbon technologies will need to make up around 40%
of electricity generation by 2050 in order to reduce CO2 by 60%. Increased investment in clean energy supply
must be accompanied by:

— support for on and oVshore wind energy development in appropriate locations;

— provision of a clear framework for the assessment of impacts of energy crops on biodiversity and
landscapes;

— encouragement of biomass energy production from agricultural and forestry wastes;

— support for the assessment of other clean energy technologies by providing evidence of impacts on
the natural environment and how these might be avoided; and
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— incorporation of locally generated renewable energy in “new build”, especially in growth areas.

However, beyond the consequences for climate change, the development of energy infrastructure can have
other significant impacts on the natural environment. These impacts include:

— direct impacts from the loss of habitat or changes to the landscape from the extraction of raw
materials and the establishment of new generation facilities and networks;

— indirect impacts from the disposal of waste from energy generation and the operation and
maintenance of particular energy facilities;

— cumulative impacts from the operation and maintenance of the portfolio of energy facilities; and

— the risk of long-term irreversible changes to natural processes from the storage of waste.

It is critical that in considering new energy supply options, all the costs of impacts on the natural
environment are fully considered. Failure to properly internalise these costs will lead to major distortions
in energy investment, with serious consequences for the natural environment.

29 June 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Environmental Industries Commission (EIC)

EIC was launched in 1995 to give the UK’s environmental technology and services industry a strong and
eVective voice with Government.

With over 290 Member companies EIC has grown to be the largest trade association in Europe for the
environmental technology and services (ETS) industry. It enjoys the support of leading politicians from all
three major parties, as well as industrialists, trade union leaders, environmentalists and academics.

EIC’s Climate Change Sector Working Group represents over 80 companies involved in providing advice
and technology in the field of energy eYciency.

EIC’s Renewable Transport Fuels Working Group represents over 40 companies involved in producing
and supplying biofuels.

1. Priorities for the Government

When responding to the Government’s Energy Review, EIC, alongside a number of key environmental
organisations, developed several fundamental messages which we believe the Government should prioritise.
Following this “coalition statement” EIC will focus on its specific areas of expertise and address the points
that we feel are essential for the Government to consider in these areas.

EIC believe that it is crucial that the Government:

Uphold the vision, objectives and targets for sustainability, security, prosperity and fairness set out in the
2003 Energy White Paper. The Government should re-aYrm its commitment to all related statutory and
non-statutory targets and introduce supporting annual milestones.

Develop the long-term policy framework necessary to provide enduring investment signals for businesses
of all sizes to deliver the major changes needed to our energy system. This includes a long-term carbon
market beyond existing emission trading schemes.

Minimise the “energy gap” before trying to fill it. The first priority is to reduce demand; followed by
encouraging eYcient energy production and usage; then boosting renewables. Incentives and support
measures should reflect these priorities.

Focus on sustainable heat and transport as well as electricity. Energy is an inter-related system and policy
should pay equal attention to all parts of the mix.

Structure Government and agencies to meet the objectives by identifying a single body responsible for
achievement of sustainable energy targets. The primary duties of the regulator should reflect all national
energy policy objectives.

We believe that this approach will tackle the challenge of climate change, enhance the UK’s fuel security,
help tackle fuel poverty and provide a more robust energy system which will help minimise the risk of energy
shortages.

Below we have set out specific policy proposals in the areas where EIC Members have particular expertise.
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2. Energy Efficiency

The first priority of Government energy policy should be to enhance energy eYciency.

The Energy White Paper concluded “The cheapest, cleanest and safest way of addressing our energy
policy objectives is to use less energy. The financial benefits of doing so are clear. Better insulated buildings
and more energy eYcient workplaces cut energy bills for householders and businesses. Reducing demand
puts less pressure on energy supplies.”

The opportunities for energy eYciency are huge. The Energy EYciency Innovation Review, for example,
highlighted that the UK is “a mid-range performer within the EU” on energy intensity of the economy. In
the domestic sector the Energy Saving Trust (EST) suggests that there is scope to deliver around 9 MtC of
cost-eVective savings by 2020. In the business and public sectors the Carbon Trust suggest that a
strengthened package could deliver up to 4.7–5.1 MtC/yr by 2010 and around 11.2–12.6 MtC/yr by 2020.

Energy eYciency should, therefore, be the first goal of Government energy policy and, in particular, EIC
believe that the Government should implement the measures proposed in the Energy EYciency
Innovation Review.

2.1 Government Procurement: Large Public Sector Building Projects

The Government recognised in the Energy White Paper that delivering improvements to energy eYciency
in the public sector through sustainable procurement is an important part of its energy policy.

Despite positive Government policies on energy eYciency and sustainable public procurement, such as
the Prime Minister’s pledge that “all new schools and City Academies should be models for sustainable
development”, the experience of our Members and others suggests that the reality is somewhat diVerent.

EIC Members are concerned that there is growing gap between policy and reality in respect of
procurement of large public sector building projects and energy eYciency. EIC Members experience is that
these projects are failing to use energy eYciency technologies—despite the Government’s commitment to
ensure that public procurement contributes to improving energy eYciency and reducing carbon emissions.

Major public building projects such as schools and hospitals will be in operation for many years and the
opportunity to ensure they are built with energy eYciency at their core must not be squandered. Failing to
ensure large public sector building projects are energy eYcient will not only be a wasted opportunity but
will undermine the Government’s own stated aim to make the UK one of the EU leaders in sustainable
procurement by 2009 and to use public procurement to build markets for new products and services.

EIC Members are not seeing evidence in their day-to-day transactions with public sector buyers that
existing Government guidelines are being implemented. EIC’s Members who supply technology such as
boilers and ventilation equipment report that, in most cases, large public sector building projects procure the
cheapest, most polluting option, even where whole-life costs are higher than with more eYcient alternatives.

The lack of whole life costing in public sector building projects was identified in a survey conducted by
Construction News in February last year, in which 50 English local authorities were asked for details of
building and civil engineering contracts let. This showed that of those contracts worth more than £3 million,
almost two thirds were won by lowest bidders. Additionally, of those contracts worth less than £3 million,
nine out of ten were won by the lowest bid.

The Government should act urgently to set out clear mandatory requirements for energy eYciency in all
large public sector building projects—and to audit compliance with them.

2.2 Government Procurement: Central Government

A wide range of Government and stakeholder reports have set out the huge potential of public
procurement to play a leading role in sustainable development. Therefore, improving energy eYciency
across the UK will require positive leadership from the Government.

EIC’s Members have long reported that there are major gaps between policy and practice in this area.
Most glaringly, while it has been Government policy for at least 25 years to base decisions on the whole life
cost of products and services, rather than capital cost, our Members report that capital cost is still the
dominant factor in most public procurement decisions.

This is echoed in the Sustainable Development Commission report “Leading by example? Not exactly”,
in which the Commission concluded that over half of Government Departments have failed to increase the
energy eYciency of their buildings, and are way oV meeting the target of a 15% increase in energy eYciency
by 2010–11.

This is a wasted opportunity. The Government cannot lead the world on climate change whilst failing to
purchase basic energy eYciency equipment for its own oYces.

The Government needs to take heed of recent reports by the Sustainable Development Commission,
National Audit OYce and Environmental Audit Committee and give greater priority to the requirement for
energy eYciency in Government procurement.
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2.3 Energy Performance of Buildings Directive

The Energy Performance of Buildings Directive is an important measure to tackle building energy use.
One of the key measures is the requirement for energy performance certificates and their display. EIC
Members are concerned that the certificate of energy performance on display in public buildings will only
relate to the asset rating of the building—not to its actual performance.

Both the Climate Change Levy Agreement (CCLA) and the Energy Accreditation Award supported by
the National Energy Foundation are examples of existing methodologies that, if extended, would mean that
the certificate of energy performance on display in public buildings would not only certify the asset rating
of the building but also its actual performance.

EIC believe that it is crucial that methodologies for measuring operational energy eYciency of buildings
include operational as well as asset ratings of energy performance in public buildings.

In addition the definition of public building should be expanded to all large public access buildings—as
proposed in the Energy EYciency Innovation Review—rather than the restricted definition used currently.

2.4 Code for Sustainable Homes

The Government’s decision to introduce a Code for Sustainable Buildings was a welcome move with great
potential to reduce energy use in buildings.

It has therefore been disappointing to see firstly, the Code reduced to homes only and secondly, the lack
of ambition in the Code. Whilst the revised Code is a step forward from that put out to consultation it
remains too weak given the importance of energy eYciency and the opportunities to improve it in buildings.

The Government should, therefore, use the Energy Review as a driver to make the Code substantially
more ambitious on energy eYciency. The Code should also be rapidly expanded to other buildings than
houses.

We have also referred to the Code in the Section below on microgeneration.

2.5 Enhanced Capital Allowances

EIC was instrumental in promoting the introduction of fiscal incentives for companies purchasing
environmental technologies and our Members provide many of the items of equipment on the Energy
Technology List. We are, therefore, very supportive of the ECA scheme.

However, we have two concerns. Firstly, we are concerned that in the area of encouraging energy
eYciency investments in commercial buildings it is currently having little impact due to the fact that that the
value of the incentive is not worth the time and trouble to claim in when a complex supply chain is involved.
Secondly, we believe that the scheme does not provide a suYcient incentive to encourage step change
technologies which need a greater boost to get over the initial barriers to entry.

With this in mind we have identified the following proposals for improving the take up of ECAs and
extending the scheme:

1. To increase the value of the allowance to 150% for the most innovative/step change technologies. With
an enhanced value over 100% investors would be more keen to obtain this additional allowance as it would
be considered a real additional tax saving, rather then merely a cash flow saving that they would be able to
claim over time in any instance.

2. Provide an Inland Revenue certificate to accompany sales of ECA registered equipment to be sent to
the building owner in order to address the problem of information being transferred along the sales chain
by simplifying the documentation required.

3. Incorporate the requirement to use the Energy Technology List more eVectively into public
procurement policies.

4. To give, in addition to the current plant and machinery and ECA schemes, an allowance on the whole
cost of buildings which satisfy the BRE’s “Excellent” BREEAM rating. The working could be similar to the
Industrial Buildings Allowances currently oVered as an incentive to the construction of qualifying Industrial
Buildings.

5. To make all ECA qualifying energy eYcient lighting claimable on a 25% reducing balance basis, rather
than reliant on qualifying as plant and machinery under CAA 2001. This would provide a great incentive
for landlords and owner users to install energy saving light fittings within all buildings, as there is currently
no allowance for lighting installations in oYce buildings, and consequently no incentive for the installation
of ECA qualifying energy eYcient lighting.

6. To speed up the time take for a new technology to be added to the Energy Technology List. The current
timescale of two to three years for a new technology to be added is creating a significant barrier to
innovation.
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2.6 Further Measures

The Energy EYciency Innovation Review highlights the great potential for improvements in energy
eYciency given bold new policy instruments. It also provides a number of proposals to achieve this potential,
including a new “simple mandatory UK consumption-based Emissions Trading Scheme covering both
direct and indirect emissions” which would apply to companies and public sector organisations.

3. Transport Biofuels

Given that transport is a major user of energy and is responsible for over 37% of UK greenhouse gas
emissions—and that percentage is growing—it is clear that Government policy must address transport
energy use.

EIC has over 40 Member companies involved in supply transport biofuels—our points on transport are
therefore focused on this area. Transport biofuels potentially have a significant contribution to play towards
three key Government policy objectives: reduction in carbon emissions from transport; security of fuel
supply; and new opportunities for UK agriculture. We therefore welcome the Government’s commitment
to introducing a Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation (RTFO).

There are still a number of detailed issues on the operation of the Obligation and EIC will continue to
work closely with Treasury and DfT on these. The key points for Government to focus on at this stage
include:

— Ensuring the “recycle” mechanism in the RTFO operates eVectively to provide an added incentive
for oil companies to supply biofuels.

— Ensuring the RTFO promotes sustainable feedstocks simply and eVectively.

— Working in the EU for a higher limit for biofuels in fuel standard to allow higher targets for
biofuels after 2010.

4. Renewable Heat

Much of the focus in Government energy policy has been on electricity. It is clear, however, that much
greater focus needs to be given to tackling heat as well which represents one third of the UK energy demand.

Renewable technologies in this area are proven, cost eVective, produce heat at the point of use with
eYciencies of over 90% and equivalent carbon savings. From a customer perspective they can match the
convenience of oil, the air quality impact of gas, and provide health and safety benefits over both.

Renewable heat is deliverable to small scale applications allowing it to address issues of heat poverty and
security of supply into remote locations without high infrastructure costs.

The consolidated benefits of widespread adoption of small scale heat (as identified by the Carbon Trust)
are capable of rivaling the carbon savings of nuclear power within a much shorter time frame, and at a
fraction of the cost and infrastructure requirement.

As in electricity and transport markets, measures are required to encourage existing suppliers to switch
behaviour, and to overcome consumer inertia.

To date Government support has focused on grants which do not discriminate in terms of the eYciencies
of scale, their delivery has been fragmented and confusing, and all too often fuel choices, such as biomass
are only considered as part of “community schemes” which are often inherently expensive, or as part of CHP
schemes which require large heat loads for viability.

A revenue mechanism which rewards fossil fuel substitution, such as an obligation or carbon credit
scheme should be urgently considered as a means of transition from grants to a market based mechanism.

Fuel supply infrastructure remains the “missing link” preventing widespread adoption of biomass heat
as the most cost eVective of renewable heat technologies. Such infrastructure would rapidly develop under
a revenue mechanism, taking advantage of plentiful UK fuel availability.

5. Microgeneration

EIC welcomes the development of a microgeneration strategy as a key move towards exploiting the
opportunities provided by a more decentralised energy system. Microgeneration will also contribute to
security of supply and helping tackle fuel poverty.

However, for microgeneration technologies to contribute to a significant share of UK heat and power
needs the Government needs to act more decisively to tackle the current barriers to their take up.
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5.1 Sustainable Homes Code and Building Regulations

The Government’s Sustainable Homes Code provides a vital opportunity to stimulate the market for
microgeneration. There should be more demanding targets at all levels of the code requiring that a minimum
proportion of new buildings’ energy demand is met by low and zero carbon sources. This would create
demand in publicly funded housing which the Government has pledged will be built in line with the Code.
It will also provide a clear signal to the construction industry.

The Government should also make clear that this requirement will then be implemented in the next round
of Building Regulations to create mass market demand.

5.2 Fiscal Measures

The fiscal regime should also be used to stimulate the take up of microgeneration. There are a range of
fiscal measures the Government could implement to stimulate the take up of microgeneration. These include
reduced stamp duty, council tax and business rates for those putting in place microgeneration technologies.

5.3 Economics

The issue of domestic consumers being able to get a fair price for selling power to the grid is fundamental
to the take up of microgeneration.

Electricity suppliers must be obliged to purchase power from domestic consumers. The Government
should look at ways of stimulating competition for this power from suppliers—but must also set a minimum
price level.

5.4 Technical Constraints

Import/Export (two way) meters should be fitted at every meter change, regardless of whether the
customer intends at that stage to install microgeneration. This will prepare the ground at negligible extra
cost for a future with significant quantities of consumers generating their own electricity.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Greater London Authority

Question 1

Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic strategy to prepare the UK to meet the climate
change challenge?

1. We believe the Programme has significant flaws that make it very diYcult to see how the Government
will achieve its targets.

2. Achieving the Government objective of 60% reduction in carbon emissions by 2050, and interim goals
of 25–30% by 2025, will require co-ordinated action on all fronts: improved energy eYciency in all sectors,
increased use of cleaner electricity generation and distribution from Combined Cooling, Heat and Power
(CCHP) and generation of heat and power from renewables at regional and local levels. Our studies show
that at least 50% of the reductions will have to come from improved energy eYciency and reduced demand.
Furthermore, action to tackle the impact of climate change that is already inevitable and to make our
communities, buildings and infrastructure safe from overheating, flood and wind is now urgently needed.

3. London due to its size, density of population and continued prosperity and growth presents both
diYculties and opportunities. The Mayor of London recently commissioned a study jointly with
Greenpeace, “Powering London into the 21st Century” which showed that, despite increasing population
and economic growth, London could achieve the Royal Commission’s 2050 goal by the widespread
deployment of decentralised energy networks, combining local gas fired CCHP plants, heat and electricity
from local and building integrated renewables, together with energy eYciency and 20% of renewable
generation in the national grid. A conservative decentralised energy scenario laid out in the attached Energy
Review Submission report shows how the combination of eYcient supply through combined cooling, heat
and power and energy saving measures in homes and businesses could slash London’s annual energy
requirements—even with new growth—by 23%. This could displace nuclear generation as it is
decommissioned, with no need for new nuclear plants. Moreover, relative to the nuclear path, a
decentralised energy future for London means lower overall demand for gas, (and hence gas imports), as
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well as lower prices for consumers. There are also benefits in terms of lower required investment in
transmission and distribution systems, greater resilience of electricity supply—particularly crucial for the
City of London—and aVordable warmth for more vulnerable households.

4. While we welcome the Programme’s overall targets, we are concerned that some important measures
for reducing carbon emissions are omitted or inadequately addressed:

5. Support for decentralised energy networks and CCHP

Existing centralised electricity generation wastes up to two thirds of energy input. Centralised power
generation accounts for almost 40% of UK carbon emissions. A decentralised energy approach—using
CCHP to eYciently generate heat and power close to the homes and oYces where it is needed—oVers the
opportunity to greatly improve the eYciency of gas fuelled heat and power generation and should be the
centrepiece of the Programme. However, there is no real proposal to achieve the degree of investment and
delivery in decentralised energy generation, particularly CCHP. The Community Energy Programme has
been cancelled, and nothing put in its place. No lessons appear to have been learnt from the Community
Energy Programme, and only a minimal allocation of grants to biomass heating is mentioned in its stead.
No firm proposal for inclusion of CCHP in the EU ETS scheme is given. The current carbon factors
promoted by DEFRA to assess CCHP do not reflect the true benefits of CHP.

6. Improved energy eYciency in the existing building stock and aVordable warmth

Over 40% of London’s carbon emissions can be attributed to energy use in homes. London and other
urban areas have a high proportion of hard to treat homes that are currently not addressed under existing
Warm Front and EEC schemes. The current schemes operate a restrictive scope of measures that can be
funded. Over one million solid-walled London homes are being ignored. Only the potential increase of
measures included under EEC is oVered as hope for improvement here, but the issue of hard to treat homes
is not raised.

7. Step change in investment in renewables

The proposed measures and funding streams are inadequate. The microgeneration strategy makes little
progress in establishing the scope, information and training needed to implement wider use of
microgeneration. Its scale is inadequate compared to the level of action required to make significant carbon
emission savings and meet government targets.

8. Recognising the need for adaptation in developments

At fewer than 12 pages, the adaptation content of the CCP is 6% of the document. Much of this limited
content is repetitive, historic and vague. The CCP fails to identify the need to ensure that developments are
adapted to climate change over their lifetime. It does not identify that current building regulations will not
encourage development to be adapted to future climate change, and therefore will be unsustainable.

The commitments within the Programme to publish further guidance on biodiversity, spatial planning
and flood risk and on commissioning an academic “climate change impacts review group” are vague and
provide no detail.

9. Improving the proportion of clean sources within the electricity grid mix

Given future risk around gas prices, how will the CCP ensure that we do not move back to burning “dirty”
coal and hence worsen the carbon intensity of grid electricity? Commitments are needed to the way in which
the EU ETS and the Renewables Obligation are going to be used to reduce the carbon intensity of national
grid electricity.

10. Reducing carbon emissions in transport, both from car usage and aviation

The lack of a clear plan for aviation is a significant concern, given the scale of emissions and the projected
growth in air travel. Step changes are needed in the carbon eYciency of cars, promotion of biofuels, and
hybrid technology.

Question 2

What does the Government need to do to ensure that the UK meets its carbon reduction targets?

11. The priority for the Government over the next two decades should be (1) to massively improve the
eYciency with which we use fossil fuel resources, both in the process of generating heat and power and in
their use domestically and commercially, and (2) to substantially increase investment in the renewable
energy sources that must be our energy future.
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12. Government needs to create a realistic and eVective road map to achieving the 2050 carbon emissions
reduction target, with clear milestones along the way. GLA oYcers have begun this process for London;
assessing what short and medium term measures and policy changes are required to place London on-track
to meet the long term targets laid out in the Mayor’s strategies. It is only by exhaustively analysing what is
required to be done that challenging targets can be met. The CCP however approaches targets in the
opposite direction: collating a number of small programmes and their savings to give a conservative tally
by 2010, which is then acknowledged to still be inadequate.

13. In London, the Mayor has initiated a number of steps to deliver carbon savings across the city,
most notably:

— A programme to deliver decentralised energy in London—which is being delivered through the
Mayor’s Climate Change Agency (in partnership with EDF Energy) and the London Energy
Partnership.

— A transport policy which has made London the only major city in the world to achieve a “modal
shift” away from private car travel to public transport, cycling and walking.

— The preparation of an Energy Strategy, Climate Change Adaptation Strategy, and Water Action
Framework.

— The Mayor will shortly be announcing a new programme to enable “able to pay” Londoners to
improve energy eYciency in their homes.

14. The business case and cost-eVectiveness analyses for a number of measures we are taking to reduce
carbon emissions in the domestic and transport sector are set out in our submission to the Stern Review
(attached).

Question 3

To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of the Climate Change
Programme?

15. The outcome of the Energy Review could be completely central to the Government’s ability to
implement the Climate Change Programme. A decision through the Energy Review to commission a new
generation of nuclear power stations would be the great misjudgement of our generation.

16. Vast resources will be consumed on a project that will do little to reduce carbon emissions, but which
will saddle our children and grandchildren with the additional dangers of nuclear disaster and radioactive
waste.

17. We can only consider solutions that cut the most carbon, as quickly and cost-eVectively as possible.
Nuclear power fails on all counts. If we are to have any chance of achieving the very challenging carbon
reduction targets set out in the Programme, the Energy Review needs to prioritise investment in energy
eYciency, decentralized energy generation and renewables.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE) and the Institution of
Civil Engineers (ICE)

Introduction

The Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE) is a professional body representing over 75,000
professional engineers in the UK and overseas. The institution’s membership is involved in all aspects of
energy conversion, supply and use. They operate in the automotive, rail and aerospace industries, in
construction and building services, in renewable energy, fossil-fuel derived power generation and nuclear
power, and in the over-arching field of sustainable development. As a Learned Society, IMechE’s role is to
be a source of considered, balanced, impartial information and advice.

The Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) is a professional body that exists to promote and progress civil
engineering. ICE is a qualifying body, a centre for the exchange of specialist knowledge, and a provider of
resources to encourage innovation and excellence in the profession, worldwide.

Responses to Questions

1. The Prime Minister continues to identify climate change as “probably the greatest long-term challenge
facing the human race”. Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic strategy to prepare
the UK to meet this challenge?

No. The Climate Change Programme (CCP) is focused almost exclusively on the Kyoto target for
2008–12 and the domestic CO2 target for 2010. It seems, in our view, to pay little substantive regard to the
years and decades after 2012 and does not, therefore, represent a realistic strategy for achieving the longer-
term challenges of climate change, domestically or internationally. A realistic long-term strategy would need
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to address the major issues of how we dramatically reduce our dependence on oil for transport, and our
dependence on gas for space and water heating. It would set out a bold but achievable programme to achieve
real reductions in energy demand, and it would clearly define how the international community, particularly
the EU, the US, China, Russia, Brazil and India will work together to meet the climate change challenge.

2. Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try to ensure that it meets the 20% reduction in
carbon dioxide emissions by 2010?

Yes. By its own acknowledgement, even with the new measures described in the CCP, the Government
does not expect to meet the 20% CO2 target for 2010. The target is still achievable, if the Government is
prepared to take the necessary steps with utmost and immediate vigour.

Energy conservation should be the first priority, achieved largely through a sustained programme of
public engagement to encourage positive lifestyle and cultural changes. Second in the hierarchy of energy
priorities is energy eYciency, and here again there is real potential for low cost, rapid improvements. While
these demand-side measures are likely to be the quickest and most eVective, supply-side issues need also to
be addressed to move steadily and progressively towards a truly sustainable portfolio of supply options.

Demand-side measures should include:

— A public engagement, communication and education campaign, including the provision of better
quality information (on consumption and emissions) to consumers, eg through smart metering.

— Reduce car dependency and control traYc growth, eg road pricing schemes.

— Invest in bus, rail, tram and information networks.

— Better co-ordination between land use and transport planning, especially regionally.

— Road vehicle-based energy eYciency measures, eg speed limiters, much greater fiscal incentives to
use more eYcient vehicles (the VED measures announced by the Chancellor in the 2006 Budget
are inadequate in this regard).

— Adoption and enforcement of better building regulations, including training in sustainable energy
technologies for Building Control OYcers, more support for micro-generation technologies and
greater emphasis on upgrading the existing building stock, eg through council tax rebates for
eYciency improvements for houses, legislation to compel homeowners to upgrade prior to selling
their property (eg A-rated boilers, cavity wall and loft insulation, double glazing, energy eYcient
light bulbs).

— Closer integration of climate change policy objectives into other areas of government, eg planning
systems, sustainable communities, public estates.

— Fiscal incentives to more strongly encourage consumers and small businesses to adopt energy
eYciency measures and technologies.

Supply-side measures should include:

— Investment/greater support (“a big push” to use the PM’s recent words) for renewable power, fuel,
transport and/or heat technologies, including marine renewables (wave, tidal, marine current),
bio-fuels and Energy from Waste.

— Investment/greater support for low carbon, non-renewable power, fuel, transport and/or heat
technologies, including nuclear, fossil fuels with carbon capture and storage, enhanced oil
recovery, low carbon vehicle fuels.

— A balanced approach to the development of new power generation. We recommend the use of
renewable, clean fossil (ie with carbon capture and storage) and nuclear sources to a point where
the country is not overly reliant on any one option. Such a “portfolio” approach will minimise
technical, fuel, environmental and financial risks, while retaining competitive electricity prices.

The Government needs to do radically better at engaging the public, specifically:

— to avoid wasting heat energy (eg through heating systems being left on when buildings are empty,
thermostats being set too high);

— to avoid wasting electrical energy (eg lights being left on, TVs left on standby);

— to use heat energy more eYciently (eg through better home insulation);

— to use electrical energy more eYciently (eg through low energy appliances); and

— to source an increasing proportion of their own energy needs (eg through micro-generation and/
or micro-heat devices).
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3. To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of the Climate
Change Programme?

The Energy Review is absolutely fundamental to the Climate Change Programme. Climate Change is
caused by the burning of fossil fuels and the only reason we burn fossil fuels is to extract energy from them.

We find it somewhat odd that the Government publishes a Climate Change Programme, setting out its
policies and priorities for tackling the issue, while at the same time publishing an Energy Review that aims
to be far-reaching and fundamental. Energy and Climate Change are so closely linked that the CCP would
be rendered utterly redundant and impotent if inappropriate decisions emerge from the Energy Review.
Such a situation can only be avoided if the Government puts the tackling of climate change, through rapid,
deep and sustainable cuts in greenhouse gas emissions, firmly at the heart of its energy policy goals. In this
context we question the logic and appropriateness of dividing responsibilities between Defra (for the CCP),
DTI (for energy policy), DfT (for transport policy and vehicle standards) and FCO (for international
relationships). These divisions are potentially counter-productive and we suggest that the CCP-relevant
parts of these disparate functions be brought under single authority and control, within a Department
dedicated to finding and implementing the policies necessary to meet the climate change challenge. To do
so, it must not be distracted by endless arguments over electricity generation, for which many low carbon
options exist (and all of which have a role to play), but instead focus on the major issues described in our
answer to Question 1, and take the immediate steps described in our response to Question 2.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Micropower Council

The Micropower Council is pleased to respond to the Committee’s inquiry into the Climate Change
Programme 2006.

Our response to the Government’s Energy Review is attached for further information [not printed]. This
provides further, more detailed, information on the contribution micropower can make in meeting all four
of Government’s Energy White paper objectives, including reducing emissions, and the measures we believe
need to be introduced in order to ensure that micropower technologies are able to make a real contribution
to addressing the climate change challenge.

Domestic scale micropower technologies have a major role to play:

Reducing Emissions

1MtC of annual carbon savings can be obtained by any of:

— 1m biomass-fired heating systems or heat pumps (one in every 26 homes);

— 6m gas-fired microCHP (one in every four homes);

— 7m (x1kW) micro-wind, (x1kW) PV or solar hot water (one in every three to four homes);

Supply Security

1GW new CCGT baseload power station’s electricity would be displaced by any of:

— 1m biomass-fired heating systems or heat pumps (one in every 26 homes);

— 3m gas-fired microCHP (one in every eight to nine homes);

— 7m (x1kW) micro-wind, (x1kW) PV or solar hot water (one in every three to four homes);

Home Heating

Fuel consumption, and therefore cost, is either eliminated or permanently lowered, particularly when
micropower technologies are combined with energy eYciency measures;

Competitiveness

The use of micropower technologies:

— reduces both economic and energy waste leading to greater economic competitiveness; and

— enhances competition in the energy sector as the only real alternative to network-based, gas and
electricity supply.
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Micropower Technologies capture “hearts and minds”, resulting in behavioural change that reconnects
consumers with their use of energy and results in positive behaviour change:

“The most striking finding is the diVerence in ‘energy intelligence’ between mainstream households
with no micro-generation and those who have acquired the technologies passively Having come
from a similar starting point, these new DIY energy generators exhibit in general a wholly new
grasp of energy issues and control over their energy use”15.

Micropower technologies replace low eYciency centrally produced electricity with high eYciency clean
power produced where it is needed without incurring excessive transportation losses; micro-heat
technologies displace the use of gas and other fossil fuels for heat production in the home and local
community.

The number of installations required to deliver the equivalent of a CCGT is well below the mid to long
term market potential for most of these technologies and no allowance has been made in the numbers quoted
above for technological developments that could lead to major performance enhancements in the future (in
particular the potential for fuel cells CHP technologies).

In addition, the total potential contribution from decentralised generation which includes
microgeneration in larger applications and community schemes is considerably greater.

Some indication of the potential market is given by a number of recently published studies:

— the SBGI’s updated projections for micro-chp (micro-CHP Updated projections SBGI)16—
indicates that this technology can take 30% share of the boiler replacement market by 2015 and
that 5.6 million homes could have microCHP installed by 2020;

— the EST study (Potential for microgeneration Study and analysis17) has been quoted as saying that
and 30–40% of the UK’s electricity demand could be met by microgeneration devices by 2050; and

— in a more ambitious and environmentally focussed scenario, the report on the 40% House (40%
house project report (Environmental Change Institute of Oxford University March 200518))
suggests that there could be more than 50m low and zero carbon technologies providing heat and
hot water in the domestic market, under the “40% House” scenario, by 205019.

Taken together these studies demonstrate that the market potential for micropower is very substantial.
Looking forward there are a number of factors that will facilitate its development in the mid to long term.

— The micropower industry is new and very diverse. Over the next five to 45 years there is the
potential for considerable innovation and for future micropower technologies to deliver even
higher eYciencies and fuel savings than can be delivered by current technologies.

— The industry is a long way from mass market production/installation and significant economies of
scale are available that should move them beyond niche market application to real alternatives to
conventional technologies accessible to everyone.

— The market itself is subject to major changes over this period. By 2050:

— almost all gas and electricity infrastructure will be replaced and should be better able to
accommodate decentralised power production;

— all existing power stations will be closed (and even some yet to be built will have closed by
then);

— there is the potential for major technological innovation in related areas that further facilitate
the eYcient deployment of microgeneration:

— Smart metering should be the norm aiding customer choice and, amongst other things,
allowing consumption to better aligned with production;

— improved power flow management;

— improved small scale storage capabilities could emerge (eg dc/battery application within
homes); and

— fuel availability and price movements will change the relative economics of diVerent technologies
over time.

— The diversity of the industry means that diVerent technologies can be used in diVerent situations
and the industry should be able to respond very flexibly to any changes in the heat and power
market.

The nature of the market with bulk sales of small scale technologies also allows for smooth market build
up as new capability is added incrementally over time.

15 Sustainable Consumption Roundtable seeing the light: the impact of microgeneration on the way we use energy. October 2005.
Available at: http://www.ncc.org.uk/responsibleconsumption/seeing—light.pdf

16 http://www.sbgi.org.uk/index.php?fuseaction%sbgi.viewFile&id%8013060
17 http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/consultations/pdfs/microgeneration-est-report.pdf
18 http://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/lowercf/40house.html£report
19 Table 7.2.
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A mass market capability cannot be delivered overnight; the rate at which micropower technologies are
installed and the eventual market size will be dependent on many factors including Government market
transformation policies, the removal of barriers to the development of small scale heat and power
technologies, and future movements in fuel prices.

It seems highly likely that we will miss the 2010 target for carbon reduction; missing that target will make
it even more diYcult to achieve the 2020 objective of making “substantial progress” towards a 60% reduction
in carbon reduction by 2050. It is therefore, essential that measures are implemented now to ensure that we
can get back on track as soon as possible. This must include actions that ensure that micropower can fulfil
its potential to deliver real carbon savings beyond the 2010 time horizon and make its contribution to
meeting the longer term environmental challenge.

The EAC’s Questions

Our response to the specific questions posed by the Committee follows.

The Prime Minister continues to identify climate change as “probably the greatest long-term challenge facing
the human race”. Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic strategy to prepare the UK
to meet this challenge?

1. We believe that the Objectives set out in the 2003 Energy White paper provide an appropriate
framework for managing the issues facing the UK’s energy market. Meeting the Climate Change challenge
is probably the most complex and diYcult of these. Given this, we consider it essential that a long term vision
is developed and implemented to meet challenging milestones for carbon reduction to 2010 and beyond.

Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try to ensure that it meets the 20% reduction in carbon
dioxide emissions by 2010?

2. It seems highly likely that we will miss the 2010 target. Missing that target will make it even more
diYcult to achieve the 2020 objective of making “substantial progress” towards a 60% reduction in carbon
reduction by 2050. As we note above, the mass market transformation of the micropower industry cannot
happen overnight and its contribution to meeting the 2010 target is likely to be relatively small, but actions
should be taken now to ensure it can make a substantial contribution to meeting the 2020 objective and
subsequent targets. Government must do more NOW to ensure we can get back on track as soon as possible.

A summary of the measures we believe will enable micropower (and other distributed energy sources) to
optimise its contribution are summarised below and set out in further detail in pages 13–24 of our response
to the Energy Review [not printed].

To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of the Climate Change
Programme?

3. We believe that a key output from the Energy Review must be to set the Climate Change Programme
in a long term sustainable context. It is also essential that the focus is on ALL forms of energy including
electricity, heat, and transport and addresses both demand and supply side measures.

Summary of Actions Needed to Allow the Micropower Sector to Fulfill its Potential in Meeting
Energy Policy Goals

We believe that the following actions, some of which are foreshadowed in the Microgeneration Strategy,
need to be taken if the Micropower Industry is to play its full role in meeting energy policy and
environmental goals.

— The Government should undertake an urgent and thorough review of the Gas and Electricity
Markets Authority’s duties; this MUST include extending the protection of customers to include
customers installing micropower devices.

— The Government should commit NOW to establishing targets for microgeneration by 2008 and
should commission the necessary research to support the setting of these targets.

— The Government should undertake a review of the fiscal regime and the diVerences between the
tax and VAT treatment of investment in microgeneration by domestic customers and businesses
to remove current inequalities.

— Government should ensure that the planning regime is used to optimise the installation on
micropower technologies. This includes removing barriers to installation and the promotion and
deployment of positive planning policies.

— The current situation where renewable electricity and fuels are protected by an obligation and there
is no equivalent for renewable heat must be addressed. Government must act quickly to level the
playing field for renewable heat and introduce a market funded support mechanism.
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— Government should ensure that the regulatory framework for infrastructure development (for gas,
electricity and biofuels) properly reflects the future growth in decentralised heat and power
production. Specifically, Ofgem should undertake a root and branch review of the incentive
properties of the combined Distribution Price Control and Distribution Use of System
Charging regime.

— Government should require the regulator to ensure that, in line with good economic practice,
transaction costs for participation in the energy and ROC market does not consume all the value
of the product. Transaction costs must be reduced for the smallest participants.

— All measures should be incorporated within a long term policy framework for the future evolution
of the industry. To benefit from the full range of micropower technologies, the policy framework
should encourage all forms of microgeneration not just those that are near to market. Incentives
and regulations should also encourage the development of successive generations, and be designed
in a way that encourages cost reductions, particularly for well established technologies.20

The Government should review its own activities and responsibilities to determine how and where it can
act to promote micropower in a cost eVective and eYcient way through, for example the deployment of
micropower technologies in government buildings, measures to promote consumer confidence, and
overseeing measures such as the development of an accreditation scheme to help build consumer confidence.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by the National Farmers’ Union of England and Wales

1. Introduction

The National Farmers’ Union of England and Wales (NFU) represents the interests of some 55,000
members involved in commercial agriculture, horticulture and farmer controlled businesses. We are grateful
for the opportunity to submit evidence to this committee for it’s inquiry into Climate Change on behalf of
our membership. Our evidence is based upon those aspects of the 2006 Climate Change Programme and the
Energy Review which directly aVect agriculture and horticulture.

2. The 2006 Climate Change Programme (CCP) oVers a significant and promising start to addressing the
challenge of climate change, and this challenging area of greenhouse gas emissions. It will need to go further
though in order to achieve emissions reduction policies of 20% reduction in carbon dioxide by 2010. The
NFU would stress that a whole package of solutions is needed to reach these goals, with serious development
and targets. The CCP is a very good start in this area, but it needs good leadership, thorough enforcement
and a joined-up approach to organisation.

3. The agricultural industry is already making a positive contribution for the environment, bioenergy
production and greenhouse gas reduction, nationally and internationally, through a number of ways, most
notably biofuels, biomass and energy eYciency.

The Prime Minister continues to identify climate change as “probably the greatest long-term challenge facing
the human race”. Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic strategy to prepare the UK
the meet this challenge?

Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try to ensure that it meets the 20% reduction in carbon
dioxide emissions by 2010?

4. The Domestic and Energy Sector

The CCP announced that it would raise the environmental standards for new buildings and introduce a
Code for Sustainable Homes. Achieving sustainability within our domestic market is key to reaching climate
change targets and climate-proofing our society. We believe that these planning targets do not go far enough
towards achieving climate change goals.

5. Biomass

Using biomass to produce heat and electricity currently contributes 1% and 1.5% respectively to the UK’s
energy balance. However, there is much greater potential, with a predicted 1 million ha of land that could
be made available for non-food uses21. A recent report also suggests that whilst renewables contribute only
1% to the heat market, there is scope to increase their contribution by 0.8% by 2010, and 4.7% by 2020. If

20 How quickly this happens will depend on how quickly an appropriate regulatory framework and correct investment incentives
for monopoly infrastructure providers are put in place.

21 Biomass Task Force Report, October 2005.
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realised, this could lead to potential annual carbon savings of around 2 million tonnes of carbon (MtC) by
202022. A Carbon Trust study suggests that biomass sourced from within the UK could deliver carbon
savings of up to 5.6 MtC per year23.

6. In order to implement biomass widely to achieve greenhouse gas reduction goals a number of key
policy areas from the CCP 2006 need to be addressed.

7. Planning and Building Regulations

There needs to be greater emphasis on renewable energy requirements in new planning application
schemes. The use of biomass in new developments has tremendous scope to achieve climate change targets
and reduce the environmental impact of new homes. Minimum standards on sustainable energy generation
are key to developing use of biomass and microgeneration. These targets need to be supported by more
robust measures than those announced in the CCP, with strong enforcement from regional and central
government. There is also much potential for increased use of renewable energy in new public developments,
such as government buildings. This will demonstrate the use of biomass as a real alternative to fossil fuels,
helping to overcome the ignorance of using biomass to generate energy. The Forestry Commission Biomass
Energy Centre set out in the Government response to the Biomass Task Force report (designed as a hub of
advice for bioenergy best practice for business and the public) will play an important role in providing
guidance and advice on the use of biomass to overcome this lack of knowledge.

8. The potential use of biomass to generate heat or power within our domestic market was outlined within
the recommendations of Biomass Task Force report. The Government response to this report commits to
the introduction of new Building Regulations with new procedures and rigorous standards to encourage the
use of low or zero carbon systems such as biomass. The support for biomass in the planning system for new
buildings, building regulations and in public procurement is a vital contribution to helping to achieve
greenhouse gas reduction targets. Government must lead by example in this sector, with high levels of public
procurement and significant renewable targets.

9. Market Stability

Long-term market stability is required to gain the suYcient investment in the infrastructure needed in the
biomass industry. Investor confidence is key to giving certainty to biomass growers to develop a thriving
biomass market. The UK government must set clear renewable energy targets in the short and long-term
production of biomass crops, as part of its renewable energy policy. The biomass industry must be demand
led: creating the market will drive supply through growing dedicated energy crops and, will in turn, create
infrastructure to increase the use of waste and by-products.

10. Supply Chain

Certainty in demand for renewable energy from biomass supplies is a key issue for the development of
this sector. The development and maintenance of a biomass supply chain is important, but issues of co-
ordination need to be addressed. The response to the Biomass Task Force committed the government to
another round of the Bioenergy Infrastructure Scheme which provides valuable aid to encourage supply
chain development, is vital in stimulating this sector. The coordination of supply and demand is also very
important. There is a role here for Regional Development Agencies to develop supply chains and
promote projects.

11. Renewable Heat Obligation

We welcome the commitment in the CCP to introduce a support scheme for biomass heat in the industrial,
commercial and community sectors, but were dismayed that a Renewable Heat Obligation was rejected by
the Biomass Task Force. Although such a mechanism would need careful consideration, we believe there is
a real need to explore the possibility of a Renewable Heat Obligation (as recommended by the Royal
Commission in 200424), coupled with a quick-start capital grant scheme.

12. Capital Grants

We welcome the practical measures announced within the CCP including enhanced capital allowances
for mixed wastes and small-scale combined heat and power. The Biomass Task Force Report recommended
the need to create a single capital grant scheme for all biomass boilers and the heat element of combined
heat and power (CHP) biomass plants. We very much support the recommendation of a grant level of 40%

22 www.dti.gov.uk/renewables/policy–pdfs/heatreportfinal.pdf
23 www.carbontrust.org.uk/carbontrust/about/publications/Biomass%20Sector–FINAL.pdf
24 Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, (2004), Biomass as a Renewable Energy Source.
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for capital expenditure on boiler or CHP equipment and the associated infrastructure, and its availability
for five years together with the government commitment of a £15 million grant scheme for biomass boilers
in its response to the Biomass task force report.

13. Co-firing

Government needs to support co-firing using energy crops as it presents a good opportunity to utilise UK
energy crops and is eVective in reducing carbon emissions. Government should also support the use of
annual crops eg wheat and oil seed rape (OSR) for biomass energy in co-firing, oVering a solution to meet
demand in the face of possible energy crop shortfalls.

14. Microgeneration

The government has pledged £80 million to encourage microgeneration technologies. Microgeneration,
in particular micro CHP plants can oVer significant benefits to household energy production. The NFU
welcomes this commitment from the CCP towards developing microgeneration, and believes that micro
CHP has a considerable potential towards reducing carbon emissions. The Society of British Gas Industries’
(SBGI’s) estimates25 that micro-CHP could realistically fill 30% of the boiler replacement market by 2015,
with potential to install micro CHP in 5.6 million homes by 2020, reducing carbon emissions by 1.1 MtC
per year.

The Agriculture, Forestry and Land Management Sector

15. Climate Change Levy

The continuation of the Climate Change Levy scheme within the CCP is acknowledged by the NFU to
be one way of reducing carbon emissions. The agriculture and horticulture sectors have already made huge
savings in carbon emissions with the aid of the climate change levy. The pig and poultry sectors have
exceeded their targets by up to 22%, overachievement on baseline figures compared to the targets in
milestones 1 and 2. Promotion of further energy saving technologies is of key importance, but overly
ambitious or prohibitively expensive UK targets will make domestic producers uncompetitive, simply
exporting production and emissions overseas to where there is less stringent environmental control.

16. Energy Efficiency and Education

A realistic strategy to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from farming, and increasing energy eYciency
would be to provide clear guidance on available energy saving methods. This is particularly prudent with
increasing energy prices. Clearer and more easily obtainable advice on energy saving measures needs to be
promoted, working with organisations such as the Carbon Trust. Whilst this is outlined in the CCP, as part
of the communications strategy to the agricultural and land based sector, and also as part of a package of
measures to the business community this may not go far enough to reach all businesses and industries.

17. Precision farming methods must also be considered as an eVective way that farming can reduce their
greenhouse gas emissions. Advanced technologies which increase the eYciency with which agricultural
machinery operates to reduce their greenhouse gas footprint and energy usage must be encouraged and
promoted. These oVer a key method of promoting both carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas
reductions, such as nitrous oxide. These smart solutions sustained by further research and development will
play an important role and should be an integral part of climate change policies.

18. Capital available to invest in these technologies however may be lacking. Further Government
incentives which encourage the use of these technologies, without increasing regulatory burden on the
industry must be put in place. Examples of such incentives could include capital grant schemes.

19. In addition to promotion of energy saving technologies, work needs to be done to raise awareness
amongst farmers of climate change and the potential eVects it could have on the agricultural industry. An
ADAS26 survey found that a third of farmers questioned who are making changes in response to extreme
weather events believed themselves to be poorly informed about climate change. They also found that
farmers and growers who were better informed about climate change were planning for change much sooner
than those who were less well informed27. By educating farmers and growers about climate change, they can
more readily adapt and mitigate to potential changes. This is work that can be directly influenced and guided
by the work of the Rural Climate Change Forum (RCCF). By consulting with the RCCF (as set out as a
commitment within the CCP 2006) the government can eVectively engage with the farming community and
prepare them for potential climate change impacts, and encourage mitigation measures. The RCCF are keen
that they are consulted on these issues.

25 MicroCHP—Updated market projections, Society of British Gas Industries, March 2006.
26 ADAS Farmers Voice Survey, 2005.
27 Defra Research Project CC0357.
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20. Anaerobic Digestion (AD)

The NFU welcomes the commitment from the government to convene a high-level international seminar
of experts on the subject of anaerobic digestion (AD). AD can be used for heat and electricity generation
and has the potential to support the objectives of a number of government polices on energy, climate change
and the environment. AD could also help meet climate change targets. Whilst convening this seminar is an
important start, the development and introduction of simple, low-cost digestion units also needs to be
encouraged. There is also a need for greater research and cost evaluation into the technology, targeted
information about set up, usage and supportive systems.

21. The biogas produced from an anaerobic digestion plant can be combusted, therefore reducing the
need for fossil fuels, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. When this biogas is combined with a CHP plant
to provide electricity and heat for homes the process becomes even more advantageous, allowing us to work
towards greenhouse gas emission targets. There is still a need for further research, but recent research results
lead to the opinion that anaerobic digestion of animal waste significantly reduces nitrous oxide emissions28

and where data exists, compared to incineration, landfill and pyrolysis and gasification, AD produces the
least net air emissions29.

22. AD technology has been adopted more widely in other member states such as Germany and
Denmark. In Denmark, there is significant uptake of this technology, with policies on decentralised CHP
and district heating schemes contributing to this take up. Similar schemes would be advantageous in the UK
to encourage this technology, and the NFU looks to the Government to further press for the research and
uptake of this technology.

23. Agricultural Policies

The commitment from the Government to look at how Environmental Stewardship schemes can make a
greater commitment to achieving greenhouse gas targets is welcomed. As most policies have not included
greenhouse gas mitigation or adaptation as specific goals, a change to certain policies could be extremely
advantageous in helping the government to reach emissions targets and adapt to climate change.
Environmental legislation could allow a longer-term climate change perspective to be incorporated into
farmer’s plans. It may also allow farmers the resources to better tackle both the eVects of climate change
and to implement mitigation measures to prevent it. When implementing any legislation it is important that
Government considers the total environmental impact of its actions, not just the sectoral impact, to ensure
that the impacts on climate change eVects and mitigation are positive. It is important to note however that
the administrative burden on farmers must not be increased. 25% of agricultural land in England is currently
covered by a live environmental stewardship agreement which means that if climate change policies were
directly integrated into this policy farmers and growers could help adaptation to climate change and reduce
their greenhouse gas emissions considerably.

24. Non-Food Crops

The NFU believes that more could be done to encourage the use of non-food crops to replace synthetic
materials. The government has committed continuing funding for the National Non-Food Crops Centre
and towards taking forward the Non- Food Crops Strategy which is a good start. A study carried out for
the European Commission in 2001 (under the European Climate Change Programme), estimated that more
extensive use of renewable materials in manufacturing (in areas other than fuel and energy) could reduce EU
CO2 emissions by about 8 million tonnes by 2010. Indirect reductions associated with product performance
improvements could be substantially higher at more than 30 Mt CO2 equivalent)30. With this in mind the
NFU would like to see more research and development into use of non-food crops, which could prove
significant in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. As the environmental benefits of these crops are already
well-known, this research and development should have an emphasis put upon developing the commercial
outputs, economics and market for non-food crops, and on how to exploit the multiple uses of these crops.

25. Emissions Trading Scheme

The Government announced it would examine the scope and feasibility of a greenhouse gas emissions
trading scheme for agriculture and forestry. It is essential that such an opportunity for reducing our
greenhouse gas emissions is investigated. Farmers are ready to embrace both the environmental and
economic benefits which could come from such a scheme, and are in the unique position that they are able
to reduce and store greenhouse gases in their soils and vegetation. The EU DG Environment calculates that
20% of the surface of agricultural land in the EU could be used as a sink31, and Defra calculates that if we
increased our percentage of woodland coverage up to match the rest of Europe (10%) we would increase
storage of 9mt carbon per year32. Other research suggests that the best zero till systems with mixed rotations

28 Barbara Klingler, (2005), Environmental Aspects of Biogas Technology, German Biogas Association.
29 DEFRA(2004), Review of Environmental and Health EVects of Waste Management: Municipal Solid Waste and Similar

Wastes. pp 115–116.
30 http://ec.europa.eu/comm/environment/climat/pdf/second–eccp–report.pdf
31 ECCP (2000), Mitigation Potential of Greenhouse Gases in the Agricultural Sector, Working Group 7—Agriculture, Final

Report.
32 Defra Research Project SP0523.
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and legumous cover crops accumulated more than 1 tonne of carbon per hectare per year33. Further research
suggests that through the manipulation of UK arable land, the UK could, at best meet 31% of the UK Kyoto
Protocol CO2 carbon emission reduction targets34. It is important also that methane and nitrous oxide
emissions are also taken into consideration when looking at the carbon mitigation potential. For example,
while no-till agriculture stores carbon when compared to a conventional farming system, it could also give
rise to higher emissions of nitrous oxide.

26. These types of schemes have already been used in the USA and Canada, where farmers and growers
already have contracts with industry, oVering CO2 credits resulting from changing their land use systems35.

27. If these schemes were incorporated with the production of bioenergy, a double advantage could be
gained. Recent research suggests that if Miscanthus (a biomass crop) was grown on 10% of suitable land
area in the European Union (EU15), 231 TWhyr-1 of electricity could be generated, which is 9% of the gross
electricity production in 2000. Using the same scenario, it was calculated that the carbon mitigation
potential could be 76 MtCyr-1 which is about 9% of the EU total carbon emissions for the 1990 Kyoto
Protocol baseline levels36.

28. There are some core challenges for the initiation of these schemes. One issue is that there is no
permanent emissions reduction, or a permanent sequestered tonne of carbon, leading to problems of how
to establish permanent or indefinite sinks. There is also the varying storage of carbon under diVerent land
management and crop production scenarios. Sequestered carbon needs to be defined before such schemes
can be successfully implemented, but represent a potentially significant way to mitigate our greenhouse gas
emissions.

29. Overall, the success of this mitigation option depends on the support for farmers and growers to adopt
the practices of sequestration, which in turn depends on the economic and practical implications of changing
management techniques. Considerable work needs to be done in investigating exactly how such as scheme
could operate, without increasing the regulatory or cost burden on farmers. These schemes will be
complicated, which will inevitably involve farmers demonstrating changes in their systems, but the cost
benefit to farmers must be closely examined. Further work on this subject is warranted.

The Transport Sector

30. The transport sector is the one sector within the UK whose GHG emissions are continuing to rise
significantly. Emissions had risen 10% above 1990 levels in 2004 and look set to continue to rise. This is
therefore a key issue which needs addressing if the government is to reach its GHG emission targets.
Agriculture can provide a significant solution to this sector by producing biofuels.

31. Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation

The NFU welcomes the announcement of the Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation (RTFO), which will
encourage the renewable transport fuel industry to be developed. The Enhanced Capital Allowances scheme
introduced as part of CCP for the cleanest biofuel production plants is also welcomed. The use of biofuel
as a transport fuel substitute oVers the most realistic opportunity of achieving CO2 reduction targets
outlined in the Kyoto Protocol and at EU and UK levels in the short to medium term. Biofuels have a key
role to play in tackling climate change as crops grown for biofuels can be grown and adopted using existing
skills and infrastructure. The market can capture current cereal or wheat exportable surpluses and biofuels
as an alternative to fossil fuels can provide proven carbon savings.

32. Carbon Savings

Recent life cycle analysis has shown that biodiesel produced from oilseed rape (OSR) has the potential
to reduce energy inputs by 66% and total greenhouse gas emissions by 53% for each MJ of energy created37.
Life cycle analysis work carried out on biofuels identifies greenhouse gas savings of around 60% compared
with fossil fuels. Given suYcient support in research and development, technological advances will provide
even greater savings in the future (eg through increased eYciency, new plant breeding or potentially GM
crops)38. High blends (which are in the greatest need of economic incentives) oVer the greatest carbon
savings.

33 Pretty, J & Ball, A, (2001), Agricultural Influences on Carbon Emissions and Sequestration: A review of Evidence and the
Emerging Trading Options, University of Essex.

34 Smith, et al, (2000), Revised estimates of the Carbon Mitigation potential of UK agricultural land, Soil Use and Management,
16, 293–295.

35 ECCP (2000), Mitigation Potential of Greenhouse Gases in the Agricultural Sector, Working Group 7—Agriculture, Final
Report.

36 Clifton-Brown, Stampfl, P, & Jones, (2004)., Miscanthus biomass production for energy in Europe and its potential
contribution to decreasing fossil fuel carbon emissions, Global Change Biology, 10, 509–518.

37 Turley, McKay and Boatman (2005) “Environmental impacts of cereal and oilseed rape cropping in the UK and assessment of
the potential impacts arising from cultivation for liquid biofuel production” Research Review 54, Central Science Laboratory.

38 Woods, J and Bauen, A Technology Status Review and Carbon Abatement Potential of Renewable Transport Fuels (RTF)
in the UK. Anonymous. Anonymous. DTI; AEAT. B/U2/00785/REP URN 03/982:1–150, 2003.
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33. UK Produced

For biofuels, the NFU calculates that UK farming could meet the 5% Renewable Transport Fuel
Obligation (RTFO) inclusion target (for petrol 2010) using the UK exportable surplus of wheat. Using a
high estimate for 5% of the 2010 petrol market, 1.2 billion litres of bioethanol would be required. The UK
exportable wheat surplus (average 2.9 million tonnes) could produce 1.267 billion litres of bioethanol. This
is without the planned 70 million litres pa from British Sugar’s Wissington plant, or use of set-aside land,
demonstrating the ability of UK agriculture to meet demand and provide for further increases post 2010.
This ability will increase with new technology, specific energy plant varieties and increased production
eYciency of wheat and sugar beet.

34. NFU calculations also demonstrate that the 5% RTFO target for biodiesel could be met by UK
feedstock. Diesel consumption estimates for 2010 suggest the requirement would be 1.15–1.35 billion litres.
If this were to be produced solely from oilseed rape (OSR) this would require 2.4–2.8 million tonnes
(680–800,000ha). Current UK OSR area of 557,000ha and set-aside area of 560,000ha could easily provide
this. This would impact on OSR grown for food uses and would suggest a need for a significant increase in
area grown if the biodiesel demand was to be met solely from domestic supplies.

35. There is still great potential for the increased use of waste biomass (such as straw) resources in
biodiesel production and this will develop as the market and technology increase the eYciency of production
(current and planned production approximately 70 million litres pa).

36. In practice the 5% RTFO does not have to be evenly split between diesel and petrol, and there is scope
for the introduction of Flex-Fuel Vehicles (FFV) and E85 (a fuel comprised of 85% bioethanol) fuel to
increase the contribution of bioethanol over biodiesel. These two examples illustrate the potential of UK
agriculture to more than meet the 2010 RTFO requirement and beyond, as the obligation level increases and
future technology allows greater use of organic waste and by-product sources in the process.

37. The 2010 target of 5% by volume target, whilst certainly a step in the right direction, falls short of
EU Directive 2003/30/EC which stipulates 5.75% by energy content by 2010, equating to around 8% by
volume. For this reason, the Government must make a firm commitment to progressing beyond 5% by
setting out how it intends to advance, post 2010. There is a significant need to give a long term commitment
to attract investment to domestic biofuels.

38. This target must also be an average of biofuel blending, focusing on areas where the logistics of
growing, transport and processing makes sense. The obligation is more likely to be successful if these factors
are taken into account.

39. Buy-out Price

The buy-out price (set at 15ppl initially) needs to be suYciently high to allow fuel suppliers to invest in
biofuels. This needs to be set as a long-term objective but re-assessed and adjusted if the level set is not getting
the required results. The current buy-out price may indeed result in oil companies paying this rather than
investing in the biofuels sector.

40. Carbon Accreditation

The NFU believes that a carbon accreditation scheme (draft regulations are expected by early 2007) to
run alongside the RTFO is essential for the future success of UK biofuels. Carbon accreditation is necessary
to prove the environmental performance (carbon and energy saving) of biofuels compared to fossil fuels.
This will ensure that the potential carbon and energy savings that are possible are achieved in practice. A
carbon accreditation system should also take account of the sustainability of the biofuel production, to
reduce the risk of imported, cheaper biofuels of environmentally suspect background coming into the
country.

41. Whilst a robust system is needed, it must not be restrictive on farmers and should build upon those
systems already in place—eg adaptation of Assured Combinable Crops Scheme (ACCS, which covers over
90% UK arable cropping). In the UK sustainability and environmental performance can be assured through
meeting cross compliance and existing environmental legislation. An accounting system must not burden
the industry with unnecessary environmental criteria. Equivalent standards should be sought in imported
feedstock intended for biofuel products.

42. Foreign Policy

Of the biodiesel produced in EU25 in 2004, Germany, France and Italy combined accounted for 88% of
the total (53.5%, 18% and 16.6% respectively). Making use of Article 16 of Council Directive 2003/96/EC,
the Petroleum Tax Act (2004) in Germany provides total tax relief for biofuels and bioheating fuels,
provided they are produced from biomass in Germany, until 2009. This has raised confidence in the industry
and attracted investment into the country. Germany has seen biodiesel production increase impressively to
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an estimated 1.2 Mt in 2004 (1.76% of total transport diesel) and continues to see investment in crushing
and processing plants. Italy also operates a total tax relief system for biodiesel and in France the fuel rebate
excise duty on biodiesel is around 23 ppl.

To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of the Climate Change
Programme?

43. The outcome of the energy review could have significant consequences on the implementation of the
CCP, particularly if those energy generation choices have high carbon emissions.

44. Within the NFU’s response to the Energy Review we outlined a number of key recommendations,
specifically incorporating renewables; biomass, biofuels, and anaerobic digestion.

We recommended:

45. The UK Government should aim to meet the EU Renewables Directive indicative target of 12% of
overall share of renewable energy by 2010 and beyond that 15% by 2015.

46. That agriculture has huge potential to contribute to energy needs and the NFU endorses the
European Renewable Resources Materials Association (ERRMA) report that by 2020, 20% of EU
landmass could be devoted to renewable energy and other renewable raw material crops39. This target
should form the basis of UK energy policy in areas where this is practical.

47. That there must be a more holistic and local approach to meeting our energy needs. For example,
Combined Heat and Power Bio-refineries producing biofuels could be powered by biomass plants using by-
product resources such as wheat straw for bioethanol and rape straw for biodiesel. The heat produced could
be utilised in processing and tapped oV for district heating. By-products such as glycerine from biodiesel
could be used for the non-food pharmaceutical industry, along with other extracted products. Biomass burn
plants and anaerobic digestion close to new town developments and transport links could supply heat to
neighbouring industry and wider housing/municipal buildings (such as leisure centres, hospitals and so on).
This approach is practical and realistic, but requires supportive policies and careful strategic planning by
Regional Development Agencies and the Department for Communities and Local Government.

48. Looking beyond 2010, the government must reinforce the commitment of the Renewable Transport
Fuel Obligation (ReTFO) with a longer-term vision for the role of biofuels to encourage a domestic biofuels
industry. We would look to bring the UK into line with the European targets (5.75% by energy by 2010),
aiming towards the French target of 8% beyond 2010.

49. A practical and trusted carbon accreditation scheme must be introduced alongside the ReTFO to
ensure that potential carbon-saving values are achieved and not undermined by imported cereals from
unsustainable production sources. In the UK this should utilise existing legislation and assurance schemes
to avoid duplication.

50. The domestic biomass industry needs support to stimulate demand. The NFU welcomed many of the
wide-ranging and constructive recommendations of the Biomass Task Force. We believe that these need to
be adopted as soon as possible. In particular we are anxious that the recommendations advocating the need
for greater public procurement of energy from biomass sources; renewable energy obligations for new
builds; and the proposals for the introduction of simple capital grant schemes are taken forward as a matter
of priority. There is also a need for greater emphasis on renewable energy requirements in new substantial
planning application schemes. This will help overcome resistance to using biomass to generate energy.

51. We believe that the development and introduction of simple, low cost anaerobic digestion units
should be encouraged. However, more research and better evaluation of the cost eVectiveness of the
technology is needed. Supportive mechanisms such as capital outlay and investment allowances need to be
investigated and targeted information on potential use, guidance on start-up and operational aspects are
also key.

52. All of these recommendations would fit well within the CCP 2006, and the commitment from
Government to achieve 20% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2010. Should these recommendations be
implemented from the Energy Review, the aims of CCP 2006 in terms of reaching our domestic greenhouse
gas reduction targets are closer to being achieved, particularly through the use of biofuels in transport and
biomass in the domestic sector.

May 2006

39 http://www.errma.com/images/RRM–AwarenessReport–Final–Draft–25–FEB–02.pdf
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Memorandum submitted by the Natural Environment Research Council

1. The Natural Environment Research Council (NERC)40 welcomes the opportunity to comment,
albeit briefly.

2. NERC welcomes the publication of the Government’s Climate Change Programme and the
commitment expressed by the Government to take action to mitigate and adapt to climate change.

3. We also welcome the emphasis on the importance of research and a solid evidence base for policy
development, not least in the area of regional impacts and adaptation measures, where significant
uncertainties remain.

The Prime Minister continues to identify climate change as “probably the greatest long-term challenge facing
the human race”. Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic strategy to prepare the UK
to meet this challenge?

4. Our submission focusses on the need for better research co-ordination, which we believe is critical to
enabling the UK to meet the challenge of climate change.

5. Last year, NERC spent approximately 28% of its science budget allocation on research related to
climate change. As one of the major players in climate change research, active in research on atmospheric
chemistry, thermohaline circulation, Antarctic ice-sheet behaviour, ocean acidification, dynamic vegetation
and biodiversity, we are surprised not to be mentioned in the Programme as a key supplier of the scientific
evidence base. In developing our next strategy, to supersede “Science for a Sustainable Future 2002–07” we
intend to continue to place emphasis on climate change research, and to focus in particular on the need for
predictive capability based on monitoring and process-based studies. We will also retain a focus on the
eVects of climate change on biodiversity and ecosystems.

6. The NERC-funded community is in an excellent position to contribute, not least because its skills meet
the multidisciplinary demands of climate impacts research, including, in the Tyndall Centre for Climate
Change Research (jointly funded by NERC, the Economic and Social Research Council and the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council), the social science dimension.

7. We believe in the importance of excellent co-ordination and co-operation between Defra (including
the Hadley Centre), NERC and other key contributors such as the other Research Councils, and hope that
Defra will join with NERC to show leadership to draw together the collective forces of these organisations
in a national initiative on the prediction of environmental change. There is a strong case for closer working
to maximise links between, for example, NERC’s monitoring and process-based studies and the Hadley
Centre’s expertise in model development.

8. We also hope that Defra will be able to better define its evidence needs, so that NERC and others can
target their research activities more appropriately. It would have been helpful to dedicate a chapter in the
Programme document to research needs and research co-ordination, to give coherence to the various
scattered references.

9. NERC submitted responses to both the Stern Review and Energy Review consultations. In our
response to the former41, we provide more detailed information on research areas requiring further eVort,
and believe that this research would help the UK to meet the challenge of climate change.

Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try to ensure that it meets the 20% reduction in carbon
dioxide emissions by 2010?

10. On the basis of research carried out by the British Geological Survey (BGS), NERC suggests that
the Government would be right to further investigate the potential of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)
Technology42 in order to help achieve its target of a 20% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by 2010, or
at least, given the time needed to implement the technology, its longer-term emissions reduction targets.

May 2006

40 NERC is one of the UK’s eight Research Councils. It funds and carries out impartial scientific research in the sciences of the
environment. NERC trains the next generation of independent environmental scientists. Its priority research areas are: Earth’s
life-support systems, climate change, and sustainable economies.
NERC’s research centres are: the British Antarctic Survey (BAS), the British Geological Survey (BGS), the Centre for Ecology
and Hydrology (CEH) and the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory (POL). Details of these and of NERC’s collaborative
centres are available at www.nerc.ac.uk

41 Please see www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/media/FC3/78/climatechange—helen–1.pdf for NERC’s submission to the Stern Review
on the Economics of Climate Change.

42 Please see Ev 70 and Ev 104 at www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200506/cmselect/cmsctech/578/578ii.pdf for the BGS
and NERC submissions to the House of Commons Science & Technology Committee 2005 Inquiry into “Meeting UK Energy
and Climate Needs: The Role of Carbon Capture and Storage”.
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Memorandum submitted by the OYce of Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem)

1. Ofgem is the regulator of gas and electricity industries in Britain. Ofgem’s principal objective is to
protect the interests of present and future gas and electricity consumers, where appropriate by promoting
eVective competition. We also have important duties relating to the environment, sustainable development
and security of supply. Ofgem welcomes the committee’s inquiry. Our response to the questions in the call
for evidence is set out below.

2. Many of the measures contained in the Climate Change Programme (CCP) impact directly on the
energy sector and are therefore central to Ofgem’s present and future work. Ofgem considers that working
with Government on implementing and reviewing the Programme is an important element of our
responsibilities.

3. In this submission we set out our views on how these measures can achieve their objectives in a cost-
eVective way. We also outline specific proposals on the European Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS),
carbon contracts and our current work on microgeneration and metering, all of which complement the
Climate Change Programme.

Key Issues Identified by the Committee

4. We note the key issues raised by the Committee in relation to the Climate Change Programme:

— Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic strategy to prepare the UK to meet
the challenge of climate change?

— Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try to ensure that it meets the 20%
reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by 2010?

— To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of the
Climate Change Programme?

5. In regard to the first two points, the Government has shown global leadership on the issue of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. It has set challenging domestic carbon dioxide abatement targets and has also
played a leading role in seeking to find a long term multilateral solution with other countries.

6. The Climate Change Programme is a major part of this action. However, the Government’s analysis
which accompanies the 2006 Climate Change Programme indicates that the targets set for 2010 are very
challenging and that there was a good chance that the measures contained in the Programme may deliver
reductions in carbon dioxide emissions of only 15–18% below 1990 levels in 2010.

7. Further eVorts on existing measures, and the development of additional complementary measures, will
therefore be necessary if the Government wishes to meet its longer term targets. The Programme identifies
broad economy-wide measures, such as the EU ETS, as well as targeted measures which focus on particular
sectors or technologies. The new initiatives that target the energy sector include:

— expenditure of £80 million in the next three years to support microgeneration technologies;

— expenditure of £35 million over four years for the development of carbon abatement technologies;

— continuing to support electricity from renewables under the Renewables Obligation;

— maintaining a strong package of support, advice and information measures for business energy
eYciency; and

— substantially higher carbon savings from the Energy EYciency Commitment in 2008–11.

8. Ofgem’s views on the selection and design of these additional measures, to ensure that the chances are
maximised of achieving their objectives cost-eVectively, are set out in more detail below. In regard to
particular measures to meet the targets, the section below on the EU ETS and carbon contracts outlines our
specific proposals for the Committee’s consideration.

9. Ofgem will have an important role to play in these actions. In some areas there will be direct
involvement, for example in the administration of the Renewables Obligation and the Energy EYciency
Commitment. In other areas we have a key role to play through our activities in the support of competitive
markets and in the regulation of network monopolies. Competitive energy markets mean that the signals
provided by the emissions trading scheme or market-based instruments are clearly delivered and acted on.
Appropriate regulation of network monopolies ensures that they develop to meet the challenges arising from
greater use of renewables or microgeneration. Specific actions in two important areas where the Programme
proposes new initiatives—metering and microgeneration—are outlined below.

10. In regard to the third issue identified by the Committee, the interaction of the Climate Change
Programme and the Government’s Energy Review, the relationship is important. The energy industries are
major contributors to the emission of greenhouse gases and the energy sector will have a critical role to play
in meeting UK targets. The UK energy supply sector, largely electricity generation, accounted for almost
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40% of UK CO2 emissions in 2004 and many of the measures which have been put in place to tackle climate
change have focused on those industries. Actions taken as a result of the Energy Review will be crucial for
climate change policy in the future and for the chances of meeting short- and long-term targets.

11. Ofgem believes it would be helpful to have greater clarity on how these Reviews relate to each other,
and to the Stern Review of the Economics of Climate Change.

General Principles for Implementation of the Programme

12. Ofgem considers that the Government should seek to minimise the economic and social impact of
meeting the ambitious environmental targets by careful selection and design of measures. We believe that
the Government should pursue policies and programmes which move the UK towards its environmental
objectives at least cost to present consumers, and in a way that supports and is compatible with competitive
energy markets. This is consistent with the objectives set out in the Government’s 2003 Energy White Paper.

13. The recently revised Programme recognises this. For example, it includes as a basic principle “the
need to focus on flexible and cost-eVective policy options which will work together to form an integrated
package”.

14. We also welcome the commitment in the Programme to better regulation principles and the
publication by the Government of the work which has informed the CCPR. Publication of analysis
transparently setting out the best estimates of the relative cost-eVectiveness of alternative measures in
achieving climate change objectives will greatly assist debate on how to proceed.

15. As a general principle, Ofgem takes the view that, in the medium term, an eVective basis for achieving
the Government’s objectives on climate change at least cost to consumers is likely to come from moving
towards a broad instrument targeting greenhouse gas emissions such as an emissions trading scheme.

16. By placing a value on the emission of CO2 (or other gases), trading schemes can harness the power
of markets to seek out and develop the cheapest way to meet environmental goals. They promote innovation
in meeting environmental constraints and therefore should, over time, ensure that such constraints are met
at minimum cost to customers. Furthermore, they prevent distortions being introduced into underlying
markets, such as energy markets, and are therefore most compatible with promoting competition. They
allow emission reductions to be made in the most cost-eVective location allowing the aggregate
environmental target to be achieved at least cost to consumers. Even with the weaknesses of the existing
scheme, the energy sector is already responding to the incentives created by the EU ETS and is likely to invest
in a diverse range of technologies on the supply and demand sides to reduce emissions.

17. While maintaining our position in favour of broad instruments, we accept that specifically targeted
initiatives have a role and are justified where they are focused on particular barriers to action. Ofgem is
directly involved in the design and implementation of many of those measures which have an impact on the
gas and electricity markets and we will continue to work constructively with the Government to ensure that
initiatives such as in Renewables Obligation and the Energy EYciency Commitment are designed and
administered eYciently. However, any such targeted programmes need to be specifically and rigorously
justified, and only pursued if there is evidence that an incentive in addition to that provided by the EU ETS
allowance price is warranted. This will involve rigorous analysis of existing measures, and of proposals for
future measures, including assessment of potential double counting.

18. DiVerent sectors may need diVerent solutions to reduce their carbon dioxide emissions. However any
such targeted programmes need to be specifically and rigorously justified and only pursued if there is
evidence that more cost-eVective emission reduction can be achieved than by the EU ETS. This will involve
rigorous analysis of existing measures and of proposals for future measures.

The EU ETS and Carbon Contracts

19. Consistent with this approach, Ofgem fully supports the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS)
as the key central feature of climate change policy. In addition, in our recent submission to the Energy
Review, we have proposed that there may be a role for other economic instruments such as carbon contracts
to supplement the EU ETS to provide longer term certainty.

20. The EU ETS has the potential to deliver cost-eVective emission reductions amongst the major
industrial emitters and power stations in the 25 Member States. However, for the EU ETS to deliver its
maximum potential, we think the scheme should be broadened in scope to cover all major emitting sectors;
future phases should be lengthened to align emissions targets with investment timescales; and allowances
should be auctioned rather than allocated for free. We also think that recent experience has highlighted the
need for accurate and timely information from all Member States on actual emissions to prevent damaging
uncertainty and price volatility.

21. We recognise that some of these objectives require legislative change or agreement across all Member
States, and that this may take some time to achieve. We hope that the Government will continue to attach
a high priority to the longer term development of the scheme through the European Commission’s review
of the Directive.
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22. As it may take some time to negotiate and secure agreements with other Member States on the longer
term development of the scheme, we have proposed that carbon contracts should be considered as an
additional policy alongside the EU ETS, to provide longer term certainty and bridge the gap before a wider
international agreement and future phases of the EU ETS are decided.

23. Carbon contracts could provide long term price signals to support the development of large, capital
intensive abatement technologies but at the same time are compatible with the EU ETS and the Kyoto
framework. However, they would also be viable if the EU ETS does not continue.

24. An objective of these policies should also be to minimise the burden and risk to taxpayers and energy
consumers. The Government could invite bids for long-term proposals to reduce emissions of greenhouse
gases. All sectors of the economy, including major energy development consortiums, could bid with what
they consider to be feasible abatement strategies. The invitation would be technologically neutral—it could
include proposals for the development of nuclear power stations; renewable energy projects or sequestration
projects—and contracts would be awarded to the projects with the lowest unit cost of abatement.

25. The Government would need to choose whether to fix quantities or expenditure in advance, and
decide how to finance the contracts. We propose that they could be funded from the auction of ETS
allowances. This approach is attractive from an economic point of view because it reduces the gains to
generators arising from free allocation and improves the eYciency of allocation.

Innovative Metering

26. The Climate Change Programme includes new initiatives in regard to metering, including a large scale
trial of smart meters and associated feedback devices. The use of more advanced meters, and the improved
consumption information that they can make available to consumers, are a possible gateway to greater
engagement of the demand side in climate change mitigation. Advanced meters can provide customers with
more information about how much energy they use and when they use it. This may encourage customers to
look at ways of being more energy eYcient. They may look at ways of cutting back the amount of energy
they use or look to use less energy at times of peak demand when it is more expensive to generate. In addition
to reducing emissions of greenhouse gases, reducing demand at peak times could also help promote security
of supply.

27. Smarter metering may also help to boost eVorts to promote the use of microgeneration (for example,
ground heat pumps, solar panels, small wind turbines and boilers that generate electricity as well as heat)
in people’s homes. Customers wanting to install these technologies will need smarter meters that can
measure how much electricity they generate as well as use.

28. In February this year, Ofgem published a consultation paper to better understand the obstacles to
and benefits of greater use of smart meters. The paper marked the start of a major initiative to understand
the case for introducing smarter metering and to look at what actions, if any, needed to be taken to help
unlock potential benefits. It outlined a range of policy options from trying to make the existing market work
more eVectively, to more radical options such as obliging suppliers to install smart meters.

29. We are currently considering responses to our consultation and policy options for facilitating the
development of smart metering. A decision document will be published later this year. Ofgem takes seriously
the need to provide leadership on this issue, so that there is consistent progress towards removing barriers
and ensuring that where consumers value the information that the meter can help provide, there are
commercial propositions available to them. The forthcoming document will provide focus for our eVorts
on removing barriers to innovation in metering and will in particular include the following:

— Ofgem’s plans to work with government on the pilot study;

— consultation, as part of the supply licence review, on the scope to relax or reframe the requirement
for two yearly visual inspection of meters;

— plans for to take forward industry-wide discussions on standardisation to ensure that suppliers’
abilities to interact with each other’s smart metering platforms do not interfere with the take-up
of smart metering; and

— further thinking on steps to encourage customers to take a more active role in managing their
energy consumption—thereby helping to stimulate demand for innovative solutions.

Microgeneration

30. The Government published its Microgeneration Strategy in March and the Climate Change
Programme has proposed major expenditure on the microgeneration industry. Microgeneration can help to
reduce emissions of carbon dioxide by using high eYciency or renewable sources of generation and by
reducing the need for transmission and distribution networks and losses of electricity as it is transmitted
over long distances from generators to households.
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31. Ofgem wants to ensure that nothing in the existing regulatory arrangements for energy suppliers and
network operators will act as a barrier to the take up of microgeneration. For instance, the Electricity
Networks Strategy Group (ENSG), which is sponsored and jointly chaired by Ofgem and the DTI, has a
program of work addressing network issues for microgeneration.

32. Working with the Government, microgeneration manufacturers and trade associations, energy
suppliers and energy network owners, we intend to make sure that the regulatory arrangements for
electricity networks and the energy markets do not stand in the way of customers who want to install
microgeneration in their homes.

33. A document will shortly be published setting out Ofgem’s work programme to tackle the technical
and markket issues and Ofgem has convened an industry forum to take on views to help inform the policy.

34. Ofgem would be delighted to submit any additional information that the Committee may require, or
to provide oral evidence if that would be helpful.

June 2006

Memorandum submitted by Renewable Fuel Supply Ltd

I am responding to the Environmental Audit Committee’s invitation to receive written evidence for the
inquiry you are holding into the UK’s Climate Change Programme.

In particular I would like to respond to the questions you raise as part of the inquiry about what the
Government could be doing to try to ensure that it meets the 20% reduction in carbon emissions by 2010,
and to what extent the outcome of the Energy Review will aVect the implementation of the Climate Change
Programme.

Renewable Fuel Supply Limited is an independent company importing biomass for use in co-fired power
stations. You will know that co-firing is a carbon neutral method of generating renewable electricity, for
which generators are awarded Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROCs). Co-firing has been a green success
story as it produces cheap, reliable environmentally-friendly electricity, thereby helping to lower carbon
emissions and secure domestic power supply.

You may be aware that on 1 April 2006, the Government lowered the cap on co-fired ROCs from 25%
to 10%, which has devastated the market for co-fired ROCs and many generators have already stopped
co-firing.

Having received a number of representations, including from Drax Power Limited, about the impact the
reduction in the cap would cause, the Energy Minister, Malcolm Wicks MP, announced on 1st March 2006,
that he would reconsider the level of the cap as part of the Energy Review.

I attach a briefing paper which gives further details of the situation and its potential impact, should the
cap not be reinstated to 25%.

Raising the cap back to 25% would be a quick and easy solution to help the Government reduce carbon
dioxide emissions by 20%, and would be a good way for the Energy Review to influence the Climate Change
Programme for the better.

Briefing Document

Why Should Co-firing be Encouraged, Rather than Restricted, in the UK?

Abstract

Co-firers burn biomass with coal in an existing power station to produce renewable electricity. Co-firing
is common in some countries, and an international market has sprung up over the last ten years to supply
biomass from all over the world. In the UK we have started to develop so-called energy crops for fuel, and
while the science of energy crops is still young, there is a good prospect that energy crops can be supplied
to UK customers for less than imported biomass.

Co-firing is a carbon neutral method of generating renewable electricity, for which generators are awarded
a Renewable Obligation Certificate (ROC). It’s an ideal way to help meet our targets under the renewables
obligation and the EU emissions trading scheme, but electricity suppliers are restricted by the Renewables
Obligation (RO) to buying only a certain proportion of their electricity from co-fired power stations. That
restriction, the so-called “cap”, used to be 25% of the supplier’s demand for ROCs, however on 1 April 2006
the cap was dropped to 10%.

Due to this, co-fired ROC prices fell from £40/ROC to £12.50, and co-firing no longer became economical
for many generators. Many have stopped altogether and the biomass supply industry is struggling to
maintain the supply chains that have developed in recent years. Energy crop farmers cannot find buyers for
their product at a crucial time in their development and planting cycles.
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Having received representations on this issue the Energy Minister, Malcolm Wicks MP, stated on 1 March
2006 in the Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation, which was considering the Renewables
Obligation Order, that the Government will re-look at the cap on co-firing and its eVects as part of the
Energy Review.

Call for Action

Restore the cap on presenting co-fired ROCs to 25%

By restoring the cap on co-fired ROCs to 25%, the Government will allow the UK generation industry to
lower carbon emissions, generate more renewable electricity, and to provide a market for UK energy crops.

The Renewables Obligation
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The graph shows how much co-firing can contribute to producing renewable electricity and lowering
carbon emissions. The purple shaded area represents the volume of renewable electricity that will be lost due
to lowering the cap to 10%. This volume is 3.2 million MWh of electricity during 2006–07—that’s equivalent
to a 1,000 MW wind farm in that year alone.

As the UK struggles to reduce carbon dioxide emissions, one of the best means of achieving those targets
will be restricted by the cap. Under the EU emissions trading scheme, the UK has to reduce its emissions
by 65 million tonnes of CO2 by 2007. Co-firing at the higher cap could account for 26% of the entire country’s
requirements. With the lower cap co-firers will only produce 12% of the nation’s needs.

Carbon emissions accumulate in the atmosphere and once emitted are very hard to remove. Over the
period of time shown in the graph above, roughly 25 million tonnes of CO2 will have been emitted needlessly.

Maintain the Requirement to use Energy Crops when Co-firing from 2009

We are finally starting to see some interest from generators for UK energy crops. They are planning ahead
to meet the requirement that, from April 2009, 25% of the fuel that they co-fire must be an energy crop. This
is a powerful tool to ensure that energy crops become part of the long term fuel mix for energy in the UK.

It is imperative that we do not undermine the 2009 deadline, because it is the only impetus that has forced
UK generators to take an interest in energy crops rather than imported biomass. In the long run UK energy
crops will be cheaper than imported biomass, but while farmers develop new seed varieties and experiment
with more environmentally friendly fertilisation regimes, these crops will be more expensive than imports.
If we want a UK energy crop industry, generators must be required to buy energy crops as a pre-requisite
to co-firing.
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Conclusions

The changes that we request can be achieved through secondary legislation. The DTI is consulting on the
matter and expects to report in the summer.

We ask that the Government re-instates the cap on co-fired ROCs to 25%, eVective from 1 April 2007.
We also ask that the rule requiring generators to use a proportion of energy crops when co-firing after 2009
is left intact. Both of these measures will help us to achieve the challenging targets of reduced emissions,
renewable electricity, security of supply and a vibrant energy crop industry.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by Road Block

Introduction

In February we submitted to your committee a critique of the Government’s approach to reducing carbon
emissions from transport. Since you are now receiving evidence on the wider issue of Government policy on
climate change, as represented in its publication “Climate Change the UK Programme 2006”
(CCUKP2006), we feel bound once again to respond, although, as one might suppose from our letterhead,
our concerns are primarily with Government policy on surface transport.

Our previous submission contains the bulk of what we would like to say on road transport and, since we
want to avoid wasting your time with repetition, we merely attach a copy of that submission [not printed]
and confine ourselves to commentary on what appears to be new in the CCUKP2006 and various aspects
of Government thinking revealed by recent discussions. As an environmental group, moreover, we have
views on the wider implications of climate change policy beyond that specific to surface transport.

Summary

The Government is careless in asserting that “we are already on course to reduce our emissions by double
our Kyoto target”43. Statements on progress should refer to actual progress not model-predicted progress.
Actual progress so far is on track but in the wrong direction.

The stated policy is that economic sectors should take their fair share of responsibility for meeting Climate
Change objectives. The transport sector of the economy, more than any other is a consumer of the wealth
generated by the burning of carbon and is expected to take the smallest hit (indeed no hit at all) in Climate
Change policy, whereas the sectors that generate wealth are to bear all the burden. This is absurd.

The Government relies much on magic bullet predictions of technical eYciency gains in combating carbon
burn, yet makes almost no mention (indeed no mention at all in the transport sector) of the much greater
gains to be had from organisational and behavioural eYciency improvements.

The Government needs to move towards eYciency of operation and behaviour in surface transport
through recovery of cost externalisation by road transport and active fiscal transfer to public transport. It
needs immediately to bring to an end the preposterous age of road building, which works entirely against
its Climate Change programme.

“On Track to Meet our Kyoto Commitments”

We had been wondering for some time why Government Ministers insisted on saying that “we are on
course to meet our Kyoto commitments”, when the actual measure of emissions had shown that the Kyoto
CO2 figure was significantly greater in 2004 than when the present Government came to power in 1997. With
recent pronouncements claiming that we are close to meeting the more ambitious 2010 UK 20% reduction
target we have been further confused. The CCUKP2006 explains what is meant by “being on track”—it
apparently means ignore what has actually been happening and accept our DTI model of what may happen.
This extraordinary measure of success would be a godsend for embattled directors of a failing company—
don’t pay any attention to the fact that we are losing money year on year, our experts predict we are on track
to make lots of money in 2010.

Where in the records of this or past Governments, or more specifically within the records of the DTI, have
we any evidence that they are capable of modelling such a complex matter with any plausibility whatsoever?
Do we know, for example, of 10-year (or even one-year) reliability of the Treasury Model? In our area of
experience we know of the road traYc forecasting models of the DfT. Here the only reliable thing to say is
that they consistently forecast traYc increases (unsurprisingly) but do not do very well at all on the details.
Since “predict-and-provide” has always been (and still is in practical terms if not in stated policy) the guiding
force for the DfT in regard of road transport (but notoriously not for public transport), it is not altogether
surprising that prediction of traYc increases is followed by actual increases.

43 Prime Minister’s letter of appointment to David Milliband 6 May.
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We are not saying that modelling is a worthless exercise. It is perfectly reasonable to use measured
elasticities of demand with respect to price, for example, to guess the likely eVect of climate change levy on
particular activities, just as it is perfectly reasonable to forecast how road traYc might rise or fall according
to the price of fuel. We may not believe that the forecasts are likely to prove very accurate, but we cannot
gainsay that they may help us to guide policy.

But the forecasts of an entirely unproven model cannot be taken as a measure of progress. The only facts
we have are that almost since the present Government came to power and declared the issue of Climate
Change to be important, it has declared that we are on track to meeting objectives, while the actual measured
situation has worsened.44 Originally this optimism was based on a mere extrapolation of the benefits of the
collapse of the coal industry and the flight to gas in the power industry. But the tail end of that benefit has
now gone and the consequence of bad Government policy elsewhere (particularly in transport) is now
becoming manifest in turning the tail upwards again. Now the use of an unproven model to justify current
Government complacency is breathtaking.

Importing Carbon and Embedded Carbon

There are a lot of unstated questions for us in the CCUKP2006 document for which we do not have the
answers but which we hope will be put by your committee to the Government’s ministers and executive.
Several of these questions pertain to the issue of where the carbon accounting is done. If we look, for
example, at the Government requirement for a 5% content of biofuel in road transport:

— where does that fuel come from?

— if, for example, it were from palm oil plantation in Borneo:
— what is the fossil fuel content of the agriculture that produces it and to whose account is it

added?
— what is the loss of carbon sink capability of the rain forest that is sacrificed to provide the land

for the production and to whose account is it added?

Or if we look at the Domestic section of the CCUKP2006 we might ask:

— are the energy saving or renewable energy generating devices or materials manufactured here?

— what is their embedded carbon content?

— to whose account is this carbon added?

— do we even know if the embedded carbon is more or less than the device or material will save in
carbon emissions from its use?

The obvious approach to these diYcult matters of embedded carbon content and provenance is to employ
an accountancy system across the economy which computes the “carbon-added” content of any economic
process or product. Since this does not seem that much more complicated a thing to work out for any given
industry (since it should be computing its carbon emissions anyway) than VAT, it is not clear that such a
measure should be ruled out, yet we can find no reference to such thinking in CCUKP2006. Ultimately of
course a “carbon added” estimate could turn into a “carbon-added tax”, arguably a movement of the
taxation burden from “goods” (eg wealth production as with VAT) to “bads”.45

It is not clear from CCUKP2006 whether projections include a presumed further decline in manufacturing
industry in the UK.46 If they do then the presumption of economic growth implies a growth in import of
manufactured goods. It may be that the carbon content of such goods is not within any (Kyoto or other)
treaty obligation for us, but as a wider moral issue it is clearly not right that we should reduce emissions at
home and have no responsibility for the emissions caused by the production of goods we import.

Energy Supply—Miscellaneous Comments

Nuclear

One remark several times repeated in the CCUKP2006 is that nuclear energy has helped to contribute
towards the 10% “non-CO2/low carbon” emissions reduction over the Kyoto period. Considering the
controversial nature of the recent pronouncements on nuclear power we believe this to be a misleading
representation of what has happened. In 1990 UK nuclear consumption was at an anomalous low of
17.0 MTOE47. In 1989 and 1991 the consumption was at 18.5 and 18.2 MTOE. In 2004 the figure was
18.1 MTOE. In fact nuclear consumption peaked at 1998 and has declined since. In reality, therefore,
nuclear has made no real contribution to the reduction in carbon emissions over the Kyoto period.

44 In fact while road transport has shown a continuous rise since before 1990 and “other industries” have had a small steady
decline over this period (perhaps reflecting the general continued decline in manufacture in the UK), the power business and
the residential sector emissions bottomed out around 1997 and have been rising since.

45 a principle endorsed at CCUKP2006 Section 2 Chapter 4, para 19.
46 we note for example (Section 2, Chapter 4, para 73) that a reduction of N2O is claimed as part of our contribution, from the

closure of a nitric acid plant—presumably we will be importing the nitric acid from polluting plants elsewhere.
47 MTOE: MT oil equivalent—BP Statistical Review of World Energy.
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As an environmental group we probably mostly share the prevailing view of environmentalists that
nuclear energy is too dangerous an option to consider, especially when there is much else that could be done
first. We see no reason to suppose that western nuclear operators are significantly less likely to bring about
catastrophic consequences from system failures than those operating under the soviet regime, nor do we see
that the discredited risk philosophy of the Lord Rothschild era is remotely reassuring. And we would
consider a catastrophic failure of Chernobyl proportions to be a very much worse event for the UK than
the economic consequences of massive reductions in our total energy use well beyond what is necessary to
meet even our most ambitious Climate Change aspirations.

We recognise that the recent “with a vengeance” pronouncement by the Prime Minister on a new
commitment to this dangerous technology, is more for strategic economic (and military?) reasons than for
any reason to do with Climate Change. It is clear for example that the timescales for Climate Change action,
on the most optimistic assumptions about the problem, are such that no new nuclear capacity could be
provided in time.

But we believe that your Committee should be asking questions about the carbon consequence of nuclear
power. We have heard suggestions that the embedded carbon in nuclear power station construction and
decommissioning as well as in the mining and transport of fuel is actually rather large—maybe even greater
than the generated energy during the operating lifetime. We do not know how large—does your
Committee know?

Hydrogen

The so-called “hydrogen economy” is a mysterious concept—in reality almost entirely irrelevant to the
Climate Change debate, although it always seems to figure large in political comment. In Section 2, Chapter
3, para 62 it states Hydrogen oVers good prospects for cost competitive reductions in carbon dioxide from
2020 onwards, particularly for the transport sector. Of course it does no such thing, since the energy to create
the hydrogen must come from somewhere. The following paragraph rightly points out that fossil carbon is
not burnt only if the raw energy source is non-carbon or renewable, but since the contribution of such raw
sources is already counted it can hardly be seen as another factor in meeting Climate Change objectives.
Indeed, while it is true that it might represent a convenient vehicle for carrying energy in the transport sector
(as fuel cells may prove to be), there remains a double ineYciency—the ineYciency in the original fuel burn,
plus the ineYciency of burning the hydrogen itself.

Transport—Taking its Fair Share

Perhaps the most frustrating aspect for environmentalists of the Government’s pronouncements on
Climate Change is a pious assertion of fairness, summed up by48: “The Air Transport White Paper,
published in December 2003, acknowledged the growing contribution that aviation emissions are making
towards climate change and recognised the need for the aviation sector to take its share of responsibility for
tackling the problem of climate change.” It would be very nice if there were any evidence that the
Government really meant this, but the White Paper is clearly all about expanding air traYc.

It remains noteworthy49 that the Government assumptions are that the energy supply industry is expected
to take further hits (in CO2) of 15% from 2004 to 2020, even though it has already achieved a 12.3% emission
reduction since 1990; the business sector is expected to take a further hit of 4.0%, even though its hit from
1990 has been 12.1%; the domestic sector is expected to take a further 13.7% following progress from 1990
of 1.7%; whilst transport (not even counting international air traYc) is to be allowed a 5.1% increase after
an increase from 1990 of 9.9%.50 In what possible sense is transport being asked to take its share of
responsibility?

Energy and the Economy

It is instructive to consider the relationship between energy and economy, as a simple thought experiment.
If, in the manner of a popular TV series (without its quirky elements), a group of people with representative
knowledge of technology were cast away on an island without any fossil fuel, they might, with suYcient
natural resources, survive the initial hard times in a rudimentary manner. Having done so they might then
use their knowledge to develop techniques for more eYcient gathering of food and water; then perhaps
attempting some sort of agriculture and maybe even starting to use wind or water power to do more work
than the humans could do on their own. As a statement of economics the wealth of this community has
increased somewhat—there is economic growth. Provided that the natural resources are not consumed
faster than they are replaced (as with Easter Island) one might even say that this is “sustainable growth”.

48 Section 2, Chapter 5, para 47.
49 Section 2, Chapter 1, Tables 4 and 5.
50 Section 2, Chapter 5, para 11 “his does not mean we expect total transport emissions to fall”.
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Play this scenario for a hundred years—controlling population and not consuming resources beyond their
limits. Initially this population has the advantage of knowledge of technology over traditional isolated
communities (though it will lack a good deal of the local know-how and social cohesiveness that sustains
such communities) and the economic capital of this knowledge might endure, but it is pretty intuitive that
the limits to the economic welfare of this population are of the same kind as pertain to traditional
communities, if not of exactly the same level. Like the traditional communities the expected result would be
an asymptotic approach to a certain level of wealth. The notion of sustainable growth, which accepts no
such economic saturation level, is therefore implausible.

What makes a diVerence between such a community and the industrial economies of the world is energy.
Energy is the multiplier of human eVort. With a limited supply (which may be imminent at post-Peak Oil))
of energy or the allowability of using it (as with the CO2 problem) one merely expects a move towards a
higher asymptotic level of economic saturation. But even with an infinite supply of energy and the
allowability of using it, the notion of perpetual economic growth is illogical—in the end we have infinite
goods moving infinite distances to be piled into finite spaces for a finite population. Yet perpetual economic
growth is the philosophical watchword of all Governments of industrial countries.

Of course such thinking may seem to be the stuV of late-night student discussion in the pub, but it has a
point. It is now reasonable to suggest that the real limits to growth (availability of energy and the allowability
of using it) are close upon us—we may be in the development end-game of the world as an isolated
community—the world as an Easter Island. This may be the stating of the unthinkable to politicians, but it
has to be a significant possibility. Many oil analysts think we are past Peak Oil; most of us now, including
the Government if we are to believe its statements, accept that we are a long way past the mid-point of
consumption of the globe’s favourable climate capital.

At the very best then it seems unlikely that the world has the capability for generating as much wealth
again as it has already generated. If that does not seem too bad we should think about how that wealth is
to be distributed. If it were evenly distributed across the world’s population, it would mean that the rich
countries would have to get poorer than they are now. It may be unrealistic to suppose that the rich
economies will willingly go down this route no matter how much we see the justice of it, but it is unlikely
that we can withstand the pressures of competition from the stronger developing economies or the mass
migrations from the poorer ones, which all eventually must move either towards equalisation or violent
confrontation.

Of course the contemplation of the end of economic growth is anathema to most politicians and perhaps
much of the population, although we note that discussion at Westminster has recently focused on quality of
life as distinct from GDP. But so far is the Government from accepting this possibility that its CCUKP2006
document can only contemplate a climate change policy which talks in terms of alternative sources of or
more eYcient ways of using energy. In our view the primary driver of policy ought to be a resolve to use less
energy. We should not be asking first how can we find the energy for the energy-wasteful activities we are
habituated to, but how can we learn to value activities that are not so wasteful.

Why is Transport So Favoured?

We do not wish to reiterate in detail what we have already said in our previous submission, but we think
it is worth restating the essential point because it appears not to be understood by Government.

The energy supply industry is merely the means by which we get the energy we think we need. We can
encourage it to seek both economic and environmental eYciency and human safety in this activity, but it is
scarcely a sensible matter of policy to regard a producer of energy in the same light as those activities that
consume energy.

The agricultural/fisheries sector is the most essential—without food we are nothing. The business sector
is the engine of the economy—it makes the things we think we want; it provides many of the services we
want or think we need; it facilitates the mechanisms of exchange that relate supply to demand—it generates
wealth. The public sector also provides services that we think we need—it mostly does not generate wealth
(although health and education are necessary feeds into wealth production) but most of it is to do with what
we think of as the irreducible minimum of social security and cohesion.

The transport sector is somewhat diVerent from the others. Part of it is necessary for the operation of the
other sectors and thus has an element of wealth generation, but much of it nowadays is an end in itself. Travel
is a good that people want to buy. Much of travel is a consumer of wealth. That a consumer of wealth should
be regarded as most suitable for protection from environmental policies that task the wealth-producing
sectors seems preposterous to us.
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Efficiency in Transport

Given that Government (and, we must acknowledge, society in general) is unable to contemplate the
Easter Island end-game of economic growth in a world of finite energy and environmental resources, we
have choices for putting oV the problem for a bit longer. We can first choose priorities for restraint in the
consumption of resources and we can then seek eYciencies in that consumption. Our belief is that much of
transport, as a major consumer of wealth as well as energy and environmental resources, should be the main
candidate for restraint. This is a reversal of the priorities of the Government.

Regardless of whether or not the Government reverses its dangerous policy of favouring transport above
all other sectors, it is essential that it seek real eYciency in this sector. The Transport chapter of the
document51 suggests three ways of tackling the carbon burn of transport:

— reduce fossil carbon element;

— improve fuel eYciency of vehicles; and

— tackle distance travelled and means of transport chosen.

Renewable fuels

We have already commented, here and in our previous submission, on the 5% biofuels policy, which we
believe has dangerous environmental consequences (probably including Climate Change consequences)
elsewhere in the world and is morally reprehensible in its priority of diverting agriculture in a starving world
away from food and towards transport profligacy in the developed world. We can only presume that this
policy is in the nature of a gimmick and your committee ought to investigate what it really means.

Fuel EYciency

Improving fuel eYciency appears to be the main hope (we scarcely dignify the paragraphs here with the
term “policy”) for the transport sector of this document. In our previous submission we have pointed out
that there is actually very little hope for much in the way of fuel eYciency gains to be had from new
technology—it is a mature technology, no significant fundamental changes have taken place in engine design
in the last 40 years and eYciency gains will be increasingly marginal. The document acknowledges this52 and
goes on to seek a fuel eYciency gain through encouraging people to change their vehicles to the less
extravagant end of the range through voluntary EU agreements (for which the document is not particularly
hopeful53) and vehicle taxation. The latter, of course, is a perfectly reasonable thing to do, but the
quantitative evidence of the recent Budget is that Government is cooler than lukewarm about this approach.

Distance travelled and means of transport

This has to be the great disgrace of this document and Government policy. There is a page and a bit on
this subject54, almost entirely of meaningless comfort words and an almost no commitment to do anything—
only some reference to a possible putting of £200 million per annum (a twentieth of the road construction
budget?) between 2008 and 2014 into possibly supporting road pricing initiatives.

The real eYciencies to be had in transport stem from what is so superficially dealt with in the section
alluded to in the last paragraph. We must ask the simple question—whatever people feel is their need for
travel or their need to buy goods from distant parts, consistent with their priorities on the continued
existence of the planet, what are the most eYcient ways of travelling and of movement of goods?
Astonishingly CCUKP2006 never even hints at asking this question.

The real eYciencies to be had in transport are not technical but organisational and behavioural.
Organisationally we only have to think for the briefest of moments how we would plan the movements of
people and goods (given that we knew the desires for those movements and had a blank sheet from which
to work), before we would conclude that the way we actually do it is preposterously ineYcient. Who would
plan from scratch to move most of the population around in 25 million metal boxes, each with its own
engine, when for large parts of every journey there are shared corridors of movement? Who would plan to
move most of Britain’s freight, mostly from one urban area to another, by several million lorries each with
its own engine, when most of the journey corridors could be served by eYcient one-engined trains? The
notion is so absurd that a visitor from another planet would regard our species as insane to have come up
with what we have.

Obviously then we should be putting all our eVorts into taking out this monstrous ineYciency from our
transport system. This could be about planning—more railways, more buses etc., but it is much more about
addressing how we got to this situation in the first place and taking measures to reverse that historic blunder.

51 Section 2, Chapter 5.
52 Section 2, Chapter 5, para 25: The rate of progress has slowed in recent years, however, and new cars sold in 2005 were only

0.9% more fuel eYcient than in 2004.
53 Section 2, Chapter 5, para 27.
54 Section 2, Chapter 5, para 37-44.
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As we discussed in our previous submission, we got here by grotesquely skewing the economics of transport.
The road lobby in the western world managed to persuade government to allow motoring to heavily
externalise its costs. That externality has been exposed over and over again and is likely now to be much
more than the three-times taxation estimate of the Blueprint studies—since the environmental costs of
carbon burn and other aspects of transport are now realised to be much higher than previously thought—
indeed perhaps fatal for the planet.

Taxation is broadly the right approach to removing this externalisation which so distorts the economy
(though eventually we would argue that the rich should not be able to buy the eVects of pollution that are
inflicted on the poor and that, therefore, we should move towards fair, ie rationed, allocation of resources).
The Fuel Duty Escalator is the first step and we should be back on this “with a vengeance”. Road pricing
is the next step because it is discriminatory—it can impose a price at a time and a locality (or at a speed)
commensurate with the costs that were otherwise being externalised.

We do not understand why road pricing is not being advanced much more rapidly, since the technology
already exists—it is merely the systems design that needs to be carried out. Nor is there any real cause for
concern on civil liberties aspects (as radical anti-road campaigners we of all people are sensitive to such
issues)—there is no reason at all why a satellite road pricing system has to be tracking vehicles (indeed the
satellite cannot do this).55

A great advantage of road pricing is that it can be used cheaply to enforce good behaviour. Speed relative
to the limits pertaining at a location is a measurable factor and, therefore chargeable. We noted in our
previous submission that reducing vehicle speeds to around 35–40 mph has a massive potential for fuel
eYciency. The lowering of the national speed limit to 50 mph and the motorway limit to 60 mph, provided it
is enforced, would realise much of this potential, with the added benefit of a huge reduction in accident costs.

Road to Public Transport

The Government needs to do much more to encourage modal transfer. This is not simply reiteration of
pious hope or even unwarranted self-congratulation (Government has actually been slipping back
significantly on public transport in recent years), as revealed in the “means of transport” section 12, but a
real need to set targets for transfer through strong fiscal means—transferring road pricing or other road
revenue directly to alternative transport and to ramp this determinedly through the price mechanism until
the target is achieved.

Road Building

Surely the greatest absurdity in Government thinking now is the road building programme. Nothing so
illustrates a Red Queen propensity to believe opposite things at the same time. Our problem is fossil carbon
burn. Every mile of new road built means that more fossil carbon is burned than before. Even before
concerns over climate change and resource exhaustion the road building programme made no sense. The
arguments about economic benefit to the nation were never substantiated and were almost certainly entirely
wrong (see our previous submission). The argument about relief of communities was always wrong—every
community relieved at the expense of induced traYc meant that other communities and a larger population
would suVer elsewhere.

The government supposedly recognised 10 years ago (before it was in oYce) that road building does not
relieve congestion. Yet 10 years on we have a massive road programme, consuming resources and
encouraging further consumption of resources as well as economic distortion, entropic geographical
redistribution, increased social exclusion and ever greater environmental damage.

Chapter 5 is an astonishing recognition of the complete contradiction of Government policy. Apart from
a reference to all new road schemes needing to carry out a CO2 audit (in our experience this is not a policy
that is always carried out), there is no reference to road building at all. This has to be because the
Government sees the embarrassing absurdity of drawing attention to something that flies in the face of
everything else that is said.

As we said in our previous submission, the single most eVective thing that can be done by the DfT on
surface transport is to change the purpose, nature and size of the Highways Agency, so that its only duty is
to maintain the highway and eventually manage its reduction. Road building has to stop immediately—any
other conclusion is illogical to the point of insanity.

55 The satellite can broadcast the location-dependent charge to any location and the in-vehicle unit merely tots up the charge.
Vehicles do not communicate with the satellite. The satellite never knows where the vehicle has been. The in-vehicle unit can
store the journey, but the only reason a vehicle owner need reveal any part of that information is if he/she wishes to dispute
an element of the charge.
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Air Transport

We believe that others more qualified will point to the equivalent insanity of Government policy in
relation to the air industry. Here again we are talking about an industry which is mostly about spending
wealth. Since it also on balance mostly exports economic benefit from the UK it is hard to see why it retains
such a privileged position in Government eyes. It externalises its costs much more even than road transport
and most of its carbon burn (international travel) is not even counted in the Kyoto process. We have a
particular concern that airport expansion is leading to pressures for ever more road access.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by The Royal Society of Chemistry

The RSC is the largest organisation in Europe for advancing the chemical sciences. Supported by a
network of 43,000 members worldwide and an internationally acclaimed publishing business, our activities
span education and training, conferences and science policy, and the promotion of the chemical sciences to
the public.

This document represents the views of the RSC. The RSC’s Royal Charter obliges it to serve the public
interest by acting in an independent advisory capacity, and the RSC is happy for this submission to be put
into the public domain.

The document has been written from the perspective of the Royal Society of Chemistry and consequently
our comments relate to only parts of the consultation document.

The evidence submitted was for the most part published in an RSC report56 entitled “Chemical Science
Priorities for Sustainable Energy Solutions”, the RSC responses to the DTI energy review57, the EAC
inquiry into Reducing Carbon Emissions from Transport57, the S&T committee inquiry into carbon capture
and storage57 and the joint RSC and Bioscience Federation response to the EFRA inquiry into biofuels57.

The Prime Minister continues to identify climate change as “probably the greatest long-term challenge facing
the human race”. Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic strategy to prepare the UK
to meet this challenge?

The RSC is encouraged that the Government is committed to tackling climate change and supports a
number of the measures that are proposed or in place internationally and domestically. In particular the
RSC agrees that climate change is a long-term challenge and that measures and programmes must reflect
this with clear and consistent long-term messages.

The RSC stated in our recent response to the DTI Energy Review58 that

“with suYcient support, the chemical sciences will be critical in developing clean energy
technologies in the medium and the long-term. Technologies will include solar power, fuel cells,
hydrogen as a fuel, safe nuclear waste management, carbon capture and storage, energy storage
and energy eYcient lighting. These technologies will reduce our reliance upon imported energy
sources and reduce UK carbon emissions.”

Energy policy must account for the full life-cycle implications of energy generation, including extraction,
construction, transformation, transmission, usage and end-of-life. Only through a comprehensive and
transparent process will the environmental impact be known and only then can energy options be compared
on an equal basis. This will only be achieved with an intimate knowledge of the chemistry and
thermodynamics of energy generation. This process will identify major opportunities for new chemistry such
as methodology for highly eYcient and low energy in situ extraction. The major challenge here is to develop
life cycle assessment methodology that is globally accepted, robust and transparent.

Energy policy must also recognise the impacts of energy options upon air quality, human health and
climate change. The “DEFRA Air Quality Expert Group report: Air quality and climate change: a UK
perspective”59 is an important source of information here and should be recognised in future energy policy.

Internationally the RSC urges the UK Government to show leadership in developing long-term measures
to tackle climate change. In particular it is vital that decisions on long-term future of the EU Emissions
Trading Scheme (ETS) and the Clean Development Mechanism are made sooner rather than later in order
to provide business with the confidence to invest in innovative commercial opportunities and technologies.

The UK should collaborate with other countries where there is a key opportunity to maximise the speed
of technology development. Key technologies include:

— Natural gas.

— Nuclear power.

56 www.rsc.org/Gateway/Subject/EnvEnergy/
57 www.rsc.org/policy
58 RSC response to DTI energy review—www.rsc.org/policy
59 http://www.defra.gov.uk/corporate/consult/airqual-climatechange/index.htm
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— Renewable power.

— Carbon capture and storage (CCS).

— Hydrogen as an energy source.

In the energy supply sector the RSC is encouraged that the Government is committed to microgeneration
technologies, carbon capture and storage, the Renewables Obligation and to the consideration of the role
of CHP within the EU ETS. The RSC encourages the Government towards a long-term UK energy policy
that promotes a diverse energy mix and avoids over reliance upon a single energy source.

In the business sector it is vital that energy policy is clear and should be applicable to businesses of all
sizes and types so that there is significant buy-in across all sectors. Energy policy must include a mixture of
incentives and regulation. Current energy policy has had a limited impact because it is confusing and
complicated, it spans a number of Government departments and uses numerous policy tools that are
sometimes contradictory. The “How to plug the energy gap” report60 recommends that a permanent
independent cross-party energy commission should be set up to manage the UK energy and emissions
budget, set policy and represent the UK in global energy debate. The RSC recommends that this suggestion
be given serious consideration.

For the transport sector the RSC encourages the uptake of biofuels through the Renewable Transport
Fuel Obligation. However, when considering biofuels it is important that they are produced eYciently
otherwise the benefits of reduced carbon emissions can be eroded. A move towards vehicles with greater
fuel eYciency through the use of lighter materials of construction, advanced fuel additives, increased engine
eYciency, the use of advanced technologies such as hybrid vehicles and those with fuel cells should be
encouraged both through support for technology development and through policy that oVers incentives for
using fuel eYcient vehicles. Carbon emissions from air travel are expected to increase substantially in the
medium term, and whilst technology can reduce the emissions per flight, it is much more important to reduce
the overall number of flights.

The domestic sector oVers a huge opportunity and a challenge for reducing carbon emissions. The RSC
is encouraged that the Climate Change Programme includes measures for much needed energy eYciency
improvements to domestic buildings and building regulations. Domestic energy eYciency measures can play
a significant part in meeting UK carbon reduction targets. 40% of energy consumption is used to heat homes,
and in turn, 30% of this energy is lost through windows. The RSC is concerned that the measures proposed
do not adequately address energy eYciency in older buildings and that this is a missed opportunity. Smart
coatings on glass and highly eYcient insulation materials could dramatically reduce heat loss in buildings
saving money and reducing carbon emissions. With suYcient support, scientists and engineers will continue
to develop products and services that are energy eYcient.

In the public sector the Government must show leadership and demonstrate significant carbon emission
reduction in both its buildings and its vehicle fleet. Such a scheme would increase stakeholder confidence in
carbon emission measures and provide valuable data on high impact programmes and technologies.

The RSC endorses the commitment to raising public awareness and encouraging personal action.

Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try to ensure that it meets the 20% reduction in carbon
dioxide emissions by 2010?

The RSC believes that the only way to meet the 2010 target for reducing carbon dioxide by 20% is for the
UK to become significantly more energy eYcient. To ensure that carbon emissions are further reduced
beyond 2010, significant UK investment in clean energy technologies such as renewables, carbon capture
and storage and low emission vehicles is required now, alongside a continued commitment to energy
eYciency.

The RSC is disappointed that the Government has admitted that the UK will fall short of the 20%
reduction in carbon dioxide emissions target that was set in the 2003 Energy White Paper. The failure to meet
this target is a missed opportunity to demonstrate world leadership in commitment to tackle climate change.

The RSC stated in our recent response to the DTI Energy Review61 that

“Technology will not provide a short-term solution to meet Government carbon emission
reduction targets; reducing energy demand is the only way to achieve these targets. The critical
sectors to concentrate upon are domestic living and transportation.”

60 “How to plug the energy gap”—www.geolsoc.org.uk/template.cfm?name%PR60
61 RSC response to DTI energy review—www.rsc.org/policy
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To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of the Climate Change
Programme?

The RSC hopes that the outcome of the energy review will promote a diverse energy mix and avoid over
reliance upon a single energy source. The RSC also hopes that the energy review promotes a clear and co-
ordinated energy policy and that the energy policy should:

(a) Be long-term;

(b) Not unfairly bias specific technologies but instead provide a level economic playing field for all
clean energy technologies; and

(c) Perhaps best be made by an independent, cross-party energy commission rather than the
Government of the day.

A coordinated, long-term energy policy with a transparent framework of incentives and regulation will
provide an environment in which businesses and people have the confidence to invest in new energy projects
and infrastructure.

The RSC hopes that a significant outcome of the energy review will be a reaYrmation of the Government’s
commitment to energy eYciency coupled with a vigorous programme of activities with challenging and
realistic targets.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by Scottish and Southern Energy

1. Introduction

We welcome this opportunity to comment on the Government’s Climate Change Programme.

SSE is involved in the generation, transmission, distribution and supply of electricity and in the storage,
distribution and supply of gas.

It is the second largest generator of electricity in the UK and the largest generator of electricity from both
non-nuclear and renewable sources. In addition, SSE has interests and investments in initiatives to generate
electricity from biomass, ‘micro’ wind turbines, deep-water oVshore wind turbines, tidal power and solar
photovoltaics.

SSE is also the third largest supplier of electricity and gas in the UK, providing energy to over six million
customers in England, Scotland and Wales.

We are therefore intimately involved in many activities relevant to the Climate Change Programme.

2. Background Assessment

2.1 Targets

We wholeheartedly support the often-restated message from the Government, and the Prime Minister in
particular, that Climate Change is the single most important long-term threat facing the UK and the World,
but we see little evidence in practice that this issue is given the equivalent and necessary priority.

This diVerence between the rhetoric and action was ironically typified by the long delay in the publication
of the Climate Change Programme Review. For an important piece of work in such a key area to appear
almost a year late does not convey the necessary feeling of urgency. Looking at the lengthy document, it is
not hard to understand why there was no rush to report on progress—the underlying messages it conveys
are often disappointing.

A key outcome should have been a positive report on progress against one of the few measurable targets
that have been set—in particular, reduction in carbon-dioxide emissions. Against the target of a reduction
by 2010 of 20% compared to 1990 levels, the Review now talks of reaching only a 15–18% reduction. This
would be disappointing enough but, two days after publication of the report, the actual figures for CO2

emissions for 2005 were published and these showed that we are actually only about 5% below 1990 levels.
This also confirmed the upward trend over the last three years in which we have seen average annual
increases of nearly 1%. This means that even to reach the lower end of the CCPR projections, the upward
trend must be reversed and savings, double those achieved over the last 15 years, realised during the next
five years, ie in a third of the time. In our estimation, no combination of the measures described in the CCPR
is capable of even approaching this six-fold improvement in performance.

We believe that the failure to make adequate progress results, certainly in part, from the vague
formulation of targets in the Programme. Without restructuring and reformulating the targets, we will
continue to fly blind with no early feedback on performance. Identifying successes, so that they can be built
upon, or failures so that they can be corrected, will be impossible or come much too late.
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The Review describes component measures relative to the trend described in the original Programme. The
Programme itself described these measures relative to projections of what would have happened without the
Programme. The outcomes can therefore never be checked individually unless they are made absolute in
their own right and given a clear baseline value.

2.2 Government’s Role

In order to make progress on fighting climate change it is essential that a concerted eVort is made by all
and, in particular, by Government. It is therefore disappointing that many of the individual government
initiatives appear in isolation. For example, energy policy should form a key component of the climate
change agenda, yet quite separately from the CCPR, there have been a multiplicity of separate publications
of other documents and consultations including the Energy Review, the Stern Review, the Energy EYciency
Innovation Review, various microgeneration initiatives, Energy Services Summit . . .

The plethora of Government papers and consultations is in stark contrast to the lack of appetite for
introducing appropriate legislation. The only recent example to progress through Parliament—the Climate
Change and Sustainable Energy Bill—was a private member’s bill.

There is little clear evidence of an integrated approach to Climate Change—often the opposite. With so
many departments involved with climate change—Defra, DTI, DfT, DCLG, Treasury, No 10, to name but
a few—there is a danger of ineYciency as well as contrasting and conflicting views. We note the Prime
Minister’s challenge to Defra to explore setting up a new OYce for Climate Change with interest.

2.3 Wider Initiatives

While in some areas, like the electricity sector, there seems to be an overwhelming number of initiatives,
in others that are equally important for climate change—like heat and transport—there is, at best, only
evidence of tinkering at the edges. It is understandable that progress is sought first in sectors like electricity
where it appears easiest to achieve and manage progress, however it must be recognised that this sector is
only responsible for about one quarter of the UK’s CO2 emissions and so it is essential that progress is
planned and achieved in other areas where it may not be so easy and will almost inevitably be more
challenging politically.

3. Suggested Measures

3.1 Electricty Sector

Under current policies electricity consumption is continuing to rise at between 1.25 and 1.5% per annum.
In the latest statistics for 2005 the increase was !1.4%. This is broken down into sectors showing that despite
a reduction of –2.9% for heavy users, there is an increase of !5.9% for commercial users and !1.5% for
domestic users. This demand growth combined with the pending closure of significant capacity from the
existing generation fleet will require that 20 to 40 GW of new generation capacity be built by 2020. This
means that there is actually a unique and ideal opportunity to influence, through appropriate policy and
regulation, whether and how investment is made in a way that is beneficial for climate change.

Policy must be addressed for both the demand and supply side. For instance, managing future demand
through measures that are not only targeted at making energy use more eYcient but at actually leading to
an absolute reduction—a target of achieving zero growth would avoid the need to double generation
capacity by 2050—our current trajectory.

3.2 Demand Side Measures

Current measures, for example in the Energy EYciency Commitment (EEC) count input measures, eg the
number of A-rated fridges installed. This will only lead to a reduction in overall consumption if the old fridge
is removed and the new fridge is no bigger than the old one—this is often not the case so no saving results.
It is also worth noting that although the target for annual carbon emission savings from domestic energy
eYciency is about 10 MtC, one of the main policy planks, the EEC programme, was only designed to deliver
0.6 MtC in its second phase, assuming all input measures actually deliver. Although this is now being
increased to 1.1 MtC in the third phase, against even the modest target, let alone the overall annual emissions
of some 153 MtC (2005) this will hardly make the necessary impact.

To make a meaningful contribution, future demand side measures must be of a diVerent order of
magnitude and targeted directly at the desired output—energy and carbon emission reduction. They should
also encourage innovation and commercial sustainability whereby it is essential to recognise that success in
many areas will only come through behavioural change in consumers. To help illustrate this the table below
shows a comparison of the number of measures that must be taken either on the supply or demand side to
make a contribution of 10 TWh (terawatt hours or one thousand million kilowatt hours) of electricity or a
saving of 1 MtC (million tons of carbon) compared to the gas CCGT benchmark.
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Target (TWh) No. of Units

CCGT 10 1–2
Wind 10 1,100
Heat Pump 10 800,000
Micro-wind or PV 10 5,000,000
Micro CHP (elec) 10 5,000,000
A! Fridge 10 40,000,000
CFL Bulb 10 400,000,000

This makes clear that in contrast to the supply side measures where relatively few people have to take
relatively few measures to contribute, the number of people on the demand side who have to be influenced
to take single or multiple measures is extremely large. The motivation is not always entirely financial—
for instance, despite an overwhelming business case for the benefits of insulation products and low energy
light bulbs, many people still passively or even actively resist. In contrast, the apparently questionable
cost benefit analysis does not stop many from paying £2–300 annually for a child’s mobile phone or a
broadband internet connection. Indeed these latter examples illustrate the order of magnitude of
investment in infrastructure and market development that are likely to be required to achieve the market
disruption necessary to move to a low energy, low carbon economy.

The current lack of progress is not helped by a misplaced and unhelpful belief that widespread adoption
of energy saving measures will happen automatically and at zero or even negative cost. While this urban
myth persists, particularly in government and government agencies, it will hinder development.

In our response to the Energy Review we have outlined a number of measures that we believe can
make a contribution to the combined goals of secure and aVordable energy with low or zero emissions.
These include microgeneration and smart metering which we believe can make much more than a direct
contributions by helping to raise awareness and change behaviour in energy consumption.

In our joint industry submission through the UKBCSE to the Energy Review we have also suggested
exploring the options for the trial of a market-based demand reduction mechanism in the commercial
and public sectors. This might be a cap and trade system, building on the work by the Carbon Trust
for the Energy EYciency Innovation Review, but focused upstream on the suppliers. As a minimum, the
Government should trial a closed ‘cap and trade’ scheme within the public sector, similar to the internal
BP scheme. This would have the additional advantage of reducing public expenditure on energy.
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3.3 Supply Side Measures

Supply side measures will also be required and it is essential that Government gives industry the clarity
needed to make the right investment decisions. The diagram below illustrates the point:
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Traditionally this diagram would have been a much simpler, uni-dimensional supply and demand
scenario. With the advent of climate change factors the picture has become much more complicated. For
the last five or six years we have been stuck in the bottom left-hand quadrant of this model and there
has been no significant investment in generation, other than in subsidised renewables. Despite increasingly
strong indicators about the extent and timing of the generation gap that would traditionally have signalled
that industry should invest, there is still not enough clarity in carbon policy to allow the necessary
decisions about the type of investment to be made. The increasing urgency of the situation is further
underlined by the fact that there is only about 5 GW of easily achievable generation projects in the
system, albeit for traditional fossil fuel schemes. The lengthy delivery timescales for new capacity and
the supporting infrastructure, particularly in today’s diYcult climate for gaining planning consent for
any type of energy investment, mean that decisions have to be made now.

It is important to stress that industry is not seeking certainty about normal market factors. However
it is essential that the non-market risks created by national and international policy and regulation become
clearer and more manageable than they are currently. In particular, it is vital that government(s) make(s)
clear that there will be a carbon market going forward (post 2012) and that this will be suYcient to
underpin a reasonable price of carbon. The diagram above shows the clear interaction there now is
between classical energy policy and climate change policy. This must be reflected by fully integrating the
approach to both. As long as the climate change element is only supported by rhetoric this only serves
to underline the lack of confidence in its delivery and therefore in the carbon market. The recent collapse
in the carbon price is a timely reminder of this malaise.

3.4 Other Sectors

Also in our response to the Energy Review we have made suggestions for the introduction of a
Renewable Heat Obligation modelled on the Renewables Obligation. Adopting the RO model reflects
the fact that it provides a significantly greater (and much more eVective) incentive to develop electricity
generation from renewable sources than the Climate Change Levy. The percentage at which the
Obligation should be set initially would have to be the subject of detailed consultation with all
stakeholders but would almost certainly be at a relatively low level—but one which is suYcient to
encourage suppliers of heat to seek out the least cost options available to them and to help develop a
more mature fuel supply chain.

On transport, the Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation itself is a positive step forward, as is the
European Commission’s proposal to include aviation in the EU ETS. However, the recently announced
restructuring of Vehicle Excise Duty stops a long way short of what is likely to be required to change
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behaviours and purchasing decisions to the degree necessary to address climate change. This example
mirrors the experience the Government has had with the fuel duty multiplier and highlights the political
diYculties associated with policy directed at the consumer. However, unless the Government itself shows
the necessary commitment through action, it cannot hope to win the battle for the hearts and minds of
the public.

4. Conclusions

The climate change challenges, like the wider field of sustainable development, can only be dealt with
by achieving a suitable balance between the often competing economic, environmental and social drivers.
It is only by managing all three together in an integrated manner that the appropriate equilibrium can
be struck. Otherwise, all that will be achieved is a treatment of the individual symptoms which, in
isolation, may well exacerbate problems in the other areas.

It is therefore no coincidence that many of the issues addressed by us in this response also form part
of our response to the energy review—energy is inextricably linked to climate change. As we have
illustrated, many of our decisions are dependant on government policies across the board. These policies
are only likely to be eVective if they are formulated, implemented and monitored in a joined up manner.
Climate change, if it is indeed to be the government’s top priority, must be, and be seen to be, at the
heart of its policies and institutions.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders Ltd (SMMT)

The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) is the leading trade association for the UK
automotive industry. SMMT provides expert advice and information to members as well as to external
organisations. It represents more than 500 member companies ranging from vehicle manufacturers,
component and material suppliers to power train providers and design engineers. The motor industry is an
important sector of the UK economy. It generates a manufacturing turnover of around £45 billion,
contributes well over 10% of the UK’s total exports and supports around 850,000 jobs.

SMMT welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the Environmental Audit Committee’s inquiry into
“Climate Change: The UK Programme 2006”, in which we focus on the role of road transport. In March
2005 we responded to the UK Government’s Climate Change Programme Review on behalf of the UK
automotive sector. SMMT also publishes, on behalf of the industry, an annual CO2 report, which,
collectively, shows a 10.7% reduction in average CO2 emissions from new cars registered in the UK between
1997 and 2005. The latest report, published in April can be found at www.smmt.co.uk/publications and a
copy is enclosed [not printed].

SMMT and our members in the UK automotive industry are fully committed to the environmental
responsibilities of the sector throughout the life cycle of our products. We publish an annual sustainability
report into the environmental performance of our members’ manufacturing processes in addition to that
of the vehicles themselves and their disposal. The latest report, published in October 2005, is available at
www.smmt.co.uk/publications, and a copy is enclosed [not printed].

1. Executive Summary

1.1 The Government’s 2006 Climate Change Programme Review (CCPR) does not necessarily represent
a comprehensive long-term environmental strategy for the UK, but instead provides details of the general
policy direction being taken by Government at the current time and in the near future. Our industry would
have liked a proper assessment on the contribution of new technology, such as second generation biofuels,
and behavioural changes, such as through eco-driving and low carbon choice, to reducing CO2 emissions
from road transport.

1.2 The automotive sector supports the Government’s recognition of the “partnership approach” as a
core principle to reducing CO2 emissions. Alongside vehicle technology, there are many factors that can
contribute to reducing road transport emissions, such as fuel quality, behavioural change and improved
consumer information. Our industry was fully involved in the CARS 21 process which endorsed an
“integrated approach” to achieving public policy goals in environmental and safety issues and we are keen
to engage with Government on how to make the “integrated/partnership approach” a reality.

1.3 Government is heavily reliant on phase two of the EU emissions trading scheme (ETS) to achieve
its overall emissions targets and, specifically for road transport, the Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation
(RTFO) to achieve CO2 reductions. Proposals to include surface transport emissions within either a UK or
EU trading scheme are of deep concern to industry and we seek urgent clarification from government as to
its assessment of the workability.
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1.4 SMMT and our members are keen to promote the immediate benefits biofuels can have on the UK
vehicle parc (the current parc can already run on a five% blend) and are pleased the Government has
recognised these under the RTFO. However, we are disappointed that the Government did not take the
opportunity within the CCPR to provide support for second-generation biofuels. If long-term confidence
in the market is to be assured going forward beyond 2010, the Government’s fiscal incentives and
certification under the RTFO should require strict adherence to existing and future fuel quality standards.

1.5 Our industry has been frustrated at the disjointed nature of grant funding for clean vehicles and fuels
under the DfT’s Transport Energy programme. The essence of the programme, to ensure long-term
planning and investment, has been replaced with uncertainty and market disruption as further potential CO2

savings have been lost. SMMT therefore welcomes the European Commission’s recent announcement that
proposals for a Low Carbon Car Fund do not breach State Aid rules. The path has now been cleared for
the Government to provide long-term support to encourage the market development of clean, low carbon
vehicles in the UK.

1.6 The Energy Review is intrinsically linked with the CCPR and government must therefore ensure that
policy measures across the two flagship strategies are consistent and not contradictory. Long-term certainty
and security of supply is crucial to the competitiveness of our sector, operating on the global stage. SMMT
urges the Government to embrace a technology-neutral approach to energy supply and support CO2-
eYciency in power generation and use.

2. Questions

Q1. The Prime Minister continues to identify climate change as “probably the greatest long-term challenge
facing the human race.” Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic strategy to prepare
the UK to meet this challenge?

2.1 The Government’s long-awaited Climate Change Programme Review (CCPR) was widely expected
to be a comprehensive review that would define the Government’s strategy to achieve its commitment to a
20% reduction in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by 2010 (since revised in the CCPR to a 15–18%
reduction), and put the UK on a pathway to a 60% reduction by 2050.

2.2 However, the Government has acknowledged that the programme “is not the final word” because so
many other reviews have yet to conclude, including the Energy Review, Stern Review into the economics
of climate change and the current consultation on phase two of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS).

2.3 With this in mind, it is diYcult to see how an incomplete Climate Change Programme can represent
a realistic strategy on its own, rather it indicates the general policy direction in which the Government is
heading to tackle this global challenge, with some individual policy commitments established for the short
to medium term.

2.4 A central principle running through the CCPR is its emphasis on a “partnership approach” and the
importance of individual responsibility as key to meeting the Government’s CO2 targets. SMMT and our
members have for some time expressed our support for an “integrated (or partnership) approach” to
reducing CO2 emissions and we therefore welcome this principle being established at the core of government
policy development.

2.5 The CCPR acknowledges the important role of vehicle use, particularly “as the economy grows,
peoples travel much further than they used toas they get more prosperous, they also tend to choose to travel
in a way that uses more carbon” (page 61, CCPR). With this in mind, it is important to recognise that around
85% of total CO2 emissions from road vehicles are emitted when the vehicle is being used on the road62.

2.6 The automotive industry was fully involved in the CARS2163 process which concluded in December
2005 with a final report, a series of recommendations and a roadmap to be taken forward through national
and European institutions, including the European Commission (which is due to publish its response
communication later this year). This agreement by a wide range of stakeholders, including the UK
Government, established the importance of an “integrated approach” to public policy goals in
environmental and safety issues, involving vehicle manufacturers, oil/fuel suppliers, repairers, customers/
drivers and public authorities. The key now, therefore, is for government, in partnership with industry, to
ensure the “integrated approach” becomes a reality and that the principles agreed in CARS21 are
established as common practice both within the UK and across all EU member states. Enclosed for your
information (and in strict confidence) is a draft of a “mind map” being developed by SMMT to highlight
how we view the “integrated approach” operating in practice to reduce CO2 emissions from road transport
[not printed].

2.7 For our part, SMMT and our members have already reached two important milestones to an
“integrated approach”: the voluntary roll-out of the new colour-coded label, now on display at more than
two thirds of showrooms across the UK; and the publication of “Drive Green, Drive Safely”, the motor

62 Around 10% of total CO2 emissions are emitted when a vehicle is produced and 5% are produced when a vehicle is recycled
as an End of Life Vehicle (ELV) (Source: LIRACAR).

63 Competitive Automotive Regulatory System for the 21st Century, see http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/automotive/
pagesbackground/competitiveness/cars21finalreport.pdf
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industry’s guide to sustainable motoring, oVering consumers a guide to the purchasing, maintaining and
disposing of their vehicles (a copy of the guide is enclosed) [not printed]. The automotive sector is also
actively pursing the “integrated approach” through its membership of the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership
(LowCVP). Clearly, consumer education and improved information will help motorists to better understand
the environmental impact of their behaviour—consumer attitudes and behaviour can be either core enablers
or core barriers to environmental targets.

2.8 The announcement in the CCPR of an annual emissions report to Parliament is a sensible suggestion
that is in line with the principles of open government and should provide transparency in the monitoring
and reporting of greenhouse gas emissions and measures to reduce them both by government and the sectors
concerned. However we await further details from government as to the content and scope of the report.
SMMT’s annual reports on sustainability and CO2 are available to contribute to this process.

2.9 Apart from these specific announcements outlined in the CCPR, the Government is already taking
forward several key policies, the most important of which is phase two of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme,
from which it is projecting savings of between 3–8 million tonnes of carbon (MtC) between 2008 and 2012.
It is clear that the Government is heavily reliant on the scheme in order to achieve its overall emissions
targets. For our industry, emissions projections now play a crucial role in the number of allowances our
installations will receive.

2.10 As part of the wider plans for emissions trading, the CCPR confirmed the UK Government’s
proposal to include surface transport emissions in the EU ETS and indicated the UK’s consideration of
introducing the measure unilaterally. SMMT is deeply concerned by the implications of these proposals,
particularly a unilateral approach in the UK. We seek urgent clarification from government as to its
assessment of the workability of a UK and/or EU-wide system. As an industry we have experience of
operating within both the UK and EU emissions static sources trading systems. Based on that experience,
we are concerned by the implications of these proposals for the competitiveness of industry and the
prohibitively complex nature of implementing and administering such schemes.

2.11 The Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation (RTFO) is expected to deliver 1.6 MtC of the total
savings (net). Biofuels represent an important aspect of the integrated approach to reducing CO2 from road
transport. All of the current vehicle parc can run on the 5% blend required by government by 2010, providing
immediate opportunities for CO2 savings. Indeed some manufacturers already provide vehicles capable of
running on higher blends. The automotive industry supports high quality biofuels that are sustainable and
have optimised carbon savings. However, if confidence in the market is to be assured going forward beyond
2010, the Government’s fiscal incentives and certification under the RTFO should require strict adherence
to existing and future fuel quality standards.

2.12 The motor industry is in discussions with the oil industry and other stakeholders through the
European Committee on Standardisation (CEN) to develop future European standards that enable the use
of higher percentage biofuel blends in all new vehicles (10% blends—E10, B10). It is also worth noting that in
addition the contribution of road transport biofuels to climate change abatement also critically depends on:

— the actual supply and use of biofuels in the UK as a reaction to global market developments as
well as the incentive and regulatory structure emerging in the UK and EU;

— the actual carbon balance of biofuels produced and used in the UK which has been demonstrated
to vary widely depending on feedstock, production and conversion process and use eYciency;

— the sustainable supply of biofuels;

— the development of advanced, second generation biofuels; and

— the Government’s future energy strategy and competing priorities for the best use of biomass
within the EU. Whilst climate change abatement features most prominently in UK discussions on
the use of biomass, the EU Biomass Action Plan clearly states security of supply and agricultural
policy objectives as equal drivers for greater bioenergy production and use in Europe.

Q2. Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try and ensure that it meets the 20% reduction
in carbon dioxide emissions by 2010?

2.13 The Government has acknowledged that a 20% reduction in CO2 emissions is unlikely to be achieved
by 2010 and therefore scaled back its projections to 15–18%.

2.14 We are concerned with the figures currently used by Government that shape long-term road
transport policy. The Department for Transport (DfT) and Department for Trade and Industry (DTI)
modelling show marked diVerences between each other, as a direct result of the diVerent assumptions they
make. DfT projections suggest little change, if not a fall in road transport emissions by 2020 from current
levels, whilst DTI figures suggest an almost 20% rise in emissions. Establishing a single UK Government
projection on emissions is therefore crucial in the first instance.
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2.15 The net increase in road transport CO2 emissions has been linked in the CCPR to an overall increase
in vehicle use, and in particular the increased demand for services. Therefore, government should, if it is to
meet its objectives, ensure it adopts as its guiding principle an integrated approach to reduce road transport
CO2 emissions. The European Commission, Member States, vehicle manufacturers, oil/fuel suppliers,
repairers, customers/drivers and public authorities all have a role to play in achieving these objectives.

2.16 The contribution of consumers/motorists to environmental targets is an important aspect of the
integrated approach. The “attitude action gap”, which signifies the diVerence between what people publicly
agree to do and what they actually do in practice, provides a good case study for an integrated approach
and how better education on roles and responsibilities, by government and industry, would improve this
gap. Ultimately, motorists can better understand the environmental impact of their driving behaviour and
purchasing decisions through improved education and consumer information.

2.17 Appropriate fiscal measures and incentives are also need to promote certainty and planning for
business investment for the market uptake of clean low carbon vehicles and fuels. The UK’s current strategy
of three year planning compares unfavourably with the likes of Germany, whose 10 year fiscal regime
provides much more certainty for investment and confidence in the end product.

2.18 In 2005, the DfT’s flagship Transport Energy grant funding programmes for clean vehicles and fuels
ceased without replacement programmes being put in place, following previous years of “stop-start” in grant
funding. The current lack of certainty has disrupted the market and hindered further potential CO2 savings.
The essence of any funding programme is to ensure long-term planning and investment to kick-start the
market. We therefore welcome the news that the European Commission has announced that proposals for
a Low Carbon Car Fund—in which cars emitting 115 g/km CO2 or less would be eligible for a government
grant of between £300–1,000—do not breach State Aid rules. Incentives are a fundamental way to drive the
market and we believe the path has now been cleared for the Government to outline its long-term strategy
of support as soon as possible.

Q3. To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of the climate
change programme?

2.19 The implementation of the CCPR and the Energy Review are intrinsically linked, particularly in
terms of the Government’s strategy to combat climate change and reduce UK CO2 emissions. Government
will need to carefully balance the findings of the Energy Review against measures within the CCPR to deliver
a consistent policy framework towards environmental objectives.

2.20 Government’s role is to ensure full coordination of energy policy in the UK and set a long-term
framework. The framework should give fiscal and regulatory certainty, encouraging investment and leaving
as many decisions as possible to a well-designed and properly functioning market. The overall objective
should be to achieve reliability in CO2-eYcient energy supplies whether imported or generated in the UK.

2.21 SMMT and our members would urge the Government not to concentrate on only a few diVerent
options for energy supply but to embrace the widest possible range of technologies that support CO2-
eYcient power generation and use. The UK automotive industry, like all modern industrial sectors, seeks
certainty and the ability to work in a flexible and competitive environment. A technology-neutral approach
to energy supply and demand, based on the whole life-cycle of vehicles, is therefore sought by our industry.

2.22 Our industry remains fully supportive of the Government’s target for a 60% reduction in carbon
emissions by 2050. Previous studies (including the DTI’s Performance and Innovation Unit’s energy paper
four years ago) suggest that for the UK to meet its 60% CO2 reduction by 2050, hydrogen would have to
play a significant role within the transport sector. The global automotive industry continues to heavily invest
in research in this field, with some manufacturers confident that hydrogen will become their long-term
default fuel. However, for hydrogen to match consumer expectations on road transport mobility, many
hurdles have yet to be cleared, not least on safety, storage and appropriate infrastructure. On current
evidence, the commercial use of hydrogen for road transport is 20 years away from becoming a reality.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by the South West Climate Change Impacts Partnership (SWCCIP)

1. About SWCCIP

The South West Climate Change Impacts Partnership (SWCCIP) was established in 2001, with the aim
“to investigate, inform and advise on the impacts of climate change in South West England”. The
importance of a regional approach to responding to the impacts of climate change has been widely
recognised, and as such SWCCIP is only regional partnership in the South West focussing on the impacts
of climate change and the need to adapt to those impacts (adaptation). SWCCIP produced and disseminated
of a South West Region Climate Change Impact Scoping Study “Warming to the Idea” in January 2003.
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The partnership has six sector groups (agriculture, biodiversity, local government, housing and
construction, tourism and utilities), which look at the eVects and impacts of climate change in the South
West on specific sectors.

2. SWCCIP is funded by the Environment Agency, Government OYce for the South West, South West
Regional Assembly, South West Regional Development Agency and South West Water.

3. Key Points

SWCCIP welcomes the 2006 Climate Change Programme, setting out the policies and priorities of the
UK in tackling the causes of climate change and it impacts. However, it is uncertain whether the 2006
Climate Change Programme represents a realistic strategy to prepare the UK to meet “probably the greatest
long-term challenge facing the human race”, as expressed by the Prime Minister. The Hadley Centre climate
models illustrate that global warming between now and the 2040s is unavoidable and does not depend on
current emissions scenarios, therefore the UK will continue to experience the impacts of unavoidable climate
change in the short and medium term. SWCCIP is concerned that the importance of adapting to
unavoidable climate change is not reflected in the 2006 Climate Change Programme, as only 5% of the
document considers climate change impacts and adaptive action required. The observed climate change in
the South West reflect global trends, suggesting that we are already experiencing the impacts of climate
change: in the region, over the course of the 20th century the average annual temperature has increased by
about 0.8–0.9)C. Met OYce records for Exmouth exist from 1930, which show that the last decade
(1995–2004) is the warmest on record, followed by the 1980s and the 1970s.

4. Whilst SWCCIP welcomes important developments in the 2006 Programme on adaptation, including
revised guidance on flood and coastal erosion; the forthcoming publication of research on the eVects of
climate change on UK priority species and habitats (MONARCH3); future work of the Marine Climate
Change Impacts Partnership, in considering the “Adaptation” chapter of the 2006 Climate Change
Programme, SWCCIP has a number of comments.

5. Adaptation Policy Framework

The 2006 Climate Change Programme aims to establish the first national Adaptation Policy (APF)
Framework to develop an understanding of the need for climate change adaptation across the UK.
However, the SWCCIP has significant concerns regarding the approach of the Adaptation Policy
Framework consultation exercise completed in January 2006.

6. Purpose

It would appear that the consultation’s explicit purpose is at odds with the implicit purpose of a generic
consultation. This consultation is framed as a “request for information” about climate and weather related
adaptations that have been implemented since 1950. This is in eVect the initiation of Stage 1 of the proposed
APF process. As such there is an assumption that the documented process is the best way to proceed and
is universally acceptable, whereas the purpose of such a consultation should be to examine the proposed
process outlined in the document. Only when this examination has been concluded should Stage 1 of the
APF be initiated, if appropriate. The Adaptation Policy Framework needs to distinguish between those
measures that have been implemented as reactive adaptations, and those measures taken as anticipatory
adaptation, which the UK Climate Impacts Programme promotes.

7. Methodology

The SWCCIP is concerned by the overall 3-stage approach proposed which appears to be a climate
impacts based gap analysis. The proposed process assumes that all sectors will need to adapt and that those
who are not currently adapting will need incentives in order to do so. The Framework needs to take account
of the selective nature of impacts for both location and population (such as the occurrence of extreme
events), against the potential ubiquity of anticipatory adaptation.

8. The SWCCIP believes that a more productive approach would be to analyse each sectors’ current
vulnerability to climate change. An alternative approach for an adaptation policy framework should
therefore consider an assessment of current vulnerability to climate change, the policies that serve to reduce
it and enable adaptation for those areas that are vulnerable. The process outlined by Burton et al in a paper
entitled “From Impacts Assessment to Adaptation Priorities: the Shaping of Adaptation Policy” in Climate
Policy 2(2002) 145–159 (Enclosed) is as follows:

— Step 1. Current Vulnerability Assessment:

Assess current vulnerability to present day climate.

Output: An assessment of current vulnerability which can also act as the baseline for measuring
progress of a UK Adaptation Programme.
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— Step 2. Analysis of Current Policy Response:

Analyse the ways that existing policies serve to reduce vulnerability.

Output: An inventory of existing mechanisms.

— Step 3. Analysis of Climate-proofing Potential of Existing Policies: Analyse the ways in which
existing mechanisms could be altered to meet the future “direction of travel” of the UK climate.
Where gaps exist identify new policy responses.

Output: An inventory of potential adaptation policy initiatives and reforms.

— Step 4. Prioritisation of Policy Response:

Based on the most vulnerable individuals, communities, locations, sectors etc. select, cost and
prioritise the policy response.

Output: A costed programme of policy amendments and initiatives—the UK Adaptation
Programme.

9. The SWCCIP strongly recommends an approach that delivers an adaptation policy framework that
is more directly based on reducing present vulnerability currently experienced rather than an approach that
is purely based on future impacts.

10. Revised Climate Change Scenarios, 2008

SWCCIP welcomes the revision of existing scenarios to be published in 2008 as these are vital to inform
the decision making and policy development at national, regional and local levels. SWCCIP urges that the
next set of scenarios are developed to take account of the following points:

— detailed scenarios need to be compliant with users’ software. In the experience of some local
authorities, each file name had to be changed, a process which took six months to manipulate the
files in order to turn them into a useable format for other local authorities to access;

— UKCIP to develop a training module/element to enable users to access the detailed scenarios data
most eVectively;

— when presented with a range of deterministic scenarios, there is a real danger of users simply
choosing the middle range, even if each range is equally likely, so the forthcoming scenarios need
to take account of this problem; and

— UKCIP02 scenarios cover sea-level rise very briefly; future scenarios should include more detailed
information on storm surges and sea level rise.

11. Indicators of Climate Change

SWCCIP looks forward to the reviewed and updated UK indicators of climate change and urges
Government to work with all the regional partnerships when developing guidance for regional indicators
of climate change, to ensure their relevance and eVectiveness. Any climate change indicators developed
should also be subject to regular review and revisions where appropriate

12. Monitoring Performance Indicators of Government

To ensure that the UK Government’s priorities on climate change are delivered, SWCCIP urges that
performance indicators of all government departments are monitored, revised and reported on an ongoing
basis, to ensure that they are compliant with UK Government’s priorities in climate change as expressed in
the 2006 Climate Change Programme.

13. Research

There is a lack of compelling information on the economic costs of adapting to climate change impacts
versus the ‘doing nothing’ approach for each sector. Research on this subject would go a long way to address
the problem of ‘inaction due to future uncertainty’ attitude, which is one of the greatest barriers to
adaptation at the regional and sub-regional level.

14. Results of existing research also require wider ownership, by including the relevant stakeholders, as
in some cases there is the perception that there is a missing link between researchers, policy makers and
adaptive action taken within sectors. The dissemination of key messages from research, developed
specifically for policy makers and other key stakeholders is crucial to all current climate change research
projects.
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15. Funding

SWCCIP welcomes the proposed assessment of funding for regional climate change partnerships, as
currently there is a lack of sustained long term funding which can hinder the development of comprehensive
programmes of the partnerships. Regional partnerships play a key role in overcoming the barriers to action,
such as a lack of awareness, or lack of local relevance through developing targeted, relevant research,
communication and action on climate change, at the regional and sub regional level. SWCCIP looks
forward to informing Government’s proposed assessment of funding.

16. SWCCIP would also urge the introduction of a cross sector long-term loan or grant scheme for
investment in adaptation and mitigation activities, supported by Treasury. The experience of SWCCIP
members suggests that most finance directors in the public and private sector have diYculty sanctioning
action or investment in response to the challenges of climate change, if it does not bring results which can
address government targets or savings (public sector) or shareholder profits (private sector). Principal
business drivers such as regulation, legislation, incentives and Corporate Social Responsibility do not
include adapting to climate change. These are key barriers to driving action to respond to the cross cutting
challenges that climate change brings.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by Unichema Chemicals Ltd

Introduction

I am writing to you on behalf of Uniqema (Unichema Chemicals Ltd), which is a wholly owned subsidiary
of Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) PLC. We are a vital part of the Chemical Industry supplying a range
of safe, bio-degradable ingredients based on renewable feedstock. Our industry sector, Oleochemicals,
employs over 10,000 people directly and generates over ƒ4 billion turnover across the EU. Oleochemicals,
speciality chemicals derived from natural oils and fats (tallow and vegetable oil), are the largest and most
successful example of “Green Chemistry” in Europe. However, we have fallen victim to unintended
consequences of the rapidly changing incentives and regulations being introduced to protect the
environment and to control climate change. As a result there is a danger that Green Energy will destroy
Green Chemistry, though we need both in order to achieve a truly sustainable economy for the future.

We are, therefore, totally supportive of the Governments 20% reduction target for carbon dioxide
emissions by 2010. Finding suitable alternatives to fossil fuels is an imperative. However, this should be done
in a sustainable manner that does not create new environmental dangers or distort the market place for
existing industries. Incentives should be designed to take account of the real, net life cycle impact of
alternative fuels. They should be focused and targeted to deliver the best value in both environmental and
economic terms. They should also reflect the fact that other routes for reducing carbon emissions, such as
the use of biomass for heating rather than for power generation or biofuel production, may be much more
eYcient ways of using limited natural resources. It is also important not to get distracted from the longer
term solutions, such as hybrid cars or hydrogen cells, by short term and strictly limited options such as
biodiesel. In addition, if true sustainability is to be achieved, when considering the options it is vital to
examine the impact across the globe and ensure the chosen solution does not simply export pollution or
environmental damage.

The Issues as we see them

1. Do current incentive policies deliver expected benefits?

In the case of the incentives to burn Tallow in the UK they do not. Tallow is a renewable resource, but
the volume available is strictly limited as it is a waste product from meat production. This resource is already
fully utilised. Firstly by recycling the tallow and converting it into oleochemicals and soap. Secondly by
burning it as a heating fuel for industrial processes—mainly in the rendering plants that produce the tallow
from animal waste. Incentives to produce Biodiesel or electrical power from tallow lead to rising tallow
prices and the diversion of tallow away from the existing markets. In the case of industrial heating, the tallow
is replaced mainly by natural gas. In the case of oleochemicals, these are replaced by petrochemical
alternatives or palm oil based oleochemicals imported from Asia. In both cases the net environmental
impact is at best neutral, or even negative, yet the cost to consumers will be very large. With electricity ROC
values at around £50, and defiscalisation on Biodiesel at 20ppl, the current incentives in the UK cost about
£220/te of tallow. The total tallow available is about 200,000te/yr, so the cost of implementing current
policies in full would be about £44 million per year. Note that if the incentive for Biodiesel is increased to
35 ppl through the proposed Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO), this cost could rise to
£77 million per year. This excludes the financial cost to the UK of losing its indigenous, tallow based
oleochemical industry.
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In addition, these incentives can contradict existing waste management policy. Under the Waste
Framework Directive, waste biomass materials like tallow should be managed according to a hierarchy eg
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and lastly Disposal (including burning with energy recovery). If the incentives are
high enough to divert tallow from reuse in the production of oleochemicals into disposal by burning, either
directly in power stations or indirectly after conversion to transport fuel, then they are turning the waste
hierarchy on its head.

The conclusion is that incentives need to be more carefully designed if they are to deliver expected benefits
within the expected costs. This issue is at least partially recognised in the current consultation papers for the
proposed RTFO, since they do raise the possibility of some form of certification of carbon benefits and of
ecological standards for agriculture. However, we are very concerned that these issues are not being
addressed in a rigorous and systematic way.

There are signs that the process of refining some incentives is underway and we would urge the UK
Government to follow the example. Across the EU, Member States have introduced a range of incentives
to stimulate the burning of Oils and Fats (tallow/palm) to generate green electricity or produce biodiesel.
However, some of them (notably Germany, Belgium and Holland) are changing these incentive schemes
because they have not delivered the desired eVect. For example, the biomass electricity incentive in Holland
was set at a level to allow the development of coppice plantations and a wood chip supply chain. However,
due to the ready availability, existing infrastructure and ease of use, the subsidies were largely being diverted
to the burning of animal fats and (mostly imported) vegetable oils. These materials do not require large
incentives to be cost eVective in comparison with fossil fuels. As a result, money designated for the
development of a truly sustainable, domestic supply option was exported to palm oil plantation owners in
SE Asia. Therefore, we would urge the UK Government, when setting incentive levels, to take into account
the diVerent levels of support required by diVerent bio-mass types. For example, tallow is already fully
utilised in Green Applications (Oleochemicals, soap, burning for industrial heat production) so needs no
subsidy to be viable as a green fuel. We would go further and argue that as no tallow is thrown away it should
be taken out of the definition of bio-mass altogether, in order to prevent it from benefiting from future
incentive schemes that it does require.

2. At what stage does Green Energy endanger Green Chemistry?

The European Oleochemical Industry is a vital part of the Chemical Industry, supplying a range of bio-
degradable ingredients based on renewable feedstock. In the EU, Oleochemicals employs over 10,000 people
directly and generates over ƒ4 billion turnover. However, its existence is threatened by the unintended
consequences of the rapidly changing incentives and regulations being introduced to protect the
environment and to control climate change. The main raw material is tallow and the renewables obligations
and defiscalisation are acting as unfair incentives to the biofuels industry. In addition a by product of the
production of both Oleochemicals and biodiesel is glycerine. The upsurge in production of biodiesel has had
a devastating eVect on the price of glycerine. In the ten years of biodiesel production in Europe, crude
glycerine prices have fallen from over £600 to under £100/tonne. Oleochemicals receive no subsidy at all.

If the EU Oleochemical industry does not receive some relief from this incentivised competition for its
raw material it will be replaced by either mineral oil products or palm oil base alternatives from Asia.
Unfortunately, palm oil is not an option for the EU Oleochemicals industry because its Asian competitors
have the triple advantage of being backwardly integrated with palm oil production, based in low cost
countries and protected by an export duty on the palm oil that does not apply to the Oleochemical
derivatives, or indeed, to bio-fuels.

3. At what stage does Green Energy endanger food supply?

There is surplus capacity within the expanded EU to produce more energy crops without compromising
food supply and there is an attraction to promoting this. It would result in higher farm incomes and a
reduced expenditure on the CAP, as well as a reduction in net carbon emissions. However, once this limited
surplus has been used there will be significant upward pressure on food prices. As can be seen from the table
below, the use of renewable oils to manufacture bio-diesel is growing fast. As the EU is already a very
significant net import of vegetable oils, one has to answer the question: “will increased demand lead to
increased domestic production or more imports?”. The numbers below suggest imports:

The production of Bio-diesel in the EU

— 2004 was 2 million tpa

— 2005 was 3.2 mtpa

— 2006 (capacity)—6 mtpa—equivalent to all of EU rape oil production.

— Over last five years EU 25 Rape oil production was in the range 4–6 million tonnes.

— Increased demand means more imports—The EU is already a major net importer of Oils and Fats.

— Production 17 million tonnes (includes crushing of imported oilseeds such as soya).

— Consumption 25 million.

— Net imports up to 8 million.
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Looking at the issue on a larger scale, the global supply of all vegetable oils and animal fats (including
butter and lard) is in the region of 130 million tonnes. Even if all of this was used to replace fossil fuels the
impact would be minimal in global terms, as it would only save some 360 million tonnes of Carbon Dioxide.

4. What area of the Tropical rain forest and global bio-diversity is it appropriate to destroy to replace fossil
fuels?

Just about all the growth in vegetable oil production seen over the last five years has been in two key areas;
South America (Argentina and Brazil) for Soya and South East Asia (Malaysia and Indonesia) for Palm.
Development in both areas has been at the expense of virgin rain forest. It has been suggested that West
Africa, which has a history of palm production, could be a potential new supplier. However, West Africa
would take years to produce significant volumes. Even if politically stable, it lacks the infrastructure and,
in any case, it takes up to five years for a palm to mature and produce an oil crop. It should also be mentioned
that should W. African production increase significantly, it would once again be at the expense of their
rain forest.

To put this into perspective; annual Palm oil production in Malaysia is some 15 million tonnes and the
area devoted to palm plantations is around 15%. This means that for every additional million tonnes of
vegetable oil consumed an area of tropical rain forest equivalent to 1% of Malaysia will have to be cut down
to make way for palm plantation. This means that if we are just to meet the EU 5.75% bio-fuels target by
2010 and assume that no natural oils and fats are used for power generation or heat generation, an area
equivalent to 9% of Malaysia is required. Expert advice would be needed to give an opinion on what eVect
that would have on bio-diversity and climate change.

Conclusions

There is no quick/simple fix. Achieving the Governments Carbon Dioxide targets will need a complex,
multi- faceted set of solutions. This will require a variable incentive scheme that reflects the relative costs of
using diVerent sources of “Green Energy” as well as the changing cost of fossil fuels. Blunt mechanisms such
as the Renewables Obligations (ROCs. RTFOs) do not deliver the required sophistication. Sources of bio-
mass need to be diVerentiated so that they can then either be granted diVerentiated incentives (as is the case
now in Holland) or certain materials (such as tallow that are already fully utilised for environmentally
friendly applications) should be excluded from the definition of bio-mass and therefore, incentive schemes.

Part of the attraction of oils and fats is their easy of use and relatively low cost. As a result, unlike the use
of some paper/wood wastes or purpose grown energy crops (ie coppice willow), they do not need big
incentives to be a cost eVective alternative to fossil fuels. Therefore, any incentives should be proportionally
smaller if over subsidy or excessive costs to the end Consumer are to be avoided. The simpler solutions,
whilst of value at a low level, are not sustainable once their use becomes larger and simply shift
environmental issues to other parts of the world. In addition the price distortion that they cause damages
or destroys the traditional (unsubsidised) markets.

When setting up incentive schemes there are a number of undesired consequences that have to be taken
into account. These must include the:

— possibility of exporting subsides;

— danger of simply exporting environment problems;

— eVect on market prices and the potential damage to existing “green” industries;

— eVect on global food supply and the ability of the developing world to buy food;

— eVect on bio-diversity;

— net life cycle impact of alternative fuels; and

— danger of over subsidy and cost to the end consumer.

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Woodland Trust

1. The Woodland Trust welcomes the opportunity to contribute to this inquiry. The Trust is the UK’s
leading woodland conservation charity. We have four main aims: no further loss of ancient woodland,
restoring and improving woodland biodiversity, increasing new native woodland and increasing people’s
understanding and enjoyment of woodland. We own over 1,000 sites across the UK, covering around 20,000
hectares (50,000 acres) and we have 300,000 members and supporters.
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2. The Prime Minister continues to identify climate change as “probably the greatest long-term challenge
facing the human race”. Does the 2006 Climate Change Programme represent a realistic strategy to prepare
the UK to meet this challenge?

2.1 The 2006 Climate Change Programme is a very disappointing document. It outlines how the
Government is going to fail to meet its own self-imposed target of a 20% cut in carbon emissions by 2010,
it proposes no radical action to bring the country’s emissions into line with the need for at least 60% cuts
in carbon emissions by 2050, and it fails to address the need to integrate action on climate change across
Government and society as a whole. The need for urgent action on climate change is not reflected in the
document and we believe it shows a distinct lack of ambition by the Government.

2.2 Climate change has been described by the Government’s Chief Scientific Advisor as a bigger threat
than international terrorism64 whilst the European Commission has described it as “one of the greatest
environmental and economic threats facing the planet”.65 The Prime Minister has also spoken of “a
challenge so far-reaching in its impact and irreversible in its destructive power, that it radically alters human
existence”.66 There is no indication of this rhetoric being translated into a realistic set of actions that will
make the changes required through the Programme.

2.3 We welcome the recognition in the Programme of the need to engage the public with the issue. This
should be built on by capitalising on the growing awareness triggered by recent extreme climatic events and
drawing for example on mass engagement projects related to climate change such as the UK Phenology
Network.67 We welcome the fact that the section on adaptation to climate change contains much more
information than the previous strategy. The need to adapt to the fact that climate change is already with us
is crucial. It is likely that we are already locked into experiencing a dangerous level of climate change within
decades and this means an urgent need for adaptive action.

2.4 Some elements of the Programme are welcome. These include the commitment to the development
of a planning policy statement on climate change which is something the Trust in coalition with other NGOs
and TCPA has been asking for and we are pleased to see that DCLG seem to be devoting some energy to
getting it drafted soon. Good land use planning is essential if we are to be able to adapt to the eVects of
inevitable climate change and take action to cut emissions across the housing, transport and business
sectors. If the PPS embraces a true spatial planning approach it also has potential to be a useful tool in
helping the natural environment adapt to the eVects of climate change.

3. Does the Government need to do more, and if so what, to try to ensure that it meets the 20% reduction in
carbon dioxide emissions by 2010?

3.1 The Government must to do far more to meet and exceed the 20% reduction target. There is a clear
need for strong action to cut emissions drastically. It is also vital that the UK is set on a path to achieve
greater than 60% cuts in emissions by 2050. The Programme fails to demonstrate that the Government has
a plan to achieve the necessary cuts. Several areas should be addressed in far more depth in the Programme:

3.2 Carbon budgeting

We welcome the statement in the Programme that the Government will look at introducing a carbon
budget. The Trust also strongly supports the idea of an annual report to Parliament setting out the level of
greenhouse gas emissions and the steps being taken to reduce them. This is an essential step if we are to stand
any chance of meeting the stringent cuts in emissions that are needed. There should be a budget set over a
five year time frame with targets and reporting yearly to ensure the UK gets on track to cut emissions by
more than 60% by 2050.

3.3 International action

Given the global nature of the problem the UK needs to continue to act as a leading world player in
international negotiations on climate change. We welcome the statements in Chapter Two that the
Government recognises the importance of the international process and its stated commitment to continue
to press for more action on the issue. However, it is hard to see how the Government can continue to act
as a credible player on the international scene if it fails to meet the self-imposed UK targets. Stronger action
is needed to ensure that the UK is put on track to meet these commitments which will increase the moral
authority of the country when acting on the international scene.

64 Writing in Science January 2004.
65 European Commission DG Environment.
66 Prime Minister’s speech on climate change, 14 September 2006.
67 www.phenology.org.uk
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3.4 Action for biodiversity

The Programme does recognise the impact on biodiversity of climate change, and we welcome the new
emphasis on the need to adapt. The highly fragmented nature of our landscapes along with the projected
rates of climate change mean we need to speed up the shift towards a landscape scale approach rather than
the site centred mindset which has dominated conservation policy in the UK. The building blocks of such
an approach must be the protection of all semi-natural habitats through the planning system and the
adoption of a landscape scale approach which seeks to marry adaptation strategies for the natural world
with sustainable land use planning.

In terms of the way forward for biodiversity policy and climate change, we would like to see:

— a wider focus on all semi-natural (BAP) habitats rather than simply a representative sample of sites
as in the case of the SSSI network, recognising that this is necessary to protect the essential seed-
corn of biodiversity in this country and provide a platform from which future dispersal can take
place;

— targeting of habitat creation to where biodiversity has the greatest chance of being put on a
sustainable footing ie areas where there are greatest concentrations of ancient or semi-natural BAP
habitats such as ancient woodland. This principle applies as much to open ground habitats as it
does to woodland;

— recognising that various habitats complement one another rather than trying to put them “in
boxes”;

— restoring non-native conifer planted ancient woodland sites, as well as semi-natural habitats
planted with non-native conifers where any significant remaining features survive;

— targeting habitat creation so as to increase the resilience of semi-natural (BAP) habitats to buVer
them from negative edge eVects with intensive land use and extending their area rather than simply
physically linking them; and

— action to help the widest possible biodiversity move between semi-natural (BAP) habitats by
reducing the intensity of the intervening land use (ie, agriculture, forestry and built development).
Simply creating “corridors” for wildlife is unlikely to be successful given the relative immobility
of many species but a general reduction in the intensity of land use oVers a more sustainable
approach with more viable opportunities for wildlife and the delivery of wider socio-economic
benefits. Reducing intensity of land use can be achieved in a number of ways including reductions
in diVuse pollution, improved soil management, fewer herbicide and pesticide inputs, reductions
in grazing pressure to deliver more sympathetic management of existing habitats, re-establish more
transitional habitats (known as ecotones) and more natural green space within urban
environments.

Central to this approach is the integration of landscape scale action for biodiversity with the wider benefits
it delivers. This vision is far from being at odds with society’s needs; as well as being good conservation
practice anyway, it can contribute towards rural development, flood alleviation, recreation and tourism, air
and water quality and deliver a variety of other benefits to society.

3.5 Tackling unsustainable policies across Government

It is hard to see how any programme to reduce emissions can be taken seriously without committing to
reviewing the unsustainable airport expansion proposals in the Air Transport White Paper. The
Government is trying to sidestep this issue by referring to the EU emissions trading scheme rather than
addressing it head-on which would require a fundamental rethink of the unsustainable proposals to
massively increase airport capacity across the UK.

This points to a problem with Government policy on climate change generally. There should be a much
more joined up approach on climate change as it is the biggest threat we face. It is not justifiable for one
area of the economy to pay for the impacts of climate change while allowing another polluting sector to
continue to expand in an uncontrolled way.

All Government policy should be climate proofed to ensure that policy decisions that would be damaging
to the possibility of the UK meeting the required emissions reduction targets are avoided.

4. To what extent, if at all, will the outcome of the Energy Review aVect the implementation of the Climate
Change Programme?

4.1 The outcome of the Energy Review is vital to any attempt to cut carbon emissions. The Review has
to address our reliance on fossil fuels and should commit the UK to much greater investment in renewable
energy sources.
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4.2 We agree with the statement in the Programme that biomass can provide a significant contribution
to renewable heat provision in the UK and we welcome the introduction of a support scheme for biomass.
However given the urgency of the problem we would again like to see stronger action. We believe there is
a good case for a Renewable Heat Obligation alongside the Renewables Obligation (which applies to
electricity only) in the energy sector.

4.3 There is a huge potential for additional low cost carbon abatement to be achieved by stimulating and
supporting the market for renewable heat. There is enough biomass fuel, comprising forest residues,
roundwood, arboricultural residues, secondary product from the wood industry, and clean recycled wood,
currently available to fuel 8,000 MW worth of modern biomass heating systems. With the introduction of
energy crops this could be tripled.

4.4 Eligibility criteria for a Renewable Heat Obligation could be the same as currently defined in the
Renewables Obligation eg solid, liquid, or gaseous fuels from biomass, heat pumps collecting stored solar
or geothermal energy from ground or water and solar thermal and wind (in a small number of cases where
wind-based electricity is used to heat water).

May 2006
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